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1. NON TECHNICAL EXECUTIVE SUMMARY 

1.1 INFORMATION ON THE PROJECT 
1.1.1 Objective and Scope 

For an area of 200 km² (‖ESIA AREA‖) about 15 km inland from the Gulf of Suez near Ras 
Gharib the Environmental and Social Impacts of wind power utilisation with up to 1000 MW 
installed capacity had to be studied. This area is part of a total area of 1229 km allocated by 
presidential decree of May 13th, 2009 to wind power utilisation. The area was proposed by 
the National Centre for Land-use Planning and was approved by the Council of Ministers. 
Thus, it can be assumed that assessment of alternatives had already been considered. 
The wind power development is coordinated by NREA. The area shall be split into different 
individual project zones with buffer corridors. Individual projects intended in this ―ESIA area‖ 
are a BOO project of a private investor as well as public projects financed by European de-
velopment partners (EU, EIB and AFD) under the lead of KfW and by Governmental Lenders 
from Abu Dhabi and Spain. The final configuration is subject to further discussions to be 
based on the results of this ESIA study. Nevertheless, it is the objective of this study to de-
scribe the future wind power utilisation in the area as realistic as possible to limit additional 
efforts for getting the environmental permit for the individual projects.  
The objective of wind power utilisation in this area is  

 to make use of the excellent wind power potential at the site, and in the same time  
 to substitute oil and gas for electricity generation and to safe indigenous fuel re-

sources, and  
 to safe CO2 emissions. 

The assessment of environmental and social impacts caused by wind power development is 
targeting  

 to determine any likely significant impact caused by wind power development in the 
area, 

 to assess, whether such impacts can be mitigated or whether they require a restriction 
or a cancellation of wind power development,  

 to define eventually necessary mitigation measures and environmental management 
(EM) requirements, and 

 to assess the effects of possibly required mitigation and EM measures with regard to 
the overall viability of wind power development in the area. 

This ESIA study follows the Egyptian Environmental laws, regulations and guidelines. In the 
same time it is considered that the minimum standards of the Equator Principles are kept. 
This is to fulfil the financing conditions of international financing institutes as most of them 
have committed themselves to keep the Equator Principles as minimum environmental stan-
dards.  
Major elements of the assessment were field surveys such as general area reconnaissance, 
ornithological field monitoring over spring and autumn migration period, and a representative 
survey on flora and fauna (others than avifauna). By early public participation the stake-
holders were invited to comment. This included one Bedouin family living at a water pumping 
station within the area.  
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1.1.2 Wind Power Development in the 200 km² ESIA Area 
The location of the project area can be seen from Fig. 1.1. It is located on the western bank 
of the Gulf of Suez, 120 km in the North of Hurghada and 10 to 15 km to the West of the 
Hurghada – Suez Road. The distance by road to Cairo is about 350 km. The boundary coor-
dinates are given in Table 1.1. 

 
Fig. 1.1: Location of the ―1,000 MW Project Area‖ 
 
Table 1.1: Boundary Coordinates of the 1,000 MW Project Area 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Border Co-
ordinates 

GEOGRAPHICAL COORDINATES 
(DATUM: WGS 1984) 

23  28°11'8.34"N  32°56'45.77"E 

A6-3  28°12'55.38"N  33° 6'32.66"E 

21  28° 5'27.50"N  33° 9'14.00"E 

20  28° 7'28.50"N  33° 8'13.50"E 

17  28°12'36.40"N  33° 6'29.86"E 

22  28° 3'25.43"N  33° 5'4.02"E 

19  28° 9'59.00"N  33° 6'8.50"E 

4 BOO  28°10'37.56"N  33° 2'2.88"E 

18  28°10'40.96"N  33° 8'6.67"E 

X2  28°15'10.88"N  32°59'28.54"E 

X3  28°11'53.33"N  32°55'45.54"E 

200 km² ESIA Area 
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More details on the location can be seen from Fig. 1.2. The area is about 20 km away from 
Ras Gharib. It is partly located in the West of wind parks already under development such as 
an European financed Wind Park of 200 MW, a Japanese financed wind park of 220 MW and 
a private developed wind park of Italgen of approximately 100 MW in the South-East.  

 
Fig. 1.2: The ―1,000 MW Project Area‖ with possible Access Road Options 
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The area can be accessed via asphalt roads owned by the General Petroleum Company 
(GPC) of about 4 m width from the Ras Gharib area in the Northeast and via an earth road 
which was built by the JIAPCo Oil company in the Southeast. Alternately an access road from 
the public road Ras Gharib to the Nile Valley would need to be built. 
The design lifetime of wind power plants is 20 years. According to the predominating wind 
direction, wind power would be developed in south-west to north-east rows at distances of 
about 600 m to 1 km and distances between turbines within a row of about 200 to 300 m. An 
example for a configuration is given in Fig. 1.3 
 

 
 
Fig. 1.3: Typical Arrangement of a Wind Park including Cabling  
 
Wind turbines with unit capacities of about 0.8 to 2.5 MW, rotor diameters of 52 m to 90 m 
and max tip heights of 80 m to 120 m are likely to be selected. Other typical features of such 
a project are the wind turbine foundations of about 2 to 3 m depth and a surface of up to 15 x 
15 m² in case of a large turbine (2 to 2.5 MW), wind turbines with tubular towers with diame-
ters of up to 4.5 m at the footing and maximum blade tip heights of about 120 m (allowing 
wind turbine unit capacities of up to about 2.5 MW). The wind park internal grid consists of 
cable trenches and small kiosks next to each wind turbine comprising of ring main station and 
transformer and controller stations, if the latter will not be integrated into the turbines. Further 
major features are the wind park internal earth roads of about 5 m width and erection plat-
forms of 1,000 to 2,000 m² at each wind turbine.  
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Fig. 1.4: Typical Arrangement of Kiosks and Cabling at each Wind Turbine   
 
The wind power collected by the MT cable grid has to be evacuated via a new transmission 
line to be built. This ESIA study considers preliminary information on a new 500/220 kV sub-
station to be built in the Ras Gharib area. Accordingly, a central 220 kV substation at a cen-
tral location of the 200 km² project area is considered for evacuation of the wind power. In the 
absence of detailed information on the new location of the 500/220 kV SS the routing of the 
220 kV TL is only tentatively indicated. Moreover, at this stage of project preparation it is as-
sumed that such service areas (for control and maintenance including spare part and tools 
stock) will be built at the border of the area, e.g. near to a 220 kV substation or in Ras Gharib, 
for being interconnected to the LT network.   
 

 
 
Fig. 1.5: Visualization of a wind park in the ―ESIA Area‖ 
 
 
Only very limited land on a wind park site is affected by construction works. The construction 
area per MW installed is estimated to be 3,900 m². I.e. less than 3 % of the overall area is 
affected by construction work. 
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In addition, service and control room facilities will be required. Control may take place by re-
mote control routed through a central wind park server. Such Wind Park Server may be es-
tablished in a small container within the wind park site next to a wind turbine or within the 220 
kV onsite substations. Service and storage facilities with accommodation facilities of the dif-
ferent investors most likely will be installed outside the project area in reach of water and 
electricity supply, e.g. in the outskirts of Ras Gharib.  
 
Usually such service installations consist of an apartments building, a central facility (confer-
ence room, mosque and cantina), a storage premise (e.g. 30 x 20 m), an open storage area 
and a small control and office building. Water will have to be provided by tanker or through 
interconnection to the water supply system. The number of persons living & working in the 
area in shifts to operate and maintain the wind park would be not more than 30 for a wind 
park size of about 200 MW. I.e. the total number of personnel for O&M of the wind parks is 
estimated to be 100.  
 
Further installations associated to the wind farm would be one or two MT/220 kV substations 
in the ESIA area and the 220 kV overhead-line interconnection to a 500 kV substation near to 
Ras Gharib to come. As such interconnection will be built especially for the wind power inter-
connection, it is considered as part of the wind power project.   
 
 

1.2 EXISTING ENVIRONMENT 
1.2.1 Features except Fauna and Flora 

The ―ESIA area‖ had been investigated during a site reconnaissance with the focus on all en-
vironmental aspects except for Fauna and Flora. For the latter separate field investigations 
had been carried out. The ―ESIA area‖ is a desert area without any vegetation, except small 
spots of isolated vegetation at Wadi banks or in major Wadis. The area is crossed by major 
Wadis. The watersheds of the Wadis extent to the Gabel Ras Gharib Mountain of about 
1,750 m a.s.l. The Wadi cross-sections have a pronounced profile. The big dimensions of the 
Wadis and erosion channels in the Wadi beds are evidence for discharge in the Wadis that 
occur from time to time.  
 
 
Average maximum Temperature 20° C (January) to 33 °C (August) 
Average Temperatures 15° C (January) to 29° C (August) 
Average wind speed at 50 m about 10 m/s 
Maximum Gust about 35 m/s 
Rainfall very sporadic, hyper arid area 
 
 
Further characteristics of the area can be summarised as: 

o Land use: Land use within the project area is limited to a system of water 
wells with the related infrastructure such as pumps, pipes, MV electricity sup-
ply and roads almost in the middle of the project area associated with a few 
huts (one Bedouin family of about 20 persons) formed out of palm tree leaves 
and an irrigated palm-tree garden of about 50 x 70 m. Outside of and adjacent 
to the eastern part of the area oil production takes place at distances of about 
1000 m from the border.  
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Fig. 1.6: Water pumping, water pipeline, buried MV cable and access road 

 

  
         Fig. 1.7: Man made ―Oasis‖ irrigated by pumped water 

 
o the area does not contain any habitats of significance (natural or man made) 

for flora and fauna except the palm tree garden in the Centre of the area. 
o Missing vegetation except few small desert grasses at Wadis and very scarce 

fauna (except birds); no rare or endangered species; the area is near to a ma-
jor bird migration route with endangered and protected birds. A considerable 
number of migrating birds were observed during the spring season 2010 pass-
ing the area. 

o Infrastructure: The project area has no infrastructure except asphalt and 
gravel roads to the water wells with the associated electricity supply, water 
pipelines and water pumps operated by GPC. Access to the area from the 
Suez- Hurghada road (a four lane road) via GPC owned 4 m wide asphalt 
roads and some unpaved roads, that would need to be reinforced; alternately 
access by earth road to be built from the Ras Gharib – Nile Valley road in the 
North (see Fig. 1.2). 

o Not any utility services in the area; the transmission water pipeline (Nile water) 
is routed on the western side and in parallel to the Suez – Hurghada road, i.e. 
about 7 km away from the nearest border of the study area.  

o The next settlement is the outskirts of Ras Gharib at a minimum distance of 13 
km from the north-eastern border of the project area.   

o The area does not contain any historical sites or environmental protection 
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areas, or is located inside or nearby a protected area. 
o Not any antiquities or other sites of historic and cultural significance in the 

overall area. 
o No surface water except discharge in the major Wadis that may occur quite 

seldom. 
o Groundwater: More than 100 m below surface 
o Geomorphology and Geotechnical conditions:  Most of the area consist of 

plains (more in the North) and undulated land (middle and South); one moun-
tain range in the Centre with about 100 m above surface is not suitable for 
wind park construction; The level of the whole project area ranges from 50 m 
a.s.l. in the East to 250 m a.s.l. in the North-West; Most of the area is covered 
with compact angular gravels and pebbles forming a so called desert armour. 
Stable underground, good foundation conditions; area is not affected by fault 
lines, no special earthquake risk.  

o Littering of waste originating from far away, such as plastic bags or packing 
material, which is blown by the northern winds through the desert.  

o Air quality affected by dusts having their origin in the desert itself and caused 
by strong winds; no acidic emissions from flare gas burning or unburned flare 
gas from the near-by GPC oil field were realised, as wind is generally not 
blowing from the oil fields in the North-East. 

o Natural high noise level during frequent strong winds; no man made noise 
emissions in the area, except that from water pumping. 

o Landscape: The landscape shows typical desert areas of extended plains, 
undulated ―dune‖ and mountainous areas. It has no specific character that 
need to be maintained. 

 
 

1.2.2 Flora and Fauna – plants and animals (except birds) 
A separate study on plants and animals was carried out during periods of 3 to 4 days, each in 
spring and autumn 2010, by local experts (EcoConServ). 

The study on plants was restricted to areas surrounding existing tracks, sites used for the bird 
study (Fig. 1.9) and to paths used to reach these sites. In a first step the study area was 
scanned for spots with vegetation using binoculars. Located spots were investigated in more 
detail. Moreover, several site visits to record and map plants in spring 2010 were conducted 
by experts of the bird monitoring team. 

With regards to the study on animals, the local expert slowly drove along the paths several 
times in search of present animals. At certain locations the surrounding was scanned for 
animals and studied in order to find burrows or scats that indicate the presence of animals. 
Moreover, additional data on animals was gathered during the monitoring of migrating birds 
(ornithological field study). Additionally, two inspections restricted to the surrounding of the 
oasis were done at night using special detectors to investigate the presence of bats. 

Finally a review of the literature and available databases relevant to plants and animals of the 
study area was done. 
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Plants 
Only a few plant species occur in low numbers of specimen in the study area, mainly re-
stricted to depressions and Wadis. Plants found in the monitored area were mostly limited to 
loose groups of Ochradinus baccatus (e.g. near observation sites C, D, and G) or single indi-
viduals of Zygophyllum coccineum and Haloxylon salicornicum. The only not cultivated, i.e. 
naturally occurring trees found in the area are some stands of Acacia tortilis ssp. raddiana 
(near the oasis, near observation site E and F). Other species rarely occurring within the 
study area are Stipagrostis plumose, Cyperus conglomerates, Handal or citrullus colocynthis. 

In addition to scarce natural vegetation, there is cultivated land, i.e. an oasis in the eastern 
part of the study area. This constitutes a green area less than 2,500 m2 in size. The oasis 
represents a very important resting point for desert cruises and has created an artificial shel-
ter or habitat for a relatively high number of species, including birds, seeking food, water and 
shadow. This land is cultivated with unorganized typical farmland plants such as date palms, 
olives, date and a few other field crops. 

Additionally, water pipelines of GPC oil company are found around this area. A number of 
patches of vegetation are found around the sources of minor leaks from these pipelines.  

The results clearly show that the importance of the study area for plants is very limited. The 
study area does not harbour endangered plants or plant communities. Plants that have been 
found are common and widespread. 

 
Animals 
Few mammals have been documented in the study area during the field work, indicating that 
species richness and numbers of specimen are very low because of the harsh living condi-
tions in the desert. During site visits at night no bats were detected. 

A total of 13 species of reptiles occurred more or less regularly within the study area: six dif-
ferent gecko species, three agamid species, two lizard species and two snake species (a 
colubrid and a viper). A colony of Egyptian Dabb Lizard was found with about ten to fifteen 
individuals near a track running from site H to the North and also south of site H (Fig. 1.8). 
Several individuals were regularly seen roosting outside their burrows or feeding on vegeta-
tion. In autumn a pair of Lizards was recorded which took care of two offspring. 

 

  
Fig. 1.8: Areas with regular occurrence of Egyptian Dabb Lizard near site H 
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No thorough study of the insect fauna was performed, yet brief examinations prior to or after 
bird observations did not reveal any relevant occurrence of insects. Nevertheless, flies tem-
porarily are abundant in the area. Migratory insects were also encountered during field work 
in few hoverfly, butterfly and locust species. 

The results clearly show that the importance of the study area as a habitat for animals is ra-
ther limited. The Egyptian Dabb Lizard is classified as near threatened in the worldwide Red 
List of Threatened Species (by IUCN; Cox et al. 2006). All other animals are considered as to 
be of least concern. 

 
 

1.2.3 Birds 
Background and objectives 

The Gulf of Suez, in particular the area near Gabel el Zayt, is well known as a bottleneck for 
migrating birds. Large numbers of birds pass the area twice a year during spring and autumn 
migration. Previous studies have shown that tens of thousands of White storks and further 
tens of thousands of raptors as well as other soaring species regularly migrate across the 
Red Sea Coast area and the Red Sea mountain chain (Bergen 2007a, Bergen 2009, CarlBro 
2010). 

The main objectives of the bird monitoring (ornithological investigation) that focused on bird 
migration were 

 to collect baseline data on migrating birds (mainly soaring and gliding species migrating 
during the day), 

 to describe migration patterns of relevant species in a quantitative way, 
 to identify and assess possible impacts regarding development of wind power within the 
study area and, finally, 

 to recommend mitigation measures in order to minimize possible conflicts. 

 
Methods 
Standardized daytime field observations were done in spring (792 hours of observation) and 
autumn 2010 (803 hours of observation) (covering the main migration periods). Observations 
were done from eight observation sites which were located at distances of about 5 km (cover-
ing major parts of the area, see Fig. 1.9). Observations focused on species that can be re-
garded as especially vulnerable to collision strikes or other negative impacts caused by wind 
turbines: these are mainly large birds (first of all, birds of prey, storks and pelicans) that prin-
cipally migrate by soaring and gliding during daytime. 

All local and roosting birds were recorded during standardized observations as well as during 
travelling within the study area. The Sebkha was regularly checked for roosting birds using 
binoculars and telescopes from particular points located at the road that follows the western 
border of the Sebkha to the Southeast. 

In order to assess bird migration within the study area the results obtained in 2010 are com-
pared with results obtained by a previous study carried out in autumn 2008 and spring 2009 
in an area near Wadi Dara (in the following: ‗Wadi Dara area‘) which is located a few kilome-
tres South of the study area (Bergen 2009). 

A more detailed description of the used methodology and the obtained results can be found 
in the final report of the ornithological investigation (Annex I). 
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Fig. 1.9: Locations of the eight observation sites (A to H) within the study area (circles in-

dicate a radius of 2.5 km around each observation site) 

 
Spring migration – results and assessment of the importance of the area 
During standardized field observations in spring 2010, a total of 177,516 birds from 27 rele-
vant species were recorded within the study area. White stork and Steppe buzzard, each 
constituting almost 38 % of all birds, were the dominant species. 

In spring 2010 almost 30 % of all birds recorded at distances of up to 2.5 km to an observa-
tion site used altitudes below 100 m. Another 27 % migrated at altitudes between 100 and 
199 m, whereas about 44 % flew above 199 m. 

In spring 2010 the number of birds migrating at altitudes below 200 m differed between the 
eight observation sites (especially if Steppe buzzard which is of minor importance for the im-
pact assessment is not considered). A very high number of migrating birds (more than 12,000 
individuals) were recorded in the surrounding of sites G and H (Fig. 1.10). A rather high num-
ber of migrating birds (between 6,000 and 12,000 individuals) were observed in the surround-
ing of sites C, D, E and F. In contrast, the recorded number of migrants below 200 m at sites 
A and B were comparably low (less than 3,000 individuals). 

The total number of birds observed in spring 2010 within the study area exceeded 1 % of the 
total flyway population for 13 species (This is a commonly used criterion, developed by 
Birdlife International, for assessing the significance of an area: if the 1 %-threshold is met an 
area is regarded to be of international importance).. More than 15 % of the flyway population 
of White stork, and more than 5 % of the flyway population of Levant sparrowhawk, Steppe 
eagle, White pelican, Booted eagle and Steppe buzzard were recorded. More than 3 % of the 
flyway population of Egyptian vulture classified as globally endangered in the worldwide Red 
List of Threatened Species (by IUCN, Cox et al. 2006) was recorded here. Further four spe-
cies of conservational concern (due to their Red List-Category) occurred in comparably low to 
very low numbers: Spotted eagle, Eastern imperial eagle, Pallid harrier and Lesser kestrel. 
These results clearly show that the study area is very important for spring migration. 
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Fig. 1.10: Total numbers of recorded birds (except Steppe buzzard) migrating at distances 

up to 2.5 km to each observation site at altitudes below 200 m in spring 2010 
(study area) and in spring 2009 (Wadi Dara area: sites M09 to S10) 

 

Compared to the previous study in the Wadi Dara area (see Bergen 2009), the number of 
birds migrating at altitudes below 200 m was much higher in spring 2010 at most observation 
sites (Fig. 1.10). This was mainly due to White storks which occurred at lower altitudes in 
very high numbers especially at sites C, D, G and H. Moreover, a comparably high number of 
Steppe buzzards (not shown in Fig. 1.10) migrated through the area at most sites. E.g. nearly 
10,000 Steppe buzzards were observed at lower altitudes at site A. However, 4,500 of these 
birds were recorded during three hours on a single day. Consequently, we do not expect that 
this result is due to regular migration pattern. Furthermore, Steppe buzzard is not a species 
of special conservational interest. To conclude, the importance of the study area can be clas-
sified as follows: 

 The northwestern parts of the study area around the sites A and B has to be classified 
as significant for bird migration in spring.  

 The numbers of birds and recordings observed in the Northeast (site E), in the middle 
(sites C and F) and in the Southwest (site D) of the study area were clearly higher than 
at sites A and B and at sites M10, S09 and S10 in spring 2009 in the Wadi Dara area 
(Fig 1.10). Consequently, the Northeast, the middle and the Southwest of the study 
area have to be classified as very significant for bird migration in spring. 

 At the two sites G and H which cover the eastern and southeastern parts of the study 
area migratory activity at lower altitudes was highest (Fig. 1.10). This is mainly due to 
the high amount of White stork which apparently avoided the crossing of the Red Sea, 
but headed further northwest to Suez. Consequently, the eastern and southeastern 
parts of the study area have to be classified as extremely significant for bird migration 
in spring. 
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Autumn migration – results and assessment of the importance of the area 
During standardized field observations in autumn 2010, 25,942 birds from 22 relevant spe-
cies were recorded within the study area. Again White stork, constituting about 54 % of all 
birds, was the dominant species. It is noteworthy that all recorded White storks referred to 
only 17 flocks, indicating that the study area is not located within a main migratory route of 
White storks in autumn. The only other frequently occurring species were White pelican and 
Honey buzzard but all at markedly lower numbers. More than 70 % of all migrating birds refer 
to only six flocks indicating that migratory activity was comparatively low during most periods 
of the investigation. 

The observed numbers of White stork and White pelican refer to about 3 % and 12 % of the 
total flyway population of each species, respectively. The proportion for all other species ob-
served in the study area by far did not reach 1 % of the flyway population (which is a com-
monly used criterion for assessing the importance of an area). Three species of conserva-
tional concern (due to their IUCN-Red List Category) occurred in low to very low numbers: 
Pallid harrier, Lesser kestrel, Red-footed falcon and Egyptian vulture. 

In autumn 2010 most birds recorded up to 2.5 km to an observation site used lower flight alti-
tudes: Only 25 % of all birds flew above 199 m. This result was probably caused by birds 
(Storks and Pelicans) that reached the desert plains at low altitudes after crossing the Red 
Sea, where no thermals enable them to gain height.  

Compared to the previous study carried out in autumn 2008 in the Wadi Dara area (see Ber-
gen 2009), the number of birds migrating at altitudes below 200 m was much lower at most 
sites in autumn 2010 (Fig. 1.11). Only at site H, where about 8,000 White storks were re-
corded, migratory activity was comparable to that recorded at site S09 in autumn 2008. How-
ever, it has to be taken into account that the high number of White storks at site H mainly re-
fers to a single flock of about 7,500 individuals. 

 

 
Fig. 1.11: Total numbers of recorded birds migrating at distances up to 2.5 km to each ob-

servation site at altitudes below 200 m in autumn 2010 (study area) and in au-
tumn 2008 (Wadi Dara area: sites M09 to S10) 
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Thus, migratory activity in autumn 2010 was low or predominately very low in the whole study 
area. Consequently, large parts of the study area are not important for autumn migration. 
This result is very well in accordance with what could be expected from previous studies: The 
majority of White storks, White pelicans, Honey buzzards and other soaring species seems to 
reach the Red Sea coast near Gabel el Zayt south of Ras Shukeir after crossing the Red 
Sea. Only single flocks (with occasionally huge numbers) reach the coastline between Ras 
Gharib and Ras Shukeir and can then migrate through the eastern part of the study area (site 
H). Moreover, the results indicate that soaring birds do not reach the coastline North of Ras 
Gharib. Only very few birds seem to migrate further southeast from Suez over the coastal 
plains. Most birds which migrate over Suez are believed to head further south along the Red 
Sea Mountain chain or further in the West along the Nile Valley. 

 
Local birds – results and assessment of the importance of the area 
The hyper-arid climate with the desert bare of vegetation as well as the harsh wind conditions 
make the study area an unattractive habitat for local / breeding birds. Consequently, very few 
locals birds were observed, all of them classified as ―Least Concern‖ in the IUCN Red List of 
Threatened Species, e.g. Bar-tailed larks, Desert lark, Greater hoopoe-lark, Brown-necked 
raven or Crowned sandgrouse. 
Consequently, most parts of the study area are of minor importance for local birds. The oasis 
and the larger Wadis, containing small patches of vegetation, are specific features in the de-
sert. Therefore, these areas are regarded as important for local birds. 

 
Roosting birds – results and assessment of the importance of the area 
Storks, Pelicans and birds of prey were occasionally observed roosting in or adjacent to the 
study area, mainly in the early morning or the late afternoon after or before spending the 
night in the desert. Those birds apparently stayed only one night in the desert before continu-
ing migration. As those birds were found in the whole study area, there is no particular roost-
ing site of conservational importance within the study area. The larger Wadis within the study 
area that have small patches of vegetation might be an important roosting place for small 
passerines. 

Even the Sebkha was not often used by Storks and Pelicans although it offers appropriate 
conditions for roosting. In spring White storks were recorded in the Sebkha during only three 
of 15 control visits, but in large numbers (up to 4,800 individuals). The results indicate that 
the Sebkha was not continuously used as a stop-over site. It can be assumed that most birds 
probably spend only one night in the Sebkha before continuing migration in spring. However, 
within the desert plains the Sebkha can be classified as an important roosting site for Storks, 
Pelicans, Herons and probably other species. 

Small passerines regularly used the oasis as a stop-over site for several days. Moreover, 
other species like Bee-eaters, Doves and Herons were occasionally recorded there. Within 
the desert plains the oasis forms a unique feature with dense vegetation. Consequently, it is 
an attractive stop-over site and an important stepping stone for these species during migra-
tion. 
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1.3 PREDICTION OF IMPACTS 
1.3.1 Features except Fauna and Flora 

The expected impacts can be summarised as follows:  
Land use: As there will be only a minor land take (about 3 %) and in the absence of ecologi-
cally sensitive habitats, attractive landscape, antiquities, agriculture, residents etc. the minor 
land take has not any significant impact. The impacts easily can be further reduced by avoid-
ance of spots of residual vegetation. The above is valid for both, the construction and the 
operation phase. 
Landscape and visual impact: Considering the absence of receptors and the uniform de-
sert landscape with no special features the impacts on the landscape are judged as being not 
significant neither during the construction phase, nor during the operation phase. 
Water resources and waste water: In general water supply is not relevant for wind power 
projects. Most water will be required during the construction phase, especially for concrete 
works related to the foundations and the substation. In case of casting at the site such water 
would need to be procured by tankers and taken from the Nile water pipeline system. Water 
demand for sanitary purposes will be marginal even during the construction phase. The small 
amount of waste water, usually treated in septic tanks with underground rinsing, does not 
have a significant impact. The groundwater resources used by GPC in the centre of the ―200 
km² project area‖ will remain untouched. Construction works near the wells shall be avoided.  
During the operation period the water consumption was estimated to 3 m³/d only and will be 
not significant. 

Domestic and hazardous waste: Considerable amounts of solid waste will be generated by 
wind power construction projects, consisting essentially of packing material (paper, plastics, 
wood) originating from equipment transport. The waste will occur mostly at the individual tur-
bine erection sites and in the construction yard. Under the heavy wind conditions the waste is 
easily spread over the desert and transported over large distances. The only possible source 
of hazardous waste caused during construction is spilled oil and grease originating from con-
struction equipment (e.g. trucks, excavators, craned) and from handling and commissioning 
of deliveries (e.g. transformer or gear box oil, hydraulic oil). Both, the littering of waste and 
the spillage of hazards can easily be avoided by proper workmanship and strong supervision. 
Waste from the wind park during the operation phase would consist of used consumables 
regularly to be exchanged, when servicing the machines, and smaller defective parts. These 
are non hazardous materials, most of them valuables and fit for recycling. Larger defective 
parts such as gear box or generator would anyhow be returned to the factory for repair or re-
use of materials. Hazardous used oil will be collected once per year or once in two years and 
send for recycling. The practice in other Egyptian wind park shows that this works without 
problems. The volume of used oils will depend on the type of wind turbine selected and on 
the service intervals requested by the selected contractor. Domestic waste will be generated 
at the service facilities and the 220 kV substation. The standard method as applied at remote 
housing facilities in the desert in Egypt would be that waste will be collected in bags or bins, 
and disposed of on an environmentally safe waste disposal site (desert pits). To reduce the 
volume the waste is burnt. The residual waste will be covered by sand. The waste is inert and 
in absence of rain there is no harm for the subsurface. Considering the small amounts of do-
mestic waste (about 60 m³ per year of non compacted waste equivalent to about 1 to 2 m³/a 
after incineration) this simple method is considered to be acceptable and no significant im-
pacts caused by domestic and hazardous waste are expected, if a proper workmanship and 
domestic waste management scheme does apply.  
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Air quality: During the construction measures some emissions of exhaust gases of ma-
chinery and dust at the working places will occur. In the absence of sensitive receptors in the 
area such emissions during construction will have no significant impacts on the environment. 
No dust and gaseous emissions will originate from a wind park during operation. Accordingly, 
there is no significant environmental impact 
Noise: The only sensitive noise receptors are the Bedouin huts next to the GPC water pump-
ing stations. The area is considered as a ―mixed residential, commercial, small industrial‖ 
area with a maximum ambient noise level of 50 dB (A). Such values are respected during the 
construction and the operation phase, if the wind turbines will be located at least at dis-
tances of 300 m from the huts 
Vibration: During both, the construction and operation phase, no significant impacts from 
vibration is expected. Vibrations resulting from wind turbines working under regular conditions 
show very little vibration with the blades correctly balanced and the main shaft correctly ad-
justed. The propagation of the vibration is dampened by the foundation body and there is 
very little transmission into the underground, especially in case of a non rocky underground 
like in most of the part of the subject project area. Thus, vibration effects will not be measur-
able in the underground already nearby the wind turbines.  
Electromagnetic Interferences: Wind turbines could potentially cause electromagnetic inter-
ference with aviation radar and telecommunication systems (e.g. microwave, television, and 
radio). The nature of the potential impacts depends primarily on the location of the wind tur-
bine relative to the transmitter and receiver. There is a military radar in the North-east of the 
―ESIA area‖ at a distance of 8.7 km from the north-eastern corner of the possibly usable area. 
As the area was already cleared by the Ministry of Defense, it can be assumed that no inter-
ference with a coming wind park is expected. There are no telecommunication systems near-
by the area that could be disturbed by the operation of wind turbines. 
Light reflection and shadowing: The blade coating of modern turbines does usually absorb 
direct sun light and reflection is not a significant environmental impact. Moreover, due to lack 
of receptors in the surrounding of the wind park that can be affected by reflection, there is no 
impact from that. The critical impact of shadowing (flickering) as per acceptable standards is 
30 hours per year and 30 minutes per day. This can be achieved only at places near to wind 
turbines, where the observed transition time of the sun through the rotor diameter can 
achieve such durations. As there are no residences or housing near to the turbines (except 
the Bedouin family housing, to which a distance of more than 300 m shall be kept), it is obvi-
ous that there is no impact from flickering beyond acceptable level. 
Archaeological, historical and cultural heritage: Not existing in the area. 
Occupational health and safety risks: There are significant safety risks during the con-
struction phase resulting from earth and concrete works, the erection works (working at 
heights), handling of heavy equipment and electrical installations. During the operation phase 
such risks origin from the maintenance works in the wind park. The risks can be reduced to 
acceptable level, if keeping internationally accepted health and safety standards. 
Traffic, utility services and other infrastructure: As the main roads in the overall region 
are very well dimensioned and at low traffic frequency there are not any critical impacts on 
the traffic on public roads during construction. A considerable amount of water will be re-
quired for concrete making. The maximum daily amount is estimated to 60 m³/d equivalent to 
0.6 l/s to be procured out of the Nile water pipeline supply, or if that will not be possible, from 
the Nile valley. During operation there will be almost no impact on the traffic and the water 
demand. The wind parks would work in parallel to the 220 kV or 500 kV transmission level to 
be constructed. The wind electrical energy will strengthen the electricity supply in general and 
will contribute to grid stability if being properly designed and operated in coordination with the 
LDC. 
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Socio-economic effects: Especially during the construction phase the wind park will re-
quire significant employment of local personal. About 30 to 40 % of the investment volume 
would be produced locally. The operation of the wind farm will make use of indigenous re-
sources and helps to safe oil and gas resources. Moreover, wind power generation will help 
to reduce CO2 emissions (about 1890 t CO2 /MW/year). 
 
 
 

1.3.2 Fauna and Flora 
Plants 
The land-use by wind farm construction is very limited (usually less than 3 % of the overall 
area) leaving most of the area free from any interventions. Consequently, the affected area 
will cover only a small fraction of the 200 km2 study area. No turbine will be installed next or 
inside the oasis or inside larger Wadi beds. Construction measures in the Wadis will be li-
mited to single crossing by gravel roads and by cable trenches carried out at less sensitive 
spots. In conclusion, construction of wind farms within the study area will cause no signifi-
cant impacts on vegetation or plant communities. 

Operating wind turbines are not known to affect plants or plant growth. During periods of 
maintenance of wind farms human activities will be restricted to the already existing tracks 
and storage positions. In conclusion, operation and maintenance of wind farms within the 
study area will cause no significant impacts on vegetation or plant communities.  

 
Animals 
Compared to the whole wind farm area, the area required for infrastructural structures is very 
limited. Thus, even during and after turbine erection there will be enough appropriate habitats 
available for local animals. In summary, the impact on animals caused by construction of 
wind farms within the study area and / or disturbance is assessed to be insignificant (accept-
able). In the oasis, the larger Wadis and the area settled by the Egyptian Dabb Lizard, how-
ever, installations of turbines or other technical installations shall be avoided and human ac-
tivities shall be minimized. 

Noise and shading resulting from operating turbines is limited in space and time. Hence op-
erating wind farms are not expected to impact animal wildlife significantly. In conclusion, op-
eration and maintenance of wind farms within the study area will cause no significant im-
pacts on animals. 
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1.3.3 Birds 
Bird-wind turbine interactions 

In recent years the construction of wind turbines has given rise to much controversy relating 
to bird conservational issues, mainly in Europe and the United States.  

Considering installation of wind farms within the study area, the major potential hazards to 
birds are collision risk and mortality but also barrier effects. Other possible impacts of wind 
turbines like displacement due to disturbance or direct habitat change and loss for roosting or 
local birds are of minor importance.  

Assessment of impacts on migrating, local and roosting birds- construction phase 

Birds in active flight will not be affected during the construction phase. Noise and dust emis-
sion at distinct construction sites might bring migrating birds to alter their flight path. This 
cannot be regarded as a significant impact. 

Construction of wind farms might lead to a modification or a loss of habitat for local or roost-
ing birds by using areas for foundation of turbines, permanent access roads, trails for power 
lines, storing positions for heavy machines, other technical installations etc. As mentioned 
above, the local bird community is very poor in species and, moreover, bird density is very 
low. And the vast majority of the study area is not a preferred roosting site for birds. The area 
required for the infrastructural elements is very small compared to the whole wind farm area. 
Thus, even after the construction of turbines there will be enough appropriate habitats availa-
ble for local and roosting birds.  

The oasis and the larger Wadis that have small patches of vegetation form specific elements 
in the desert and might be used as foraging and hunting sites for local birds and as a roosting 
site during migration periods. Therefore, construction works in the oasis and in the larger 
Wadis shall be minimized. 

Moreover, electrical structures associated to wind farms, such as substations or overhead 
power lines for interconnection with the main corridor are likely to have impacts on migrating 
birds, and, therefore, shall be constructed and protected according to the Guidelines ―Protect-
ing Birds from Power Lines; Nature and environment, No. 140; Council of European Publish-
ing‖.‖ 
To conclude, the impact on migrating, local and roosting birds caused by the construction of 
wind farms within the study area is assessed to be not significant (acceptable). Residual im-
pacts can be mitigated by the mentioned measures. 

 
Assessment of impacts on migrating birds - operation and maintenance phase 

The investigation clearly indicates that parts of the study area are of international importance 
for migration in spring. Hence, significant impacts (collisions and barrier effect) potentially af-
fecting populations of some species cannot be excluded when building wind farms in the en-
tire study area. However, the results of the investigation indicate a gradual increase of migra-
tory activity from West to East within the study area. This is very well in accordance with the 
findings from investigations carried out in autumn 2008 in the Wadi Dara area (see Joint 
Recommendation of CarlBro & ecoda 2009). Thus, an impact assessment of different parts of 
the study area due to the spatial differences in bird migration observed in spring 2010 seems 
to be feasible. In accord with the importance of the area for migration and hence according to 
the strength of expected environmental impact, the study area can be subdivided into the 
three following zones: 
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 Zone I 

Zone I covers an area of about 53 km2 and encompasses the north-western part of the study 
area (sites A and B) where migratory activity was lowest in spring 2010 (Fig. 1.12). A relevant 
collision risk for migrating birds in spring at wind farms within Zone I is not expected if techni-
cal avoidance and mitigation measures to the best standard practice are maintained (see 
Chapter 1.4). 

 Zone II 

Zone II consists of parts of the study area in the Northeast (site E), in the middle (sites C and 
F) and in the Southwest (site D) and has a size of about 67 km2 (Fig. 1.12). According to re-
sults of the study, Zone II is very significant for bird migration. Considering the huge numbers 
of birds migrating at altitudes below 200 m, it cannot be excluded that collision risk at wind 
farms in Zone II will pose a significant threat for migrating birds. Consequently, the expected 
impact of wind farms in Zone II is unacceptable. However, if turbines do not operate during 
periods of highest migration, collision risk and barrier effect for migrating birds are minimized. 
Thus, construction of wind turbines within Zone II is acceptable only, if an effective shutdown 
programme is developed and established (see Chapter 1.4). 

 Zone III 

Zone III consists of the eastern and south-eastern parts of the study area (sites G and H) and 
has a size of about 88 km2 (Fig. 1.12). The results of the study clearly show that Zone III is of 
extreme significance for bird migration in spring. Consequently, collision rates leading to addi-
tional mortality potentially causing significant population effects for some species cannot be 
excluded when building wind farms in Zone III. The expected impact of wind farms is there-
fore unacceptable and hence the construction of wind farms has to be strictly banned within 
Zone III. Even shutdown programmes have to be regarded as being incapable of reducing 
impacts of wind farms in Zone III to an acceptable level, because significant cumulative im-
pacts with other wind farms cannot be excluded (with regard to collision risk and to barrier 
effect). 

 
Fig. 1.12: Results of the impact assessment of different parts of the study area due to the 

spatial differences in bird migration observed in spring 2010.  
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Migratory activity in autumn 2010 was low to very low in the whole study area (in accordance 
with what can be expected from previous studies). As a consequence, due to the low number 
of migrating birds in autumn, wind farms within the study area will not pose a relevant risk of 
collision. Single collisions at wind farms within the study area might occur even during au-
tumn. But the expected collision rate will not cause significant effects on populations. Thus, 
collisions at wind turbines within the study area during autumn are not regarded to have a 
significant impact on migrating birds. 

 
Due to the lack of knowledge about behaviour of large soaring birds in the vicinity of wind tur-
bines the impact assessment is subject to a certain degree of uncertainty. Consequently, 
apart from mitigation measures, a thorough post-construction monitoring programme should 
be implemented for wind farms in Zone I and Zone II to assess whether impacts of wind 
farms in Zone I and Zone II remain at an acceptable level, or whether additional measures 
are necessary to minimize or eliminate unacceptable impacts. The results of the post-
construction monitoring shall be used to improve the shutdown programme and to contribute 
to a final development of a shutdown-on-demand (SOD) programme 

 

Assessment of impacts on local birds - operation and maintenance phase 

Local birds might be affected by disturbance during the operational phase of wind farms. 
However, most resident birds are expected to be unsusceptible to the nearly constant acous-
tic and visual stimuli of wind turbines. Moreover, disturbance effects are restricted to a rather 
small distance and cover at most the area up to 300 m to a turbine. As species variety of lo-
cal birds and bird density is very low, the impact on local birds caused by disturbance related 
to operating turbines is assessed as not to be significant (acceptable). 

Human activity is expected to be rather limited in time and space. In conclusion, the impact 
on local birds caused by disturbances related to maintenance is assessed as not to be signif-
icant (acceptable). 

Local birds will also face the risk of collision at operating turbines. However, resident birds 
are aware of turbines and their behavior might be better adapted to the presence of turbines. 
As species variety of local birds and bird density is very low, wind farms in Zone I and Zone II 
will not lead to significant collision risk on local birds. 

 

Assessment of impacts on roosting birds - operation and maintenance phase 

It is well known that species which tend to roost in larger flocks avoid operational wind farms. 
Therefore, we expect that, for example, White storks and White pelicans will usually not roost 
within wind farms. As the study area is not a preferred roosting site for these species and as 
there are many alternative roosting sites, operation of wind farms will not lead to significant 
habitat loss for these species. Other species roosting in small flocks or even singularly, e.g. 
birds of prey or smaller birds (passerines), are not known to avoid wind turbines. As the 
Sebkha is located some kilometers away from Zone I and Zone II wind turbines will not affect 
birds which use the Sebkha as a roosting site. 

Human activity is expected to be rather limited in time and space. In conclusion, the impact 
on roosting birds caused by disturbances related to maintenance is assessed as not to be 
significant (acceptable). 
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Roosting birds face the risk of collision at operating turbines. Collision risk might be high in 
situations when larger flocks of birds i) stop migration in the afternoon to look for a place to 
spend the night and ii) start migration in the morning after having spent the night in the 
desert. As the study area is not a preferred roosting site and as species, like White storks or 
White pelicans, are expected to avoid operating wind turbines; wind farms in Zone I and 
Zone II will not lead to significant collision risk on roosting birds. 

 
 

1.4 MITIGATION MEASURES 
Construction and operation of wind farms within the ―200 km² Project Area‖ will lead to signifi-
cant impacts on migrating birds in spring. Provided that the following mitigation measures 
(Chapter 1.4.1) will be maintained the expected impact of wind farms on an area of about 120 
km2 can be reduced to an acceptable level. 
With regards to other conservation resources wind farms within the study area will cause mi-
nor residual impacts. These residual impacts can be mitigated by good design, workmanship 
practice, keeping health and safety standards as well as housekeeping and supervision (see 
Chapter 1.4.2).  
 
 

1.4.1 Mitigation measures with regards to migrating birds 
Regarding migrating birds the main required mitigation measures can be summarized as fol-
lows: 

 In order to reduce the expected risk of collision and barrier effects for migrating birds 
at wind farms within Zone II an effective shutdown programme has to be developed 
and established for the spring migration period (Note that a shutdown programme has 
to be coordinated with the National LDC). With regard to the development of such a 
shutdown programme, a two-step approach is conceivable: 

o A fixed shutdown (FS) programme stopping all turbines from March, 1st to May, 18th 
during daytime (1 hour after sunrise to 1 hour before sunset). Based on long term 
wind data, the expected energy loss caused by such a FS-programme is estimated 
to be about 10 %. 

o A shutdown-on-demand (SOD) programme (probably using radar technology) 
stopping all turbines during times of high migratory activity and when large flocks 
approach the wind farm. On the basis of long term wind data and bird migration 
data obtained in spring 2010, the expected energy loss caused by such a shut-
down programme is estimated to be about 2 %.  

Assuming that effective FS- and SOD-programmes are established, wind farms 
within Zone II are not expected to lead to a relevant collision risk for migrating birds 
in spring. To regulate and monitor the shutdown programme installation of a central 
control facility for all wind farms is required. 

Moreover, technical avoidance and further mitigation measures according to best 
standard practices are required (see below). 

 The expected risk of collision and barrier effects for migrating birds at wind farms with-
in Zone I during spring have to be reduced by effective measures, i.e. either 
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o by implementing an escape corridor in the middle of Zone I: The escape corridor 
shall have a width of about 1 km and shall be orientated in parallel to the main wind 
direction, i.e. Northwest to Southeast. The corridor will allow birds to leave the wind 
farm area in a safe way and without larger efforts. 

or, alternatively, 

o by establishing a shutdown programme (see above). Applying a shutdown-on-
demand programme is recommendable, if it was proved to be effectively and sus-
tainable operating and if it was in accordance with the requirements of the LDC. 
Carry out a central control to regulate and to monitor the wind park shutdown con-
cept. 

 If implementation of an escape corridor through Zone I is intended, a concentration of 
migrating birds can be expected within the corridor area during spring (when birds 
face strong headwinds and are drifted with the wind to the Southeast or when birds 
give up struggling against strong headwinds and go with the wind in south-eastern di-
rection) and possibly during autumn, too. Hence, to reduce collision risk and barrier 
effect for migrating birds the corridor through Zone I has to be expanded in south-
eastern direction through Zone II. If, alternatively, a shutdown programme will be ap-
plied for wind farms within Zone I (but no escape corridor), an escape corridor through 
Zone II is dispensable. 

 Implement a detailed post-construction monitoring programme for at least the first two 
years during main migration periods (2.5 months in spring and 2.0 months in autumn) 
to assess whether impacts of wind farms in Zone I and Zone II remain at an accepta-
ble level, or whether additional measures are necessary to minimize or eliminate un-
acceptable impacts. Cooperate with national and international environmental organi-
sations. 

 No wind turbines with lattice towers are permitted to avoid suitable perching sites. 
Limit the maximum tip height of the wind turbine to 120 m. Avoid lighting of turbines. If 
lighting of turbines is absolutely required, use the minimum number of intermittent 
flashing white lights of lowest effective intensity (Drewitt & Langston 2006) however, 
still fulfilling aviation requirements of the civil and military aviation authority. Paint tur-
bine blades to increase blade visibility by using blades with black and white aviation 
markings (see also Hodos et al. 2003). 

 Build the wind park internal grid by underground MT cables. If the use of overhead 
lines cannot be avoided (e.g. 220 kV OHL), such overhead lines have to be designed 
according to the guidelines ―Protecting birds from power-lines, Nature and Environ-
ment No. 140, Council of Europe Publishing‖. Analogous measures shall be applied at 
any substation to be built in that area. 
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1.4.2 Mitigation measures with regards to other features (except 
migrating birds) 

Regarding other features (except migrating birds) the main required mitigation measures can 
be summarized as follows: 

 Construction works next to the oasis, water wells and in the larger Wadi beds shall be 
minimized and limited to road construction/improvement and laying of cables in 
trenches.  

 Installation of turbines and other technical installations are to be avoided in the areas 
inhabited by the Egyptian Dabb Lizard. All human activities shall be minimized, both 
during construction and operation / maintenance phase. 

 Supplying or changing oil, lubricant or hydrocarbon to vehicles should be done in gas 
stations. These activities should not be carried out on site. Strict control must be ap-
plied by a site supervisor. 

 Contractors should provide effective protection for land and vegetation resources at 
all times and should be held responsible for any subsequent damage. 

 The contractor shall be forced to good workmanship and housekeeping during con-
struction by contractual stipulations and by assignment of supervising engineers in 
order to assure adequate disposal of solid waste and waste water, to avoid or to col-
lect spillages of used oils, greases, diesel, etc.  

 Assignment of a health and safety engineer by the main contractors for the different 
Lots with full power for giving health and safety instructions. 

 Strictly implementation of wind power manufacturers health and safety instructions 
concerning the erection, commissioning and maintenance of the wind turbines. 

 Strict supervision of health and safety measures of the local civil works companies, 
which may be employed via the main contractor or directly by NREA, especially with 
regard to wearing safety clothes, to equipment safety and a safe working environ-
ment. 
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1.5 ENVIRONMENTAL MANAGEMENT PLAN 
The implementation of mitigation measures require actions during the bidding, planning, con-
struction and post construction phase for each individual wind park that would be erected in 
the accepted or eventually later on in the conditional acceptable area. This can be summa-
rised in the following EMP.  
 

Project activity Environmental 
Concern 

Mitigation Measures Estimated Cost 
(EUR) 

Bidding and 
Planning Phase 
 

Health and 
Safety Risks 

Make keeping standards as defined in 
the Environmental, Health and Safety 
Guidelines for Wind Energy, IFC,2007, 
a minimum obligation in the Tender 
Documents 

To be included in the 
investment cost 

  Make the assignment of a health and 
safety engineer during the construction 
process a condition 

To be included in in-
vestment cost  

  Make a health and safety plan for the 
construction site obligatory  

To be included in in-
vestment cost 

  Make provision of safety tools & 
equipment as per accepted standards 
by the Contractor a bidding condition 

To be included in in-
vestment cost 

 Impacts on birds Limit the maximum tip height of wind 
turbines to 120 m 

No cost 

  Define the minimum distances be-
tween wind turbines to be not less 
than 3  x 12  rotor-diameters 
 

To be included in in-
vestment cost; this 
measure would lead to 
higher infrastructure 
cost, but would also 
cause higher energy 
yield and reduced tur-
bulence and leave 
room for bird migra-
tion. 

  Paint turbine blades to increase blade 
visibility by using blades with black 
and white aviation markings (see also 
Hodos et al. 2003) 

About 10,000 
EUR/MW to be con-
sidered in the invest-
ment cost 

  Build internal grid as underground ca-
ble 

This is the standard 
and to be included to 
the investment cost  

  Make keeping guidelines ―Protecting 
birds from power-lines, Nature and 
Environment No. 140, Council of 
Europe Publishing‖ a condition for the 
design of the 220 kV interconnection 
to the substation and introduce ade-
quate bird protection measures at the 
substation 

Design of the 220 kV 
OHL to be dealt with 
by EETC. For the sub-
station: The MT side 
to be built as in-house 
switch-gear building; 
220 kV side to fit with 
the technical connec-
tion requirements as 
per the guidelines; 
cost to be borne by 
the project owners 
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Detailed planning 
and Construction 
phase 

Health and 
safety risks 

Availability of an adequate health and 
safety plan 

Included in Cost Esti-
mate 

    
Construction 
phase  

Health and 
safety risks 

Assignment of health and safety engi-
neer of Contractor with independency 
with regard to giving health and safety 
instructions 

Included in Investment 
Cost 

  Keeping the ―Environmental, Health 
and Safety Guidelines for Wind En-
ergy, IFC,2007‖ as a minimum condi-
tion 

Included in Investment 
Cost 

  Availability and proper utilisation of 
safety tools and equipment 

Included in Investment 
Cost 

  Hygienic temporary sanitary facilities Included in Investment 
Cost 

  Assure stoppage of erection works 
during weather conditions beyond lim-
its  

Included in Investment 
Cost, extended erec-
tion periods 

 Pollution  Good workmanship and housekeeping 
to be assured by supervising engi-
neers to assure adequate disposal of 
solid waste and waste water, and to 
avoid or to collect spillages of used 
oils, greases, diesel, etc.  

Included in investment 
cost  

  Force the contractor to put the con-
struction site into tidy conditions, ex-
cavations are backfilled, heaps of ex-
cavation material is levelled and waste 
is adequately disposed off. 

Included in investment 
cost 

 Impact on birds Assure the constructional work is con-
ducted in accordance with mitigation 
measures given in Chapter 6.2. 
In addition: For implementation of a 
shutdown programme the technical 
design has to consider a central con-
trol facility for all wind farms in the 
area, which allows a central shutdown 
and restart operation. 

Additional investment 
cost for central control 
facilities of an order of 
1 Mio. EUR  

 Impact on flora 
and fauna (ex-
cept birds) 

Assure the constructional work is con-
ducted in accordance with mitigation 
measures given in Chapter 6.2; such 
as no wind turbine construction in ma-
jor Wadis, road and trench alignment 
away from vegetation area, no con-
structions at sites inhabited by Egyp-
tian Dabb Lizard 

Very limited additional 
cost for investors, that 
can be quantified after  
detailed design is 
done only  

Operation and 
maintenance 
phase 
 

Health and 
safety risks 

Assure that O& M at the wind turbines 
is carried out by personnel only, that 
has passed a safety training course 

Standard requirement 
to be observed by pro-
ject owners and moni-
tored by a qualified 
external expert 
(50,000 EUR for a 
larger wind park) 

 Impacts on birds Carry out a post construction ornitho-
logical monitoring for at least the first 
two years during main migrating sea-
sons for wind farms in Zone I and 

400,000 EUR per 
year; expertise to be 
jointly hired by the 
project owners or al-
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Zone II in cooperation with national 
and international environmental or-
ganisations to identify any impacts on 
birds beyond acceptable level and to 
apply additional mitigation measures 
or improve already established mitiga-
tion measures, wherever necessary, to 
the limits defined in this study 

ternatively by each 
individual project 
owner 

  Supervision and central control of a 
fixed shutdown programme during 
spring migration season for wind farms 
in Zone II (and optionally in Zone I)  

150,000 EUR per year 
for Zone II (and op-
tionally for Zone I) 

  Develop, test and establish a (radar 
based) shutdown-on-demand pro-
gramme during spring migration sea-
son for wind farms in Zone II (and op-
tionally in Zone I), including coordina-
tion with LDC 

2 years, about 1 Mio. 
EUR; to be financed 
by NREA supported 
by soft loan facilities 

  Carry out a shutdown-on-demand pro-
gramme (probably at two sites, each 
one equipped with one radar system) 
during spring migration season in 
Zone II (and optionally in Zone I), in-
cluding coordination with LDC 

300,000 EUR per year 
for Zone II (and op-
tionally for Zone I); 
expenses to be 
shared by project 
owners or alternatively 
to be borne by each 
individual project 
owner 

 Pollution Assure proper management of domes-
tic waste at service buildings (e.g. in 
cooperation with Ras Gharib waste 
management scheme ) and of used 
grease and oils (recycling) 

Standard requirement 
to be observed by 
owners 

Decommissioning Land-use and 
Landscape 

Remove the wind turbine installations 
at the end of the life time 

To be borne by the 
investor and to be 
considered in the in-
vestment cost 
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2. DESCRIPTION OF THE PROJECT AND LAYOUT 

2.1 Objectives and Scope  
The Government of Egypt (GoE) has allocated 200 km² of land about 15 km inland from the 
shores of the Gulf of Suez near Ras Gharib that shall be used for wind power development 
for up to 1,000 MW. This land is portion of a 1,229 km² area allocated for wind power utilisa-
tion by presidential decree of May 13th, 2009. The objective of wind power utilisation in this 
area is  

 To make use of the excellent wind power potential at the site, and in the same time  
 to substitute oil and gas for electricity generation and to safe indigenous fuel re-

sources, and  
 to safe CO2 emissions. 

 
This ESIA study follows the Egyptian Environmental laws, regulations and guidelines. In the 
same time it is considered that the minimum standards of the Equator Principles are kept. 
This is to fulfil the financing conditions of international financing institutes as most of them 
have committed themselves to keep the Equator Principles as minimum environmental stan-
dards.  
Major elements of the assessment were field surveys such as general area reconnaissance, 
ornithological field monitoring over spring and autumn migration period, and a representative 
survey on flora and fauna (others than avifauna). By early public participation the stake-
holders were invited to comment. This included one Bedouin family living at a water pumping 
station within the area.  
The project development is coordinated by NREA. The northern part of the area is intended 
to be used for the 250 MW BOO project already under tendering by EETC for private . Fur-
ther projects of a private investor (MASDAR/NREA: 200 MW  ) as well as public projects fi-
nanced by European development partners (EU, EIB and AFD) under the lead of KfW and by 
Governmental Lenders from Spain with a total installed capacity of 580 MW were planned for 
the area. The implementation of these projects depends on the environmental compatibility of 
the area and further feasibility studies to be carried out. This ESIA study focuses on the envi-
ronmental and social assessment and the identification of necessary avoidance and mitiga-
tion measures. For this assessment typical wind park layouts for the project areas under con-
sideration are assumed. Thus, a layout of the future projects as realistic as possible is carried 
out to consider any eventual environmental and social impacts resulting from the projects. I.e. 
the ESIA is carried out with the objective to get an environmental clearance for wind park de-
velopment in that portion of the area, where no environmental impacts are expected or envi-
ronmental impacts can be mitigated.  It may already serve as the final study for environ-
mental clearance of the individual projects, or, at least, the efforts for further ESIA studies 
and the environmental clearance of individual projects shall be minimised.  
 
The design lifetime of wind power plants is 20 years. According to the predominating wind 
direction, wind power would be developed in south-west to north-east rows at distances of 
about 1 km. Typical features of such a project are the wind turbine foundations of about 2 to 3 
m depth and a surface of up to 15 x 15 m² in case of a large turbine (2 to 2.5 MW), wind tur-
bines with tubular towers with diameters of up to 4.5 m at the footing and maximum blade tip 
heights of about 120 m (allowing wind turbine unit capacities of up to about 2.5 MW). The 
wind park internal grid consists of cable trenches and small kiosks next to each wind turbine 
comprising of ring main station and transformer and controller stations, if the latter will not be 
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integrated into the turbines. Further major features are the wind park internal earth roads of 
about 5 m width and erection platforms of 1000 to 2000 m² at each wind turbine. The wind 
power collected by the MT cable grid has to be evacuated via a new transmission line to be 
built. A 220 kV line from Hurghada to Zafarana being still in the implementation stage is al-
ready completely loaded and cannot absorb further feed in from wind parks. This ESIA study 
considers preliminary information on a new 500/220 kV substation to be built in the Ras 
Gharib area. Accordingly, a central 220 kV substation at a central location of the 200 km² pro-
ject area is considered for evacuation of the wind power. In the absence of detailed informa-
tion on the new location of the 500/220 kV SS the routing of the 220 kV TL is only tentatively 
indicated. Accordingly, this feature can be considered on a very general level only. The same 
is valid for service buildings. At this stage of project preparation it is assumed that such ser-
vice areas (for control and maintenance including spare part and tools stock) will be built out-
side the area, e.g. near to the 220 kV substation or in Ras Gharib, for being interconnected to 
the LT network.   
 
The assessment of environmental and social impacts caused by wind power development is 
targeting  

 to determine any likely significant impact caused by wind power development in the 
area, 

 to assess, whether such impacts can be mitigated or whether they require a restriction 
or a cancellation of wind power development,  

 to define eventually necessary mitigation measures and environmental management 
(EM) requirements.  

 to assess the effects of possibly required mitigation and EM measures with regard to 
the overall viability of wind power development in the area. 

The scope of the project can be summarized as follows: Wind power development shall take 
place in the 200 km² project area, whereby the greater Wadis and the mountainous and com-
plex parts shall be kept free from wind turbines. The location of the area is shown on Fig. 2.1. 
It is located within in a greater area of 1229 km², which was designated for wind power utilisa-
tion by presidential decree. The area was proposed by the National Centre for Land-use 
Planning and was approved by the Council of Ministers. Eventually competing uses were al-
ready taken care of by excluding areas of petrol activities in the East of the area. Comments 
of competent authorities such as the air force and aviation authority were already received by 
NREA. Thus, it can be stated that there was already an internal consultation between compe-
tent authorities prior to the approval of the area and to the start of this ESIA.  
 
 

2.2 The “200 km² Project Area” 
The location of the project area can be seen from Fig. 2.1. It is located on the western bank 
of the Gulf of Suez, 120 km in the North of Hurghada and 10 to 15 km to the West of the 
Hurghada – Suez Road. The distance by road to Cairo is about 350 km. The boundary coor-
dinates are given in Table 1. 
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Fig. 2.1: Location of the ―1,000 MW Project Area‖ 
 
Table 2.1:  Boundary Coordinates of the 1000 MW Project Area 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
More details on the location can be seen from Fig. 2.2. The area is about 20 km away from 
Ras Gharib. It is partly located in the West of wind parks already under development such as 
an European financed Wind Park of 200 MW, a Japanese financed wind park of 220 MW and 
a private developed wind park of Italgen of approximately 100 MW in the South-East.  

Border Co-
ordinates 

GEOGRAPHICAL COORDINATES (DATUM: 
WGS 1984) 

23  28°11'8.34"N  32°56'45.77"E 

A6-3  28°12'55.38"N  33° 6'32.66"E 

21  28° 5'27.50"N  33° 9'14.00"E 

20  28° 7'28.50"N  33° 8'13.50"E 

17  28°12'36.40"N  33° 6'29.86"E 

22  28° 3'25.43"N  33° 5'4.02"E 

19  28° 9'59.00"N  33° 6'8.50"E 

4 BOO  28°10'37.56"N  33° 2'2.88"E 

18  28°10'40.96"N  33° 8'6.67"E 

X2  28°15'10.88"N  32°59'28.54"E 

X3  28°11'53.33"N  32°55'45.54"E 

200 km² ESIA Area 
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Fig. 2.2: The ―1000 MW Project Area‖ with possible Access Road Options 
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The area can be accessed via asphalt roads owned by the General Petroleum Company 
(GPC) of about 4 m width from the Ras Gharib area in the North and via an earth road in the 
South, which was built by the JIAPCo Oil company. Alternately an access road from the pub-
lic road Ras Gharib to the Nile Valley in the North would need to be constructed 
 
 

2.3 The Project - Layout of wind power development 
2.3.1 General Description of the Project 

Although the final split up of the total area into wind parks and the final design of the individ-
ual wind parks will be known on a later stage only, once the wind turbine will be selected or 
determined through competitive bidding, the general project layout of wind parks can already 
be outlined. This is because wind park design follows basic planning rules. Moreover, be-
cause of the limitation of the maximum tip height of the wind turbines the spectrum of wind 
turbines that can be used is also restricted. Accordingly, wind turbines with unit capacities of 
about 0.8 to 2.5 MW, rotor diameters of 52 m to 90 m and max tip heights of 80 m to 120 m 
are likely to be selected. Regardless of the type selected the WTG shall consist of tubular 
towers of heights between 55 m and 80 m and maximum base diameter of about 4 m, the 
foundation and the nacelle on top of the towers with the rotor. The rotor speed is expected to 
be variable with 9 to 25 rpm. 
 
Any wind park in the ―1000 MW Project Area‖ would typically be developed in rows perpen-
dicular to the main wind direction with a distance between each row of around 700 to 1100 m 
or even more, a distance between turbines within a row of about 160  to 250 m and a turbine 
height up to the upper blade tip of a maximum of 120 m. The size of foundations would be 
about 10 x 10 m (small wind turbine) to about 17 x 17 m with a maximum depth of 3 m below 
the surface. An example for a standard foundation of a 0.85 MW wind turbine is shown in Fig. 
2.3.  
 
At each wind turbine a kiosk will be constructed (e.g. in Fig. 2.4). Depending on the type of 
selected wind turbine such kiosk will contain a ring main station, a step up transformer or 
even the wind turbine controller.  In case of a large wind turbine the Controller and the trans-
former might be contained inside the wind turbine towers.  The housing of such compact sta-
tion (kiosk) would be not more than about 2.5 m x 8 m. Power cable trenches will be attached 
along the rows near to turbines, having a depth of about 1 to 1.5 m and a width of not more 
than 2.5 m. Inside the trenches plastic pipes with diameter of 5 cm for the control cables will 
be placed on top of the power cables. The power cables will be connected to one or two  cen-
tral 220 kV substations with an area requirement of about 350 m x 150 m on  central loca-
tions at the eastern border of the usable wind farm areas. It is assumed that such HV substa-
tions might be co-financed by the different investors in the area and will be constructed under 
the control of EETC and operated by EETC. Within the wind park earth roads of about 5 m 
width will be constructed, consisting of compacted desert gravel material. The compacted 
area will be enlarged next to each wind turbine to erection platforms with a size of about 25 x 
20 m to 25 *40 m for the erection of the wind turbines. The wind park design will exclude ma-
jor Wadis and steep mountainous areas for Wind Turbine construction. Due to both, the na-
ture of the project and the hyper-arid climate, there is no need for surface drainage.  
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Fig. 2.3: Dimensions of a small Wind Turbine Foundation 
 

 
Fig. 2.4: Typical Arrangement of Kiosks and cabling at each Wind Turbine   
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Fig. 2.5: Typical Arrangement of Wind Park Siting Kiosks and cabling to 220 kV SS 
 
While a wind park will extend over the whole area only limited land is used for the construc-
tion itself. I.e. estimated considering the major items per MW. 
 

Foundation Area 400 m²/MW 
Platforms  1,000 m²/MW 
Roads 2,000 m²/MW 
Cable Trenches 1,500 m²/MW 
Total 3,900 m²/MW 
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Considering a total space requirement of 0.15 km² / MW the area affected by construction 
works is only 0.0039 km² / MW.  I.e. less than 3 % of the overall area is affected by construc-
tion work. 
 
In addition, service and control room facilities will be required. Control may take place by re-
mote control routed through a central wind park server. Such Wind Park Server may be es-
tablished in a small container within the wind park site next to a wind turbine.  Service and 
storage facilities with accommodation facilities of the different investors most likely will be in-
stalled outside the project area in reach of water and electricity supply, e.g. in the outskirts of 
Ras Gharib.  
 
Usually such service installations consist of an apartments building, a central facility (confer-
ence room, mosque, cantina), a storage premise (e.g. 30 x 20 m), an open storage area and 
a small control and office building. Water will have to be taken from the Hurghada – Ras 
Gharib Nile water pipeline. The number of persons living & working in the area in shifts to op-
erate and maintain the wind park would be not more than 30 for a wind park size of about 200 
MW. I.e. the total number of personnel for O&M of the wind parks is estimated to be 100. Ac-
cordingly, the amount of domestic waste water generated would be less than 4 m³/d (consid-
ering an average per capita consumption of 40 l/d). These small amounts of waste water 
shall undergo a two stage anaerobic treatment followed by post-treatment of effluents perco-
lated into sandy underground or reuse for irrigation. Sludge would have to be collected every 
2 to 4 years (if treatment is properly designed), tried and buried.    
 
Further installations associated to the wind farm would be one or two MT/220 kV substations 
and the 220 kV overhead-line interconnection to a 500 kV substation near to Ras Gharib to 
come. Although the routing of the 220 kV line and the location of the 500 kV substation is not 
yet defined and will have to follow the planning requirements of EETC, these elements are 
caused by and are part of the wind power development. Accordingly, they are considered as 
part of the project within the ESIA study.   
 
 

2.3.2 Topographical Restrictions of the Project 
While there will be no restriction resulting from foundation bearing capacities there are some 
topographical features in the area that do not allow a construction of wind turbines in the area 
such as, 

 Wind Turbine construction at major Wadis shall be avoided because they are prone to 
flash floods, which may occur from time to time, as it can be seen from the Wadi Bed 
profile. Earth roads to cross Wadi Beds shall be built at the same level as the Wadi 
Bed to avoid major destructions in case of flash floods, and in the same time not to 
create any bottleneck for the discharge. This approach also warrants that the few ha-
bitats that may exist in some Wadi stretches will remain almost undisturbed.  

 The area shows a major inner mountain range that cannot be used for wind turbine 
construction. Moreover, wind turbine construction in the zones of backpressure and in 
the lee of the mountain are to be kept free from wind turbine siting. 

Furthermore, complex areas were identified, which would require bigger  efforts in access 
and site work construction and therefore should be avoided, if possible.  
The differentiation of the area into the respective topographical characteristics can be seen 
from Fig. 2.2. 
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2.4 Construction Phase: Site preparation & construction 
measures 

Typical works to be carried out for wind power projects in the wind park area itself are limited 
to: 

 Earth works: Excavation, backfilling and compaction works for road and platform con-
struction as well as for foundation pits and trenches. Typical equipment used on the 
construction site are excavators, front-loaders, graders and compactors. No material 
will be taken from or to the area. 

 Concrete works for foundations. As no water will be available at the site it is expected 
that either ready mix concrete will be used or the concrete will prepared at a central 
batching plant within the wind park and all aggregates will be transported to that site. .  

 Wind turbine installation works using large mobile lifting capacities.  

 Small foundation works and installation of kiosks. 

 MT/220 kV substation to be carried out under control of the EEHC/EETC: The works 
comprise steel structural works, civil works for housing, foundations and trenches and 
electrical works at medium and high voltage level. 

 Construction measures for service and control facilities of the investors (probably out-
side the wind park area) would be limited to typical house and storage building works. 

The erection works of the wind turbines are usually carried out by the wind turbine supplier 
with a team of own technicians. Civil works and electrical works on the MT and HT lines will 
probably be carried out by local companies.   
 
For Wind Park construction a temporary construction yard (for storage of materials and ser-
vicing of machinery) and a temporary office would be erected at a central place within each 
wind park site. Such temporary facilities comprise of 4 to 6 rooms with simple sanitary facili-
ties. Water supply would be via tankers. Electricity would be generated by a small mobile 
generator. Such office building would be for about 20 persons, who, however, spend much 
time at the construction sites. Proper non-hazardous solid waste management during the 
construction phase will be the responsibility of the contractor, who shall minimise origin of 
waste and collect the waste from the site and dispose it of in a regular way.  Minor quantities 
of hazardous waste such as used oil and grease shall be collected and recycled, as it is usu-
ally done because of it‘s value. 
Construction measures of the investors would be supervised by the investor‘s engineers. 
Usually international Consultants would be employed for assistance. Such supervision in-
cludes the assurance of Contractor‘s proper environmental performance, such as waste 
management and the proper land reclamation at the end of construction measures. The 
works and the site personnel have to be supervised by a health and safety engineer, who 
shall be assigned by the Contractor. 
Associated works outside the ―Project Area‖ would be  

o Construction measures for service and control facilities of the investors out-
side the wind park area, e.g. near to Ras Gharib, would be limited to typical 
house and storage building works.  

o Erection of transmission line towers and pulling of wires for the 220 kV in-
terconnection line to a 500 kV substation, to be carried out under control of 
the EEHC/EETC: Structural steel constructions with small foundations in-
cluding working activities at heights The routing of the TL and the location 
of the 500 kV SS has still to be determined.  
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An exemplary project implementation schedule is enclosed below. The start of the first project 
would be likely in 2012.  
 

 
Fig. 2.6: Typical Wind Power Project Implementation Schedule 

 
 

2.5 O&M Phase Activities 
Typical O& M services to be carried out during the operation of the wind parks are 

 Scheduled maintenance usually every 6 months according to the maintenance plan. 
Such service comprises a checking of the wind turbine, change of consumables (at 
certain stages also oil change) and lubrication.  

 Trouble shooting, i.e. execution of smaller repairs to restart the turbine after fault 
stoppage. 

 Major repairs such as replacement of major components like gear box, generator, 
blade. 

While scheduled maintenance and trouble shooting are minor activities (only the waste issue 
of used oil is of significance), the repair or exchange of major parts would require the avail-
ability of a large crane, and of heavy transport means.  

 
Other activities are of administrative nature, such as monitoring and control, accounting, etc.    
 
 

2.6 Decommissioning 
The wind park is designed for a life time of 20 years. This period might be extended by some 
time, if the turbines will be well maintained. Decommissioning shall consider the whole wind 
farm or those parts not any more used, once the decision is taken to stop operation or to re-
power the wind park.   

Activity (Work) only major tasks shown 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 24 25 26 27 28 29 30 31 32 33

Project Implementation

Effective date of contract

Micrositing & energy yield optimisation

Geotechnical investigations
Planning and approval phase (e.g. road & foundation 
design, electrical works, technical documentation)
Manufacturing period (e.g. wind turbines, towers, 
transformers, cables, remote control system)

Shipments

Road works

Foundation works 

Erection works

Electrical works & RMCS 

Training of maintenance and operation personnel
Testing & Comissioning of the plant

                                                                          Legend:
Estimated time requirement

Typical Wind Power Project Implementation Schedule  for a large Project (e.g. 200 MW)
Months from start of assignment
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The decommissioning shall follow a decommissioning plan. It shall consider all parts of the 
wind park being out of further use. Turbines shall be dismantled in reverse order of installa-
tion. Foundations need to be removed at least up to 1 m below surface, and kiosks and 
cables shall be from the trenches. All materials shall be either recycled (e.g. tower and rebar 
steel, copper, aluminum) or shall be disposed off according to accepted environmental stan-
dards. Excavation pits shall be refilled and the land shall be leveled to harmonize with the 
surrounding landscape.  
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3. BACKGROUND INFORMATION 

3.1 Legislative framework in Egypt 
Wind-generated electrical energy is renewable, produces no emissions and is generally con-
sidered being environmentally friendly. The environmental protection in Egypt gained a mo-
mentum in 1992, when the National Environmental Action Plan (NEAP was adopted. This 
created the basis for the national environmental policy and the related regulatory framework. 
Consequently the legal basis for EIA was established by Law No. 4 of 1994, the Law on Pro-
tection of the Environment and it‘s Executive Regulations 1995 (Prime Ministers Decree 338, 
in which an EIA is required for all electricity project including renewable energies (see Annex 
2 to the regulations). The law was amended by Law 9/2009. According to these Regulations 
the EEAA has the authority for approval of bases and procedures for the assessment of envi-
ronmental impacts projects. Moreover, according to Article 10 of the regulations ―The compe-
tent administrative body or the body that grants permits shall assess the environment impact 
of establishments that are requesting permits, according to the elements, designs, specifica-
tions and bases, which are issued by the EEAA in agreement with the competent administra-
tive body‖. 
 
Of special relevance for a wind power project are the following annexes to the executive 
regulations of the environmental Law: 

 Annex 2: Establishments subject to environmental impact assessment 
 Annex 7: Permissible limits of sound intensity and safe exposure periods. 

 
The law was amended by Law 9/2009 to update the environmental legislation. Major 
amended issues were: 

 An EIA shall be prepared for both, new establishments and expansion of existing es-
tablishments. 

 The CAA in charge of issuing licences sends the EIA to EEA for evaluation. The 
EEAA has to comment or communicate its decision within a period of 30 days. Other-
wise, the EIA is deemed to be approved. The EEA may request additional information, 
data or studies. It may approve the EIA or issue a conditional approval defining nec-
essary measures to be implemented by the proponent to avoid negative environ-
mental impacts.  

 The EEAA can penalise an investor with fines between 50,000 to 1 Mio. EGP, if condi-
tions imposed by the EIA process would not be implemented. 

 The public consultation has been made mandatory for Form C projects, in addition to 
a public disclosure with an Arabic executive summary. 

 
 
Further to the Law No. 4 of 1994, the Law on Protection of the Environment, amended by 
Law 9/2009 and it‘s executive regulations, the following legal and regulatory framework 
needs to be considered in case of wind power projects: 
 

 Law No. 38/1967 on Public Cleanliness 
 Law No. 93/1966 on Wastewater and Drainage 
 Decree No. 44/2000 of Law No. 93/1966. 
 Law No. 53/1966 on Agriculture.  

 
Furthermore, legal requirements for wind park construction are defined in Law No. 101/1996 
Building Construction and Decree No. 326/1997. 
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As a signatory state the Government of Egypt has to meet environment protection obligations 
with regard to the  

 Convention on Biological Diversity, (1994)  
 Convention on the Conservation of Migratory Species of Wild Animals (the Bonn Con-

vention, 1979) and the  
 Agreement on the Conservation of African-Eurasian Migratory Waterbirds (AEWA). 

 
Accordingly, the criteria and conditions defined in these conventions were to be considered 
for the environmental impact assessment.  
 
There are no national laws and regulations on shadowing/flickering from wind turbines. Ac-
cording to German stipulations (Emission control law) the limit for affecting residencies by 
shadowing from wind turbine blades is 30 hours per year and/or 30 minutes per day. More-
over, there are neither local nor international standards on the calculation of noise propaga-
tion; instead German standards were applied. 
 
 

3.2 Environmental Impact Assessment Process 
3.2.1 EIA Guidelines 

The law and subsequent regulations did not give details on project clusters and correspond-
ing EIA procedures. For that general guidelines for EIAs were issued by the Egyptian Envi-
ronmental Affairs Agency (EEAA) in 1994. These guidelines available in Arabic only are 
called ―Guidelines and Basics of Environmental Impacts Assessment, November 1994,‖ and 
were issued by the Department of Environment of the EEAA. These guidelines classify pro-
jects in three groups, i.e. white list projects with minor environmental impact, grey list projects 
which may result in substantial environmental impacts and black list projects, for which a 
complete EIA is mandatory due to the magnitude of their potential impact. Wind power and 
associated power transmission line projects are considered to potentially result in substantial 
environmental impacts and, therefore, are classified as ―grey list‖ projects, requiring filling in 
of Form B for Environmental Screening. However, as known from pervious projects, the 
EEAA considers large wind power projects as projects, for which a complete EIA is manda-
tory due to the magnitude of their potential impact.   
 
The General Guidelines define which stakeholders have to be involved in the public participa-
tion process, such as  

 Land Owner, 
 Governorate 
 Local public council 
 EEAA and it‘s regional branch 
 Representatives of stakeholder groups in the vicinity of the project area such as local 

citizens or industries. 
 Facultative also local environmental groups, universities and/or research centres. 

 
The General Guidelines define a notice period of two weeks prior to the public hearing as a 
minimum for circulation of the Non Technical Summary of the EIA report in Arabic and invita-
tion of the stakeholders and the advertisement of the public hearing in a local newspaper. 
Moreover, the Non Technical Summary has to be published 14 days in advance to the public 
hearing on a web site. 
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Special guidelines for wind park projects had been issued by the EEAA in 2007. These ―Envi-
ronmental Impact Assessment Guidelines for Electricity Generating Wind Farms‖ define the 
EIA process, the structure and content of the EIA report with special consideration of specific 
impacts likely to originate from wind power development projects. This ESIA study basically 
follows these guidelines. Accordingly, this study is structured as per the list of contents de-
fined in the guidelines. 
 
 

3.2.2 Equator Principles 
Most international financing institutes committed themselves to comply with the Equator Prin-
ciples. Accordingly, to meet the international financing requirements, it must be assured that 
the EIA assessment process must satisfy the requirements of the Equator Principles. Major 
issues to be considered are  

 the social and environmental assessment process with regard to  
o completeness of the assessment process according to the minimum perform-

ance standards set forth in the IFC ―Environmental, Health, and Safety Guide-
lines for Wind Energy‖ as well as in the IFC ―Performance Standards on So-
cial and Environmental Sustainability‖. 

o compliance with national laws, regulations and permits that pertain to social 
and environmental matters, 

o adequacy of addressing and valuation of the relevant social and environ-
mental issues for the wind park construction and the operation phase (includ-
ing labour, health and safety aspects) and with special emphasis on possible 
irreversible and/or significant impacts (e.g. to fauna such as to birds, bats; 
noise emissions, shadowing) . 

 the action plan and management system with regard to  
o completeness of the plan in addressing the relevant findings, and in drawing 

conclusions of the assessment, 
o adequacy of definition and prioritising of actions to manage the identified im-

pacts and  risks during the implementation and operation phase, 
o adequacy of contents, organisation, staffing and budgeting of the social and 

environmental management system to manage  impacts, risks and corrective 
actions, 

o adequacy of the grievance mechanism, to be introduced in the course of the 
community engagement process in case of significant risks and adverse im-
pacts,  allowing a prompt and transparent addressing of concerns of affected 
communities  throughout the project construction and operation phase. 

 consultation documents with regard to  
o adequacy of procedures such as public disclosure of project planning, rea-

sonable minimum periods for public commenting as well as  advertising and 
execution of  public hearing,  

o soundness of documentation of the different consultation steps giving evi-
dence on the implementation process and on actions agreed, 

o adequacy of appreciation and consideration of arguments. 
 
 
Major issues to be addressed in addition to the Egyptian EIA process are early stakeholder 
participation and social aspects and grievance mechanism, the latter in case of significant 
risks and adverse impacts to communities only.   
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3.2.3 The EIA and Permitting Process 
The CAA in charge of issuing licences in case of wind power projects is the Ministry of Elec-
tricity. Provided it is decided to undergo a full impact assessment, the EIA approval process 
can be subsumed as follows: 

 CAA sends the EIA to EEA for evaluation. 
 EEAA evaluates the EIA within 30 days. 
 EEAA either 

o Approves the EIA, or 
o Issues a conditional approval defining additional requirements to be fulfilled by 

the proponent, 
o Rejects the EIA, which might be appealed within 30 days. 

Further permits required in addition to the Environmental Permit to be obtained through 
EEAA according to Law 4/1994 for the erection and operation of a wind park are: 

 Construction and operation permit for private investors obtained through the Regula-
tory Board for the Electric Utility and Consumer Protection Agency established per 
Presidential Decree No. 326/1997 for construction, operation and electricity genera-
tion,  

 Construction Permit acquired through the Red Sea Governorate according to Law 
101/1996 to obtain authorisation to construct wind farm buildings, 

 
 

3.3 Methodology 
The scope of the environmental and social impact assessment had been determined by 
NREA and KfW and was laid down in the TOR for this study. Accordingly, a specialist study 
had to be carried out for assessment of impacts on migrating birds and bird habitats that 
might result from wind park construction and operation (see Annex 1). Therefore, a full spring 
and autumn ornithological field monitoring had been carried out during the year 2010 for the 
overall project area.   
 
Further baseline investigations were carried out with regard to competing uses, landscape 
and geomorphology as well as with regard to flora & fauna. In detail these investigations were  

 A reconnaissance survey to assess the present land-use, infrastructure and geomor-
phology in the area was carried out in July 2010. 

 Field surveys on fauna (except avifauna) and flora were carried out for representative 
transects by local experts (EcoConServ). 

 Further field surveys to deepen the finding of flora and fauna (except avifauna) were 
carried out by ecoda specialists. 

The findings of the reconnaissance survey were compiled in a ―Project Design Document‖ 
(see Annex 2), which was used for early stakeholder information and initiating the stake-
holder participation process. The project design at that stage did not consider eventual re-
strictions, resulting from the ornithological investigations, which were completed lateron. Ac-
cordingly the results of the ESIA are more restrictive than outlined in the ―Project Design 
Document‖. 
 
The environmental and social impact assessment for the ―1,000 MW wind park area‖ is fur-
ther based on a desk study assessment with regard to  

 nationally or internationally designated nature conservation areas that might be in 
conflict with the project purpose, 

 protected/threatened/rare species of flora/fauna expected to be present in the area, 
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 physical environment mainly concerning topography and geomorphology of the great-
er area, climate, geology & seismology, hydrology. 

 
 
 

3.4 Consultation 
3.4.1 Early Stakeholder Participation 

To meet Equator Principle Requirements an early stakeholder participation has been initi-
ated. For this purpose a ―Project Design Document‖ (see Annex 2) has been prepared and 
distributed for information at the beginning of September 2010 by delivery with receipt con-
firmation. The closing date for receiving comments was End of September 2010. Stake-
holders were identified considered the General EIA Guidelines as follows: 
 

Designation Address Received by 
Stakeholder 

Comments 
received until 
September 
30th, 2010 

Chairman 
Egyptian General Petro-
leum Corporation (EGPC) 

Palestine Street part 4, 
New Maadi, Cairo, Egypt 
Fax: 702 88 13 / 703 14 57 
E-mail: info@egpc.com.eg 

Sep 1st, 2010 None 

Chairman 
Gulf of Suez Petroleum 
Company 

Palestine Street 4th 
New Maadi, Cairo, Egypt 
Tel +202-702 0985 

Sep 6th, 2010 None 

The Manager for Assis-
tance Services 
Gulf of Suez Petroleum 
Company 

Ras Shukheir Sent Aug 30th 
2010 and signed 
for receipt 

None 

General Secretary 
Red Sea Governorate 

Dahar-Hurghada 
 

Sep 2nd, 2010 Comments see 
below 

General Manager of Envi-
ronmental Department 
Red Sea Governorate 

Dahar-Hurghada 
Tel: 002 065 3546892 
E-mail: 
info@redsea.gov.eg 

Sep 2nd, 2010 None 

Chairman 
Egyptian Environmental 
Affairs Agency (EEAA) 

30 Misr - Helwan Agricul-
tural Road - Maadi - Cairo, 
Egypt 
P.O. Box 11728 
Tel: 25256452 
Fax: 25256490 

Sep 5th,2010 None 

Chairman 
Ras Gharib City Adminis-
tration  

Ras Gharib Sep 5th, 2010 None 

Chairman 
Ras Gharib 
Local Council  

Ras Gharib Sep 5th, 2010 None 

Swalam Amen Family On site Sep 5th, 2010 None 
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Except the Swalam Amen Family (Bedouins), nobody is living inside the project area and 
even the next settlements are about 10 km away from the project borders at the outskirts of 
Ras Gharib. Nevertheless, the local council and the Ras Gharib City administration had been 
considered as being stakeholders. The two oil companies working outside the 200 km² pro-
ject area were addressed as the easiest access to the area is via their concession areas on 
roads built and guarded by them.  
Except from the General Secretary of Red Sea Governorate no comments were received. 
The comments of the General Secretary contained a general advice on issues to be followed 
up within the frame of the ESIA study. The comments and suggestions for the EIA study are 
summarized as follows: 
Suggestions for the EIA study: 

1. Take care of description of the area with regard to the population and roads in the area 

2. Environmental issues to be taken care of: 

 Impact related to the turbine like colour, height and numbers. We advise for 
having natural views when choosing turbine locations, size and design. 

 Electrical lines shall be underground 

 Taking care of engineering criteria and applying international design criteria for 
noise abatement 

 Taking care of any effects to the fauna such as bird collision 

 Taking care of shadowing and flickering affecting populated areas and cars. 
Sun reflection can be avoided through painting. 

 Taking care of interaction between electromagnetic interference with radar, 
mobile phone communication and wireless. 

3. Take care of environmental impacts during preparation and construction such as exca-
vation, fuel transport, concrete making. 

4. Preparation of environmental monitoring programme to collect data to reduce the envi-
ronmental impacts and record any collision of birds with wind turbines (Post monitoring)  

A documentation of the documents is enclosed in Annex 3. 
 
 

3.4.2 Public Hearing 
 
A public hearing was held in Hurghada at 21st of September 2011.  A total of around 80 par-
ticipants of various stakeholders participated in the Public Hearing. The public hearing had 
been prepared by advertisement in the relevant public organ three weeks in advance. As ad-
vertised, an Arabic version of the non technical executive summary had been made available 
simultaneously through establishment of a download facility. Moreover, important stake-
holders had been directly invited and provided with the non technical executive summary. 
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Detailed information and documentation on procedures and execution of the public hearing 
and the discussed key issues are given in Annex 5. During the discussions no new concern 
or argument on environmental or social issues appeared that had not already been ad-
dressed in the draft ESIA document. Thus, there was no need of weighing of arguments and 
adjustments or additions. The public hearing was mainly dealing with clarifications and crea-
tion of a better understanding of limits defined in the ESIA study, specifically in the Environ-
mental Management Plan (EMP). 
 
 

3.5 Consideration of Alternatives and Justification of the 
Project  

The use of renewable energies is considered to be an environmentally compatible form of 
electricity supply. It saves CO2 emissions and contributes to resource conservation such as 
the indigenous oil and gas reserves. Accordingly, and in line with the policy of the Egyptian 
Government, the renewable energy shall increasingly substitute conventional power genera-
tion, i.e. up to 20 % of the total electricity generation by 2020.  
 
Considering that the hydropower potential has almost been fully exploited, the utilization of 
wind energy is the best choice in case of Egypt. The utilisation of solar power would be an 
alternative but at significantly higher cost than wind energy.   
In general wind power projects have to be developed at areas with good wind conditions. The 
availability of areas with high wind power potential in Egypt is limited. Previous wind meas-
urements next to the area revealed that the ―1000 MW project area‖ avails of a very high wind 
power potential.  
 
The Project Area is part of a greater area dedicated by presidential decree to wind power de-
velopment. The driving criteria for selecting the area were 

 the area is free from competing uses, 
 the area is presumed to be one of areas in Egypt with the highest wind power poten-

tial, 
 the area mostly consist of vast desert grounds and very few vegetation being consid-

ered to be of limited ecological relevance  
 the geomorphology of the area is favourable for wind power development requiring 

limited construction and landscape modification measures 
 the access to the area can be considered to be easy requiring only limited road con-

struction measures.   
 

Currently, no equivalent alternative areas for wind power development can be made avail-
able.  
 

The 0-alternative 
The no-action alternative would result in an increased deficit between electricity demand and 
actual power generation. The corresponding amount would have to be supplied to the grid by 
conventional power stations. The CO2 free renewable electricity generation would have to be 
mainly compensated by natural gas or heavy fuel oil fired power plant generation with signifi-
cant CO2 emissions, thus counteracting to emission control goals. Moreover, the high capaci-
ty factor of the wind power potential would signify a small firm generation capacity, which can 
be considered to substitute investments into conventional power generation capacity to meet 
future demands. 
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4. THE EXISTING ENVIRONMENT 

4.1 Overview of existing environment 
The Project Area is a desert area without any vegetation, except small spots of isolated vege-
tation at Wadi banks or in major Wadis. The area is crossed by major Wadis, which are from 
North to South the Wadi Khurayum, Wadi Um Jasan, Wadi Gharib, Wadi Khurm and Wadi 
Jarf in the South. The watersheds of the Wadis extent to the Gabel Ras Gharib Mountain of 
about 1750 m a.s.l. The Wadi cross-sections have a pronounced profile. The big dimensions 
of the Wadis and erosion channels in the Wadi beds are evidence for discharge in the Wadis 
that occur from time to time. The discharge may have the form of flash floods. One flood has 
been reported in the Year 2001. 
 
Taking climate data from the nearest long term operated weather station (i.e. Hurghada), the 
area can be characterised by average maximum temperatures ranging from 20 C° (January) 
to 33 °C (August) and average minimum temperatures ranging from 13°C (January) to 28 °C 
(August), relative humidity in the order of 30 to 40 % and a zero cloudiness almost all through 
the year. Wind speeds can be derived from NREA‘s own measuring stations. Extreme gust 
wind speeds at 50 m above ground are in the order of 35 m/s. The average wind speed at 50 
m height is about 10 m/s. Rainfall is very sporadic in this hyper-arid area. It is variable from 
year to year and characterized by its irregularity both in time and space. Due to the special 
landscape feature with the 1750 m high Gabel Ras Gharib, average precipitation should be 
somehow higher than measured in Hurghada (4 mm). 
 
A reconnaissance has been carried out in June 2010. The project area shows mainly desert 
gravel plains, but contains also zones of undulated land and mountains elevated about 100 m 
above the surrounding in the South-West (see Fig. 2.2). The ground surface of the desert 
plains and the undulated land, i.e. most of the area, is covered with compact angular gravels 
and pebbles forming a so called desert armour. The level of the whole project area above sea 
level ranges from 50 m a.s.l. in the East to 250 m in the North-West. The inner mountain top 
is 285 m a.s.l., elevated by about 100 m above the surrounding. The mountain area and its 
shade area have to be kept free from wind park utilisation for technical reasons. Moreover, 
the beds of the major Wadis listed above shall be kept free from siting to safeguard the plant 
from seldom flash floods and to avoid any negative impact to single habitats that can be spot-
ted inside the Wadis.   
 
Further characteristics of the area are: 

o Land use: Land use within the project area is limited to a system of water 
wells with the related infrastructure such as pumps, pipes, MV electricity sup-
ply and roads almost in the middle of the project area associated with a few 
huts (Bedouin family with about 20 Nos.) formed out of palm tree leaves and 
an irrigated palm-tree garden of about 50 x 70 m (see Fig. 2.2). Adjacent to 
the eastern part of the area oil production takes place at distances of about 
1000 m from the border.  

o the area does not contain any habitats of significance (natural or man made) 
for flora and fauna except the palm tree garden in the Centre of the area. 

o Missing vegetation except few small desert grasses at Wadis and very scarce 
fauna not considering avifauna; no rare or endangered species; the area is 
near to a major bird migration route with endangered and protected birds. A 
considerable number of migrating birds were observed during the spring sea-
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son 2010 passing the area. 
o Infrastructure: The project area has no infrastructure except asphalt and 

gravel roads to the water wells with the associated electricity supply, water 
pipelines and water (see Fig. 2.2) operated by GPC. Access to the area from 
the Suez- Hurghada road (a four lane road) via GPC owned 4 m wide asphalt 
roads and some unpaved roads, that would need to be reinforced; alternately 
access by earth road to be built from the Ras Gharib – Nile Valley road in the 
North; there is not any bottleneck with regard to traffic/heavy transport capac-
ity on public roads up to the exit to the area. 

o Not any utility services in the area; the transmission water pipeline (Nile water) 
is routed on the western side and in parallel to the Suez – Hurghada road, i.e. 
about 7 km away from the nearest study area border 

o The next settlement is the outskirts of Ras Gharib at a minimum distance of 13 
km from the north-eastern border of the project area.   

o The area does not contain any historical sites or environmental protection 
areas, or is located inside or nearby a protected area. 

o Not any antiquities or other sites of historic and cultural significance in the 
overall area. 

o No surface water except discharge in the major Wadis that may occur quite 
seldom. 

o Littering of waste originating from far away, such as plastic bags or packing 
material, which is blown by the northern winds through the desert.  

o Air quality affected by dusts having their origin in the desert itself and caused 
by strong winds; no acidic emissions from flare gas burning or unburned flare 
gas from the near-by GPC oil field was realised, as wind is generally not blow-
ing from the oil fields in the North-East. 

o Natural high noise level during frequent strong winds; no man made noise 
emissions in the area. 

 
 

4.2 Land characteristics and use 
4.2.1 Climate 

The project area is located at about 33°E and 28°N between the red sea mountains and the 
Gulf of Suez within the arid zone of Africa. While the area itself can be classified to be hyper-
arid further to the West at the mountains seldom strong rain is expected, causing runoff 
through larger Wadis towards the Gulf of Suez. 
The climate is dominated by a wind circulation system from northern high pressure to south-
ern low pressure systems all over the year, causing wind blowing from northerly directions. 
Due to the channel effects of the Red Sea and the Sinai mountains the strength of the winds 
is enforced and the direction is pronounced. Accordingly, in the project area the dominant 
wind direction is from northwest in parallel to the mountain ranges. Winds are stronger and 
more stable blowing from northwest during summer, when the pressure gradients are more 
pronounced. During winter winds may turn to the South during some days. However, south-
erly wind is blowing at reduced strength. 
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For describing the general climate 20 year average data from the next meteorological station 
at Hurghada, about 120 km to the South, can be taken: 
 
Table 4.1 Monthly averages at the Hurghada Meteorological station  

  Jan Feb Mar Apr May Jun Jul Aug Sep Oct Nov Dec Year 
Average (C) 15.6 16.5 18.9 22.4 25.8 28.5 29.5 29.6 27.7 25 20.7 17.1 23.2 
High 
Temperature  
(C) 

20 21 24 27 32 34 36 35 33 29 25 22 

  
Low 
Temperature 
(C) 

11 12 14 18 22 25 27 27 25 22 17 12 

  
Rain  
(mm) 0.1 0.4 1 0.1 0.1 0 0 0 0 0.2 0.4 1.2 3.9 

 
The average maximum temperatures in the area are ranging from 20 C° (January) to 33 °C 
(August), the average minimum temperatures from 13°C (January) to 28 °C (August). The 
average temperature varies between 29.6 °C in July and 15.6 °C in January (Measurements 
near to the project area showed that temperatures are usually about 1.5 °C less than in 
Hurghada). The absolute maximum temperature for the project area can be taken from the 7 
year data series of the El Zayt NW measuring station (measured about 50 m above sea level 
at a distance of about 20 km to the project area). This was 43 °C. The relative humidity is in 
the order of 30 to 40 % and there is a zero cloudiness almost all through the year. 
The average annual precipitation is about 4 mm in the winter months. Rainfall is very spo-
radic in this hyper-arid area. It is variable from year to year and characterized by its irregular-
ity both in time and space. Due to the special landscape feature with the 1750 m high Gabel 
Ras Gharib in the neighbourhood, average precipitation is presumed to be higher in the 
mountains. Heavy rains in the mountains can cause flash floods in the major Wadis such as 
Wadi Khurayum, Wadi Um Jasan, Wadi Gharib, Wadi Khurm and Wadi Jarf in the South. 
There is no statistical evidence on the occurrence interval of such rains. From verbal informa-
tion received it is guessed that it should be of an order of once in 10 years. Accordingly, wind 
turbines, even if with protected foundations, shall not be placed inside the beds of larger 
Wadis.  
Wind speeds can be derived from NREA‘s own measuring stations, especially GoZ1, meas-
ured at 50 m height, which is about 5 km to the East of the southern part of the project area. 
The monthly averages are show in Fig. 4.1. The bolt line shows the long term trend at a 25 m 
high measuring station about 30 km in the South-east. The average wind speed is more than 
10 m/s. At GoZ1 the average wind speed at 50 m height is about 10.5 m/s. Wind is mainly 
blowing from Northwest, i.e. about 45 % of the wind is from WNW, 35 % from NWN, 10 % 
from North, 5 % from West and 5 % from South (see Fig. 4.2). Extreme gust wind speeds at 
50 m above ground are expected to be in the order of 35 m/s.  
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Fig. 4.1: Monthly average wind speeds at three NREA measuring stations  

 
Fig. 4.2: Wind speed frequency distribution and wind rose at GoZ1 

 
Winds are usually not blowing from the sea side. Nevertheless, as the desert grounds have 
high salt content the climate has to be considered to be aggressive.  
It is noteworthy that the natural conditions, especially the drastic dry and windy conditions, 
are very much limiting the biodiversity of the site: 

 In exceptionally rainy years, runoff water is being collected in low parts, 
what may lead to the growth of some plants. However, these plants are 
subjected to long dry periods leading to their death.  

 The high wind velocity in the site plays an important role in the severe ero-
sion of the soil. The ground surface in the site is mainly covered by compact 
layer of pebbles and gravels. These represent desert armour, which pre-
vents the permeation of rain water or spilled water to the subsoil. The high 
wind velocity removes the seeds and other prop gules. So, the chance for 
seeds to germinate and establish themselves is very poor.  
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4.2.2 Geomorphology and Geology 
The area can be characterized by 

 Almost flat plains in the northern part (about 40 % of the area) intersected only by major 
Wadis, 

 An undulated part with a more complex geomorphology and even a mountain range 
100 m elevated above the surrounding in the middle (about 40 % of the area), 

 The area in the South, which is consisting of a mix of undulated topography and plains 
(20 % of the area) 

 

  

Fig 4.3: Typical surface materials in the area 
 
 
Most of the area is covered with compact angular gravels and pebbles forming a so called 
desert armour (see Fig. 4.3). The size of the pebbles is around 30 – 50 mm. The level of the 
whole project area above sea level ranges from 50 m a.s.l. in the East to 250 m in the North-
West. The inner mountain top is 285 m a.s.l. 
As shown in Fig. 4.4, most of the study area is formed by Miocene that consists of a basalt 
clastic section overlain by a carbonate unit. Along the Gulf of Suez clastics, gypsum and car-
bonates are dominant. At the eastern side of the project area raised Pliocene marine beds of 
the red sea are met. Further portions in the East and in the North-West of the area consist of 
Quaternary alluvial deposits derived from erosion of raised beaches and corals at the Red 
sea coast.  
The area is not affected by fault lines. Studies of Said, R, 1990: The Geology of Egypt, 
ELSEVIER, Amsterdam, confirm that the frequency of shallow earthquake occurrences in the 
Gulf of Suez during the period of 1953 to 1981 was low. Tectonically, the Gulf of Suez is lo-
cated in the stable shelf of Egypt. In any case the design loads of an IEC Class Ia turbine, 
that would have to be used for wind power development in that area, would well cover the 
seismic peak ground acceleration loads induced by earthquakes with low and medium 
strength.   
In general the surface and underground conditions are judged to have good bearing condi-
tions and to be favorable for tower foundation construction. Except smaller soil improvement 
measures at areas where the Gypsum reaches the surface layers, the geological conditions 
will not require major construction measures that might be adverse to the environment.  
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Fig. 4.4: Geological features in the area – Excerpts of the Geological Map of Egypt 
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4.2.3 Land use 
Land use: There is very limited land-use within and in the vicinity of the project area. The 
land use is shown in the Fig. 2.2:  

 A system of water wells with the related infrastructure such as pumps, pipes, MV 
electricity supply and roads. 

  
Fig. 4.5: Water pumping, water pipeline, buried MV cable and access road 

 

 In the centre of the area a Bedouin family has established it domicile and used the 
water well water to raise a small palm tree garden (about 50 m x 70 m. According to 
verbal information the family has about 20 family member and is living there and 
growing the palm tree garden (in Fig. 2.2 designated as Oasis) since about 30 years. 

 

  
Fig. 4.6: Man made ―Oasis‖ irrigated by pumped water 

 

 One oil exploration and production concession of the GPC is adjacent to the eastern 
part of the project area. Distances between the border of the project area and active 
production wells are more than 1 km . Nearby temporary (containers) office facilities 
are established at a distance of about 1200 m to the eastern border of the project 
area. No actual activities in the oil fields outside the north-eastern part of the project 
area were observed. Its designation in the topographical map is ―oilfields unused‖. 
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Fig. 4.7: Activities in the oil fields of GPC more than 1 km outside the project area 

 

 Just outside the area in the South another water well field is operated by the Gulf of 
Suez Petroleum Company (GUPCO). In a small hut about 700 m outside the project 
area a Bedouin family is living (6 persons) as guards of the wells. One well extents 
inside the project area but is out of operation. 

 

 
Fig. 4.8: Guard family living about 1 km south of the project area 
 

4.3 Landscape character and existing views 
A general investigation of the landscape was carried out during a reconnaissance in June 
2010. A summary is compiled as Annex 2 ―Area Reconnaissance – Photo Documentation‖. 
The landscape shows typical desert areas of extended plains, undulated ―dune‖ and moun-
tainous areas. It has no specific character that need to be maintained.  
 
 

4.4 Terrestrial flora and fauna (excluding birds) 
The study area is characterized by the exceeding aridity of the desert climate and a relief ba-
sically consisting of gravely and pebbly plains. Accordingly, its potential to serve as a habitat 
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is extremely low. Within an area further south, there are a few spots displaying a little vegeta-
tion (Decon/Fichtner 2008), the variety of species to be found being very low.  
The fauna of the study area is believed to be very sparse, too. Within an area further south 
only a few species of insects, reptiles and mammals could occasionally be recorded (De-
con/Fichtner 2008).  
 
 

4.4.1 Methods 
A separate survey on flora and fauna was carried out during periods of 3 to 4 days, each in 
spring and autumn 2010, by a local environmentalist. 

Due to the large size of the study area it was not possible to cover the entire area in detail. 
The assessment of the flora had therefore to be restricted to areas surrounding existing 
tracks, sites used for bird observations (see Chapter 4.5.1) and paths used to reach these 
sites. In a first step the study area was scanned for spots with vegetation using binoculars. 
Located spots were investigated in more detail. The focus of the survey was on habitat fea-
tures, plant life, including identification of present species, their distribution and their assem-
blage in plant communities. Moreover, a team of ornithologists who are very experienced in 
flora did several site visits to record and map plants in spring (from April, 06th to 17th). 

With regards to the survey on fauna, a combined transect- and point-count method was im-
plemented using direct observations. The local expert slowly drove along the paths several 
times in search of present animals. At certain locations the surrounding was scanned for 
animals and studied in order to find burrows or scats that indicate the presence of animals. 
Moreover, additional data on animals was gathered during the ornithological field study. 

Additionally, two inspections restricted to the surrounding of the oasis were done at night. In 
order to investigate the presence of bats a bat-detector (Pettersson 240x) was used that al-
lows both, the detection of bats sounds and the identification of species. A stationary voice 
box (System Laar TDM 7C) was installed near the oasis during some nights. The voice box is 
able to record ultrasonic signals and to store them digitally. Using these systems, data on bat 
activity during the whole night could be obtained.  

Finally a review of the literature and available databases relevant to the study area and the 
ecosystem characteristics of the region was done. 

 
 

4.4.2 Results 
4.4.2.1 Flora 

All of the different natural habitats of the arid environment of the Red Sea desert plains are 
characterized by a low number of species which have unique adaptations to the harsh physi-
cal and climatic conditions of the desert (high temperatures and little, if any, regular rainfall). 
Floral species show very patchy and relatively poor distribution corresponding with landscape 
characteristics such as rocky outcrops, dunes and Wadis, where patches of permanent vege-
tation can be found. A detailed account of the vegetation types of the Red Sea coastal land of 
Egypt can be found in Kassas & Zahran (1967, 1971), Zahran & Willis (2009) and Zahran 
(1962, 2010). Here the authors mention several different plant communities in this area that 
depend on the water available and the exposure to salt. 

The cover of vegetation within the study area generally has a low species composition, den-
sity and distribution and is mainly restricted to depressions and Wadis. Plants found in the 
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monitored area were mostly limited to very sparse communities of Ochradinus baccatus. 
These woody communities are widely distributed and can be found throughout the Arabian 
Desert, the coastal desert plains of the Red Sea and in the Sinai Peninsula. In the study area, 
O. baccatus was found mostly in loose groups of bushes mainly at the observation sites C, D, 
and G (Fig. 4.9). 

The second most noticed plant was Zygophyllum coccineum. It belongs to the succulent half 
shrub community which is also widespread in the arid zones of Egypt. Z. coccineum is the 
most widespread Zygophyllum species in Egypt and grows in diverse habitats and different 
types of soil. It is very common in limestone Wadis and plains of the Eastern (Arabian) desert 
and tolerant of saline soils. As this plant is unpalatable, it is not grazed by animals. Loose 
stands of this succulent xerophyte can mainly be found in the study area at the observation 
sites F and B (Fig. 4.9). In the study area it is often accompanied by the halophytic succulent 
leafless Haloxylon salicornicum, which forms its own communities in uncultivated desert 
areas and in the coastal mountains. 

  
Fig. 4.9: Ochradinus baccatus near site C Zygophyllum coccineum near site B  

 

The only not cultivated, i.e. naturally occurring trees found in the area are some stands of 
Acacia tortilis ssp. raddiana. This tree belongs to the family of the Mimosaceae and is a keys-
tone species growing across arid ecosystems in Africa and the Middle East, from moist sa-
vannas to hyper-arid deserts. It is of importance for people and their domesticated animals, 
improves soil fertility and increases biodiversity (HOBBS 1989, BELSKY 1994, KRZYWINSKI & 
PIERCE 2001, MUNZBERGOVA & WARD 2002). In Egypt, A. tortilis spp. raddiana grows in 
desert Wadis and sandy plains, usually in water catchments areas at the Red Sea coast, the 
Eastern Desert, Gebel Elba, and Sinai (BOULOS 1999). Three stands of this Acacia tree were 
found in the surveyed area in the present investigation. One small tree was set up at the oa-
sis (see below), another larger one a few hundred meters south-west from observation site F 
together with several bushes of Z. coccineum (Fig. 4.10). About one kilometer south-west 
from observation site E another single small tree and a few hundred meters south-west the 
westernmost water pump at Wadi Gharib (outside the study area) two trees were found. A 
small group of several trees is located at the edge of Gabel Gharib outside the study area. 
Moreover, a local guide testified to the existence of some Acacia trees outside the study area 
near the southern and south eastern border. 
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Fig. 4.10: Acacia tortilis near site F Stipagrostis plumose 

 

Stipagrostis plumose (Fig. 4.10) was seen in the southern part of the study area, inside Wa-
dis as well as near observation site D. This species includes the subspecies Cyperus con-
glomerates, which also exists in the study area. 

One dry and a few dead specimen of Handal or citrullus colocynthis (L.) Schrad were en-
countered near observation site E. Moreover, three other specimens (two dry and one vital) 
were found close to observation site A (Fig. 4.11). 

All mentioned species are considered in the IUCN red list as to be of least concern. 

In addition to scarce natural vegetation, there is cultivated land, i.e. an oasis in the eastern 
part of the study area (Fig. 4.11). This constitutes a green area less than 2,500 m2 in size. It 
is reported to have been created more than 20 years ago by a "Bedouin Guard" by diversion  
of some pipeline water for the oil company near the spot. The Bedouin family now consists of 
15 to 20 people. The oasis represents a very important resting point for desert cruises and 
has created an artificial shelter or habitat for a relatively high number of species, including 
birds, seeking food, water and shadow. This land is cultivated with unorganized typical farm-
land plants such as date palms, olives, Ziziphus and a few other field crops. 

Additionally, water pipelines of GPC oil company are found around this area (see Fig. 2.2) A 
number of patches of vegetation are found around the sources of minor leaks from these 
pipelines.  

  
Fig. 4.11: Handal colocynthis near site A Oasis in the eastern part of the study area 
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4.4.2.2 Fauna (except birds) 

Mammals 

Few mammals have been documented in the study area during the field work, indicating that 
diversity and density is very low because of the harsh living conditions in the desert. Howev-
er, most animals are active at night, possibly another reason for the limited numbers of 
records. Moreover, aestivation is an adaption to very hot summer periods in several rodent 
species. Another reason for the low numbers of recorded mammals might be hunting. Am-
munition cartridges are occasionally found in the study area and a shot Desert Red Fox 
(Vulpes vulpes pusilla) was discovered near the oasis. Some single Red Foxes were more or 
less regularly observed near the Highway M65 heading from Suez to Hurghada. Based on 
the literature it is also suspected that wolf-like Egyptian Jackal (Canis aureus aureus) and 
Rueppel´s Fox (Vulpes rueppellii) cross through the study area. 

Around Ras Gharib and at the control post of the access to the study area, domestic dogs 
(Canis lupus familiaris) were seen regularly. They look for something to feed on which mostly 
is the rubbish and waste from human settlements. Some were seen outside the study area to 
run along the pipelines near the highway to feed on careless roosting animals that can be 
small birds or reptiles.  

Table 4.2: Recorded and expected mammals within the study area 
Order English name Scientific name Area IUCN* 

Red List Population 
trend 

Predators (Carnivora) 
 Desert Red Fox Vulpes vulpes 

pusilla 
Oasis, Highway 
M65 

least concern stable 

 Rueppel‘s Fox Vulpes rueppellii ? least concern unknown 
 Egyptian Jackal Canis aureus aureus ? least concern increasing 
 Domestic Dog Canis lupus familiaris Eastern Desert, 

Ras Gharib 
- - 

 Domestic Cat Felis catus Ras Gharib - - 
Rodents (Rodentia) 
 Egyptian Jerboa Jaculus jaculus ? least concern unknown 
 Greater Egyptian 

Gerbil 
Gerbillus pyramidum ? least concern stable 

 Lesser Egyptian 
Gerbil 

Gerbillus gerbillus ? least concern stable 

 Cape Hare Lepus capensis ? least concern decreasing 
 Bush-Tailed Jird Sekeetamys calurus ? least concern stable 
 Sundevall‘s Jird Meriones crassus ? least concern unknown 
 Cairo Spiny Mouse Acomys cahirinus ? least concern stable 
 Golden Spiny Mouse Acomys russatus ? least concern unknown 
 Black Rat Rattus rattus Ras Gharib least concern stable 
 Brown Rat Rattus norvegicus Ras Gharib least concern stable 
Bats (Chiroptera) 
 Desert Pipistrelle Hypsugo ariel Ras Shukeir data deficient unknown 
 Kuhl‘s Pipistrelle Pipistrellus kuhlii Ras Shukeir least concern unknown 
 Rueppels‘Pipistrelle Pipistrellus rueppellii Ras Shukeir least concern unknown 
 Botta‘s Serotine Eptesicus bottae Ras Shukeir least concern unknown 
Even-Toed Ungulates (Artiodactyla) 
 Dromedary Camelus dromedarius Eastern Desert - - 
 Nubian Ibex Capra ibex nubiana Wadi 

Abu Marwa 
vulnerable decreasing 

 Dorcas Gazelle Gazella dorcas ? vulnerable decreasing 
 Barbary Sheep Ammotragus lervia ? vulnerable decreasing 

* See: IUCN Red List of Threatened Species Version. 2010.4; downloaded March, 16th 2011 
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Rodents have not been observed in the study area, but signs left by these animals lead to the 
conclusion that rodent species do occur. Species present in the area or at least strongly sus-
pected to live in the area are the Lesser Egyptian Jerboa (Jaculus jaculus), the widespread 
and abundant Greater and Lesser Egyptian Gerbil (Gerbillus pyramidum, Gerbillus gerbillus) 
and the nocturnal Cape Hare (Lepus capensis) (OSBORNE & HELMY 1980, HOATH 2003). The 
former three species could occur in numbers, while it is estimated that the latter one needs 
more vegetation than currently found.  

During site visits at night no bats were detected. Moreover, no bat calls were recorded by the 
used voice box. A brief bat survey was carried out in 2009 at Ras Shukeir near ponds in the 
sewage farm. Four species occurred there: Desert Pipistrelle (Hypsugo ariel), Kuhl‘s Pipi-
strelle (Pipistrellus kuhlii), Rüppel‘s Pipistrelle (Pipistrellus rueppellii), and Botta‘s Serotine 
(Eptesicus bottae). 

During bird watching observations different numbers of dromedary (Camelus dromedarius) 
straying in groups up to nine individuals or singly through the area were recorded irregularly. 
They were also seen roosting near observation site E and feeding on patches of vegetation. 
Another artiodactyl mammal that could occur in and around the area is the Nubian Ibex (Ca-
pra ibex nubiana). Nubian ibexes live in rough dry mountainous terrain where they eat mainly 
grasses and leaves. One Ibex was seen far in the South at Wadi Abu Marwa, but it could po-
tentially occur everywhere in the Red Sea Mountains and around Gabel Gharib. Other larger 
herbivore species known to once have inhabited the Eastern Desert, like the Dorcas Gazelle 
(Gazella dorcas) and the Barbary Sheep (Ammotragus lervia), are unlikely to occur in the 
study area. 

 

Reptiles 

According to Baha el Din (2006) about 15 to25 species of the herpetofauna can be expected 
between Ras Gharib and Gabel Gharib. 

During site visits no amphibians, crocodiles or turtles but eight species of lizards and two 
species of snakes were detected within the study area (Table 4.2). 

The Elegant Gecko (Stenodactylus stenodactylus) was found in April 2010 between the oasis 
and observation site F. It is an insectivorous, nocturnal and ground dwelling gecko, inhabiting 
large Wadis and gravelly coarse and sandy plains. It is one of the most widespread reptiles of 
Egypt, though not particularly abundant anywhere. It can tolerate a fair amount of habitat dis-
turbance but it suffers more than other geckos of the region from unregulated vehicular use 
(Baha El Din 2006). 

Another member of the family Gekkonidae found near site F was Steudner‘s Pigmy Gecko 
(Tropiocolotes cf. steudneri) (Fig. 4.12). This gecko is found throughout the Eastern Desert 
from the southern margins of the Delta to the border with Sudan (Baha El Din 2006). 

The Saharan Fan-toed Gecko (Ptyodactylus siphonorina) was observed in May 2010 in the 
crevices of the sandstone hill near site E (Fig. 4.12). Furthermore it was seen at sites F 
and H. In the Eastern Desert it is found sporadically in the inland hyper-arid hilly country, but 
also in a few localities along the Red Sea coast. The Fan-toed Gecko favors vertical rocky 
surfaces, boulders, ledges, and caves. 
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Fig. 4.12: Tropiocolotes cf. steudneri near site F and Ptyodactylus siphonorina near site E 
Moreover, three other members of the Gekkonidae were found in the study area: Egyptian 
Gecko (Tarentola annularis), Egyptian Fan-toed Gecko (Ptyodactylus hasselquistii) and 
Keeled Rock Gecko (Cyrtopodion scabrum) have been recorded in the surrounding rocky 
hills of the area. 

Three members of the family Agamidae were found within the study area. A colony of Egyp-
tian Dabb Lizard (Uromastyx aegyptia) was found with about ten to fifteen individuals near a 
track running from site H to the North (Fig. 4.13). Several individuals were regularly seen 
roosting outside their burrows or feeding on vegetation. In autumn a pair of Lizards was rec-
orded which took care of two offspring. Another individual (probably a younger Lizard) was 
seen southwesterly from observation site H between some bushes of vegetation and not 
used oil tubes (Fig. 4.13). Moreover, an old big individual was once observed south of site H. 
The distribution of the Egyptian Dabb Lizard ranges from the northern Eastern Desert to the 
coastal plains of the Gulf of Suez. Here it has a scattered distribution, mostly concentrating 
along the coasts of the Gulfs of Suez and Aqaba. Nevertheless, it is also found in the larger 
Wadis and plains of the region. The species is declining throughout its range in Egypt due to 
severe collection pressure and the susceptibility of its habitats to developmental activities. 
The growth in off-road vehicular use is reducing available habitats for the species and in-
creases disturbance. It is classified as near threatened by the IUCN (Cox et al. 2006). 

 

  
Fig. 4.14: Two individuals and a burrow of Uromastyx aegyptia North of site H  
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Fig. 4.13: Areas with regular occurrence of Uromastyx aegyptia near site H 
 

Single individuals of Sinai Agama (Pseudotrapelus sinaitus) occasionally occurred near ob-
servation sites A, E, F and H. In Egypt one can find this species not only in the Eastern 
Desert but as well in the Western Desert and in Sinai. However, the distribution of the spe-
cies in the region is very patchy due to limited and sporadic availability of suitable rocky habi-
tats. 

Trapelus pallidus, the Pallid Agama, was found at the observation sites H and F in the study 
area. The Pallid Agama is recorded from the northern part of the Eastern Desert and here 
especially on the plains of the Gulf of Suez (Baha El Din 2006). Here it is fairly common and 
widespread. 

The family of the True Lizards (Lacertidae) is represented in the study area by two species. 
During the entire investigation on migrating birds, Bosc‘s Lizard (Acanthodactylus boskianus) 
was observed in the whole area. It was recorded in furrows under shrubs, in gravel and in 
stony soil. In Egypt it is one of the most common, prominent, and widespread reptiles, found 
in all suitable locations from an altitude over 1,500 m down to sea level. 

Long-footed Lizard (Acanthodactylus longipes) was detected near observation sites H, B and 
F (Fig. 4.15). The distribution of this reptile ranges to the northern Eastern Desert and there is 
found in more sandy habitats. The Lizard was found on April 21st at observation site H. It was 
also seen at B and F. 
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Fig. 4.15: Acanthodactylus longipes near site B and Cerastes cerastes near site E 
 

Snakes are present in the study area with two species. The very slender, medium to large 
sized Shokari Sand Snake (Psammophis schokari) has been recorded in autumn near obser-
vation sites C, E, and H. The snake is very common in coastal areas of sandy and rocky 
deserts and subdeserts. It is often found on trees and bushes if present, especially during 
periods of bird migration when it feeds on small passerines. 

One of the most versatile reptiles inhabiting the Egyptian deserts is the Horned Viper (Ce-
rastes cerastes) which occurred within the study area at sites A, E, and H (Fig. 4.15). It often 
hid typically under the surface of loose soil in fairly exposed situations to ambush potential 
prey. During bird migration seasons several individuals can often be found in and around iso-
lated trees, waiting for migrating birds to land. The snake is distributed almost through entire 
Egypt. 

As site visits were carried out during daytime but most species of the herpetofauna are night 
active, the number of individuals and species might be underestimated. 

Table 4.3: Recorded reptiles within the study area 
Fami-
ly 

English name Scientific name Area IUCN Red List* 

Geckos (Gekkonidae) 
 Elegant Gecko Stenodactylus stenodactylus Oasis, site F least concern 
 Steudner‘s 

Pigmy Gecko 
Tropiocolotes cf. steudneri Site F least concern 

 Saharan Fan-toed 
Gecko 

Ptyodactylus siphonorhina Sites E, F, H - 

 Egyptian Fan-toed 
Gecko 

Ptyodactylus hasselquistii Study area least concern 

 Keeled Rock Gecko Cyrtopodion scabrum Study area least concern 
 Egyptian Gecko Tarentola annularis Study area least concern 
Agamids (Agamidae)) 
 Egyptian Dabb Lizard Uromastyx aegyptia Site H near threatened 
 Sinai Agama Pseudotrapelus sinaitus Sites A, E, F, H least concern 
 Pallid Agama Trapelus pallidus Sites H, F least concern 
True Lizards (Lacertidae) 
 Bosc‘s Lizard Acanthodactylus boskianus Study area least concern 
 Long-footed Lizard Acanthodactylus longipes Sites B, F, H least concern 
Colubrids (Colubridae) 
 Schokari Sand Snake Psammophis schokari Sites C, E, H least concern 
Vipers (Viperidae) 
 Horned Viper Cerastes cerastes Sites A, E, H least concern 

* according to Baha El Din (2006) and Cox et al. (2006) 
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Insects 

The vegetation in the Wadis forms the basis for local insect life. No thorough investigations of 
the insect fauna were performed, yet brief examinations prior to or after bird observations did 
not reveal any herbivore insects. Nevertheless, insects, especially flies, are abundant in the 
area. During several bird observation periods (especially in times with low wind speed) bird 
watching was difficult due to hundreds of flies surrounding the observers. Moreover flies were 
abundant and one and another small butterfly or moth was observed in the oasis. 

Individuals of the Desert Pebble Mantis (Eremiaphila zetterstedti) were regularly seen at 
sites A, B, C, D, and G. This plump mantis appears in the hottest parts of Africa where they 
are running down their prey with incredible long longs. The adults have only tiny bud wings 
because they never need to fly in the desert. 

Migratory insects were also encountered during field work. Mass migration was very obvious 
in hoverflies (Simosyrphus spec.) and in the Painted Lady butterfly (Vanessa cardui). Desert 
Locust (Schistocerca gregaria) and the Vagrant Emperor dragonfly (Anax ephippiger) could 
regularly be observed in the entire study area. The closest reproduction areas for the latter 
two species are probably the Nile Valley region. 

 

Spiders 

Camel Spiders (Galeodes arabs) occurred numerously in the whole study area. This species 
lives in northern Africa and the Middle East. Its diet includes insects, small mice, lizards, 
birds, amphibians, spiders and scorpions. Galeodes arabs is neither endangered nor threat-
ened. 

 

Conclusion on threatened Species 

The three mammal species that are regarded as vulnerable (according IUCN categories) and 
that have been mentioned, are unlikely to occur within the study area. 

Thus, the only species of conservational concern is the Egyptian Dabb Lizard that is consid-
ered to be near threatened (according to IUCN). As of yet there is no national Red List for 
reptiles. However, the Egyptian Dabb Lizard is formally protected by Egyptian legislation. 

Apart from the Egyptian Dabb Lizard, no other animal species mentioned is globally or na-
tionally threatened. 
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4.5 Birds – Avifauna 
4.5.1 Characteristics of the study area 

The area suggested for the wind farms of 1,000 MW capacity (study area) is located about 
12 km west of Ras Shukeir at the Gulf of Suez. The Gulf of Suez, in particular the area near 
Gabel el Zayt, is well known as a bottleneck for migrating birds. Large numbers of birds pass 
the area twice a year during spring and autumn migration. Previous studies have shown that 
tens of thousands of White storks (Ciconia ciconia) and further tens of thousands of raptors 
as well as other soaring species (e.g. Pelicans, Cranes) regularly migrate across the Red 
Sea Coast area and the Red Sea mountain chain (Bergen 2007a, Bergen 2009, CarlBro 
2010). 

The study area covers about 200 km2 and can be divided into three different parts: 

 Flat or slightly undulated gravel plains in the northern part of the study area that are ful-
ly exposed to the wind that mostly blows from the Northwest, reaching wind speeds of 
more than 10 m/s near the ground, and that do not offer shelter for roosting birds ex-
cept for a few Wadis or depressions. 

 An undulated part of a more complex geomorphology and even a mountain range offer-
ing some shelter for roosting birds at the slopes opposite to wind direction. 

 A southern part consisting of a mix of undulated topography and plains offering some 
shelter for roosting birds at the slopes opposite to wind direction. 

 

The ―oasis‖ already described in Chapter 4.4 (see also Fig. 2.2 and 4.11) is a specific feature 
in the study area that forms an attractive roosting site for migrating passerines. 

 

Important features outside the study area are:  

 The Red Sea Mountains are located between 5 km (in the North) and 12 km (in the 
South) west to the study area. Gabel Ras Gharib is as high as 1,750 m a.s.l. and as 
close as 5 km to the western border of the study area. The slopes of the hills generate 
upwind effects that are used by soaring birds. In spring 2009 (Bergen 2009) and 2010 
(Annex I) substantial numbers of birds of prey gained altitude in these upwinds and 
subsequently migrated along the Red Sea Mountain chain towards the Northwest to 
Suez. 

 A so-called Sebkha borders the study area in the East. This area contains several 
pools of hyper-saline water and large patches of salt-marsh, representing attractive 
roosting sites for birds like Storks, Pelicans, Flamingos or Herons. 
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4.5.2 Methods 
The main objectives of the ornithological investigation that focused on bird migration were 

 to collect baseline data on migrating birds (mainly soaring and gliding species migrating 
during the day), 

 to describe migration patterns of relevant species in a quantitative way, 

 to identify and assess possible impacts regarding development of wind power within the 
study area and, finally, 

 to recommend mitigation measures in order to minimize possible conflicts. 

Therefore, standardized daytime field observations were done between March 02nd and May 
17th 2010 (spring migration) as well as between August 10th and October 27th 2010 (spring 
migration), totalling to 792 and 803 hours of observation in spring and in autumn, respec-
tively. The general study design was similar to that used during the ―Additional Ornithological 
Investigation‖ within the Wadi Dara area which is located further south (see Bergen 2009). 
Observations were done from eight observation sites (A to H) which were located at dis-
tances of about 5 km (see Fig. 4.16). Observations focused on species that can be regarded 
as especially vulnerable to collision strikes or other negative impacts caused by wind tur-
bines: these are mainly large birds (first of all, birds of prey, storks and pelicans) that princi-
pally migrate by soaring and gliding during daytime. 

 

The standard data set which covers all birds migrating at distances of up to 2.5 km to each 
observation site was analyzed with regards to  

 bird numbers, flock size and species composition 

 spatial, seasonal and daily distribution of bird migration 

 flight altitude 

 migratory activity in relation to wind speed and wind direction 

 migratory activity in the context of the results of previous studies 

All local and roosting birds were recorded during standardized observations as well as during 
travelling within the study area. The Sebkha was regularly checked for roosting birds using 
binoculars and telescopes from particular points located at the road that follows the western 
border of the Sebkha to the Southeast. 

In order to assess bird migration within the study area the results obtained in 2010 are com-
pared with results obtained by a previous study carried out in autumn 2008 and spring 2009 
in an area near Wadi Dara (in the following: ‗Wadi Dara area‘) which is located a few kilome-
tres South of the study area (Bergen 2009). 
A more detailed description of the used methodology and the obtained results can be found 
in the final report of the ornithological investigation (Annex I). 
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Fig 4.16: Locations of the eight observation sites (A to H) within the study area (circles in-

dicate a radius of 2.5 km around each observation site) 
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4.5.3 Results 

4.5.3.1 Migrating birds 
Species composition, number of birds and proportion of flyway population 

During standardized field observations in spring 2010, a total of 177,516 birds from 27 rele-
vant species were recorded within the study area. White stork and Steppe buzzard, each 
constituting almost 38 % of all birds, were the dominant species. 

The observed numbers of White stork refer to about 15 % of the total flyway population of this 
species (This is a commonly used criterion, developed by Birdlife International, for assessing 
the significance of an area: if the 1 %-threshold is met an area is regarded to be of interna-
tional importance). For five other species more than 5 %, and for seven other species more 
than 1 % of the total flyway population occurred in the study area. More than 3 % of the fly-
way population of Egyptian vulture classified as globally endangered in the IUCN-Red List 
was recorded here (see Table 4.4). 

Table 4.4: Number of birds, proportion of the flyway population and conservational status of 
the most numerous species recorded in spring 2010 within the study area 

Species Number 
of birds 

% of flyway 
population IUCN-Red List SPEC 

White stork 67,405 15.5 Least Concern 2 

Levant sparrowhawk 5,626 7.5 Least Concern 2 

Steppe eagle 2,753 7.3 Least Concern 3 

White pelican 4,427 6.3 Least Concern 3 

Booted eagle 189 6.0 Least Concern 3 

Steppe buzzard 66,797 5.3 Least Concern Non-SPEC 

Short-toed eagle 396 4.5 Least Concern 3 

Black stork 625 3.2 Least Concern 2 

Egyptian vulture 142 3.1 Endangered 3 

Honey buzzard 21,564 2.2 Least Concern non SPECE 

Common crane 593 1.7 Least Concern 2 

Black kite 2,208 1.7 Least Concern 3 

Lesser spotted eagle 568 1.1 Least Concern 2 

Long-legged buzzard 129 0.6 Least Concern 3 

other species 4,094     

The data on flyway populations were taken from CarlBro (2009) after checking by com-
paring this data with other available sources. 
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Fig. 4.17: White storks migrating through the study area 
 

Further four species of special interest (due to their IUCN-Red List Category) occurred in 
comparably low to very low numbers: Spotted eagle (vulnerable), Eastern imperial eagle 
(vulnerable), Pallid harrier (near threatened) and Lesser kestrel (vulnerable). Five of the most 
numerous species are classified as SPEC 2, i.e. these species are concentrated in Europe 
and have an unfavorable conservation status. Seven other species have an unfavorable con-
servation status too, but are not concentrated in Europe (SPEC 3, see Table 4.4). 

Although large flocks rarely occurred, they have a strong effect on the data set. On the whole 
there were 25 five flocks with more than a thousand individuals, representing more about 
29 % of all migrating birds. In contrast, the fraction of birds migrating individually was about 
44 % of all recordings but make up less than 2 % of all birds. 

The results clearly demonstrate that 

 the study area in general is very important for bird migration in spring. 

 the impact assessment should focus on the most endangered and most numerous spe-
cies. Consequently, Egyptian vulture, White stork, Levant sparrowhawk, Steppe eagle 
and White pelican should especially be considered, while Steppe buzzard and Honey 
buzzard, though occurring in huge numbers, are of minor importance for the impact as-
sessment (due to their favorable conservational status). 

 

During standardized field observations in autumn 2010, 25,942 birds from 22 relevant spe-
cies were recorded within the study area. Again White stork, constituting about 54 % of all 
birds, was the dominant species. It is noteworthy that all recorded White storks referred to 
only 17 recordings, indicating that the study area is not located within a main migratory route 
of White storks in autumn. The only other frequently occurring species were White pelican 
and Honey buzzard but all at markedly lower numbers (8,252 and 3,028 birds, respectively). 
More than 70 % of all migrating birds refer to only six flocks of White storks and White peli-
cans indicating that migratory activity was comparatively low during most periods of the in-
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vestigation. The observed numbers of White stork and White pelican refer to about 3 % and 
12 % of the total flyway population of each species, respectively. The proportion for all other 
species observed in the study area by far did not reach 1 % of the flyway population. 

Four species of special interest (due to their IUCN-Red List Category) occurred in low num-
bers: Pallid harrier (46 individuals), Lesser kestrel (32 individuals), Red-footed falcon (indi-
viduals) and Egyptian vulture (8 individuals). 

 

Flight altitudes and flight direction 

In spring 2010 almost 30 % of all birds recorded at distances of up to 2.5 km to a site used 
altitudes below 100 m (Fig. 4.18). Another 27 % migrated at altitudes between 100 and 
199 m, whereas about 44 % flew above 199 m. By contrast, about 45 % of all recordings oc-
curred below 100 m. This difference was mainly caused by Steppe buzzards which regularly 
migrate individually (and thus had little influence on the variable ―number of birds‖) at alti-
tudes below 100 m (Fig. 4.18). Moreover, one can assume that the probability to detect a 
single bird decreases with higher flight altitudes. The proportion of White storks at lower alti-
tudes (below 199 m) was clearly higher, both in terms of birds (about 76 %) and of recordings 
(about 69 %, see Annex I). Eagles (genus Aquila) seem to slightly prefer higher altitudes. 
About 62 % of all birds migrated at altitudes of 200 m or more. Since species of special inter-
est (e.g. Pallid harrier, Lesser kestrel, Egyptian vulture) were very rare, the data gives no reli-
able information about altitude distribution of these species. 

In autumn 2010 most birds recorded up to 2.5 km to a site used lower flight altitudes: Only 
25 % of all birds flew above 199 m (Fig. 4.18). This result was probably caused by birds 
(Storks and Pelicans) that reached the desert plains at low altitudes after crossing the Red 
Sea, where no thermals enable them to gain height. Considering the number of recordings 
this pattern was even more pronounced: more than 60 % of all recordings were observed at 
altitudes below 100 m, but only 20 % at altitudes of 200 m or more. 

 

In spring the majority of birds and recordings (about 85 % and 69 %, respectively) migrating 
at distances up to 2.5 km from observation sites had strictly northern flight directions. 

In autumn the vast majority of birds and recordings (about 96 % and 86 %, respectively) mi-
grating at distances up to 2.5 km from observation sites had strictly southern flight directions. 
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Fig. 4.18: Relative frequencies of all birds migrating in spring (above) and autumn (below) 

2010 at different flight altitudes through the study area 
 
 

Migratory activity in relation to wind speed and wind direction 

The analysis does not reveal a clear relationship between, on the one hand, migratory activity 
in spring and, on the other, wind speed and wind direction. The results do not support the ex-
pectation that activity is particularly high in conditions with tailwinds or with low winds. Obvi-
ously, other variables (e.g. daytime, season, weather conditions during previous days) have a 
noteworthy effect on migratory activity. Moreover, the analysis shows a highly disproportion-
ate distribution of variables (e.g. many more observation units with winds coming from the 
North). 

The analysis was not carried out for autumn migration, because in autumn migratory activity 
was very low. The six flocks of White stork and White pelican that made up more than 70 % 
of all recorded birds were observed in conditions with medium to strong winds from the 
Northwest. 
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Spatial distribution of bird migration in the study area 

In spring 2010 the number of birds differed between the eight observation sites (Fig. 4.19). 
The difference was mainly caused by the three most numerous species: Steppe buzzard, 
White stork and Honey buzzard. The number of White storks and Honey buzzards was com-
parable low at sites A and B, leading to a rather low number of birds at site B, but not at site 
A, because very high number (> 15,000 ind.) of Steppe buzzards were recorded there. How-
ever, the number of Steppe buzzard was quite high (> 5,000 ind.) at all other sites, too.  

A very high number of White storks migrated at distances up to 2.5 km to the sites D, G and 
H (> 10,000 individuals at each site). As White storks mostly migrated in large flocks the 
number of recordings was rather low (especially at site D, n=11). 

 

 

 
Fig. 4.19: Total numbers of recorded birds at distances up to 2.5 km to each observation 

site (A to H) in spring (above) and autumn (below) 2010 
 
The number of Honey buzzard was exceptionally high at site E. As about 59 % were re-
corded during a single 3h observation unit, it is questionable if Honey buzzards prefer to mi-
grate through the area around site E. Likewise, the comparably high number of Levant spar-
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rowhawks at site D and H is not to be expected to be due to regular migration patterns. Le-
vant sparrowhawks often migrate in large flocks, so just a few recordings (4 at site D and H, 
each) have a huge influence on the data set. 

Considering the number of other species (e.g. Black kite) or groups of species (e.g. Eagles 
form the genus Aquila), there were no larger differences that might indicate a particular spa-
tial distribution. 

It should be noted that at sites A and B there was no large flock with more than 1,000 indi-
viduals, whereas seven / five flocks consisted of about 54 % / 53 % of all individuals recorded 
at sites D and G. The effect of large flocks was pronounced at sites C and H too, where four 
and five flocks make up 25 % and 33 % of all individuals, respectively. 

In autumn 2010 the number of birds recorded at distances up to 2.5 km to each observation 
site was much lower than in spring (Fig. 4.19). The only species that occurred in significant 
numbers, yet very rarely, was White stork: about 2,500 individuals at sites D and about 
10,000 individuals at site H. Again, it should be noted that the higher numbers of White storks 
at the two sites refer to only three flocks: a flock of 2,500 individuals at site D and two flocks 
at site H with 7,500 and 2,100 individuals. 

 

4.5.3.2      Local birds 
The hyper-arid climate with the desert bare of vegetation as well as the harsh wind conditions 
make the study area an unattractive habitat for local / breeding birds. Consequently, almost 
all birds found in the area appear there during migration only. Very few locals birds were ob-
served, all of them classified as ―Least Concern‖ in the IUCN Red List of Threatened Species 
(Version 2010.4; downloaded on March 16th, 2011): 

 Between the pebbles and stones near observation site D, a pair of Bar-tailed larks 
(Ammomanes cinctura) nested. This species commonly inhabits flat or undulating 
deserts with scattered vegetation and gravelly or stony rises (Porter & Aspinall 2010). 

 Individuals of Desert lark (Ammomanes deserti) were regularly found within the study 
area at observation sites A, E, and F. The observed behaviour indicated that single 
pairs are breeding within the study area. The Desert lark is more restricted to the stony 
and rocky slopes with sparse vegetation of arid hills than the former species (Porter & 
Aspinall 2010). 

 Single breeding pairs of Greater hoopoe-lark (Alaemon alaudipes) were frequently rec-
orded near observation sites E and H. Concerning to Porter & Aspinall (2010) the bird 
prefers sandy deserts, semi-deserts or coastal dunes. 

 Single individuals of Common kestrel (Falco tinnunculus), Peregrine falcon (Falco pe-
regrinus), Barbary falcon (Falco pelegrinoides) and Short-toed eagle (Circaetus galli-
cus) were observed hunting on small birds and snakes within the desert on several 
consecutive days. These birds presumably were non-migrants, but locals spending the 
spring in the desert and the Red Sea Mountains. 

 Brown-necked raven (Corvus ruficollis) was regularly recorded in the study area (mainly 
in its eastern parts, e.g. nine individuals at site G) and outside the study area (e.g. 22 
individuals about 7.0 km north of H).  

 Other sedentary species were sometimes recorded within the study area, too: e.g. 
smaller groups (max. eight individuals) of Crowned sandgrouse (Pterocles coronatus). 
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4.5.3.3  Roosting birds 
In spring, Storks, Pelicans and birds of prey were occasionally observed roosting in or adja-
cent to the study area, mainly in the early morning or the late afternoon after or before spend-
ing the night in the desert. Those birds apparently stayed only one night in the desert before 
continuing migration. As those birds were found in the whole study area, there is no particular 
roosting site of conservational importance within the study area. 

Even the Sebkha was not often used by Storks and Pelicans although it offers appropriate 
conditions for roosting. In spring White storks were recorded in the Sebkha during only three 
of 15 control visits, but then in large numbers (up to 4,800 individuals). The results indicate 
that the Sebkha was not used continuously as a stop-over site. It can be assumed that most 
birds probably spend only one night in the Sebkha before continuing migration in spring. 

Small passerines regularly used the oasis as a stop-over site for several days. Moreover, 
other species like Bee-eaters, Doves and Herons were occasionally recorded here. 

In autumn large migratory birds were rarely observed roosting in or adjacent to the study area 
(in small numbers), mainly in the early morning or the late afternoon after or before spending 
the night in the desert. Single individuals of other groups of species were recorded roosting 
within the study area as well, e.g. Golden oriole (Oriolus oriolus), European roller (Coracias 
garrulus) or Cream-colored courser (Cursorius cursor). Roosting passerines were observed 
regularly in the desert and at the oasis, e.g. Desert wheatear (Oenanthe deserti), Whinchat 
(Saxicola rubetra) or Tawny pipit (Anthus campestris). 

The regularly visited Sebkha apparently was not used as a roosting site by large migratory 
birds (e.g. Storks, Pelicans or Cranes) in autumn. Occasionally, waders of different species 
and few individuals of Herons were recorded at the Sebkha. 

In autumn, small passerines and other species regularly used the oasis as a stop-over site for 
several days (Table 4.5). 
Table 4.5: Species which used the oasis as a roosting habitat 

Black-crowned night heron, Nycticorax nycticorax 
Spur-winged lapwing, Vanellus spinosus 
Common cuckoo, Cuculus canorus 
Namaqua dove, Oena capensis 
Masked shrike, Lanius nubicus 
Eastern olivaceous warbler, Hippolais pallida 
Chiffchaff, Phylloscopus collybita 
Collared flycatcher, Ficedula albicollis 
Caspian reed warbler, Acrocephalus scirpaceus fuscus 
Striated bunting, Emberiza striolata striolata 
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4.6 Water resources and waste water 
The ―200 km² project area‖ can be classified to be hyper-arid. There is not any surface water 
in or nearby the project area. It is crossed by some major Wadis, such as the Wadis Khurm, 
Umm Yasar and Khuraym. In absence of reliable statistics, surface runoff reaching up to the 
project area is expected to be seldom. Heavy rains in the mountains can cause flash floods in 
the major Wadis. There is no statistical evidence on the occurrence interval of such rains. 
From verbal information received it is guessed that it should be of an order of once in 10 
years. Accordingly, wind turbines, even if with protected foundations, shall not be placed in-
side the beds of larger Wadis.  
Groundwater in that zone can be differentiated into  

 Fissure water of the weathering zone, which is confined to igneous, metamorphic 
and sedimentary rocks (only little water that can be stored and collected during rain-
fall and that can travel over long distances through fissures), 

 Groundwater at the alluvial fill of the Wadis (recharged from occasional rainfalls in 
the mountains and draining fissure water), 

 Deep groundwater that is contained in tectonic fractures and fissures. 
Water is pumped from deep zones, more than 100 m below the surface out of Nubian sand-
stone zones, which are recharged from the existing watersheds in the region. Ground water 
pumping takes place in the centre of the project area by GPC and in the South of the area by 
GUPCO, both being petrol companies. The water is slightly saline.  
There are no human activities in the project area that use water or cause drainage except the 
irrigation of the palm tree garden and water used by the Bedouin family in the centre of the 
area. The general water supply of the region is from Nile water. A main Nile water pipeline is 
passing at about 6 km distance from the outer eastern border of the project area in parallel to 
the Suez - Hurghada road. 
 
 

4.7 Air quality 
Due to the desert character of the area the level of dust and fine sand content in the air is 
quite high in case of high wind speeds, e.g. 15 m/s and more.  Based on wind speed meas-
urements at nearby stations such high wind speeds are expected to be in the order of 8 % of 
the time.  Outside the eastern part of the project area, sulphate containing flare gases from 
EPC exploration/production wells cause acidic emissions to the surroundings. However, as 
98 % of the wind is blowing from or parallel to the project area there should be almost no im-
pact on the project area.  
The desert soil contains significant concentration of salt, which is taken by stronger winds. 
Moreover, about 10 % of the wind is coming from the northern sector and has absorbed salt, 
when passing the Gulf of Suez at a distance of about 10 to 20 kms. High variation of the daily 
temperature can cause condensation during early morning times out of the salt containing air. 
Accordingly the environment has to be classified having a high corrosion level (C4, ISO 
12944-2).  
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4.8 Ambient noise levels 
No measurements of the ambient noise level are carried out for reasons of obvious lack of 
man made noise emission sources and of sensitive receiving bodies in the area. The existing 
sources of noise are: 

 An elevated natural ambient noise level in the project area during frequent times with 
high winds speeds.  

 A singular case of smaller noise emissions caused by the operation of a water pump 
at a distance of about 100 m to the palm-thatch huts of the Bedouin family (for loca-
tion see Fig. 2.2).  

In the absence of regular car traffic inside or nearby the area (the coastal Hurghada – Suez 
road is at a minimum distance of 6.5 km from the eastern border of the project area) and 
other human activities there is no significant man-made background noise that need to be 
considered.  
 
 

4.9 Archaeological, historical and cultural heritage 
Not existing inside or adjacent to the ―200 km² project area‖. 
 
 

4.10 Social and economic context 
The next settlements are Ras Gharib about 13 km away from the north-eastern corner and 
the Ras Shukheir workers camp of GUPCO about 11 km from the south-eastern corner. Ac-
cordingly, these settlements would not be directly affected by wind power development in the 
project area.  A tiny community, a Bedouin family of about 20 nos. living next to a water well 
pumping station in provisional palm-thatch huts in the Centre of the area (see Fig. 2.2) need 
to be maintained and protected. From interview with the head of the family it was learnt that  

 the family is well informed about wind power plants from experience they made in 
Zafarana, 

 they don‘t consider the operation of wind turbines even nearby the house to be a 
problem as they are anyhow experienced to live with noise levels caused by the 
nearby pump, 

 that they expect employment from the erection of a wind farm. 
 
From that it can be concluded that there would be no social hurdle to wind park development 
in that project area, if sufficient distance for noise and shadowing abatement according to 
generally accepted standards would be kept and employment would be created by adequate 
jobs, e.g. typically guarding of construction and wind park operation side.  
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4.11 Existing transport infrastructure and traffic flows 
The access to the area is via the Suez - Hurghada road, which is a four lane road. This road 
has very little traffic load compared to its capacity. It is fit for heavy transports.  
The further access to the 200 km² project area is via private roads of GPC in the Centre and 
GUPCO in the South (see Fig. 2.2). These roads have a width of about 4 m and are either 
asphalt or gravel paved. The state of these roads is mostly not perfect and would need main-
tenance. The present use of these roads is by the petrol companies only with a very low traf-
fic frequency. Beside these external and internal access roads most of the area can only be 
accessed via off-road tracks and by the use of 4-wheel drive cars. 
 
 

4.12 Existing utilities 
There is not any public water or electricity distribution system in the ―200 km² project area‖. 
The water wells in the centre of the area are owned and operated by GPC. The pumps are 
supplied by a 10 kV OHL and underground cabling system (change to underground just east 
from the ―Oasis‖). Some of the produced water is deviated for drinking and irrigation purposes 
of the Bedouin family, which is guarding the installations. The family is also supplied with 
electricity.   
Moreover, one private GUPCO island grid is extending from Ras Shukheir to south of the pro-
ject area, where another field of water wells is operated.  
A 220 kV overhead line between Hurghada – Zafarana was planned since long and the works 
are contracted. This line is also to supply Ras Gharib and is built independently from any 
wind power development in the region. The next public utility is in Ras Gharib about 13 km 
away from the border of the project area.  
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5. PREDICTION OF IMPACTS AND EVALUATION OF 
SIGNIFICANT ENVIRONMENTAL AND SOCIAL EFFECTS 

5.1 General and Basic Methodology 
The significance of impacts is characterised by the magnitude and value of a residual impact 
after mitigation. Accordingly, the significance of impacts will be judged after technical as-
sessment of the extent that mitigation will reduce the predicted impacts.  
 
The applied methods for predicting the characteristics of impacts in this study are   

 best estimate professional judgement;  
 quantitative mathematical models (in case of noise propagation and shadowing calcu-

lations). 
 
The evaluation of significance takes place against a framework of criteria and measures. 
Threshold tests for environmental acceptability are taken as suggested in the table below. 
However, acceptability level of impacts shall be weighted against other economic and social 
factors as well as by the level of public concern (particularly over health and safety). 
 
Table 5.1: Typical acceptability levels for potential impact thresholds  
 
Level of acceptability Potential impact threshold 
 
 
Unacceptable 

Exceeds legal threshold, e.g. quality standard 

Increases level of risk to public health and safety above qua-
litative or quantitative criteria  

Extinction of biological species, loss of genetic diversity, rare 
or endangered species, critical habitat 

 
Normally unacceptable 

Conflict with existing environmental policies, land-use plans 

Loss of populations of commercial biological species 

Large-scale loss of productive capacity of renewable re-
sources 

May be acceptable with minimi-
sation, mitigation and manage-
ment and after weighing with 
predicted positive impacts 

Increased spreading likelihood of biological disease 

Taking of rare or endangered species 

Some loss of threatened habitat 

 
Normally acceptable 

Some loss of populations and habitats of non-threatened 
species 

Modification of landscape without downgrading special aes-
thetic values 

Emissions demonstrably less than the carrying capacity of 
the receiving environment 
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Criteria to evaluate adverse impacts on natural resources, ecological functions or designated 
areas include:  

 reductions in species diversity;  
 depletion or fragmentation on plant and animal habitat;  
 loss of threatened, rare or endangered species;  
 impairment of ecological integrity, resilience or health e.g.  

o disruption of food chains;  
o decline in species population;  
o alterations in predator-prey relationships.  

Criteria to evaluate the significance of adverse social impacts that result from biophysical 
changes include:  

 threats to human health and safety e.g. from release of persistent and/or toxic chemi-
cals;  

 decline in commercially valuable or locally important species or resources e.g. fish, 
forests and farmland;  

 loss of areas or environmental components that have cultural, recreational or aes-
thetic value;  

 displacement of people;  
 disruption of communities by influx of a workforce e.g. during project construction; and  
 pressure on services, transportation and infrastructure.  

 
Considering above criteria an initial scoping shows that the expected or possible environmen-
tal impacts of wind energy projects are quite limited in a desert area, as it is the case of the 
―200 km² project area‖. This is valid for both, the construction and the operation phases. The 
limitation of environmental impacts is due to the character of the project, i.e. factors like 

 the desert nature of the area with a hyper arid climate showing no population, very 
limited or even no vegetation and wild life inside or near to the area that can be af-
fected by the measure. 

 the very small land consumption of about 3 % of the total wind park area of a project 
consisting of wind turbine foundations, underground cabling, small transformer ki-
osks, the related portion of the 220 kV SS and 5 m wide gravel roads made from 
compacted desert gravel using about  3 % of the total area.   

 The remoteness of the site without any receptors that might be affected by noise and 
shadowing or landscape deterioration.  

 
The local fauna (without avifauna) and flora are very few in numbers and were common ones, 
not being red-listed. Also possible impacts caused by waste water and domestic waste gen-
eration during the construction phase and later on during the operation phase would be of 
very minor nature and could easily be mitigated.  
 
However, due to the location of the project area not far away from a well known main bird mi-
gration route, the wind power construction could have significant impacts on migrating birds. 
 
In accordance with the possible significance of the presumed impacts, the following baseline 
surveys had been carried out: 

 an ornithological in depth study has been carried out for the complete spring and au-
tumn season to adequately reflect possible significant impacts, 

 a one week area reconnaissance had been carried out in June with the focus on pre-
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sent land use, geomorphology and topography, 
 an investigation of the flora and fauna (without avifauna) in representative transects of 

the area had been carried out by specialists of ecoda and local experts (EcoCon-
Serv). 

 
Both, the negative and the positive potential residual impacts on the environment identified, 
are evaluated against the baseline.   
 
 

5.2 Land Use  
Even if considering the desert gravel roads and platforms as land take of the wind-park pro-
ject the overall use of the ―200 km² project area― by wind power and associated installations 
would be in the order of 3 % only. The area requirement will be only marginally increased 
during the construction phase due to temporary additional working areas, construction yards 
and storage facilities. In the absence of ecologically sensitive habitats, attractive landscape, 
antiquities, agriculture, residents etc. the minor land take has not any significant impact.   
 
Service and storage facilities with accommodation facilities of the different investors most 
likely will be installed outside the project area in reach of water and electricity supply, e.g. in 
the outskirts of Ras Gharib and would be subject to separate construction permit.  
 
The project will have positive impacts to the infrastructure, because 

 the existing infrastructure will remain untouched and functional, 
 the infrastructure would be even strengthened by reinforcement and extension of ac-
cess roads and electricity supply inside and in the periphery of the project area. 

 
 

5.3 Landscape Character and Visual Impact 
In the absence of people living or passing the area (except the Bedouin family in the centre of 
the area) effects of change of the landscape would have no significant impacts. Around the 
Bedouin living place a wind power free zone shall be kept with distances determined by noise 
and shadowing analysis according to generally accepted standards. Moreover, there is no 
special landscape view that need to be protected. 
 
As an example a visualisation of a wind park with 2 MW wind turbines with the view from the 
temporary GPC office facilities in the East of the project area (see Fig. 5.1) are shown. 
 
As a result of the ornithological investigations the area shown in Fig. 5.3 (Zone III) has to be 
excluded. I.e. that future wind parks would be located even more distant to human activities. 
Considering the absence of receptors and the uniform desert landscape with no special fea-
tures the impacts on the landscape are judged as being not significant neither during the 
construction phase, nor during the operation phase. 
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Fig. 5.1: Visualisation from GPC temporary office facilities about 1 km in the East of the 

Project area 
 
 

5.4 Terrestrial Flora and Fauna 
5.4.1 Flora 

As the results given in Chapter 4.4 clearly show, the importance of the study area as a habi-
tat for flora species is very limited. The study area does not harbour plants or plant communi-
ties of conservational concern. Plants that have been found are common and widespread. 

 

Construction phase 

Construction of the wind farm might lead to: 

 Direct damage of plants and modification or direct loss of habitat by using areas for 
fundaments of turbines, permanent access roads, trails for the power line, storing posi-
tions for heavy machines, other technical installations etc. 

During construction of wind farms which includes mobilization and demobilization a re-
moval and partial destruction of the top soil surface and some deeper soil layers will 
occur. However, the land-use by wind farm construction is very limited (usually less 
than 3 % of the overall area) leaving most of the area free from any interventions. Con-
sequently, the affected area will cover only a small fraction of the 200 km2 study area. 
Though the precise locations of turbines are not yet known, siting of the wind turbines 
shall avoid vegetation areas. No turbine shall be installed next or inside the oasis or in-
side larger Wadi beds. Construction measures in the Wadis will be limited to single 
crossing by gravel roads and by cable trenches carried out at less sensitive spots. 
Thus, construction works will be away from these more sensitive areas. 

 Compaction of soil due to land-use 

Compaction of soil might lead to a damage of local seed banks and a reduction of the 
suitability for plant growth. However, as the potential for plant growing in this hyper arid 
area is very limited this is valued as minor impact. Moreover, as stated above the af-
fected area is very limited (usually less than 3 %), leaving most of the area free from 
any interventions. Moreover, the study area comprises no threatened species or plant 
communities of conservational concern.  
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 Dust emissions 

Dust emissions will be limited to a very small area and limited to rather brief periods. No 
significant impact is expected due to dust emissions. 

 Waste 

Waste resulting from constructional work will cause no significant impact on flora. How-
ever, it might pollute larger areas when drifted away by strong winds. Thus, waste 
should be removed immediately from the site and should be stored at or near the site in 
appropriate ways. 

In conclusion, construction of wind farms within the study area will cause no significant im-
pacts on vegetation or plant communities. 

 

Operation and maintenance phase 

Though the precise locations of turbines are not yet known, it can be assumed that almost all 
affected areas will be without any vegetation. Moreover, operating wind turbines are not 
known to affect plants or plant growth. Also slight changes in wind speed (turbulences) or in 
microclimate at ground level will have no effects on plants. 

During periods of maintenance of wind farms human activities will be restricted to the already 
existing tracks and storage positions. 

In conclusion, operation and maintenance of wind farms within the study area will cause no 
significant impacts on vegetation or plant communities. There are also no other activities in 
the area that might contribute to increased impacts to non-acceptable levels. 

 

 

5.4.2 Fauna 
As the results given in Chapter 4.4 clearly show, the importance of the study area as a habi-
tat for animals is rather limited. 

Only few mammal species have been found of which none is threatened or particularly prone 
to human activities. Other mammal species, few of conservational concern, are unlikely to 
occur in the study area. No bats were recorded during site visits, neither using a bat detector 
nor a voice box. 

The study area seems to be a rather suitable site for some reptile species though most of 
them are quite common and widespread. The only species of conservational concern is the 
Egyptian Dabb Lizard of which a colony with about ten to fifteen individuals was found near a 
track running from site H to the North (Fig. 4.13).  

Some other vertebrate and invertebrates occur in the area. However, the area is not of par-
ticular importance for these species. 
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Construction phase 

Construction of the wind farm might lead to: 

 A loss of habitat for local animals by using areas for fundaments of turbines, permanent 
access roads, trails for the power line, storing positions for heavy machinery, other 
technical installations etc. 

As stated in Chapter 4.4, the local animal communities have very few species, moreo-
ver, density is very low. Compared to the whole wind farm area, the area required for 
infrastructural structures is very small. Thus, even after turbine erection there will be 
enough appropriate habitats available for local animals. In summary, the impact on an-
imals caused by building wind farms within the study area is assessed to be insignifi-
cant (acceptable). In the oasis, the larger Wadis and the area settled by the Egyptian 
Dabb Lizard), however, installation of turbines and other technical installations shall be 
avoided. 

 Disturbances by human activities from heavy machines, traffic, noise and dust emis-
sion. 

Local animals might be affected by disturbances during the construction phase. Large 
native mammals (probably only Desert Red Fox) that sporadically use the area will 
most likely abandon the site because of the disturbance from the constructional work. 
However, disturbance effects are limited to a rather small area compared to the whole 
study area. Thus, local animals can find alternative habitats during construction. More-
over, constructional work is limited to a rather short period of time. Local animals can 
repopulate all areas after construction. In summary, the impact on animals caused by 
disturbance is assessed to be insignificant (acceptable). In the oasis, the larger Wadis 
and the area settled by the Egyptian Dabb Lizard, however, human activities should be 
be minimized. 

 Waste 

Waste resulting from constructional work will cause no significant impact on fauna. It 
will probably attract certain animals, however, especially feral species (dogs, cats, ro-
dents, etc). This might affect indigenous species. Thus, waste should be removed im-
mediately from the site and should be stored at the site in appropriate ways. 

 New species of urban and rural environments  

New species of urban and rural environments can be imported into the area together 
with construction materials and containers. This should be avoided as much as possi-
ble, because new species often affect indigenous species. 

 

Operation and maintenance phase 

Noise and shading resulting from operating turbines is limited in space and time. Hence op-
erating wind farms are not expected to impact animal wildlife significantly. As, turbines will not 
be erected near the oasis, in larger Wadi beds and in the area settled by Egyptian Dabb Liz-
ard noise occurring from turbines will not affect animals inhabiting or using these areas.  

There might be a risk of disturbance of species by site personnel, by waste from used spare 
parts or by hazards from non-sufficiently isolated cables during maintenance activities. Dis-
turbance will cause no significant impact on animal wildlife, as maintenance activities are re-
stricted to the area close to the wind turbines. 
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5.5 Birds-Avifauna 
5.5.1 Bird-wind turbine interactions 

In recent years the construction of wind turbines has given rise to much controversy relating 
to bird conservational issues, mainly in Europe and the United States.  

Considering utilization of wind energy within the study area, the major potential hazards to 
birds are collision risk and mortality but also barrier effects. Other possible impacts of wind 
turbines like displacement due to disturbance or direct habitat change and loss for roosting or 
local birds are of minor importance.  

Collision risk and mortality 

Many studies have shown that birds are generally able to avoid collisions with wind turbines 
and do not simply fly into them blindly (e.g. Dirksen et al. 1998, De Lucas et al. 2004, De-
sholm 2006). Nevertheless, at a low number of locations relevant numbers of collision victims 
were found, leading to significant increases in mortality rates and possibly to population de-
creases.  

At a wind farm (220 turbines) at the western bank of the Gulf of Suez (Egypt) corpse 
searches were carried out over a four-week period in spring 2007 (Bergen 2007b). Body 
parts, feathers and bones were found of three birds that had died weeks or months earlier — 
possibly by collision with a turbine. No fresh bird corpses were found. Due to the characteris-
tics of the study area and the high intensity of investigation, search efficiency and / or scav-
engers could reasonably be excluded to play any role. Thus, the results strongly indicate that 
the number of collisions was very low to zero throughout the period of investigation. It should 
be noted, however, that the study is limited due to the short period of investigation. 

Occasional fatality searches at wind turbines in Hurghada wind farm also did not reveal any 
evidence of bird mortality (Baha El Din 1996). 

As given in Annex I, the scale of collision depends on a wide range of factors which — in 
some cases — correlate with each other. It is quite plausible that a combination of factors 
(e.g. flight behaviour, wind speed and relief of location) influences collision risk.  

Moreover, manoeuvrability and flight behaviour might be crucial factors to explain differences 
in collision risks between species (Drewitt & Langston 2006). Ornis Consult (1999) subdi-
vided soaring birds into four different categories depending on manoeuvrability and flight be-
haviour. On the basis of this classification, the vulnerability of different species to collision can 
be deduced (see Table 5.2). Due to the number of factors affecting the risk of collision, it is 
very difficult to transfer the results obtained at a particular wind farm to another. At present, 
there is insufficient information available to form a reliable judgement on the scale of collision 
at a proposed wind farm. 
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Table 5.2: Assessment of species-specific vulnerability to collision depending on manoeu-
vrability and flight behaviour (according to Ornis Consult 1999) 

category description species vulnerability 
to collision

very passive 
fliers

very dependent on thermals,
generally not able to cross large 
bodies of water

Egyptian vulture, Short-toed 
eagle and
all Eagles of the genus 
Aquila

very high

less passive 
fliers

less dependent on thermals,
able to cross limited bodies of water

Buzzards, Kites, Honey 
buzzard,
Storks, Cranes and 
Pelicanes

medium to 
high

less active 
fliers

rely on thermals to a limited extent
able to cross large bodies of water Harriers and Sparrowhawks low to 

medium

very active 
fliers

not dependent on thermals,
able to cross the Gulf of Suez at any 
point

Falcons very low
 

 

Barrier effect 

There are several reliable studies indicating that wind turbines have a disturbing effect on 
birds and hence may act as barriers to bird movement. 

At a wind farm (220 turbines) at the western bank of the Gulf of Suez, the behaviour of mi-
grating birds was investigated over a four-week period in spring 2007 (Bergen 2007b). The 
results demonstrate that migrating birds were able to detect the presence of wind turbines 
and thus to react in an appropriate way depending on external (e.g. weather conditions) and 
internal (e.g. altitude, physical capabilities) factors. Birds at altitudes above 100 m simply mi-
grated over the wind farm without any noticeable reaction. Birds at altitudes below 100 m be-
came aware of the presence of wind turbines and apparently avoided them by changing their 
flight direction or increasing altitude. Sometimes birds seemed to avoid turbines in operation 
and purposefully approached a turbine not in operation and subsequently passed by.  

A flight reaction of a bird in the vicinity of a turbine was recorded only twice. Irrespective of a 
bird's motivation (migrating, flying, hunting, resting) or of weather conditions, an appreciably 
irritated bird or a bird in a critical situation that might have led to a collision or to loss of flight 
control, never occurred. Since the investigation refers to a rather short period, which did not 
cover the main migration period of all species, results have to be verified. 

Percival (2005) assumed that the ecological consequences of such a barrier effect are 
unlikely to be a problem at small wind farms. Drewitt & Langston (2006) suggest that none of 
the barrier effects identified so far have significant impacts on populations. However, in spe-
cific circumstances barrier effects might lead to population level impacts indirectly, e.g. where 
a wind farm effectively blocks a regularly used air route between nesting and foraging areas, 
or where several wind farms interact cumulatively. Then large wind farms or a number of 
wind farms might lead to increased energy expenditure for birds and thus might reduce an-
nual survival rates and / or breeding output (Fox et al. 2006, Langston et al. 2006). In sum-
mary, until now it is quite difficult to judge whether avoidance behaviour causes a significant 
effect on individuals and, ultimately, on populations. 
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5.5.2 Importance of the study area for birds 
Commonly, the importance of a site is assessed by two criteria: 1. the number of birds (some-
times in relation to the population), and 2. the conservational status (IUCN-Red List Cate-
gory) of species. In this process, species that are exposed to a higher threat are of special 
interest. As mentioned in Chapter 4.5.2, such species are Egyptian vulture (Endangered), 
Spotted eagle, Eastern imperial eagle, Lesser kestrel (all Vulnerable), as well as Pallid harrier 
and Red-footed falcon (both Near Threatened). The numbers of representatives of these 
species recorded within the study area, however, was comparatively small and their spatial 
distribution showed no definite pattern. All of these species mostly occurred singularly at a 
few sites. This means the conservational status of a species cannot qualify as a decisive cri-
terion in assessing the significance of the study area in a spatially differentiated way. As a 
consequence, the number of birds (heavily influenced by single species only) remains the 
only criterion for assessment. 

The importance of the area or parts of the area was assessed using three classes: signifi-
cant, very significant and extremely significant. 

 

5.5.3 Migrating birds 
Spring Migration 
As given in Table 4.4, the total number of birds observed in spring 2010 within the study area 
exceeded 1 % of the total flyway population for 13 species (which is a commonly used crite-
rion for assessing the importance of an area). More than 15 % of the flyway population of 
White stork, and more than 5 % of the flyway population of Levant sparrowhawk, Steppe ea-
gle, White pelican, Booted eagle and Steppe buzzard were recorded. These results clearly 
show that the study area is very significant for spring migration. It was already known that the 
Red Sea Coast, mainly the area around Gabel al Zayt, is located about 30 km southeast of 
the study area, is a major bottleneck for large soaring birds. However, for the first time this 
study provides proof that a huge amount of bird migration occured even further North. 

With regard to the impact of wind turbines, flight altitude seems to be a crucial aspect. As we 
assume that wind turbines will not affect birds migrating at altitudes above 200 m, the as-
sessment of the importance of the study area can be restricted to migration below 200 m. In 
order to assess the importance of different parts of the study area for migration, we compared 
bird abundances with the number of birds recorded in spring 2009 within the Wadi Dara area.  

Compared to the previous investigation in the Wadi Dara area (Bergen 2009), the number of 
birds migrating at altitudes below 200 m was much higher in spring 2010 at most observation 
sites (Fig. 5.2). This was mainly due to White stork which occurred at lower altitudes, in very 
high numbers especially at sites C, D, G and H. Moreover, a comparably high number of 
Steppe buzzards migrated through the area at most sites. E.g. nearly 10,000 Steppe buz-
zards were observed at lower altitudes at site A. However, 4,500 of these birds were re-
corded during a single 3h-observation unit. Consequently, we do not expect that this result is 
due to regular migration pattern. Furthermore, Steppe buzzard is not a species of special 
conservational interest (see above). To conclude, the importance of the study area can be 
classified as follows: 

 The northwestern parts of the study area around the sites A and B has to be classified 
as significant for bird migration in spring (Fig. 5.3). Particularly Steppe buzzards and 
fewer numbers of other soaring species were recorded at altitudes below 200 m. Apart 
from Steppe buzzard, the numbers of birds was rather low at sites A and B (about 
2,000 individuals, Fig. 5.2). A comparable migratory activity was observed at sites M10 
and S10 in spring 2009 within the Wadi Dara area. Especially, White stork migration 
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was not pronounced at sites A and B, possibly due to the rather large distance to the 
coastline. 

 The numbers of birds and recordings observed in the Northeast (site E), in the middle 
(sites C and F) and in the Southwest (site D) of the study area were clearly higher than 
at sites A and B and at sites M10, S09 and S10 in spring 2009 in the Wadi Dara area 
(Fig 5.2). Only the number of birds collected at M09 in spring 2009 was comparable. At 
sites C, D and F more than 4,000 White storks migrated in spring 2010 at altitudes be-
low 200 m. Moreover, Honey buzzards and fewer numbers of other species were regu-
larly seen at sites C, D, E and F. Consequently, the Northeast, the middle and the 
Southwest of the study area have to be classified as very significant for bird migration 
in spring (Fig. 5.3). 

 At each of the two sites G and H which cover the eastern and southeastern parts of the 
study area more than 12,000 birds (except Steppe buzzard) were seen migrating at alti-
tudes below 200 m (Fig. 5.2). Thus, compared to all other sites of the study area and 
compared to all sites in the Wadi Dara area, migratory activity at lower altitudes was 
highest at sites G and H. This is mainly due to the high amount of White stork which 
apparently avoided the crossing of the Red Sea, but headed further Northwest to Suez. 
Consequently, the eastern and southeastern parts of the study area have to be classi-
fied as extremely significant for bird migration in spring (Fig. 5.3). 

 

 
Fig. 5.2: Total numbers of recorded birds (except Steppe buzzard) migrating at distances 

up to 2.5 km to each observation site at altitudes below 200 m in spring 2010 
(study area) and in spring 2009 (Wadi Dara area: sites M09 to S10) 
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Fig. 5.3: Assessment of the importance for spring migration 
 
 
Autumn Migration 

Compared to the previous investigation in the Wadi Dara area (Bergen 2009) the number of 
birds migrating at altitudes below 200 m was much lower at most sites in autumn 2010 (Fig. 
5.4). Only at site H, where about 8,000 White storks were recorded, migratory activity was 
comparable to that recorded at site S09 in autumn 2008. However, it has to be taken into ac-
count that the high number of White storks at site H mainly refers to a single flock of about 
7,500 individuals. 

Thus, migratory activity in autumn 2010 was low or predominately very low in the whole study 
area. Consequently, large parts of the study area are not important for autumn migra-
tion. This result is very well in accordance with what could be expected from previous stud-
ies: The majority of White storks, White pelicans, Honey buzzard and other soaring species 
seems to reach the Red Sea coast near Gabel el Zayt south of Ras Shukeir after crossing the 
Red Sea. Only single flocks (with occasionally huge numbers) reach the coastline between 
Ras Gharib and Ras Shukeir and can then migrate through the eastern part of the study area 
(site H). Moreover, the results indicate that soaring birds do not reach the coastline North of 
Ras Gharib. Only very few birds seem to migrate further southeast from Suez over the 
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coastal plains. Most birds which migrate over Suez are believed to head further south along 
the Red Sea Mountain chain or further in the West along the Nile Valley. 

 
Fig. 5.4: Total numbers of recorded birds migrating at distances up to 2.5 km to each ob-

servation site at altitudes below 200 m in autumn 2010 (study area) and in au-
tumn 2008 (Wadi Dara area: sites M09 to S10) 

 

5.5.4 Local birds 
As stated in Chapter 4.5.2.2, there are only few local birds belonging to single species that 
use the study area as a breeding site (mainly Larks), hunting area (mainly Falcons) or forag-
ing area (e.g. Sandgrouse). All of those species are classified as ―Least Concern‖ in the 
IUCN Red List of Threatened Species. 

Consequently, most parts of the study area are of minor importance for local birds. The oasis 
and the larger Wadis, containing small patches of vegetation, are specific features in the de-
sert. Therefore, these areas are regarded as important for local birds. 

 

5.5.5 Roosting birds 
Storks, Pelicans and birds of prey regularly spent a single night in the desert at different loca-
tions in the study area (sometimes in large flocks). Roosting birds were found at different lo-
cations in the Wadi Dara area (Bergen 2009, CarlBro 2010) and in the concessionary area 
too (Bergen 2007a). Thus, the study area does not offer special conditions for large soaring 
birds and is, therefore, not a preferred roosting site for these species. 

By contrast, within the desert plains the oasis forms a unique feature with dense vegetation. 
Consequently, it is an attractive stop-over site which is regularly used by a number of birds 
(mainly passerines, but other species, like Herons or Bee-eaters, too). For these species the 
oasis is an important stepping stone during migration. 

The larger Wadis within the study area that have small patches of vegetation might be an im-
portant roosting place for small passerines, too. 

The Sebkha, located to the East of the study area, is believed to be an attractive roosting site 
for birds like Storks, Pelicans, Flamingos or Herons. However, roosting birds were rarely de-
tected at the Sebkha, mainly in the early morning or the late afternoon. This result indicates 
that most migrating birds spend only a single night in the Sebkha and continue migration at 
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the next morning. This seems to be reasonable, at least for spring migration when birds aim 
to reach their breeding sites as soon as possible. Consequently, birds which arrive in the late 
afternoon and depart during morning cannot be recorded during site visits around midday or 
early afternoon. So, an assessment based only on the obtained results might lead to an un-
derestimation of the importance of the Sebkha. Probably, the high number of White storks, 
recorded in spring 2010 at site H, was linked to the Sebkha. 

To conclude, the Sebkha is classified as an important roosting site for Storks, Pelicans, He-
rons and probably other species. 

 
 

5.5.6 Prediction and assessment of expected impacts 

5.5.6.1 Construction phase 
Migrating birds 

Birds in active flight will not be affected during the construction phase. Noise and dust emis-
sion at distinct construction sites might bring migrating birds to alter their flight path. This 
cannot be regarded as a significant impact. 

 

Local birds 

Construction of wind farms might lead to: 

 Modification or a loss of habitat for local birds by using areas for foundation of turbines, 
permanent access roads, trails for the power line, storing positions for heavy machines, 
other technical installations etc. 

As given in Chapter 4.5.2.2, the local bird community is very poor in species and, 
moreover, bird density is very low. The area required for the infrastructural elements is 
rather small compared to the whole wind farm area. Thus, even after the construction of 
turbines there will be enough appropriate habitats available for local birds. To conclude, 
the impact on local birds caused by construction of wind farms within the study area is 
assessed not to be significant (acceptable). However, the oasis and the larger Wadis 
that have small patches of vegetation form specific elements in the desert and might be 
used as foraging and hunting sites for local birds. In order to minimize impacts on local 
birds, constructional works in the oasis and the larger Wadis shall be minimized. 

 Disturbance by human activities with heavy machines, traffic, noise and dust emission. 

Local birds, such as Larks or Falcons, might be affected by disturbance during the con-
struction phase. However, disturbance effects are restricted to a rather small area 
compared to the whole study area. Thus, local birds can find alternative habitats for the 
time of constructional works. Moreover, constructional work is limited to a rather short 
period of time. Local birds can reoccupy all areas after construction phase. To con-
clude, the impact on local birds caused by disturbance is assessed not to be significant 
(acceptable). 

 Attraction of local birds if areas with garbage, open water or houses with vegetation are 
constructed. 

An increase of bird numbers within the study area might increase the risk of collision 
during operation of turbines. Thus, attracting birds has to be avoided both, during con-
struction and operation of a wind farm. Therefore, garbage should be removed directly 
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from the wind farm area. Construction of areas with open water and houses with vege-
tation within the wind farm area should be avoided, too. 

 

Roosting birds 

Construction of wind farms might lead to: 

 Modification or a loss of habitat for roosting birds by using areas for foundations of tur-
bines, permanent access roads, trails for the power line, storing positions for heavy 
machines, other technical installations etc. 

The area required for the infrastructural elements is comparatively small in relation to 
the whole wind farm area. The vast majority of the study area is not a preferred roosting 
site for birds. Thus, even after the construction of turbines larger soaring birds will use 
the desert inside but predominantly outside a wind farm. The oasis, however, is regular-
ly used as a roosting site, mainly for passerines and other smaller birds. Further, the 
larger Wadis with some vegetation form specific sites in the desert and might also be 
used for roosting by passerines. Therefore, construction works in the oasis and in the 
larger Wadis shall be minimized. To conclude, the impact on roosting birds caused by 
the construction of wind farms within the study area is assessed to be not significant 
(acceptable).  

 Disturbance by human activities with heavy machines, traffic, noise and dust emission. 

Large soaring birds mostly spend one night in the desert only, while smaller birds might 
spend several nights at appropriate roosting sites (oasis, larger Wadis). Thus, roosting 
birds might temporarily be affected by disturbance during the construction phase. Dis-
turbance effects are restricted to a small area compared to the whole study area. 
Roosting birds can thus choose alternative habitats during construction phases. To 
conclude, the impact on roosting birds caused by disturbance is assessed as not being 
significant (acceptable). 

 Attraction of roosting birds if areas with garbage, open waters or houses with vegeta-
tion are constructed. 

Increasing numbers of birds within the study area can elevate the risk of collision during 
turbine operation. Thus, attracting birds should be avoided, both during construction 
and operation of wind farms. Accordingly, garbage should be removed directly from 
wind farm areas. Open water areas or houses with vegetation should not be built within 
and in the vicinity of wind farms. 

 

5.5.6.2  Operation and maintenance phase 
Migrating birds 

Migrating birds might be affected by collision or barrier effects during operation and mainte-
nance phase: 

1. Collision risk 

As laid out in Annex I, collision risk depends on several factors and until now the cause-and-
effect chain of collision is poorly understood. Very little is known about collision risk for mi-
grating birds. Consequently, it is very difficult for several reasons to assess collision risk 
caused by a proposed wind farm within the study area.  
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a. Autumn migration 

The study area is indisputably located near one of the most important migratory routes with a 
high occurrence of raptors, other large migrants and further birds. However, migratory activity 
in autumn 2010 was low to very low in the whole study area (in accordance with what can be 
expected from previous studies). Single flocks of White storks occasionally reach the Red 
Sea coast near Ras Gharib and subsequently enter the study area in the East. Yet the vast 
majority of White storks reach the coastline at Ras Shukeir or further south. As a conse-
quence, due to the low number of migrating birds in autumn, wind farms within the study area 
will not pose a relevant risk of collision. Single collisions at wind farms within the study area 
might occur even during autumn. But the expected collision rate will not cause significant ef-
fects on the populations. Thus, collisions at wind turbines within the study area during autumn 
are not regarded to have a significant impact on migrating birds. 

b. Spring migration 

In contrast to the investigation into autumn migration in 2010, the preceding investigation into 
spring migration within the same year indicates that parts of the study area are of interna-
tional importance for migration in spring. Some species migrating through the study are of 
international conservational concern; a number of other species are of European or national 
conservational concern. Hence, collision rates leading to additional mortality potentially caus-
ing significant population effects for some species cannot be excluded when building wind 
farms in the entire study area. However, the results of the investigation indicate a gradual in-
crease of migratory activity from West to East within the study area. Thus, an impact as-
sessment of different parts of the study area due to the spatial differences in bird migration 
observed in spring 2010 seems to be feasible. In accord with the importance of the area for 
migration and hence according to the strength of expected environmental impact, the study 
area can be subdivided into the three following zones: 

 Zone I 

Zone I covers an area of about 53 km2 and encompasses the north-western part of the study 
area (sites A and B) where migratory activity was lowest in spring 2010 (Fig. 5.4). Although 
this part is of general importance for migration (Fig. 5.3), a relevant collision risk for migrating 
birds in spring is not expected if technical avoidance and mitigation measures to the best 
standard practice are maintained (Chapter 6.2). 

 Zone II 

Zone II consists of parts of the study area in the Northeast (site E), in the middle (sites C and 
F) and in the Southwest (site D) and has a size of about 67 km2 (Fig. 5.4). According to re-
sults of the investigation, Zone II is very significant for bird migration. Considering the huge 
numbers of birds migrating at altitudes below 200 m, it cannot be excluded that collision risk 
at wind farms in Zone II will pose a significant threat for migrating birds. Consequently, the 
expected impact of wind farms in Zone II is unacceptable. However, collision risk is restricted 
to:  

o turbines under operation, 
o a rather small period of the year (main migration period in spring lasts from the begin 

of March to the mid May) and 
o a certain time of day (migration of soaring birds starts when appropriate thermal uplifts 

are available) 
These considerations hint at appropriate countermeasures for reducing collision risk to an 
acceptable level. If turbines do not operate during the period of highest migration, collision 
risk for migrating birds is minimized. Thus, construction of wind turbines within Zone II is rec-
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ommendable if an effective shutdown programme is developed and established (see Chapter 
6.2).  

 

 
Fig. 5.4: Results of the impact assessment of different parts of the study area due to the 

spatial differences in bird migration observed in spring 2010 

 Zone III 

Zone III consists of the eastern and south-eastern parts of the study area (sites G and H) and 
has a size of about 88 km2 (Fig. 5.4). The results of the investigation clearly show that 
Zone III is of extreme significance for bird migration in spring. Consequently, collision rates 
leading to additional mortality potentially causing significant population effects for some spe-
cies cannot be excluded when building wind farms in Zone III. The expected impact of wind 
farms is therefore unacceptable and hence the construction of wind farms has to be strictly 
banned within Zone III. 

Even shutdown programmes have to be regarded as being incapable of reducing impacts of 
wind farms in Zone III to an acceptable level, because significant cumulative impacts with 
other wind farms are likely. 
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Finally, it is strictly recommended to implement a post-construction monitoring programme for 
wind farms in Zone I and Zone II to assess whether impacts of wind farms remain at an ac-
ceptable level, or whether additional measures are necessary to minimize or eliminate unac-
ceptable impacts.  

 
2. Barrier effects 

In order to avoid a wind power plant, birds might change horizontal flight direction which ob-
viously leads to additional expenditure of energy. Assuming a 5 km long string of wind tur-
bines located perpendicular to a bird‘s flight path, we suggest that the additional distance 
caused by avoiding the wind power plant will not be much more than 5 km. Considering the 
overall efforts of bird migration, an additional flight path of 5 km seems unlikely to have a 
relevant impact on birds.  

Another option for a bird to avoid a wind power plant is to change altitude (mostly by rising) 
and subsequently to migrate above the critical zone of the wind turbines. We do not expect 
thermals to be a limiting factor within the concessionary area. There should be a number of 
vertical air currents allowing birds to gain altitude. 

In spring, when migratory activity is expected to be much higher than in autumn, birds coming 
from the South will face a spiky southern edge of wind farms within Zone I (Fig. 5.4) or a 
rather small (less than 2.0 km) southern edge of wind farms within Zone II. Because of the 
shape of Zone I and Zone II birds will be directed to the Northwest or Northeast. Subse-
quently, they will be able to continue migration in northern directions, passing the wind farms 
at its western or eastern edge. 

In summary, although it is very difficult to estimate the degree of additional energy expendi-
ture, it seems unlikely that avoidance behaviour might produce a significant effect on popula-
tions. However, as some uncertainty remains, mitigation measures should be implemented in 
order to minimize possible impact and to ensure that the weight of possible barrier effects 
remains at a tolerable level. This can be achieved either by establishing escape corridors 
within wind farms or by implementing proved and tested shutdown programmes (see Chapter 
6.2). 

Furthermore, cumulative effects, resulting from the installation of a large wind power plant 
outside the study area, should be taken into account. Installation of wind farms in Zone III will 
link planned wind farms southeast of the study area with those within Zone I and possibly 
Zone II. Consequently, wind farms would span over 20 km from the Red Sea mountains in 
the West to the Sebkha at the Red Sea coast in the East. To conclude, installation of wind 
farms in Zone III is not recommendable because significant cumulative impacts with other 
wind farms on migrating birds cannot be excluded. 
Local birds 

Operation and maintenance of wind farms within Zone I and possibly Zone II might lead to: 

 Disturbance by operation of turbines leading to a decrease in habitat quality or a total 
habitat loss. 

Local birds, such as Larks or Falcons, might be affected by disturbance during the op-
erational phase of wind farms. However, most species (as resident birds) are known to 
be unsusceptible to the nearly constant acoustic and visual stimuli of wind turbines. 
Moreover, disturbance effects are restricted to a rather small distance and cover at 
most the area up to 300 m to a turbine. As given in Chapter 4.5.2.2, the species variety 
of local birds is very low and bird density is very low as well. To conclude, the impact on 
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local birds caused by disturbance related to operating turbines is assessed as not to be 
significant (acceptable). 

 Disturbance by human activities related with maintenance of wind farms. 

Local birds, such as Larks or Falcons, might be affected by disturbances from human 
activities during the operational phases of wind farms. However, human activity is ex-
pected to be rather limited in time and space. As stated in Chapter 4.5.2.2, the species 
variety and the density of local birds is very low. In conclusion, the impact on local birds 
caused by disturbances related to maintenance is assessed as not to be significant 
(acceptable). 

 Collision risk 

Local birds will also face the risk of collision at operating turbines. However, resident 
birds are aware of turbines and their behaviour might be better adapted to the presence 
of turbines. As stated in Chapter 4.5.2.2, the species variety and the density of local 
birds is very low. Therefore, the collision risk for local birds is rather low and, regarding 
collision risk, wind farms in Zone I and Zone II will not lead to significant impacts on lo-
cal birds. 

 Attraction of local birds if areas with garbage, open water or houses with vegetation are 
constructed. 

An increase of bird numbers within the study area might increase the risk of collision 
during operation of turbines. Thus, attracting birds should be avoided both, during con-
struction and operation of a wind farm.  

 

Roosting birds 

Operation and maintenance of wind farms within Zone I and possibly Zone II might lead to: 

 Disturbance by operation of turbines leading to a decrease in habitat quality or a total 
habitat loss. 

Roosting birds might be affected by disturbance during the operational phase of wind 
farms in Zone I and Zone II. It is well known that species which tend to roost in larger 
flocks avoid operational wind farms. Therefore, we expect that, for example, White 
storks and White pelicans will usually not roost within wind farms. These species were 
occasionally recorded within the study area, but the study area is not a preferred roost-
ing site for them. Moreover, there are many alternative roosting sites for these species, 
so that operation of wind farms will not lead to significant habitat loss for these species. 

Other species roosting in small flocks or even singularly, e.g. birds of prey or smaller 
birds (passerines), are not known to avoid wind turbines. Consequently, these species 
will occasionally use the wind farms in Zone I and Zone II for roosting as they did be-
fore construction of turbines. Operation of wind farms will not lead to significant habitat 
loss for these species. 

As the Sebkha is located some kilometer away from Zone I and Zone II wind turbines 
will not affect birds which use the Sebkha as a roosting site. 

 Disturbance by human activities related with maintenance of wind farms. 

Roosting birds might be affected by disturbance of human activities during the opera-
tional phase of wind farms. However, such human activity is expected to be rather li-
mited in time and space. Moreover, birds do not stay for a longer period in the study 
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area (large soaring birds usually spend a single night in the desert). Consequently, the 
impact on roosting birds caused by disturbances related to maintenance is assessed to 
be insignificant (acceptable). 

 Collision risk 

Roosting birds face the risk of collision at operating turbines. Collision risk might be 
high in situations when larger flocks of birds i) stop migration in the afternoon to look for 
a place to spend the night and ii) start migration in the morning after having spent the 
night in the desert. However, as stated these species are usually avoid the wind farm 
areas and will not roost in the vicinity of turbines. 

By contrast, birds of prey might roost within a wind farm area and will thus face a dan-
ger to collide with a turbine (while looking for a roosting site in the afternoon or while 
starting migration in the morning). However, the recorded number of roosting bird of 
prey within the study area was very low. The study area is not a preferred roosting site 
for birds of prey. 

To conclude, regarding collision risk, wind farms in Zone I and Zone II will not lead to 
significant impacts on roosting birds. 

 Attraction of roosting birds if areas with garbage, open water or houses with vegetation 
are constructed. 

An increase of bird numbers within the study area might increase the risk of collision 
during operation of turbines. Thus, attracting birds has to be avoided both, during con-
struction and operation of a wind farm.  

 

 

5.6 Water resources & waste water 
The groundwater resources used by GPC in the centre of the ―200 km² project area‖ will re-
main untouched. In general water supply is not relevant for wind power projects: 
Construction phase: For Wind Park construction a temporary construction yard (for storage 
of materials and servicing of machinery) and a temporary office would be erected at a central 
place. The office avails of simple sanitary facilities. Water supply would be usually via tankers 
from the central pipeline. Electricity would be generated by a small mobile generator. Such 
office building would be for about 20 to 30 persons, who, however, spend much time outside 
at the individual construction sites. The office will be equipped with simple sanitary facilities. 
Waste water quantities should be of an order of 1 m³/d. The domestic waste water would un-
dergo anaerobic treatment in a septic tank and post-treatment by percolation into the sandy 
underground. There would be not any measurable harm to the environment resulting from 
this treatment. This is analogous in case of the 220 kV substation. 
Much more water might be required for concrete making, if the concrete will not be provided 
as ready mix. In case of having a batching plant at the site the water will have to be provided 
by tankers.  
Liquid waste is not relevant: Liquid waste such as used oil is not likely to have significant ef-
fects on the environment as these valuable products are usually carefully collected and send 
for recycling. 
Operating phase: Even though assuming that service facilities (control room. Storage, O&M 
personnel) would be constructed in the project area the fresh water consumption for the wind 
park and the substation, essentially caused by human demand, would not be significant.  
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No liquid emissions will origin from the wind park itself during operation. Very small amounts 
of domestic waste water would origin from the sanitary facilities of  

 the substation control room (3 persons à 30 l/d): 0.090 m³/d 

 the service facilities including housing for personnel inside or outside the wind park 
area: (50 persons à 40 l/d): 2.0 m³/d 

This water consumption of about 3 m³/d, equivalent to the waste water amount, is very small.  
The domestic waste water will undergo 2 stage anaerobic treatment, as it is common and 
adequate practice in desert areas in Egypt. Residual treated water will either be percolated to 
the ground or reused for limited watering of plants. There will not be any harm or measurable 
adverse impact resulting from liquid emissions. 
 
The project will have no measurable impacts with regard to water resources and waste water 
pollution.  
 
 

5.7 Domestic and hazardous waste management  
Construction phase: Considerable amounts of solid waste will be generated by wind power 
construction projects. The waste essentially consists of packing material (paper, plastics, 
wood) for transport of the turbine and auxiliary equipment components. The waste will occur 
mostly at the individual turbine erection sites and in the construction yard. Under the heavy 
wind conditions the waste is easily spread over the desert and transported over large dis-
tances.  
The only possible source for hazardous waste caused during construction is spilled oil and 
grease originating from construction equipment (e.g. trucks, excavators, craned) and from 
handling and commissioning of deliveries (e.g. transformer or gear box oil, hydraulic oil).   
Both, the littering of waste and the spillage of hazards can easily be avoided by proper work-
manship and strong supervision. 
Operating phase: Waste from the wind park would consist of used consumables regularly to 
be exchanged, when servicing the machines, and smaller defective parts. These are non 
hazardous materials, most of them valuables and fit for recycling. Larger defective parts such 
as gear box or generator would anyhow be returned to the factory for repair or re-use of ma-
terials. 
Hazardous used oil will be collected once per year or once in two years and send for recy-
cling. The practice in other Egyptian wind park shows that this works without problems. The 
volume of used oils will depend on the type of wind turbine selected and on the service inter-
vals requested by the selected contractor. 
Domestic waste will be generated at the service facilities and the 220 kV substation. The 
Zafarana experience shows that the domestic waste is small in quantities and mainly com-
posed of biodegradable or burnable waste. The estimated volume not compacted is less than 
50 persons x 2 to 3 l/d: 150 l/d. The standard method as applied in Zafarana or at remote 
housing facilities in the desert in Egypt would be that waste will be collected in bags and in 
bins, and disposed of on an environmentally safe waste disposal site (desert pits). To reduce 
the volume the waste is burnt. The residual waste will be covered by sand. The waste is inert 
and in absence of rain there is no harm for the subsurface. Considering the small amounts of 
domestic waste (about 60 m³ per year of non compacted waste equivalent to about 1 to 2 
m³/a after incineration) this simple method is considered to be acceptable. 
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No significant impacts caused by domestic and hazardous waste are expected if a proper 
workmanship and domestic waste management scheme does apply.  
 
 

5.8 Air Quality 
Construction phase: During the construction measures some emissions of exhaust gases of 
machinery and dust at the working places will occur. In the absence of sensitive receptors in 
the area such emissions during construction, such local and temporary deterioration of the air 
quality will have no significant impacts on the environment. 
Operating phase: No dust and gaseous emissions will originate from a wind park during op-
eration. Accordingly, there is no significant environmental impact. 
 
 

5.9 Noise, Vibrations, Electromagnetic Interferences and Light 
Reflections / Shadowing 

5.9.1 Noise 
The Law 4/1994, executive regulations, Annex 7, require maintaining the following critical 
ambient noise levels at day (7 am to 6 pm) and night times (10 pm to 7 am):  
 

Receptor Day 
dB (A) 

Night 
dB (A) 

Industrial areas (heavy industries) 70 60 

Commercial & downtown 65 55 

Mixed Residential, commercial, small indus-
trial 

60 50 

Residential areas in cities 55 45 

 
The following receptors inside and in the surroundings of the project boundaries were identi-
fied and assigned to the relevant receptor cluster: 
  

Receptor Noise limit cluster Noise 
limit 
dB (A) 

Bedouine family guarding the 
water pumping installations in 
side the area 

Mixed residential, commercial, small 
industrial 

50 

Office personnel about 7 km 
outside the eastern border 

Commercial & downtown 65 

Ras Gharib and Ras Shukeir 
Camp (15 km and 17 km away 

Residential areas in cities 45 
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from the nearest area point) 

 
Construction phase: Noise emissions during construction originate from the use of trans-
port equipment and other machine, most of them with quite limited specific noise emissions. 
The frequency of transports is very limited and may peak to 30 per day even in case of larger 
wind park construction places. The machinery will work decentralised at the individual wind 
turbine erection places and are single noise emission sources. The maximum noise emission 
that can be expected during the construction phase should originate from the use of heavy 
earth work equipment at the site such as excavator or front loader, but especially from jack 
hammering in case of compacted or rocky underground.  Considering the minimum distances 
of the construction places that shall be kept to the living area of the Bedouin family and the 
big distances of the next settlements outside the area boundaries, no significant noise im-
pacts from temporary construction activities are expected. 
 
Operating phase: Noise propagation from the wind park was checked by a standard wind 
park modelling programme. The calculation was exemplarily carried out using the noise cal-
culation standard ISO 9613-2, Germany and a typical 2 MW configuration with the Vestas 
V80, 67 m hub height and the highest noise emission level at full load being 105 dB(A). For 
the calculation a condensed wind park configuration was used to consider an accumulation of  
noise levels. The configuration used is just exemplary and does not consider siting restric-
tions resulting from the environmental assessment.   
The results are shown in Fig. 5.5. The ambient noise level of 50.8 dB (A) is already achieved 
at distances of 250 m around the wind turbines (corresponds to the circle radius.  Thus, a 
clearing zone of 300 m around the Bedouin huts is considered to be sufficient to assure a 
noise level being below the required 50 dB (A). 
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Fig. 5.5: Noise propagation calculation results (test configuration) 

 
 

5.9.2 Vibrations 
Vibrations result from wind turbine operation. However, wind turbines working under regular 
conditions show very little vibration with the blades correctly balanced and the main shaft cor-
rectly adjusted. The propagation of the vibration is dampened by the foundation body and 
there is very little transmission into the underground, especially in case of a non rocky under-
ground like in most of the part of the subject project area. Thus, vibration effects will not be 
measurable in the underground already nearby the wind turbines. Moreover, vibrations or 
very low-frequency "infrasound" produced by wind turbines are the same as those produced 
by vehicular traffic and home appliances and are similar to the beating frequency of people's 
hearts. Such ―infrasounds‖ are not special and convey no special risk factors 
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5.9.3 Electromagnetic Interferences 
Wind turbines could potentially cause electromagnetic interference with aviation radar and 
telecommunication systems (e.g. microwave, television, and radio). This interference could 
be caused by three main mechanisms, namely near-field effects, diffraction, and reflection or 
scattering. The nature of the potential impacts depends primarily on the location of the wind 
turbine relative to the transmitter and receiver, characteristics of the rotor blades, signal fre-
quency receiver, characteristics, and radio wave propagation characteristics in the local at-
mosphere (see IFC, Environmental, Health, and Safety Guidelines, WIND ENERGY) 
 
 
There is no nearby airport equipped with radar. However, in the North-east of the 200 km² 
project area a military radar is operated at a distance of 8.7 km from the north-eastern corner 
of the possibly usable area. As the area was already cleared by the Ministry of Defense it can 
be assumed that no interference with a coming wind park is expected. This may be due to the 
big distance to the next possible wind turbine (8.7 km) or the fact, that the radar is not focus-
ing on the southwestern sector. Vice versa it can be expected that the radar will not have 
negative impacts on the electronic system of wind turbines (e.g. top controller).  
 
Telecommunication systems are placed along the Hurghada – Suez road more than 10 km 
away from the possible next wind turbine. The wind park would not block any signal from any 
directional transmitters. The same is valid for television broadcast transmitters, which are far 
away from the project area.   
 
No significant impact on electromagnetic systems such as radar, telecommunication and tel-
evision broadcast is expected. 
 
 

5.9.4 Light Reflections and Shadowing 
The blade coating of modern turbines does usually absorb direct sun light and reflection is 
not a significant environmental impact. In case of the 200 km² project area a special blade 
coating (red, bright white, red) shall apply to increase the visibility to the birds. Thus reflection 
characteristics would be increased. However, in any case, due to lack of receptors in the sur-
rounding of the wind park that can be affected by reflection, there is no critical impact from 
that.  
The critical impact of shadowing (flickering) as per acceptable standards is 30 hours per year 
and 30 minutes per day. This can be achieved only at places near to wind turbines, where the 
observed transition time of the sun through the rotor diameter can achieve such durations. As 
there are no residences or housing near to the turbines (except the Bedouin family housing, 
to which a distance of at least 300 m shall be kept), it is obvious that there is no impact from 
flickering beyond acceptable level. 
 
 

5.10 Archaeological, Historical and Cultural Heritage 
In the absence of archaeological, historical and cultural heritages within the projects are or in 
the surroundings, there would be no impact caused by the wind power project in that regard. 
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5.11 Occupational Health and Safety Risks 
Relevant occupational health and safety standards to be considered during the construction 
of wind power projects include  

 Keeping workplace standards with regard to air quality, noise and temperature, as de-
fined by Law 4/1994 and its executive regulations, Annex 8, 

 Keeping the Egyptian code of practice issued by the EEA as well as the stipulations of 
the Labor Law 12/2003 for ensuring strict procedures for de-energizing and checking 
electrical equipment and the implementation of a safety supervision scheme before 
maintenance as well as the performance by trained personnel only, 

 Keeping general health and safety standards such as 
o Personnel using special protection such as safety boots, helmet, and, as to the 

kind of work, gloves, masks or eye protection glasses,  
o Adequate sanitary facilities free from pathogens and suitable for washing of 

personnel, 
o Safety training and safety equipment (safety belts) for working at heights, 
o Elevated platform, stairs, walkways or ramps to be equipped with handrail tand 

non-slip surfaces, 
o Periodical medical examinations  for personnel working at heights, 
o Establishment of health and safety plans and assignment of health and safety 

engineer for supervision, 
o Periodical safety instructions, etc. 

 
Construction phase: Safety risks during the construction phase are resulting from 

 Earth works and concrete works such as foundation constructions (minor nature), 

 Working at heights (major risks), 

 Loading and de-loading of bulky equipment, 

 Electrical works (partly under control by external authority EEHC). 
Health and safety risks shall be controlled at least as to the level defined in the IFC Environ-
mental, Health and Safety Guidelines, Wind Energy, April 2007.  For electrical works interna-
tionally acceptable Electrical Workers Safe-Work Regulations shall apply, such as the code of 
practice issued by the EEA. 
Operating phase: Potential occupational health and safety risks during the operation and 
decommissioning phase of wind power projects are similar to those during the construction 
phase.   
No significant health and safety risks are expected, if a proper health and safety programme 
will be established and properly executed.  
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5.12 Impact on Traffic, Utility Services and other Infrastructure 
Construction phase: As the main roads in the overall region are very well dimensioned at 
low traffic frequency there are not any critical impacts on the traffic on public roads during the 
wind park construction.  
A considerable amount of water might be required for concrete making, if the concrete will not 
be provided as ready mix. In case of having a batching plant at the site the water will have to 
be provided by tankers. The amount of fresh water required per day can be estimated using 
the case of making a large size 250 m³ concrete foundation.  Accordingly the maximum daily 
fresh water use is about 35 m³ of fresh water to be supplied by tanker from regional sources 
or the water supply system of Ras Gharib fed by the Nile water. Some more water would be 
required in case of simultaneous casting of foundations for the substation, which however are 
significantly smaller. With a maximum demand of 50 m³ fresh water per day (0.6 l/s average) 
the nearby water supply systems might already be stressed. If that water cannot be provided 
from the public utility sources it must be procured from the nile valley by tankers, what is still 
manageable. 
The wind park project will have to be interconnected to the national power grid before com-
missioning. Provided that the system will be adequately designed (it is under control of 
EETC) there will be no negative impact on the electricity supply in the region. In contrary, 
modern wind power systems can contribute to stabilising the power grid.  
Operating phase: There is almost no project related traffic except minor car traffic in case of 
maintenance or in exceptional cases transport of bulky goods for heavy repair.   
There will be no water demand of wind park itself during operation. Some water demand may 
arise from the sanitary facilities of  

 the substation control room (3 persons à 30 l/d): 0.090 m³/d 

 The service facilities including housing for the investors personnel next to the substa-
tion or outside the wind park area: (50 persons à 40 l/d): 2.0 m³/d 

The facilities of the investor and of EETC (substation) will be most probably connected to the 
regional water supply originating from the Nile via Hurghada. The expected amount of water 
consumption of 2 m³/d will not be critical for the supply of the region.  
The wind park will work in parallel to the power grid on 220 kV or 500 kV transmission level. 
The wind electrical energy will strengthen the electricity supply in general and will contribute 
to grid stability if being properly designed.   
Accordingly, no significant impact on the infrastructure in the region is expected. 
 
 

5.13 Socio-Economic Effects 
The wind park will not interfere with any settlement or regional infrastructure. It will employ 
limited numbers of workers (e.g. 100 to 200) during construction, most of them probably com-
ing from the region. It will have measurable effects on cultural, community and demographic 
impacts.  It will contribute to employment and development of the region. 
 
Construction phase: Wind park construction would have economic benefits for workers in 
Egypt usually mainly coming from Upper Egypt but also from other regions:   

 About 30 to 40 % of the investment volume would be produced locally. 
 During construction local personnel would be employed for civil, electrical and installa-
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tion works. These works would be carried out essentially by Egyptian companies. 
 Local Bedouins are usually employed as guards, as the Zafarana example shows. 

Accordingly, the Bedouin family living inside the project area, should directly befit from 
the project. 

 
Considering the unemployment rate in Egypt the demand for construction workers for wind 
park construction would not create labour bottlenecks in other areas. 
 
Operating phase: During the operating phase the wind park development will contribute to 
employment, avoidance of greenhouse gas emissions and saving of indigenous resources.  

 Wind park operation will typically be carried out by local, especially trained personnel, 
hired by the Contractor or by NREA, in case of a NREA project. Accordingly, a signifi-
cant number of electricians, mechanics, engineers and workers would be employed 
for O&M of the wind park. 

 At steadily increasing oil prices, wind power utilisation, especially at a site with very 
high wind energy potential like in the 200 km² project area, is very competitive, if 
compared to international level of cost of energy. It saves indigenous gas and oil re-
serves, which alternatively could be exported at world market prices.  

 A wind power project will contribute to the avoidance of CO² emissions and the wind 
power development in the project area will most probably be developed in form of  
CDM projects. Assuming a likely capacity factor of 0.4 and an approximate CO2  
emission factor of 0.54 t CO2 /MWh valid for Egypt the saved CO2  emission per each 
MW wind power installed would be about 1890 t CO2 per year. 

 
No negative socio-economic effects are expected. In contrary wind power development in the 
project area is likely to have positive impacts on employment and the social and economic 
development in Egypt with a focus on the project region itself.   
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6. MITIGATION OF ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACTS 

6.1 Mitigation strategy 
Construction and operation of wind farms within the ―200 km² Project Area‖ will lead to signifi-
cant impacts on migrating birds in spring. These impacts shall be mitigated based on the re-
sults of the ornithological survey. In accord with the importance of the area for bird migration 
and hence according to the strength of the expected environmental impact, the study area is 
subdivided into three zones: 
Zone I:  Being generally acceptable for wind power development. 
Zone II: Not being acceptable for wind power development (unless further post-

construction monitoring on nearby wind parks would demonstrate little impact on 
birds or an effective shutdown programme would be introduced).   

Zone III: Definitely not being acceptable for wind power development.  
Having excluded areas with significant impacts on migrating birds (Zone III) and considering 
the following mitigation measures (Chapter 6.2.1) the expected impact of wind farms on an 
area of about 120 km2 can be reduced to an acceptable level. 
With regards to other conservation resources wind farms within the study area will cause mi-
nor residual impacts. These residual impacts can be mitigated by good design, workmanship 
practice, keeping health and safety standards as well as housekeeping and supervision (see 
Chapter 6.2.2).  
 
 

6.2 Mitigation Measures 
6.2.1 Mitigation Measures with regards to Migrating Birds 

Regarding migrating birds the required mitigation measures are: 

 In order to reduce the expected risk of collision and barrier effects for migrating birds 
at wind farms within Zone II an effective shutdown programme has to be developed 
and established for the spring migration period (Note that a shutdown programme has 
to be coordinated with the National LDC). With regard to the development of such a 
shutdown programme, a two-step approach is conceivable: 

o A fixed shutdown (FS) programme stopping all turbines from March, 1st to 
May, 18th during daytime (1 hour after sunrise to 1 hour before sunset). Based on 
long term wind data, the expected energy loss caused by such a FS-programme is 
estimated to be about 10 %. 

o Improve the FS-programme and develop a shutdown-on-demand (SOD) pro-
gramme. Applying the SOD-programme should stop all turbines during times of 
high migratory activity and when large flocks approach the wind farm. Within the 
SOD-programme a monitoring of bird migration in spring (e.g. March, 1st to 
May, 18th) carried out by experienced ornithologists is required (probably using ra-
dar technology). The ornithologists should stay in close contact with the engineer-
ing office in charge of monitoring the operation of the wind farms, so that the wind 
farm can be shutdown rapidly if required. This implies the requirement that all wind 
farms are centrally controlled (including installation of central control facilities). 
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On the basis of long term wind data and bird migration data obtained in spring 
2010, the expected energy loss caused by such a SOD programme is estimated to 
be about 2 %. As the criteria for shutting down times were defined rather conserva-
tively, the total energy loss to be expected is less than 2 %. Successfully operating 
SOD programmes are established, for instance, in a wind farm in Portugal (Parque 
eólico de Barão de S. João) and in Mexico (La Venta II). 
Assuming that effective FS- or SOD-programmes are established, wind farms 
within Zone II are not expected to lead to a relevant collision risk or barrier effect 
for migrating birds in spring. Nonetheless, technical avoidance and further mitiga-
tion measures according to best standard practices are required (see below). 

 The expected risk of collision and barrier effects for migrating birds at wind farms with-
in Zone I during spring have to be reduced by effective measures, i.e. either 

o by implementing an escape corridor: The escape corridor should have a width of 
about 1 km and should be orientated in parallel to the main wind direction, i.e. 
Northwest to Southeast. A corridor will allow birds to leave the wind farm area in a 
safe way and without larger efforts. This is particularly important in spring when 
birds face strong headwinds and have to struggle continuously to migrate further 
northwest. As gliding birds lose altitude, especially in a headwind situation, they 
are forced to gain height by circling and soaring in thermal uplifts. During soaring, 
which usually lasts several minutes but can take half an hour or more, birds drift 
with the wind to the Southeast. This might be critical if birds drift to a row of operat-
ing turbines. Sometimes birds even give up struggling against the strong head-
winds and go with the wind in south-eastern direction. In these situations an es-
cape corridor is an effective measure to give birds an opportunity to escape the 
wind farm area. Zone I has an average width of 4.8 km and an average length of 
about 11.0 km. One escape corridor reaching from NW to SE should be imple-
mented in the middle of Zone I. 

or, alternatively, 

o by establishing a shutdown programme (see above), if implementation of an es-
cape corridor is not a favorable option for economical or other reasons. Applying a 
shutdown-on-demand programme is recommendable, if it was proved to be effec-
tively and sustainable operating and if it was in accordance with the requirements 
of the LDC. Carry out a central control to regulate and to monitor the wind park 
shutdown concept. 

 If implementation of an escape corridor through Zone I is intended, a concentration of 
migrating birds can be expected within the corridor area during spring (when birds 
face strong headwinds and are drifted with the wind to the Southeast or when birds 
give up struggling against strong headwinds and go with the wind in south-eastern di-
rection) and possibly during autumn, too. Hence, to reduce collision risk and barrier 
effect for migrating birds the corridor through Zone I has to be expanded in south-
eastern direction through Zone II. If, alternatively, a shutdown programme will be ap-
plied for wind farms within Zone I (but no escape corridor), an escape corridor through 
Zone II is dispensable. It is known that barrier effect is higher at operating turbines 
than at non-operating turbines (e.g. Winkelman 1992).  

 Avoid turbines with lattice towers in order to reduce suitable perching sites. Avoid 
wind turbines with a total tip height of more than about 120 m. 

 Avoid lighting of turbines. If lighting of turbines is absolutely required (to meet aviation 
requirements of the civil and military aviation authority), use the minimum number of 
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intermittent flashing white lights of lowest effective intensity (Drewitt & Langston 
2006). 

 Paint turbine blades to increase blade visibility by using blades with black and white 
aviation markings (see also Hodos et al. 2003). 

 Avoid establishing areas that would attract migrating birds (waste dump, open water 
bodies, gardens or houses with vegetation). 

 Build the wind park internal grid by underground MT cables. If the use of overhead 
lines cannot be avoided (e.g. 220 kV OHL), such overhead lines have to be designed 
according to the guidelines ―Protecting birds from power-lines, Nature and environ-
ment No. 140, Council of Europe Publishing‖. Analogous measures shall be applied at 
any substation to be built in that area. 

 The Red Sea coast is a unique site for bird migration and hence results from other 
studies cannot necessarily be transferred. Furthermore, bird-wind turbine interactions, 
especially collision risk and barrier effect, are poorly understood. Due to the lack of 
knowledge about behaviour of large soaring birds in the vicinity of wind turbines the 
predicted impacts and its magnitude are subject to a certain degree of uncertainty. 
Consequently, apart from mitigation measures, a thorough post-construction monitor-
ing programme should be implemented for at least the first two years during main mi-
gration periods (2.5 months in spring and 2.0 months in autumn) to assess whether 
impacts of wind farms in Zone I and Zone II remain at an acceptable level, or whether 
additional measures are necessary to minimize or eliminate unacceptable impacts. In 
doing so, cooperation with national and international environmental organisations is 
recommended. 

The main purposes of the post-constructing monitoring programme are: 

o Verification of the assumptions made within the impact assessment and determi-
nation of significant deviations from predicted impacts. 

o Testing the effectiveness of mitigation measures (e.g. painting blades, shutdown 
programme or usage of corridors by migrating birds). 

o Identification of possible critical wind turbines and definition of further operational 
mitigation measures.  

o Determination of the weight and significance of proposed impacts (especially col-
lision rates). 

o Examination of the behaviour of migrating birds in the vicinity of the proposed 
wind farm and determination of species-specific avoidance responses.  

o Examination of conditions in which collisions occur and the cause-and-effect 
chain of collisions. 

Important references for an adequate monitoring programme can be found in Nation-
al Wind Coordinating Committee (1999), Drewitt & Langston (2006), Band et al. 
(2007), Bergen 2007, Follestad et al. 2007, Morrison et al. (2007) and Strickland et 
al. (2007). 
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6.2.2 Mitigation Measures with regards to other Features (except 
migrating birds) 

Regarding other features (except migrating birds) the required mitigation measures are: 

 Avoid establishing areas that would attract birds (waste dump, open water bodies, 
gardens or houses with vegetation). 

 Constructional works next to the oasis, water wells and in the larger Wadi beds shall 
be minimized and limited to road construction/improvement and laying of cables in 
trenches.  

 All human activities must be restricted to the boundaries of the construction areas, 
storage positions and access roads / tracks. Use of the surroundings in any kind must 
be restricted. All movement should strictly stick to the existing tracks. No new tracks 
are to be created unless there is no other option. 

 Installation of turbines and other technical installations are to be avoided in the areas 
inhabited by the Egyptian Dabb Lizard. All human activities shall be minimized, both 
during construction and operation / maintenance phase. 

 Non-deliberate and deliberate destruction of habitat should be prevented. 

 Hunting or disturbance of animals in the area should be strictly prohibited. 

 Influx of foreign (non-local) species in the area should be avoided as much as possi-
ble. 

 Supplying or changing oil, lubricant or hydrocarbon to vehicles should be done in gas 
stations. These activities should not be carried out on site. Strict control must be ap-
plied by a site supervisor. 

 Contingency measures and plans for spill removal must always be ready on site. 

 Waste has to be removed immediately and has to be safely stored at the site so that 
drifting is avoided. 

 Contractors should provide effective protection for land and vegetation resources at 
all times and should be held responsible for any subsequent damage. 

 The contractor shall be forced to good workmanship and housekeeping during con-
struction by contractual stipulations and by assignment of supervising engineers in 
order to assure adequate disposal of solid waste and waste water, to avoid or to col-
lect spillages of used oils, greases, diesel, etc.  

 The contractor shall be forced not to leave the construction site unless the area was 
put into tidy conditions, excavations are backfilled, heaps of excavation material is le-
veled and waste is adequately disposed off. 

 Awareness programs to personnel should be carried out. Behavior and attitude of in-
volved personnel during field activities should be controlled by a site supervisor. 
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Potential occupational health and safety hazards during the construction phase shall be con-
trolled by 

 Assignment of a health and safety engineer by the main contractors for the different 
Lots with full power for giving health and safety instructions. 

 Strictly implementation of wind power manufacturers health and safety instructions 
concerning the erection, commissioning and maintenance of the wind turbines such 
as  

o Establishment of a health and safety plan for the construction site, 
o Provision of safety tools & equipment as to accepted standards by the Con-

tractor, 
o Employment of personnel on the turbines only, which has passed a wind 

power safety training course, 
o Strictly avoidance of works during poor weather conditions (wind speeds be-

yond limits & lightning risk). 
 Strict supervision of health and safety measures of the local civil works companies, 

which may be employed via the main contractor or directly by NREA, especially with 
regard to wearing safety clothes, to equipment safety and a safe working environ-
ment. 

 Strict supervision of keeping health and safety standards for working at electricity 
generation, transmission and distribution devices.  

 
 
Minor impacts that can be caused during operation from service installations that will be built 
outside the wind park area shall be mitigated by 

 Regular disposal of domestic waste. 
 Regular disposal of hazardous wastes, especially recycling of used oils, which from 

time to time is generated during oil exchange at the wind turbines.  
 Collection of domestic waste water, purification in a simply two stage anaerobic 

treatment plant and rinsing of treated water into desert gravel for natural post treat-
ment or use for irrigation. Regular disposal of domestic sludge. 
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7. ENVIRONMENTAL AND SOCIAL MANAGEMENT 

7.1 Environmental and Social Management  
The implementation of mitigation measures require actions during the bidding, planning, con-
struction and post construction phase for each individual wind park that would be erected in 
the accepted or eventually later on in the conditional acceptable area. This can be summa-
rised in the following EMP.  
 

Project activity Environmental 
Concern 

Mitigation Measures Estimated Cost 
(EUR) 

Bidding and 
Planning Phase 
 

Health and 
Safety Risks 

Make keeping standards as defined in 
the Environmental, Health and Safety 
Guidelines for Wind Energy, IFC,2007, 
a minimum obligation in the Tender 
Documents 

To be included in the 
investment cost 

  Make the assignment of a health and 
safety engineer during the construction 
process a condition 

To be included in in-
vestment cost  

  Make a health and safety plan for the 
construction site obligatory  

To be included in in-
vestment cost 

  Make provision of safety tools & 
equipment as per accepted standards 
by the Contractor a bidding condition 

To be included in in-
vestment cost 

 Impacts on birds Limit the maximum tip height of wind 
turbines to 120 m 

No cost 

  Define the minimum distances be-
tween wind turbines to be not less 
than 3  x 12  rotor-diameters 
 

To be included in in-
vestment cost; this 
measure would lead to 
higher infrastructure 
cost, but would also 
cause higher energy 
yield and reduced tur-
bulence and leave 
room for bird migra-
tion. 

  Paint turbine blades to increase blade 
visibility by using blades with black 
and white aviation markings (see also 
Hodos et al. 2003) 

About 10,000 
EUR/MW to be con-
sidered in the invest-
ment cost 

  Build internal grid as underground ca-
ble 

This is the standard 
and to be included to 
the investment cost  

  Make keeping guidelines ―Protecting 
birds from power-lines, Nature and 
Environment No. 140, Council of 
Europe Publishing‖ a condition for the 
design of the 220 kV interconnection 
to the substation and introduce ade-
quate bird protection measures at the 
substation 

Design of the 220 kV 
OHL to be dealt with 
by EETC. For the sub-
station: The MT side 
to be built as in-house 
switch-gear building; 
220 kV side to fit with 
the technical connec-
tion requirements as 
per the guidelines; 
cost to be borne by 
the project owners 
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Detailed planning 
and Construction 
phase 

Health and 
safety risks 

Availability of an adequate health and 
safety plan 

Included in Cost Esti-
mate 

    
Construction 
phase  

Health and 
safety risks 

Assignment of health and safety engi-
neer of Contractor with independency 
with regard to giving health and safety 
instructions 

Included in Investment 
Cost 

  Keeping the ―Environmental, Health 
and Safety Guidelines for Wind En-
ergy, IFC,2007‖ as a minimum condi-
tion 

Included in Investment 
Cost 

  Availability and proper utilisation of 
safety tools and equipment 

Included in Investment 
Cost 

  Hygienic temporary sanitary facilities Included in Investment 
Cost 

  Assure stoppage of erection works 
during weather conditions beyond lim-
its  

Included in Investment 
Cost, extended erec-
tion periods 

 Pollution  Good workmanship and housekeeping 
to be assured by supervising engi-
neers to assure adequate disposal of 
solid waste and waste water, and to 
avoid or to collect spillages of used 
oils, greases, diesel, etc.  

Included in investment 
cost  

  Force the contractor to put the con-
struction site into tidy conditions, ex-
cavations are backfilled, heaps of ex-
cavation material is levelled and waste 
is adequately disposed off. 

Included in investment 
cost 

 Impact on birds Assure the constructional work is con-
ducted in accordance with mitigation 
measures given in Chapter 6.2. 
In addition: For implementation of a 
shutdown programme the technical 
design has to consider a central con-
trol facility for all wind farms in the 
area, which allows a central shutdown 
and restart operation. 

Additional investment 
cost for central control 
facilities of an order of 
1 Mio. EUR  

 Impact on flora 
and fauna (ex-
cept birds) 

Assure the constructional work is con-
ducted in accordance with mitigation 
measures given in Chapter 6.2; such 
as no wind turbine construction in ma-
jor Wadis, road and trench alignment 
away from vegetation area, no con-
structions at sites inhabited by Egyp-
tian Dabb Lizard 

Very limited additional 
cost for investors, that 
can be quantified after  
detailed design is 
done only  

    
Operation and 
maintenance 
phase 
 

Health and 
safety risks 

Assure that O& M at the wind turbines 
is carried out by personnel only, that 
has passed a safety training course 

Standard requirement 
to be observed by pro-
ject owners and moni-
tored by a qualified 
external expert 
(50,000 EUR for a 
larger wind park) 

 Impacts on birds Carry out a post construction ornitho-
logical monitoring for at least the first 
two years during main migrating sea-

400,000 EUR per 
year; expertise to be 
jointly hired by the 
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sons for wind farms in Zone I and 
Zone II in cooperation with national 
and international environmental or-
ganisations to identify any impacts on 
birds beyond acceptable level and to 
apply additional mitigation measures 
or improve already established mitiga-
tion measures, wherever necessary, to 
the limits defined in this study 

project owners or al-
ternatively by each 
individual project 
owner 

  Supervision and central control of a 
fixed shutdown programme during 
spring migration season for wind farms 
in Zone II (and optionally in Zone I)  

150,000 EUR per year 
for Zone II (and op-
tionally for Zone I) 

  Develop, test and establish a (radar 
based) shutdown-on-demand pro-
gramme during spring migration sea-
son for wind farms in Zone II (and op-
tionally in Zone I), including coordina-
tion with LDC 

2 years, about 1 Mio. 
EUR; to be financed 
by NREA supported 
by soft loan facilities 

  Carry out a shutdown-on-demand pro-
gramme (probably at two sites, each 
one equipped with one radar system) 
during spring migration season in 
Zone II (and optionally in Zone I), in-
cluding coordination with LDC 

300,000 EUR per year 
for Zone II (and op-
tionally for Zone I); 
expenses to be 
shared by project 
owners or alternatively 
to be borne by each 
individual project 
owner 

 Pollution Assure proper management of domes-
tic waste at service buildings (e.g. in 
cooperation with Ras Gharib waste 
management scheme ) and of used 
grease and oils (recycling) 

Standard requirement 
to be observed by 
owners 

Decommissioning Land-use and 
Landscape 

Remove the wind turbine installations 
at the end of the life time 

To be borne by the 
investor and to be 
considered in the in-
vestment cost 

 
 
 
 
 

7.2 Monitoring arrangements and actions 
The purpose of environmental monitoring is to ensure that the designed mitigation measures 
are implemented on the ground and then whether they are effective over the time. The latter 
is especially relevant with regard to the bird protection aspects and the respective post-
construction monitoring. 
 
The environmental monitoring follows the management plan and shall be carried out in 4 
phases: 

1. The bidding and planning phase 
2. The implementation and operation phase 
3. The checking & corrective actions phase 
4. The management review phase 
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Two monitoring activities have to be initiated for the proposed project. The first is compliance 
monitoring, and the second is impact detection monitoring.  
 
Compliance monitoring provides for the control of keeping the postulations defined in the 
EMP. The impact detection monitoring comprises the ornithological post construction moni-
toring. 
 
The responsibility for monitoring lies with the Competent Authority. Moreover, the financing 
institutes may make keeping the monitoring and a corresponding reporting a condition in the 
financing agreements.  
 
For the ornithological post-construction monitoring and for the developing, establishing and 
supervising of shutdown programmes the owners shall assign a qualified and renowned ex-
pert company, which in addition shall cooperate with national and international environmental 
organization (e.g. Birdlife International).  
 
The post-construction monitoring of migrating birds should be carried out for at least the first 
two years during main migration periods (2.5 months in spring and 2.0 months in autumn) 
during the operation phase. It should be carried out by an independent ornithological expert 
team. The monitoring may result into the following: 

a. Verification of ornithological investigation during autumn migration period: main re-
sults and proposed impacts of wind farms within the study area. No further action re-
quired. 

b. Observation of bird behaviour while approaching the wind farm during spring migra-
tion period. Checking wind turbines for collision victims in spring. Supervision of fixed 
shutdown programme. Recommendation to improve or add necessary mitigation 
measures. 

 
In parallel a (probably radar based) monitoring should be started to investigate, whether 
shutdown periods during daylight in spring could be further shortened to an event based trig-
gering based on radar observations (shutdown-on-demand (SOD) programme). Developing 
and establishing a SOD-programme should be a joint effort of the project owners and be car-
ried out by a specialist company in close cooperation with national and international environ-
mental organization and under consideration of the requirements of the National LDC. 
 
Also the keeping of health and safety standards to be implemented by the Owners qualified 
health and safety engineer, acting in his field independent from eventual instructions of the 
Owner should be monitored by an external expert as required by the financing institute. A 
corresponding budget is considered in the cost estimate for that. Moreover, other environ-
mental costs were considered, which is mainly related to the painting of blades and measures 
at the transmission line and the substation.  
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1 Introduction 

1.1 Background and Aim of the Report 

Due to the good wind conditions in the area of the Gulf of Suez, the New and Renewable Energy 

Authority (NREA) under the Ministry of Electricity and Energy has developed plans for several wind 

farms along the western bank of the gulf. The Gulf of Suez, especially the area near Gabel el Zayt, is 

well known as a bottleneck for migrating birds. Large numbers of birds pass the area twice a year 

during spring and autumn migration. Previous studies have shown that hundred thousands White 

storks (Ciconia ciconia) and further hundred thousands of raptors as well as other soaring species (e.g. 

Pelicans, Cranes) regularly migrate across the Red Sea Coast area and the Red Sea Mountain chain 

(BERGEN 2008, BERGEN 2009 CARL BRO 2009). There seems to be a decrease of migratory activity from 

the South (e.g. Ras Gemsa) to the north (e.g. Ras Shukeir/Ras Gemsa/Zafarana). Nevertheless, large 

numbers of birds were recorded near Ras Shukeir as well (BERGEN 2009, CARL BRO 2009). According to 

the Bird Atlas, the area suggested for 1,000 MW wind farms is located in an area with high migratory 

activity even at lower altitudes at least in autumn (ORNIS CONSULT 2002, see p.95ff). Installing large 

wind farms in this area may lead to significant impacts on migrating birds caused by collisions with 

turbines or — to a lower degree — by barrier effects. Since there is no comprehensive understanding 

on the amount and the spatial distribution of migratory activity at the Red Sea Coast between 

Zafarana and Ras Shukeir, an ornithological investigation was realized during spring and autumn 2010 

by the Joint Venture Lahmeyer International GmbH & ecoda Environmental Expert Opinion. The 

ornithological investigation is part of the “Environmental Social and Impact Assessment (ESIA) for 

1,000 MW Wind Farms at Gulf of Suez”. 

 

The main purposes of the ornithological investigation are 

- to collect baseline data on migrating birds (mainly soaring and gliding species migrating during the 

day), 

- to describe migration patterns of relevant species in a quantitative way, 

- to identify and assess possible impacts regarding development of wind power within the study 

area and finally 

- to recommend mitigation measures in order to minimize possible conflicts. 
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1.2 Study Area 

The area suggested for 1,000 MW wind farms (study area) is located about 12 km west of Ras Shukeir 

and has a size of about 200 km2. It has a length of about 22 km from northwest to southeast and an 

average width of about 9 km. To the west it is framed by the foothills of the Red Sea Mountains. 

Gabel Gharib Mountain which reaches up to 1,750 m a.s.l. is as close as 5 km to the western border of 

the study area. The lowest distance to the Red Sea is about 7 km to the east of the study area, while 

major parts of the area are located at about 15 km from the Red Sea.  

Large parts of the area are almost completely without vegetation. Only in the larger wadis some scrub 

and desert grasses or acacia trees exist. The area is crossed by major Wadis, their watersheds extent 

to the Gabel Gharib Mountain. 

To the east there is a salt depression (Sebkha), which might be an attractive resting site for migrating 

birds (at least for some species like pelicans or cranes). Whereas the salt depression and its 

surrounding is very low (35 m a.s.l.) and flat, the terrain rises to the west and becomes hilly within 

the study area. The level of the study area ranges from 50 m a.s.l. in the East to 250 m in the north-

west. In the centre of the area a family of Bedouins has established a domicile and uses the water to 

raise a small palm tree garden of about 50 m x 70 m (“oasis”).  

 

 
Figure 1.1:  The study area consists of dry desert nearly complete without vegetation 
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Figure 1.2:  The study area is framed by the Red Sea Mountains in the west 
 

 
Figure 1.3:  White storks migrating through the study area 
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2 Methods 

2.1 Data Collection 

2.1.1 Standardized Daytime Field Observations 

Between March 2nd to May 17th 2010 (spring migration) as well as between August 10th and October 

27th 2010 (spring migration) standardized daytime field observations were carried out. Thus, the study 

covers the main migration periods of relevant species (see BERGEN 2009). 

The study design was in general similar to that used during the Additional Ornithological Investigation 

within the Zone II (Orange Zone; see BERGEN 2009). Observations were carried out observation sites by 

two teams –each with two ornithologists- under guidance of a chief ornithologist, who advised and 

supervised the ornithologists. The eight observations sites (A to H, see Figure 2.1) were located at 

distances of about 5 km. Bird observation was not restricted to a particular distance from each site. As 

known from earlier studies birds or -at least- flocks of migrating birds can be recorded and safely 

identified at distances of up to 5 km. Thus, it was possible to cover the entire study area with the 

study design. Nevertheless, data will be prone to lose precision with increasing distance. In order to 

ensure a standardised recording and a safe identification of soaring and gliding birds, the main part of 

the analysis will be restricted to birds migrating at distances of up to 2.5 km from each site (see 

Figure 2.1). Thus, the obtained data set has a very high accuracy regarding species recognition and 

estimation of numbers of birds as well as flight altitudes and flight directions. Furthermore, it allows 

us to compare migration at the eight sites and, consequently, to examine whether there are spatial 

differences within the study area. Due to the distance between observation sites and due to their 

spatial distribution, the areas within 2,500 m will cover large parts of the study area (see Figure 2.1).  

As earlier studies have shown (see Figure 3.4 and 3.15 in BERGEN 2009), migratory activity is very low 

in the early morning (within two hours after sunrise) and the late afternoon (within two hours before 

sunset). Furthermore, in the early morning and the late afternoon bird migration is dominated by 

species, which are more or less active flyers and, thus, do not depend on thermal uplifts (mainly 

Harriers). These species are not believed to be particularly vulnerable to collision with wind turbines. 

As a consequence, observations focused on a daily period between 1.5 hours after sunrise to 1.5 

hours before sunset. Length of a day varied between about 11.25 and 13.50 hours during spring and 

autumn migration periods, respectively. Therefore relevant daily migration periods lasted between 

8.25 and 10.50 hours. These periods were subdivided into morning, midday and afternoon. A rotation 

schedule was used according to which all sites were visited within these three periods (see Table 

2.1), thus aiming at a representative distribution of spatial and temporal observation samples. Each 

observation period lasted three hours at a site, observation time per day was six hours per team. 

Hence, on average, each site was examined every second day for about three hours and it took 

twelve days for one complete rotation (see Table 2.1). Consequently, the spatial and temporal pattern 

of observations were be the same on the first (second, …) and the 13th (14th, …) day.  
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Figure 2.1: Locations of the eight observation sites within the study area in spring 2010 (circles 

indicate a radius of 2,5 km around each observation site) – in autumn sites were slightly 
moved to gain a visibility in northern directions 

Table 2.1: Rotation schedule for observations at different sites and periods (site: observation site A 
to H; period: 1-morning, 2-midday, 3-afternoon; a: Team 1; b: Team 2; synchronized 
observations are shaded) 

site

period 1 2 3 1 2 3 1 2 3 1 2 3 1 2 3 1 2 3 1 2 3 1 2 3

1st a a b b

2nd a a b b

3th a a b b

4th a a b b

5th a a b b

6th a a b b

7th a a b b

8th a a b b

9th a a b b

10th a a b b

11th a a b b

12th a a b b

H

d
ay

D F E GA B C
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During an observation unit the field ornithologists “scanned” the horizon by binoculars with 8-10 times 

magnification as well as telescopes with 20-60 times magnification. Once a bird or a flock of birds 

was detected, the following variables were determined: 

- kind of species 

- number of birds 

- distance and direction to the observation site 

We identified the geographic coordinates of higher structures (hill tops) or conspicuous elements 

(e.g. oasis, single tree, water pump, further elements in the desert) by GPS and calculated the 

distances of these to each observation site. Moreover, the borders of the study area, the 2,500 m 

circumference as well as other points were marked by poles (an attached red flag made these 

poles highly visible). This enabled us to estimate the distance of birds fairly accurately. Distance 

was estimated in steps of 500 m (up to a distance of 5,000 m). For greater distances we only used 

two classes: 5,001 - 10,000 m and > 10,000 m. 

Furthermore, we immediately listed whether a bird or flock entered the study area or not. 

- altitude 

We estimated minimum and maximum altitudes of birds / flocks above ground using four altitude 

classes: 1) < 100 m, 2) 100 - 199 m, 3) 200 - 299 m and 4) > 299 m above ground 

In case large flocks ranged over more than one altitude class, we estimated the proportion of birds 

in each class. This leads to an artificially higher number of recordings since a single flock was 

divided into two flocks at different altitudes classes. In order to assure a proper quality of field 

observations estimations of the flight height and distances of the birds were calibrated by laser 

binoculars. 

- flight direction 

Flight direction was estimated using eight classes (with an extension of 45° each): 1) north-

northeast (NNE), 2) east-northeast (ENE), 3) east-southeast, … . 

- time of recording 

 

At the beginning and at the end of an observation unit we measured climatic conditions 

(temperature, wind velocity and wind direction, cloud cover (in %)) and visibility. When climatic 

conditions changed substantially during a three-hour observation, measuring was repeated. 

All variables and further information were recorded on a standard form and transferred to an Excel-

sheet after observation. 

Observations focused on species which can be regarded as especially vulnerable to collision strikes or 

other negative impacts caused by wind turbines: these are mainly large birds (first of all, birds of prey, 

storks and pelicans) which during daytime principally migrate by soaring and gliding. Soaring and 

gliding birds seem to be especially vulnerable because of their restricted flight agility. Furthermore, 
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these long-lived species are susceptible to any additional cause of mortality because their rate of 

annual off-spring is so low. Small migrating birds (passerines) were not recorded in a systematic way. 

Several of the 40 relevant species that were included in the analysis are of international, European or 

national conservation concern (see Annex I and II). Six species are of special interest within the impact 

assessment as they have an unfavourable conservational status according to the IUCN Red List of 

Threatened Species (see Annex I and II): Egyptian vulture (Neophron percnopterus, Endangered), 

Greater spotted eagle (Aquila clanga), Eastern imperial eagle (Aquila heliaca), Lesser kestrel (Falco 

naumanni; all Vulnerable) as well as Pallid harrier (Circus macrourus) and Red-footed falcon (Falco 

vespertinus; both Near Threatened). In contrast, Steppe buzzard (Buteo buteo vulpinus) is a very 

common and widespread species that is not considered to be endangered, vulnerable or (near) 

threatened. Consequently, this species is of less interest within the impact assessment. 

Since White stork (Ciconia ciconia) is known to migrate in large numbers through the Gulf of Suez 

region, and therefore is an important species regarding impact assessment, we mapped the tracks of 

all observed White stork flocks. Consequently, we obtained the spatial migration pattern of White stork 

within and outside the study area. 

 

2.1.2 Resting Birds in the Study Area and in the Sebkha 

Whenever resting birds occurred in the study area during standard observation or while travelling they 

were recorded (species, number of birds, location). Moreover, regular visits at the Sebkha, which 

might be a resting site for Storks, Pelicans or Cranes, were conducted. During these visits a team of 

ornithologists drove the road which goes along the western border of the Sebkha as far as near the 

main road (Hurghada – Suez) in the South. At certain locations the team stopped to scan the Sebkha 

for resting birds using binoculars and telescopes. 

 

 

2.2 Data Analysis 

2.2.1 Observation Time 

The analysis comprises 264 observation units in spring 2010 and 268 observation units in autumn 

2010 (Table 2.2). The total observation time amounts to 792 hours in spring 2010 and 803 hours in 

autumn 2010. In 73 units in spring and 56 units in autumn a synchronized observation at a second site 

took place. The number of synchronized observations ranges form 14 (sites B & E) to 22 (sites D & G) 

in spring and from 12 (sites D & G) to 16 (sites B & E) in autumn (see Table 2.2) 

Occasionally synchronized observations were carried out at Ras Gharib (e.g. 25 hours in autumn) and 

at the foot of Gabel Gharib (e.g. 24 hours in autumn). But, as migratory activity was low at these sites 

the obtained results are not presented in Chapter 3. 
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Table 2.2: Observation time and number of observation units at each of the eight observation sites 
(obs. site) in spring 2010 and autumn 2010 (h (obs.) – hours of observation; n (obs.) -
number of observation units; obs.syn – synchronized observations) 

obs. site h (obs.) n (obs.) n (obs.syn.) h (obs.) n (obs.) n (obs.syn.)

A 99.0 33 20 (F) 98.0 33 15 (F)

B 99.0 33 14 (E) 96.0 32 16 (E)

C 99.0 33 17 (H) 102.0 34 13 (H)

D 99.0 33 22 (G) 102.0 34 12 (G)

E 99.0 33 14 (B) 99.0 33 16 (B)

F 99.0 33 20 (A) 102.0 34 15 (A)

G 99.0 33 22 (D) 102.0 34 12 (D)

H 99.0 33 17 (C) 102.0 34 13 (C)

total 792.0 264 803.0 268 0

spring 2010 autumn 2010

 

 

 

2.2.2 Resting and Sedentary Birds 

Observations of resting and probably sedentary birds were separated from the standard data set, as 

far as these birds were not observed in active migration (before or after resting). Frequency and 

spatial distribution of resting birds are presented in Chapter 3.1.1, so these results can be considered 

in the impact assessment section. 

 

2.2.3 Definition of Different Data Sets Used in the Analysis 

While analysing and interpreting the data different data sets with different sample size have to 

distinguished: 

 

Overall migration 

This data set refers to all migrating birds observed in or outside the study area. Although this data set 

does not necessarily refer to the study area, it can provide useful information about general migration 

patterns in the wider surrounding of the area. 

Though the pairs of sites at which synchronized observations were chosen at best we cannot exclude 

that some birds were recorded twice (“double counts”). To make sure that the data set is not 

seriously affected by double counts we checked all synchronized observation units for probable or 

obvious double counts (e.g. a flock of 500 White storks recorded at one site and recorded at the 

second site 20 min. later). We believe that there might be only a few double counts left in the data 

set after checking.  
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Migration within the study area 

This data set refers to all birds that entered the study area regardless of their distance to the observer. 

Again, we checked this data set for double counts (see above). 

 

Standard data set 

Most times it was possible to detect larger flocks and even single birds at distances of up to 5 km or 

even more from the observer. Of course, the data set is prone to lose precision with increasing 

distance. In order to ensure a standardised recording and a safe identification of soaring and gliding 

birds, the regular observation distance was restricted to 2.5 km. As a consequence, the standard data 

set refers to all birds migrating at distances of up to 2.5 km from the site, at which an observation 

was carried out. This data set is believed to have a very high accuracy regarding species recognition 

and estimation of numbers of birds as well as flight altitudes and flight directions. Furthermore, it 

allows us to compare migration at the eight sites and, consequently, to examine whether there are 

spatial differences within the study area. Problems in this analysis resulted from the location of 

observation site E at the eastern boundary of the study area (for all other sites this issue is negligible; 

see Figure 2.1). As a consequence, birds migrating at distances of up to 2.5 km but outside the study 

area were not included in the analysis. In order to make migration rates at observation sites 

comparable, correction factors for the area portion within the study area were introduced for site E.  

 

Standard data set without double counts 

Though the pairs of sites at which synchronized observations were chosen at best we cannot exclude 

that some birds were recorded twice (“double counts”). To make sure that the data set is not affected 

by double counts we excluded one of the two observation units. We did that in an alternating way 

(e.g. A/F, A/F, A/F,…) 

 

Standard data set without Steppe buzzard 

Steppe buzzard was observed in high numbers within the study area. As this species is not of 

particular interest for the impact assessment due to its conservational status (see Chapter 2.1.1) we 

exclude all Steppe buzzards from the data set. 

 

Synchronized observations (with or without Steppe buzzard) 

This data set refers only to synchronized observations (with or without Steppe buzzard). The sample 

size of each pair of observation sites is given in Table 2.2 for spring and autumn period. 
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2.2.4 Standardized Daytime Field Observations 

Number of Migrating Birds, Species Composition and Flock Size 

In order to characterize bird migration, we calculated the total number of birds for each relevant 

species. Furthermore, we used the number of recordings as a further variable to describe migration 

patterns. A single recording can either be an individual or a flock (independent of the number of 

birds). The number of recordings is an important variable because it is not influenced by flock size. In 

contrast, a single but large flock has a strong effect on the variable “number of birds”. Therefore, the 

number of recordings gives additional information about migratory activity and continuity as well as 

on species-specific migration behaviour. 

In order to estimate the effect of flock size on the data set, we defined five different classes: 

1) 1 individual, 2) 2 - 10, 3) 11 - 100, 4) 101 - 1,000 and finally 5) > 1,000 individuals 

For each class we added up the total number of birds / recordings. In order to ensure a high accuracy 

we restricted this analysis to the standard data set (see above). 

 

Seasonal Distribution of Migratory Activity 

To identify main migration periods we calculated the cumulative number of birds / recordings over 

time (for all species within the study area and - if appropriate - species-specific). This allowed us to 

determine the time frame, in which 50 % or 90 %, respectively, of all birds / recordings have been 

recorded.  

Furthermore, we calculated a weekly migratory activity by summing up the number of birds / 

recordings for every week of observation (using the standard data set). To analyse changes in 

migratory activity over the whole period of investigation, we calculated the relative abundance of 

birds / recordings for each week.  

 

Daily Distribution of Migratory Activity 

In order to analyse changes in migratory activity during the day, we calculated the relative frequency 

of all birds / recordings within observation units carried out during morning, midday and afternoon. 

 

Altitude of Migration 

Regarding possible impacts of wind turbines on bird migration, flight altitude is a very important 

variable. Therefore, for each altitude class (see above) we summed up the total number of birds / 

recordings i) for all species and ii) species-specific for the most numerous species (using the standard 

data set). If altitude of birds / recordings had changed during observation we considered the 

minimum altitude. Note that the numbers of recordings may be higher as in the standard data set due 

to the division of a flock into two or more altitude classes. 
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Migratory Rate as a Measure for Migratory Activity 

In order to describe migratory activity we calculated the migration rate (birds / recordings per hour) 

for each observation unit. Subsequently, we were able to calculate average migration rate over all 

observation units for each observation site (using standard data set). Since migration rates showed no 

normal distribution we used not only the mean but also the median as a descriptive measure. 

 

Migratory Activity, Wind Speed and Wind Direction 

In a first step, we analyzed the whole data set for a possible relationship between migratory activity 

as the dependent variable and wind speed as well as wind direction as independent variables (as 

given below). To avoid any methodological bias we used the data set without synchronized 

observations, i.e. without possible double counts. As no remarkable pattern results from this analysis 

we do not present this data here. 

In a second step, we exclude all Steppe buzzards from the data set, because this species has a large 

influence on the data set, but is not of particular interest for the impact assessment (see above). 

For the analysis we built  

a) three classes for migratory activity (note that the average migration rate for the data set without 

Steppe buzzard was 169 birds/h): 

- low migratory activity: migration rate below 100 birds / h 

- average migratory activity: migration rate between 100 and 500 birds / h 

- high migratory activity: migration above 500 birds / h 

b) three classes for wind speed (For each observation unit average wind speed (m/s) was calculated 

and than transformed in the Beaufort-scale.): 

- low wind speed: 1 to 2 Bft 

- medium wind speed: 3 to 4 Bft 

- high wind speed: 5 Bft and higher 

Moreover, we distinguish between observation units with prevailing winds from the north, the South 

or with changing wind directions. 

Finally, we rank all observation units according to the described variable. 

 

Migratory Activity and Spatial Distribution of Migration 

To analyze the standard data set we compared the total number of birds / recordings observed at all 

observation units. 

This specific rotation schedule regularly leaded to synchronized observations (with comparable 

independent variables (e.g. weather conditions or time of day) at four particular pairs of sites. To 

identify spatial differences in migration and to assess the significance of a site for migration, we 

compared migration rates at the two sites of each pair using Mann–Whitney U test. 
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Comparison of Migration Obtained by the Recent and the Previous Study  

To determine whether migration was comparable to the previous study and to assess the significance 

of the study area for bird migration, at first we compared for each period the total number of 

birds / recordings recorded in the Orange Zone (2008 and 2009) and in the study area (2010). 

Furthermore, we compared for each period average migration rates over all observations sites 

recorded in the Orange Zone (2008 and 2009) and in the study area (2010).  

 

Birds Migrating at Altitudes below 200 m 

As in previous studies, in accordance with the precautionary principle, we supposed that wind turbines 

with a maximum height of about 120 m do not affect birds migrating at an altitude of 200 m or more. 

Thus, we restricted the standard data set to all birds / recordings migrating at altitudes lower than 

200 m above ground. As far as appropriated, we then calculated overall and species-specific numbers 

of birds / recordings and migration rates for each observation site. 

To assess the significance of each of the eight observation sites, we compared the recorded bird 

migration at altitudes below 200 m with the data obtained at observation sites in the Orange Zone 

(BERGEN 2009). To minimize effects leading to biased errors (see ECODA 2007), the total number of 

birds / recordings has been used to analyse the spatial distribution of migratory activity.  

 

Statistics 

All statistical tests were carried out with the software R 2.11.1 (http://www.r-project.org/). We used 

a = 5% as the probability of error and, thus, p = 0,05 as the level of significance. 
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3 Results 

3.1 Spring 2010 

3.1.1 Migrating and Resting Birds – in general 

Overall migration 

During standardized field observations in spring 2010, a total of 222,102 birds from 28 relevant 

species was recorded (Annex III). White stork and Steppe buzzard, constituting almost 45 % and 32 % 

of all birds respectively, were the dominant species. The only other frequently occurring species were, 

Honey buzzard (Pernis apivorus), Levant sparrowhawk (Accipiter brevipes) and White pelican 

(Pelecanus onocrotalus) yet all at markedly lower numbers (about 10 %, 4 % and 3 % of all birds, 

respectively). 

Steppe buzzard was the most frequent species with about 36 % of all recordings (see Annex III). 

Other species which occurred often but at markedly lower frequencies were Steppe eagle (Aquila 

nipalensis, 12 %), Black kite (Milvus migrans, 12 %) and Honey buzzard (7 %). Consequently, these 

species constitute about 67 % of all recordings. 

 

Migrating Birds within the Study Area 

Within the study area a total of 177,516 birds from 27 relevant species was recorded during 

standardized field observations in spring 2010 (Annex III). Again White stork and Steppe buzzard, each 

constituting almost 38 % of all birds, were the dominant species. The only other frequently occurring 

species were Honey buzzard, Levant sparrowhawk and White pelican but all at markedly lower 

numbers (about 12 %, 3 % and 2 % of all birds, respectively). 

Steppe buzzard was the most frequent species with about 36 % of all recordings (see Annex III). 

Other species or groups of species which occurred often but at markedly lower frequencies were 

Steppe eagle (12 %), Black kite (12 %) and Honey buzzard (7 %). Consequently, these species or 

groups of species constitute about 67 % of all recordings. 

 

Seasonal Distribution of Migration within the Study Area 

Within the study area the migration period lasted from March 9th to May 9th for the vast majority of 

birds (90 %) as well as for the vast majority of White storks. By contrast, the migration period of 

Steppe buzzard was much shorter: 90 % of all Steppe buzzards were recorded in the study area 

between March 21st and April 15th (see Table 3.1). Half of all recorded Steppe buzzards migrated 

through the study area in only 15 days in late March and early April. 
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Table 3.1: Period of 90 %- and 50 %-migration considering all species, White storks and Steppe 
buzzards within the study 

from to days from to days

all species 09.03. 09.05. 62 21.03. 20.04. 31

White storks 08.03. 04.05. 58 10.03. 15.04. 37

Steppe buzzards 21.03. 15.04. 26 24.03. 07.04. 15

90 %-migration 50 %-migration
birds within the study area

 

 

 

Resting and Sedentary Birds 

Resting birds were occasionally observed in or adjacent to the study area, mainly in the early morning 

or the late afternoon, after or before spending the night in the desert: 

In the late afternoon of May 3rd 300 White storks rested about 5.0 km east of observation site E 

(outside the study area). In the early morning of May 5th 500 White storks rested near site B. On three 

further days, small flocks (up to 35 individuals) of resting White storks were recorded in the study 

area.  

Once a flock of six Black storks (Ciconia nigra) resting in the early morning southwest of site E was 

observed.  

In the late afternoon of April 20th 1,300 White pelicans landed in the desert near site H. A flock of 250 

White pelicans tried to gain altitude near site E in the early morning of April 24th – presumably after 

spending the night in the desert. 

Several Honey buzzards (up to 15 individuals) and Steppe buzzards (up to 12 individuals) were 

recorded in the desert on seven and four days, respectively. Apart from this, single specimen of other 

raptors (Eagles or Falcons) were recorded resting within the study area as well. Damaged water 

pipelines (e.g. north of site C and near the oasis) were sometimes used by single specimen for 

drinking. 

 

While Storks, Pelicans and birds of prey apparently stayed only one night in the desert before 

continuing migration, small passerines regularly used the oasis as a stop-over site for several days. 

Moreover, other species like Bee-eaters and Herons were occasionally recorded in the oasis. 

 

Single individuals of Common kestrel (Falco tinnunculus), Peregrine falcon (Falco peregrinus), Barbary 

falcon (Falco pelegrinoides) and Short-toed eagle (Circaetus gallicus) were observed hunting on small 

birds and snakes within the desert on several (consecutive) days. These birds were presumably non-

migrants, but locals that had spent the spring in the desert and the Red Sea Mountains. 
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The Sebkha, located southeast to the study area, was regularly visited and controlled for resting birds. 

Apparently, the Sebkha was rarely used as a resting site by Storks, Pelicans or Cranes.  

On only three of the 15 control visits White storks were recorded in the Sebkha, but in huge numbers 

(see Table 3.2). In the early morning of March 11th 600 White storks circled at very low altitude near 

observation point H. These birds had probably spent the night in the Sebkha, too. 

Black storks rarely occurred in the Sebkha and in small numbers. 

Large flocks of White pelican and Common crane (Grus grus) were observed once and twice, 

respectively. 

The results indicate that the Sebkha was not continuously used as a stop-over site. One can assume 

that most birds probably spend only one night in the Sebkha before continuing migration in spring. 

 

Table 3.2: Birds resting in the Sebkha southeast of the study area during regular control visits 

date
White 
stork

Black stork
White 

pelican
Common 

crane

03.03. 0 0 0 0

05.03. 0 0 0 0

06.03. 0 0 0 300

11.03. (600) 0 0 0

12.03. 0 6 0 0

15.03. 4,800 0 30 1,000

23.03. 0 0 0 30

24.03. 0 0 0 7

29.03. 400 5 0 10

12.04. 0 0 300 0

15.04. 0 0 0 0

17.04. 1,000 0 0 0

25.04. 0 0 0 0

28.04. 0 0 5 0

03.05. 0 0 8 0
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3.1.2 Standardized Daytime Field Observations 

Number of Migrating Birds, Species Composition and Flock Size 

During standardized field observations in spring 2010, a total of 168,918 birds from 27 relevant 

species were recorded at distances of up to 2.5 km from the observation sites (see Annex III). The 

composition of species seems to be comparable to the overall migration data set. Again Steppe 

buzzard and White stork were the most numerous species with about 42 % and 34 % of all birds, 

respectively. The only other frequently occurring species were Honey buzzard and Levant 

sparrowhawk but both at markedly lower numbers (about 13 % and 3 % of all birds, respectively). 

About 39 % of all recordings were corresponding to Steppe buzzards (see Annex III). Eagles from the 

genus Aquila represented more than 21 % of all recordings (thereof 13 % Steppe eagle). Black kite, 

Honey buzzard and Short-toed eagle amounted to 12 %, 7 % and 5 % of all recordings, respectively. 

Only about 2 % of all recordings referred to White stork. 

 

Five species of special interest (due to their Red List Category, see Chapter 2.1) occurred in 

comparably low to very low numbers:  

- Spotted eagle (19 individuals) 

- Eastern imperial eagle (40 individuals) 

- Pallid harrier (3 individuals) 

- Lesser kestrel (8 individuals) 

- Egyptian vulture (153 individuals) 

(Note that there might have been further individuals of these species which might be found under 

Eagles (Aquila spec.), Falcons (Falco spec.), Harriers (Circus spec.) or undetermined raptors (see Annex 

III).) 

 

Although large flocks were rarely recorded, they have a strong effect on the data set. On the whole 

there were 25 flocks of more than a thousand individuals, representing more than 29 % of all 

migrating birds (Figure 3.1 in Annex IXa). In contrast, the fraction of birds migrating individually was 

about 44 % of all recordings yet less than 2 % of all birds (Figure 3.1). Together, single birds and 

flocks with up to ten individuals constitute about 80 % of all recordings. 

Note that at sites A and B there was no large flock of more than 1,000 individuals, whereas 

seven / five flocks contain about 54 % / 53 % of all individuals recorded at sites D and G (Figure 3.1). 

The effect of large flocks was pronounced at sites C and H, too, where four and five flocks cover 25 % 

and 33 % of all individuals, respectively. 
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Temporal Distribution of Migration 

Migratory activity at distances of up to 2.5 km from an observation site was rather low in the first and 

last week of observation with together less than 3 % of all birds and less than 4 % of all recordings 

(Figure 3.2). By contrast, migratory activity between the 2nd and 6th week was mostly higher than 

expected. 65 % of all birds and 62 % of all recordings refer to this period (March 8th to April 11th). 

Between the 7th and 10th week, migratory activity was more or less as expected, apart from the 8th 

week with a very low number of birds (Figure 3.2).  

 

Analyzing migration rate in consideration of daytime, the number of birds / h as well as the number 

of recordings / h was higher during the morning than during midday or afternoon (Figure 3.3).  

By contrast, overall migration of White storks was higher during observations units in the afternoon 

(44 % of all individuals) than those conducted in the morning (24 % of all individuals). 

 

Migratory activity was not equally distributed over the migration period but concentrated on only a 

few observation units: The majority of migrating birds (about 70%) refer to only 26 observation units 

which cover only 10 % of all units (and 28 % of all recordings refer to these 26 observation units).  

 

Flight Altitudes 

About 30 % of all birds used altitudes below 100 m (Figure 3.4). Another 27 % migrated at altitudes 

between 100 and 199 m, whereas almost 40 % flew higher than 199 m. By contrast, more than 45 % 

of all recordings occurred below 100 m. This difference was mainly caused by Steppe buzzards which 

regularly migrate individually (and thus had little influence on the variable “number of birds”) at 

altitudes below 100 m (Figure 3.4). Moreover, it can be assumed that the probability of detecting a 

single bird decreases with higher flight altitudes. 

The majority of White storks migrated at lower altitudes (below 199 m), both in terms of birds (about 

76 %) and of recordings (about 69 %). 

More than 40 % of Steppe buzzard migrated at altitudes higher than 199 m. In contrast, the number 

of recordings was highest at altitudes below 100 m, indicating a difference in flight altitude of small 

flocks on the one hand and larger flocks on the other: small flocks tended to fly at lower altitudes. 

Moreover, it can again be assumed that the probability to detect a single birds decreases with higher 

flight altitude. 

Considering both, the numbers of birds as well as the numbers of recordings, Honey buzzards were 

frequently recorded at altitudes below 199 m (60 % and 66 %, respectively).  

More than 50 % of all Levant sparrowhawks migrated at altitudes between 200 and 299 m, although 

they were quite common at altitudes between 100 and 199 m, too (Figure 3.4). In contrast, the 

number of recordings was highest at altitudes below 100 m, again indicating a difference in flight 

altitude of single birds or small flocks on the one hand and larger flocks on the other. 
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Eagles (genus Aquila) seem to slightly prefer higher altitudes. About 62 % of all birds migrated at 

altitudes above 200 m. The higher number of recordings at lower altitudes might again be due to bias 

(higher detection probability of single birds at lower altitudes). 

Since species of special interest (e.g. Pallid Harrier, Lesser kestrel, Egyptian vulture) were very rare, 

the data gives no reliable information about altitude distribution of these species. 

 

Flight Directions 

The majority of birds and recordings (about 85 % and 69 %, respectively) migrating at distances of up 

to 2.5 km from observation sites in spring 2010, had strictly northern flight directions (mainly north-

northwest, see Figure 3.5). About 11 / 17 % of all birds / recordings, respectively, migrated in a more 

eastern direction (east-northeast). Less than 2 % of all birds flew in directions with a southern / 

northern component (ESE, SSE, SSW, WSW). Due to the minimal portion of birds with a southern flight 

direction, there was no use to examine whether the portion between northern and southern flight 

directions differed at the eights observation sites. Similarly, there was no use in examining if the 

portion between northern and southern flight directions had changed under different conditions of 

wind speed (as in earlier reports, see BERGEN 2009). 

 

Migratory Activity 

Mean migration rate for all observation units and sites was about 234 birds per hour (on the 

monitored area of 19.63 km2) with a standard deviation of about 544 birds per hour (n=264). This 

high standard deviation clearly shows that the mean alone is not a valid measure to describe 

migratory activity within the study area. Using the median as a measure, we obtain an average 

migration rate of about 24 birds per hour (1. quartile: 3 bird/h, 3. quartile: 161 birds/h). 

Mean migration rate for all observation units and sites was 9 recordings per hour with a standard 

deviation of 11 recordings / h. Using the median as a measure, we obtain an average migration rate 

of 5 recordings per hour (1. quartile: 1 rec./h, 3. quartile: 14 rec. /h). 

 

Calculating mean migration rate for all observation units and sites considering the data set without 

Steppe buzzard, the result is about 169 ± 462 birds per hour and 6 ± 7 recordings per hour. Using the 

median as a measure, we obtain an average migration rate of 13 birds per hour (1. quartile: 2 

birds/h, 3. quartile: 66 birds/h) and 4 recordings per hours (1. quartile: 1 rec./h, 3. quartile: 8 rec./h). 
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Migratory Activity, Wind Speed and Wind Direction 

As shown in Figure 3.6 (note the Steppe buzzard was excluded as given in Chapter 2.2.4): 

1. Observation units with low wind speed were very rare (independent on wind direction): 13 of 194 

observation units (6.7 % of all observation units). 

2. During the majority of observation units there was a strong (n=84; 43 %) or medium (n=69; 36 %) 

wind coming from the north. Under these conditions, making up 79 % of all observation units, 

migratory activity at most times was low (n=130, i.e. 85 % or 67 % of all units). In units with 

strong winds from the north there was only one occasion with a high migratory activity and only 

five with a medium migratory activity. 

3. In about 13 % (n=26) of all units the prevailing wind came from the South. These 26 observation 

units refer to only 12 observation days. Prevailing winds from the South were also recorded during 

one longer period in early March (8th to 15th), three days in April (10th, 11th and 27th) and one day 

in May (10th). Even under these conditions migratory activity at most times was low (n=16; 62 %). 

However, the number of observation units with a high migratory was disproportionally higher 

when winds were coming from the South than from the north (south: 6 of 26; north: 9 of 162).  

To summarize, the analysis does not reveal a clear relationship between migratory activity and speed 

and direction of wind. However, there seems to be a slight tendency with higher migratory activity on 

days with winds from the South, though the analysis shows that this trend was not entirely consistent 

(see Figure 3.6).  

 

Spatial distribution of migration 

The number of birds differed between the eight observation sites (see Figure 3.7 and Annex IV). The 

difference was mainly caused by the three most numerous species: Steppe buzzard, White stork and 

Honey buzzard. 

The number of White storks and Honey buzzards was comparably low at sites A and B, leading to a 

low number of birds at site B but not at site A, because very high numbers of Steppe buzzards were 

recorded there (> 15,000 ind.). The number of Steppe buzzard, however, was high at all other sites, 

too (> 5,000 ind. at each site). 

A very high number of White storks migrated at distances of up to 2,500 m to the sites D, G and H (> 

10,000 individuals at each site). As White storks mostly migrated in large flocks the number of 

recordings was low (especially at site D, n=11). 

The number of Honey buzzard was exceptionally high at site E (see Figure 3.7). It should be noted 

that about 59 % of these birds were recorded during a single 3h-observation unit.  

Considering the number of birds of other species (e.g. Black kite) or groups of species (e.g. Eagles 

form the genus Aquila, there were no major differences indicative of a particular spatial distribution. 
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The number of recordings observed at the eight sites ranged from 657 at site D to 1,000 at site F (see 

Figure 3.7 and Annex IV). Most recordings refer to Steppe buzzards and Eagles, whereas White storks 

occurred very rarely (but in large numbers). 

There were remarkable differences in mean migration rate of synchronized observations at the two 

sites of each pair of observation sites. However, due to the high standard deviation, the migration rate 

did not differ significantly (see Table 3.3). 

Table 3.3: Did migration rates during synchronized observations at two sites differ from each 
other? (Results of Mann–Whitney U test for birds and recordings; data set corrected for 
area, see Chapter 2.2.3) 

U p U p

A/F 190,5 0,807 190,5 0,807

B/E 83,0 0,511 83,0 0,511

C/H 182,0 0,201 182,0 0,201

D/G 47,0 0,401 47,0 0,401

pair of 
sites

birds recordings

 

 

3.1.3 Standardized Daytime Field Observations — Birds Migrating at Altitudes below 200 m 

Number of Migrating Birds, Species Composition and Flock Size 

During standardized field observations in spring 2010 a total of 91,098 birds from at least 25 relevant 

species were recorded at distances of up to 2.5 km from the observation sites at altitudes below 

200 m (see Annex V). White stork and Steppe buzzard were the most numerous species with about 

45 % and 29 % of all birds, respectively (Figure 3.8). Other frequently occurring species were Honey 

buzzard and Levant sparrowhawk but all at markedly lower numbers (about 15 % and 3 % of all birds, 

respectively). 

About 43 % of all recordings were corresponding to Steppe buzzards (Figure 3.8). Eagles from the 

genus Aquila represented more than 20 % of all recordings (thereof 11 % Steppe eagle). Black kite, 

Honey buzzard and Short-toed eagle amounted to 12 %, 7 % and 5 % of all recordings, respectively. 

Only about 2 % of all recordings referred to White stork. 

Five species of special interest (due to their Red List Category, see Chapter 2.1) occurred in 

comparably low to very low numbers:  

- Spotted eagle (14 individuals) 

- Eastern imperial eagle (18 individuals) 

- Pallid harrier (3 individuals) 

- Lesser kestrel (8 individuals) 

- Egyptian vulture (94 individuals) 

(Note that there might have been further individuals of these species recorded as Eagles (Aquila 

spec.), Falcons (Falco spec.), Harriers (Circus spec.) or undetermined raptors (see Annex V).) 
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Migratory Activity 

Mean migration rate at altitudes below 200 m for all observation units and sites was about 130 birds 

per hour (on the monitored area of 19.63 km2) with a standard deviation of about 346 birds per hour. 

Using the median as a measure, we obtain an average migration rate of 8 birds per hour (1. quartile: 

1 bird/h, 3. quartile: 82 birds/h). 

Mean migration rate at altitudes below 200 m for all observations units and sites was 6 recordings per 

hour with a standard deviation of 8 recording/h. Using the median as a measure, we obtain an 

average migration rate of 3 recording per hour (1. quartile: 1 rec./h, 3. quartile: 9 rec. /h). 

 

Spatial Distribution of Migratory Activity 

The number of birds migrating at altitudes below 200 m differed between the eight observation sites 

(see Figure 3.9 and Annex V). The difference was mainly caused by the three most numerous species: 

Steppe buzzard, White stork and Honey buzzard. 

The number of White storks and Honey buzzards was very low at sites A and B, leading to a rather 

low number of birds at site B, but not at site A, because very high number of Steppe buzzards were 

recorded there at low altitudes (> 9,000 ind.).  

A very high number of White storks migrated below 200 m at distances below 2,500 m to the sites D, 

G and H (> 7,000 individuals at each site). As White storks mostly migrated in large flocks, the number 

of recordings is relatively low (especially at site D, n=7). 

The number of Honey buzzards was exceptionally high at site E (see Figure 3.9). As already 

mentioned, a huge number of Honey buzzards was recorded during a single 3h-observation unit. Thus, 

it is questionable whether Honey buzzards really prefer to migrate through the area around site E. 

Likewise, we do not expect the comparably high number of Levant sparrowhawk at site H to be due 

to regular migration patterns. Levant sparrowhawks often migrate in large flocks, so only a few 

recordings (3 at site H) have a huge influence on the data set. 

Considering the number of birds of other species (e.g. Black kite) or groups of species (e.g. Eagles 

form the genus Aquila), there were no major differences indicative of a particular spatial distribution. 

The number of recordings observed at the eight sites ranged from 447 at site D to 659 at site E (see 

Annex V). Most recordings refer to Steppe buzzards and Eagles, whereas White storks occurred very 

rarely (but in large numbers). 

 

Considering the data set without Steppe buzzard, the differences between the eight sites become 

more pronounced (Figure 3.10): 

- A comparably low migratory activity at altitudes below 200 m at sites A and B. 

- A medium migratory activity at altitudes below 200 m at sites C to F. 

- A very high migratory activity at altitudes below 200 m at sites G and H. 
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3.2 Autumn 2010 

3.2.1 Migrating and Resting Birds — in general 

Overall migration 

During standardized field observations in autumn 2010, a total of 37,891 birds from 24 relevant 

species were recorded (Annex VI). White stork constituting about 64 % of all birds, was the dominant 

species. The only other frequently occurring species were White pelican and Honey buzzard, but both 

at lower numbers (about 24 % and 10 % of all birds, respectively). 

Honey buzzard was the most frequent species with about 39 % of all recordings (see Annex VI). Other 

species, which occurred often but at markedly lower frequencies, were Marsh harrier (Circus 

aeruginosus, 14 %), Pallid harrier (C. macrourus, 6 %) and Montagu`s harrier (C. pygargus, 5 %). 

Honey buzzard and all Harriers constitute 71 % of all recordings. 

 

Migrating Birds within the Study Area 

During standardized field observations in autumn 2010 a total of 25,942 birds from 22 relevant 

species were recorded within the study area (Annex VI). Again White stork, constituting about 54 % of 

all birds, was the dominant species. The only other frequently occurring species were White pelican 

and Honey buzzard but both at markedly lower numbers (about 32 % and 12 % of all birds, 

respectively). 

Note that all recorded White storks referred to only 17 recordings, indicating that the study area is not 

located within a main migration route of White storks in autumn. Honey buzzard was the most 

frequent species with about 39 % of all recordings (see Annex VI). Other species, which occurred 

often but at markedly lower frequencies, were Marsh harrier (14 %), Pallid harrier (7 %) and 

Montagu`s harrier (6 %). Honey buzzard and all Harriers constitute 72 % of all recordings. 

 

Seasonal Distribution of Migration within the Study Area 

Migration period within the study area lasted from August 19th to October 12th for the vast majority of 

birds (90 %). By contrast, the migration period of White stork was much smaller: 90 % of all White 

storks were recorded in the study area in only 14 days, though it has to be taken into account that 

these White storks referred to only six flocks. Half of all recorded Honey buzzards migrated through 

the study area in only 16 days in late August and September. Migration of White pelicans seemed to 

be less concentrated. The main migration period of White pelicans lasted from September 9th to 

October 19th. 
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Table 3.4: Period of 90 %- and 50 %-migration considering all species, White storks and White 
pelican and Honey buzzards within the study 

from to days from to days

all species 19.08. 12.10. 55 29.08. 19.09. 21

White storks 19.08. 01.09. 14 19.08. 29.08. 11

White pelicans 09.09. 19.10. 41 19.09. 07.10. 19

Honey buzzard 28.08. 20.09. 24 30.08. 14.09. 16

90 %-migration 50 %-migration
birds within the study area

 

 

 

Resting and Sedentary Birds 

Resting birds were rarely observed in or adjacent to the study area, mainly in the early morning or the 

late afternoon after or before spending the night in the desert: 

In the early morning of September 14th, 32 White storks were resting about 10.0 km northeast of 

observation site E (outside the study area). About one hour later, a flock of 18 White storks rested only 

500 m south east of site B. 

In the early morning of September 1st, 2 Honey buzzards rested about near site A. 

Apart from this, single individuals of other species were recorded resting within the study area as 

well, e.g. Golden oriole (Oriolus oriolus), European roller (Coracias garrulus) or Cream-colored courser 

(Cursorius cursor). Resting passerines were observed regularly in the desert and at the “oasis”,  

e.g. Desert wheatear (Oenanthe deserti), Whinchat (Saxicola rubetra), Tawny pipit (Anthus 

campestris) or Chiffchaff (Phylloscopus collybita). 

 

Single individuals of Barbary falcon (Falco pelegrinoides) and Common kestrel were observed hunting 

within the desert on several (consecutive) days. These birds were presumably non-migrants, but 

locals who spent the spring in the desert and the Red Sea Mountains. 

Brown-necked raven (Corvus ruficollis) was regularly recorded in the study area (mainly in its eastern 

parts, e.g. nine individuals at site G) and outside the study area (e.g. 22 individuals about 7.0 km 

north of H).  

Other sedentary birds were sometimes recorded within the study area, too: e.g. single individuals of 

Desert lark (Ammomanes deserti) or smaller groups (with up to eight individuals) of Crowned 

sandgrouse (Pterocles coronatus). 

The Sebkha, which was regularly examined and controlled for resting birds, was apparently not used 

as a resting site by large migratory birds (e.g. Storks, Pelicans or Cranes) in autumn. Occasionally, 
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waders of different species (maximum: 50 individuals on August 23rd) and a few individuals of Herons 

(Little egret (Egretta garzetta) and Grey heron (Ardea cinerea)) were recorded at the Sebkha. 

 

 

3.2.2 Standardized Daytime Field Observations 

Number of Migrating Birds, Species Composition and Flock Size 

During standardized field observations in autumn 2010, a total of 17,593 birds from 22 relevant 

species were recorded at distances of up to 2.5 km from the observation sites (see Annex VI). Species 

composition seems to be comparable to the overall migration data set. Again White stork was by far 

the most numerous species with about 74 % of all birds. The only other frequently occurring species 

were Honey buzzard and White pelican but both at markedly lower numbers (about 13 % and 9 % of 

all birds, respectively). 

About 36 % of all recordings correspond to Honey buzzards. Another 36 % of all recordings 

correspond to the three species of Harriers. 

Three species of special interest (due to their Red List Category, see Chapter 2.1) occurred in low 

numbers: Pallid harrier (44 individuals), Lesser kestrel (31 individual) and Egyptian vulture (7 

individuals). (Note that there might have been further individuals of these species, which could have 

been recorded as Harriers, Falcons or undetermined raptors; see Annex VI.) 

 

Although large flocks occurred rarely, they have a strong effect on the data set. On the whole, there 

were only three flocks with more than a thousand individuals, representing about 69 % of all 

migrating birds. All three flocks were White storks. In contrast, the fraction of birds migrating 

individually was about 62 % of all recordings but less than 2 % of all birds. Together single birds plus 

flocks with up to 100 individuals constitute about 96 % of all recordings. 

Remarkably, two of the three very large flocks (with a total of 9,600 individuals) were recorded at 

site H. The third large flock with 2,500 individuals was recorded at site D. 

 

Seasonal and Daily Distribution of Migration 

During the first weeks of the study period, no migrating bird was recorded at distances of up to 

2.5 km from the observation sites (see Figure 3.11). By contrast, almost 76 % of all birds were 

recorded within the 2nd and 3rd week. This was mainly due to the three large flocks of White stork. 

During the following weeks of observation migratory activity was low to very low. 

The number of recordings continuously increased until the 7th and 8th week of the study period. About 

33 % of all recordings refer to these two weeks. During the last four weeks migratory activity 

decreased again to a level of less than 8 % of all recordings (see Figure 3.11). 
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Analyzing bird migration with special reference to daytime does not seem to be reasonable, because 

migratory activity was rather low during all times of the day. Furthermore, daily distribution would 

have been largely affected by the three flocks of White stork. 

 

Flight Altitudes and Flight Directions 

About 30 % of all birds used altitudes below 100 m (Figure 3.12). Another 44 % migrated at altitudes 

between 100 and 199 m, whereas only 25 % flew above 199 m. By contrast, more than 60 % of all 

recordings occurred below 100 m. This difference was mainly caused by Harriers which regularly 

migrate individually (and thus had little influence on the variable “number of birds”) at altitudes 

below 100 m (Figure 3.12).  

White storks were most often recorded at altitudes between 100 and 199 m. Thus, the vast majority 

migrated at altitudes below 200 m, both in terms of birds (about 78 %) and recordings (about 65 %). 

Considering both, the numbers of birds as well as the numbers of recordings, White pelicans were 

frequently recorded at altitudes below 100 m (61 % and 54 %, respectively). These birds probably 

already reached the desert plains at the Gulf of Suez at low altitudes after crossing the Red Sea. 

The altitude distribution of Honey buzzards was comparatively balanced; the numbers of birds in the 

four classes show no distinctive difference (Figure 3.12). In contrast, the number of recordings was 

much higher at altitudes below 100 m, indicating a difference in flight altitude of small flocks on the 

one hand and larger flocks on the other: small flocks tended to fly at lower altitudes. Moreover, it can 

be assumed that the probability of detecting a single bird decreases with higher flight altitude. 

Since species of special interest (e.g. Spotted eagle, Eastern imperial eagle, etc.) were very rare, the 

data gives no reliable information about altitude distribution of these species. 

 

The vast majority of birds migrating at distances of up to 2.5 km to the observation sites in spring 

2009 had strict southern (SSE or SSW) flight directions, both in terms of birds (about 78 %) and of 

recordings (about 65 %). 

 

Migratory Activity 

Mean migration rate for all observation units and sites was about 22 birds per hour (on the monitored 

area of 19.63 km2) with a standard deviation of about 172 birds per hour. This high standard deviation 

clearly indicates that the mean alone is not an adequate measure to describe migratory activity within 

the study area. Using the median as a measure, we obtain an average migration rate of 0 birds per 

hour (1. quartile: 0 bird/h, 3. quartile: 2 birds/h). Thus, migratory activity at distances of up to 2.5 km 

to the eight observation sites was very low. In 147 observation units (56 % of all obs. units) not a 

single bird was recorded at distances of up to 2.5 km to the observation site. 
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Mean migration rate for all observations units and sites was 0.64 recordings per hour with a standard 

deviation of 1.16 recordings/h. Using the median as a measure, we obtain an average migration rate 

of 0 recording per hour (1. quartile: 0 rec./h, 3. quartile: 0.67 rec. /h). 

 

Due to the very low migratory activity, further analysis of the effect of wind speed or wind direction 

was inappropriate. 

 

Spatial distribution of migration 

Migratory activity was very low at all eight observation sites. At five sites the number of birds 

recorded in 99 hours of observation was (much) less than 1,000 (see Figure 3.13). The slightly higher 

number of birds at site C refers to five flocks with 873 birds, thereof one flock of White storks (250 

ind.) and one flock of White pelicans (250 ind.). The higher number of birds at sites D and H refer to a 

single flock of White storks with 2,500 birds and two flocks of White storks with 9,600 birds, 

respectively. So, aside from these very rare recordings migratory activity was very low at site C, D and 

H, too. 

Only 50 recordings were made during 99 hours of observation at sites A, E, F and G (see Figure 3.13). 

At the other four sites the numbers of recordings still remain on a low level (between 50 to 90 

recordings). 

In summary, migration rate did not differ significantly between sites. However, the results indicate 

that few, but large flocks of White storks and White pelicans can occasionally be found in the eastern 

part of the study area (mainly around site H). These birds probably reach the coastline after crossing 

the Red Sea and subsequently migrate through the eastern part of the study area. 

 

Due to the very low migratory activity further analysis of mean migration rate at each site or a 

comparison of bird migration during synchronous observations was inappropriate.  

 

 

3.2.3 Standardized Daytime Field Observations — Birds Migrating at Altitudes below 200 m 

Number of Migrating Birds and Species Composition 

During standardized field observations in autumn 2010 a total of 10,359 birds from at least 19 

relevant species were recorded at distances of up to 2.5 km from the observation sites at altitudes 

below 200 m (see Annex VIII). White stork was the most numerous species with about 75 % of all 

birds. Other frequently occurring species were Honey buzzard and White pelican but both at markedly 

lower numbers (about 12 % and 8 % of all birds, respectively). 

Note that all recorded White storks referred to only 7 flocks and that two flocks, one with 7,500 birds 

and one with 2,100, cover 93 % of all birds recorded at distances of up to 2.5 km and below 200 m in 

autumn 2010. 
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About 42 % of all recordings correspond to Harriers, and another 30 % to Honey buzzards. Only about 

2 % of all recordings are White stork. 

 

Five species of special interest (due to their Red List Category, see Chapter 2.1) occurred in 

comparably low to very low numbers:  

- Pallid harrier (8 individuals) 

- Lesser kestrel (32 individuals) 

(Note that there might have been further individuals of these species that were recorded as Falcons 

(Falco spec.), Harriers (Circus spec.) or undetermined raptors (see Annex VIII).) 

 

Spatial Distribution of Migratory Activity 

As migratory activity was generally very low, there are no considerable spatial differences in bird 

migration at altitude below 200 m. The differences in bird numbers that can be seen in Figure 3.14 

are caused by single, but large flocks that were recorded very rarely at the one or the other. Two 

flocks, one with 7,500 and the other one with 2,100 White storks recorded at site H, lead to a 

comparatively high number of birds disguising the very low migratory activity. This is the case for 

site D too, where once a flock of 2,500 White storks was observed. 
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4 Assessment of the Importance of the Study Area 
The following assessment of the importance of the area focuses on migrating birds. Most parts of the 

study area are of minor importance for local and roosting birds. The oasis and the larger Wadis, 

containing small patches of vegetation, can be regarded as an important site for local birds, and as an 

important roosting place for small passerines. Moreover, the Sebkha is classified as an important 

roosting site for storks, pelicans, herons and probably other species. A more detailed assessment of 

the importance of the study area for local and roosting birds is given in the final ESIA-document. 

 

 
4.1 General Migration Patterns 

4.1.1 Basic Considerations of Migration along the Red Sea Coast 

Spring migration 

During northward migration in spring, there apparently are two major streams: one following the Red 

Sea coast up from Sudan, and another following the Nile Valley as far north as Qena crossing the 

Eastern Desert to the coast of the Red Sea. Both streams converge at the Gulf of Suez (ORNIS CONSULT 

1999, see also MEYBURG et al. 2000 and MEYBURG et al. 2003). The migratory route over the Red Sea to 

Bab-el-Mendeb does not play a major role during spring migration. Consequently, at the western 

coast of the Golf of Suez bird numbers are much higher in spring than in autumn. 

After reaching the western coast of the Gulf of Suez, birds either cross the southern Gulf to the Sinai 

or continue up the coast to Suez. Thus, in spring there are three bottlenecks along the coast, where 

large numbers of soaring birds congregate: at Suez, Ain Sukhna and Gabel el Zayt (ORNIS CONSULT 1999, 

BAHAL EL DIN unpubl.). Gabel el Zayt is the only mountain ridge adjacent to the coast in the southern 

Gulf of Suez. Consequently, it serves as a stepping-stone for soaring birds using thermals to cross the 

Gulf of Suez (BIRDLIFE INTERNATIONAL 2005). In spring, soaring birds come from the Red Sea Mountain 

chain and often fly at low altitudes, then cross the coastal plain to Gabel el Zayt (BERGEN 2009, CARLBRO 

2010). Migration paths of these birds shift depending on weather and wind conditions. At Gabel el 

Zayt birds gain altitude in thermal uplifts before crossing the Gulf. Consequently, in spring Gabel el 

Zayt is thought to be the main crossing point for White storks, Honey buzzards and Levant 

sparrowhawks (ORNIS CONSULT 1999, BAHAL EL DIN unpubl.). As most migrating species are of 

international conservation interest, Gabel el Zayt is nominated as an Important Bird Area (IBA) by 

BirdLife International. The IBA site consists of a narrow (about 10 km), 100-km-long strip extending 

along the Gulf of Suez / Red Sea coast, from Ras Gharib in the north to the bay of Ghubbet El Gemsa 

in the South (BIRDLIFE INTERNATIONAL 2005). The study area is situated to the west of the IBA. Still, the 

importance of the area does not end at artificial boundaries of the IBA or the concessionary area.  
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The majority of other species, like Steppe buzzard, Black kite or Steppe eagle, are believed to follow 

the Red Sea Mountains north to Suez town, while a smaller proportion tries to cross the Gulf of Suez 

further south (if the northern wind is not too strong, ORNIS CONSULT 2002). 

 

Autumn migration 

In autumn there are apparently three major routes for large migrating birds: 

1. A great number of birds cross the Gulf of Suez from the southern point of Sinai to Hurghada 

(MEYBURG & MEYBURG 2002). It was found that Ras Mohammed in South Sinai is a major bottleneck 

for migrating White storks in autumn. A total of 275,743 individuals were counted by CELMINS in 

1998 (BAHAL EL DIN unpubl.). CELMINS estimated that 390,000 to 470,000 birds occur in the area. Yet 

the majority of storks did not cross the Gulf of Suez in this area. Only about 87,700 storks or 30 % 

were observed crossing at Ras Mohammed (BAHAL EL DIN unpubl.). During the same season large 

numbers of White storks were seen reaching the western coast of the Red Sea at Gabel el Zayt. 

Also, ATTUM (according to MEYBURG & MEYBURG 2002) argued that the majority of storks cross further 

northwest from El Yora to Gabel el Zayt where the Gulf is substantially narrower (see also ORNIS 

CONSULT 2002). Therefore, in autumn Gabel el Zayt is considered to be a major bottleneck for White 

storks and other soaring species (e. g. Black stork, Honey buzzard). Although not well documented, 

ORNIS CONSULT (1999) argued that Gemsa bay, which is used as a resting site, might be the main 

crossing point for storks and other soaring birds in autumn. ORNIS CONSULT (2002) pointed out that 

large migrating birds arrive at the western coastline in a broad front between Gabel el Zayt in the 

north and up to Hurghada in the south — influenced by wind directions (see also MEYBURG et al. 

2002). BAHAL EL DIN (unpubl.) also mentioned that Storks too were reported arriving at Hurghada, 

and that there is a need for surveys within the area between Hurghada and Safaga (and further 

south). However, the investigations carried out in the so-called Orange Zone near Wadi Dara to the 

northwest of Gabel el Zayt clearly show that large numbers of White storks and White pelicans 

even reach the coastline north of Gabel el Zayt, between Ras Shukeir and the northern tip of the 

mountain ridge. In autumn 2010, we even recorded White storks and White pelicans entering the 

western coast of the Red Sea between Ras Gharib and Ras Shukeir, however in minor numbers. 

2. Large concentrations of soaring birds can also be found at Suez. These birds bypass the Gulf of 

Suez entirely at Suez in the north, heading further south along the Red Sea Mountain chain. As 

migratory activity within the study area near Ras Gharib was very low in autumn, these birds 

apparently do not migrate over the desert plains of the Red Sea coast. 

3. Finally, large migrating birds breeding in Asia mainly use a third migratory route along the eastern 

coast of the Red Sea along the Arabian Peninsula and cross the sea further south at Bab-el-

Mendeb towards Djibouti and Ethiopia. (e. g. Steppe eagle, MEYBURG et al. 2003 and MEYBURG & 

MEYBURG 2007). 
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4.1.2 Number of Migrating Birds, Species Composition and Flock Size within the Study Area 

During the investigation in spring 2010 a high number of migrating birds passed through the study 

area. During 792 hours of observation 177,516 birds (5,932 recordings) were recorded within the 

study area and, in addition, 44,589 birds outside the study area (Annex III). 

By contrast, in autumn the number of birds was much lower: 25,942 birds (597 recordings) were 

observed during 803 hours, and another 11,949 birds migrated outside the study area (Annex VI).  

In spite of the high number of migrants, there seemed to be no or low migration of relevant species 

in a number of observation units: migration rate was less than 5.00 birds / recordings per hour in 

about 32 % / 50 % (spring) and 82 % / 99 % (autumn) of all observation units. Thus, migration 

within the study area was i) quite irregularly distributed over time, and ii) dominated by large flocks 

(as shown in Figures 3.1, large flocks have a strong effect on the data set, although they occurred 

rarely). As a consequence, migratory activity shows a high variation at every observation site as well 

as between different observation sites.  

 

A comparison between the number of birds and the number of recordings indicates that 

- White storks occurred quite rarely, but often in larger flocks which is quite typical for this species 

(e.g. ORNIS CONSULT 2002, BERGEN 2007, 2009). In fact, the total number of White storks was 67,405 

in 141 flocks in spring and 14,034 in 17 flocks in autumn, amounting to an average flock size of 

478 and 826 individuals, respectively. 

- White pelicans migrated predominately in large flocks, too: average flock size was 177 individuals 

in spring and 485 individuals in autumn. 

- Honey buzzards, Black kites, Steppe eagles and, to a lower degree, Steppe buzzards regularly 

migrated individually or in small flocks. 

- Harriers usually migrated individually. 

 

 

4.1.3 Bird Migration within the Study Area in Comparison to Previous Studies 

Spring Migration 

In spring 2010 migratory activity within the study area was much higher than at an observation site 

northwest of Zafarana, where 4,582 birds passed through during 111 hours of observation within the 

main migration period (four weeks) in spring 2007 (BERGEN 2007). 

Compared with results obtained in spring 2009 in the so-called Orange Zone near Wadi Dara (BERGEN 

2009), the total number of recorded migrants was more than four times higher in spring 2010 within 

the study area (Table 4.1). This difference was mainly caused by Steppe buzzard, White stork and 

Honey buzzard. Even Levant sparrowhawk and Steppe eagle occurred in higher numbers. It has to be 

taken into account, however, that the total observation time was about two times higher than in 

spring 2009. Furthermore, the methodology was slightly different: In 2010 the daily observation 
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period lasted 9 h and thus covered the whole migration period from 1 h after sunrise to 1 h before 

sunset. In contrast, in the previous study in spring 2009 observation time was only 6 h a day and 

included the first hour after sunrise and the last hour before sunset, when migratory activity is rather 

low. Consequently, the differences might to some degree be due to differences in total observation 

time and methodology. 

Even if recent results are compared with bird numbers recoded in spring 2007 within the whole 

concessionary area, a noteworthy finding is the higher number of birds and recordings for most 

species, especially for Steppe buzzard and Honey buzzard (Table 4.1). Again differences in total 

observation time and methodology have to be taken into account. 

 

Table 4.1: Number of several species migrating at distance up to 2.5 km from the observer within 
the study area (spring 2010), in the Orange Zone near Wadi Dara (spring 2009, BERGEN 
2009) and in the original concessionary area (spring 2007, BERGEN 2007) under 
consideration of total observation time 

Study Area

Year

Species birds rec. birds rec. birds rec.

White stork 67,405 141 17,871 49 61,504 71

Steppe buzzard 66,797 2,163 9,121 909 16,448 1,159

Honey buzzard 21,564 421 2,875 113 1,036 87

Levant sparrowhawk 5,626 28 351 34 6,400 26

White pelican 4,427 25 6,973 25 760 8

Steppe eagle 2,753 739 710 226 1,226 311

Total 177,516 5,932 42,464 2,359 95,067 2,592

2010 (792 h) 2009 (396 h) 2007 (604 h)

Gulf of Suez Gulf of Zayt

Orange Zone Concessionary area

 

 

The six most abundant species mentioned in Table 4.1 made up between about 90 and 95 % of all 

birds recorded in each study (Figure 4.1). White stork was the most abundant species in all three 

areas and years. However, with 65 % of all birds the portion of White stork was exceptionally high in 

2007 within the concessionary area (in 2009 and 2010 it was about 42 and 38 %, respectively).  

In spring 2010 the relative abundance of Steppe buzzards and Honey buzzards was much higher than 

in the previous studies, conducted further to the south (Figure 4.1). 

In contrast, the portions of White pelican and Levant sparrowhawk were lower than in 2009 and 2007, 

respectively (Figure 4.1). Other groups such as Harriers or Falcons occurred in comparatively small 

numbers, both during the previous studies and the recent investigation. 

 

In summary, as the previous studies conducted at the Gulf of Zayt (2007 and 2009) indicated a 

decreasing migratory activity from south to north, migratory activity obtained in spring 2010 within 
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the study area was unexpectedly high. This finding is not completely in accordance with common 

understanding of spring migration along the Red Sea Coast (Chapter 4.1.1). There are at least three 

plausible (non-excusive) explanations for this finding at hand: 

 

1. The results indicate that significant numbers of White storks, Honey buzzards and probably even 

White pelicans first head for Gabel el Zayt but avoid crossing the sea and migrate further 

northwest along the Red Sea coast. Subsequently, these birds reach the eastern parts of the study 

area or pass the study area in the east (Figure 4.2). The results obtained by standard observations 

within the study area and by occasional observations from the roof of a house in Ras Gharib give 

no evidence that White storks or other species started the crossing of the Red Sea near Ras Gharib 

or further north. Accordingly, birds recorded within the study area apparently head further north to 

Ain Sukhna or Suez. ORNIS CONSULT (2002) also noticed that high numbers of White storks avoid 

crossing the sea in spring and continue north along the Red Sea Mountains to Suez. 

 

2. Steppe buzzards, Steppe eagles and other species are supposed to follow the Red Sea Mountains 

north to Suez (Chapter 4.1.1). One explanation for the high numbers of birds recorded within the 

study area can be that large numbers of these species avoid crossing over the highest mountain 

tops (e.g. Gabel Gharib which reaches up to 1,750 m a.s.l.) and thus migrate close to the Red Sea 

Mountains (Figure 4.3). This would also explain the low numbers of these species recorded in 

previous studies, as the study areas in previous studies were far away (about 20 km and more) 

from the higher mountains. Finally, this explanation fits very well with the results of the so-called 

mountain counts done by CARLBRO (2010) in spring 2009: migration rates near the mountains were 

higher for seven species, mainly birds of prey. But, surprisingly, White and Black stork too occurred 

in higher total numbers near the mountains. Probably, a relevant portion of White storks follow the 

Red Sea Mountains, too. This hypothesis is in accordance with the high numbers of White storks 

that reached the study area from the south and the southwest (see sites D and G in Figure 3.7). 

 

3. If higher mountains (e.g. Gabel Gharib) act as a barrier for bird movement, birds would most 

probably pass Gabel Gharib in the west. Consequently, these birds, together with birds coming 

from Gabel el Zayt (after avoiding crossing the sea) and birds migrating over the coastal plains 

concentrate within the rather narrow area of about 25 km between Gabel Gharib and the Red Sea 

coast (Figure 4.4). In contrast, the area opens up further north between the higher mountains and 

the coastline. 
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Figure 4.2: Schematic of assumed spring migration of White stork, Honey buzzard and White 
pelican: the majority of birds cross the Red Sea near Gabel el Zayt. However, large 
numbers of birds avoid crossing the sea and migrate along the coast further northwest. 

 

 

Figure 4.3: Schematic of assumed spring migration of Steppe buzzard and Steppe eagle and other 
species: the majority of birds cross the Red Sea near Gabel el Zayt. However, large 
numbers of birds avoid crossing the sea and migrate along the coast further northwest. 
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Figure 4.4: Schematic of assumed spring migration of several species: concentration of migrating 
birds within a rather narrow area of about 25 km between the highest mountain (Gabel 
Gharib) and the Red Sea coast. 

 

 

Autumn Migration 

In autumn 2010 migratory activity within the study area near Ras Gharib was significantly lower than 

in previous studies: 

- Compared to the study carried out in autumn 2008 within the Orange Zone near Wadi Dara, the 

number of recorded birds was similar, whereas the total observation time was about twice as high 

in 2008 (Table 4.2). Moreover, compared to 2008 the methodology was optimized (see above) in 

2010, probably leading to a higher detection rate of bird migration and, hence, to higher bird 

counts, i.e. in autumn 2008 more migrating birds were not counted. Despite the higher effort in 

autumn 2010, the number of recordings was clearly lower indicating that migration within the 

study area was much more dominated by a few larger flocks, whereas periods of low migratory 

activity within the study area were extended in comparison to autumn 2008. 

- Compared to the study carried out in autumn 2006 within the whole concessionary area in the 

south, the number of recorded birds was considerably lower, whereas the total observation time 

was nameable higher (Table 4.2). Again, the optimized methodology used in 2010 is believed to 

have lead to a higher detection rate of bird migration and to higher bird numbers. Despite better 

methodology in autumn 2010, the number of recordings was much lower in comparison to 

autumn 2008. 
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Species composition in general was similar in all three investigations: White stork, Honey buzzard and 

White pelican occurred in relevant numbers, whereas the numbers of Steppe buzzard, Levant 

sparrowhawk and Steppe eagle was very low. (The comparably low number of White pelican 

recorded in autumn 2006 is probably due to the rather low observation time spent at each of the 26 

observation sites: on average about 18 h per site.)  

 

Table 4.2: Number of several species migrating at distances of up to 2.5 km from the observation 
point within the study area (autumn 2010), in the Orange Zone near Wadi Dara (autumn 
2008) and in the original concessionary area (autumn 2006) under consideration of total 
observation time 

Study Area

Year

Species birds rec. birds rec. birds rec.

White stork 14,034 17 13,233 43 32,938 83

Steppe buzzard 11 9 57 41 25 15

Honey buzzard 3,028 232 2,616 240 5,223 400

Levant sparrowhawk 19 4 16 8 16 12

White pelican 8,252 17 7,464 24 209 5

Steppe eagle 0 0 5 2 0 0

Total 25,942 597 25,090 904 39,687 1,117

2010 (803 h) 2008 (411 h) 2006 (459 h)

Gulf of Suez Gulf of Zayt

Orange Zone Concessionary area

 

 

Comparing average migration rates (birds/h and recordings/h) over all observation sites in autumn 

2010 with average migration rates in autumn 2008 within the Orange Zone near Wadi Dara lead to 

the following results: 

- In autumn 2010 the number of birds/h within the study area near Ras Gharib was much lower 

than in the Orange zone near Wadi Dara (20 to 83 birds per hour). 

- Standard deviation was very high in both studies. 

- Regarding the number of recordings/h, migratory activity was significantly lower in 2010, too 

(0.64 to 2.88 recordings per hour). 

 

The findings of the recent investigation are very well in accordance with the common understanding 

of autumn migration obtained so far (see Figure 4.5 and Chapter 4.1.1):  

- Species like Steppe buzzard, Steppe eagles and other birds of prey do not migrate along the Red 

Sea coast in autumn. 

- The majority of White storks, Honey buzzards, White pelicans and a few other species migrate 

through the Sinai peninsula, cross the Red Sea and reach the western coast near Gabel el Zayt 

(between Ras Shukeir in the north and Ras Gemsa in the south) or further to the south. 
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Figure 4.5: Schematic of autumn migration of several species: the vast majority of birds reach the 
western coast of the Red Sea near Gabel el Zayt. 

 

- Only a minority of White storks, Honey buzzards and White storks occasionally reach the coastline 

between Ras Gharib and Ras Shukeir or further north. Taking the differences with regards to 

methodology into account, the results of the three investigations clearly show that the numbers of 

birds and, even more pronounced, the numbers of recordings were significantly lower within the 

study area near Ras Gharib. Only a few flocks of White storks and White pelicans (occasionally with 

large numbers of birds) migrated through the study area. Most of these birds migrated through the 

eastern (site H) and southern parts (site D) of the study area (Figure 3.13) indicating that these 

birds reached the coastline south of Ras Gharib. 

It remains unclear, however, whether Honey buzzards, recorded in the northern and western parts 

of the study area, also crossed the sea north of Ras Gharib or migrated from Suez along the Red 

Sea Mountains in south-eastern directions. 

 

 

4.1.4 Effect of Wind Speed on Migration 

Investigations into spring migration do not reveal any clear relationships between migratory activity, 

wind speed and wind direction (Figure 3.6). One expectation that has to be rejected is that activity is 

particularly high in conditions with tailwinds or with low winds. Obviously, other variables (e.g. 

daytime, season, weather conditions during previous days) have a much more pronounced effect on 
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migratory activity. Moreover, analysis is hampered by the disproportionate distribution of variables 

(e.g. many more observation units with winds coming from the north). 

There seems to be a slight tendency, however, of higher migratory activity on days with winds from 

the south, though the analysis shows that this trend is not consistent (see Figure 3.6).  

Autumn migration occurred comparably fast because of strong winds coming from northern directions, 

pushing the birds to the south. Wind speed did not seem to have any effect on migration rate or flight 

direction. 

 

 

4.1.5 Spatial Distribution of Migration within the Study Area 

Spring Migration 

An analysis of spatial distribution of bird migration within the study area reveals no distinctive 

patterns. Although the number of birds differed between all eight observation sites (Figure 3.7), 

mainly caused by the three most numerous species (Steppe buzzard, White stork and Honey buzzard), 

migration rate itself did not differ significantly between observation units (probably because of the 

high deviation, see Chapter 3.1.2). 

The number of Honey buzzard was exceptionally high at site E. As about 59 % of these birds were 

recorded during a single 3 h observation unit, it is questionable if Honey buzzards prefer to migrate 

through the area around site E. Likewise, the comparably high number of Levant sparrowhawks at 

sites D and H is not expected to be due to regular migration patterns. Levant sparrowhawks often 

migrate in large flocks, so just a few recordings (4 at sites D and H, each) have a huge influence on 

the data set. Considering the number of other species (e.g. Black kite) or groups of species (e.g. 

Eagles form the genus Aquila), there were no larger differences that might indicate a particular spatial 

distribution. 

The number of White storks was comparably low in the north-western parts of the study area, 

whereas very high numbers of White storks migrated through the eastern and southern parts of the 

study area. 

 

In summary, specific flight paths within the study area do not seem to exist. Of course, the vast 

majority of birds / flocks tended to fly in northern directions independent of where they passed the 

study area. In contrast to the findings of previous studies, the portion of birds migrating in western, 

eastern or southern directions was very low in spring 2010. Thus, it can be assumed that most 

recorded birds follow the western coast of the Red Sea and the Red Sea Mountains up to Suez.  

Moreover, the recent findings indicate that birds which avoid crossing the sea subsequently follow the 

coastline further northwest and migrate through the eastern part of the study area. Considering only 

birds that migrate at altitudes below 200 m, migratory activity decreased from southeast to northwest 

(Figure 3.9; note that the high number of Steppe buzzards mainly refers to a single observation in 
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which 4,500 individuals were recorded). This tendency becomes even more pronounced when Steppe 

buzzard is excluded from the data set — Steppe buzzard is a common and abundant species with a 

favourable conservation status and thus is of minor interest in the impact assessment (Figure 3.10). 

 

Autumn Migration 

According to the low migratory activity observed in the recent study, there are no apparent distinctive 

spatial patterns or special flight paths within the study area in autumn. 

Flocks with large numbers of birds (mainly White storks and to a lower degree White pelicans) were 

only recorded in the eastern and southern parts of the area. These birds apparently reached the 

western coast of the Red Sea between Ras Gharib and Ras Shukeir and subsequently crossed the 

study area in the east and the south. So, as in spring, there might be a decrease in the numbers of 

birds from southeast to northwest. However, flocks of White storks and White pelicans occurred very 

rarely and overall migration was very low. 

 

 

4.2 Assessment of the Importance of the Study Area 

4.2.1 Methods for assessing the Importance of an Area 

Commonly, the importance of a site is assessed by two criteria: 1. the number of migrating birds / 

recordings, and 2. the conservational status (IUCN-Red List Category, see Annex I & II) of migrating 

species. In this process, species that are exposed to a higher threat are of special interest. As noted in 

Chapter 2.1, such species are Egyptian vulture (Endangered), Spotted eagle, Eastern imperial eagle, 

Lesser kestrel (all Vulnerable), as well as Pallid harrier and Red-footed falcon (both Near Threatened). 

The numbers of representatives of these species (apart from Egyptian vulture) recorded within the 

study area, however, were rather small and their spatial distribution showed no definite spatial 

pattern. All species occurred mostly singularly at a few sites. This means, the conservational status 

according to the IUCN-Red List of a species cannot qualify as a decisive criterion in assessing the 

significance of the concessionary area in a spatially differentiated way.  

According to Birdlife International, few species which occurred within the study area in relevant 

numbers, mainly White stork and Levant sparrowhawk, have an unfavourable conservation status in 

Europe and are concentrated in Europe (SPEC 2-category, see Annex I & II). Other species occurring 

within the study area have an unfavourable conservation status in Europe but are not concentrated 

there (SPEC 3): mainly Steppe eagle and White pelican. In contrast, Steppe buzzard and Honey buzzard 

are not of special conservational concern, as both species have a favourable status in Europe. 

Consequently, these two species (despite of the high numbers recorded in spring) are of minor 

importance in the impact assessment, whereas White Stork, Levant sparrowhawk, Steppe eagle, 

White pelican and Egyptian vulture have to be considered with special attention. 
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Several criteria have been developed by Birdlife International for the selection of areas which are 

internationally important for birds. Within the scope of this investigation two criteria are particularly 

relevant: 

1. An area where at least 20,000 storks, raptors or cranes regularly pass during spring or autumn 

migration is of international importance.  

2. The second criterion is the abundance of each species in relation to the total flyway population. 

According to this, an area that regularly holds at least 1% of a flyway population of a threatened 

migratory species is of international importance, too. A flyway population, is a population of a 

species sharing the same migration route linking breeding areas and wintering areas. 

 

For a spatially differentiated assessment of the importance of the study area, i.e. of different parts of 

the study area, migratory activity at each observation site is compared with the data obtained at the 

four observation sites in the previous study (BERGEN 2009). As mentioned before, we assume that 

wind turbines will not affect birds migrating at altitudes above 200 m. Thus, the spatially 

differentiated assessment focuses on migration below 200 m but should also be valid for overall 

migration. For this reason we used three classes: significant, very significant and extremely significant 

for bird migration. 

 

 

4.2.2 Importance of the whole Study Area 

Spring Migration 

During standardized field observations in spring 2010, more than 170,000 storks and raptors were 

recorded within the study area (Annex III). Hence, the study area as a whole meets the first 

mentioned criterion developed by Birdlife International (see Chapter 4.2.1: “…at least 20,000 storks, 

raptors…”) and is therefore of international importance for spring migration. Considering that the 

observed area covers only a part of the whole study area and that a portion of all migrating birds 

were probably not counted (due to several factors, e.g. flight altitude, awareness of the observer, 

detection probability is not 100 %), the recorded migrants obviously were only a fraction of all 

migrating birds. Therefore, the results definitely show that the study area is situated within one of the 

most important migratory routes for birds in spring. It was already known that the Red Sea Coast, 

mainly the area around Gabel al Zayt, located about 30 km southeast of the study area, is a major 

bottleneck for large soaring birds that breed in Europe, the Middle East and Asia but winter in tropical 

and southern Africa. However, for the first time this study provides proof that in spring a huge amount 

of bird migration occurred even further north. 

The observed numbers of White stork refer to about 15 % of the total flyway population of this 

species (Table 4.3). For five other species more than 5 %, and for seven other species more than 1 % 

of the total flyway population occurred in the study area. More than 3 % of the flyway population of 
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Egyptian vulture classified as globally endangered in the IUCN-Red List was recorded (Table 4.3). In 

summary, the 1 %-criterion (see Chapter 4.2.1) is met for 13 species, clearly showing that the study 

area is of international importance for spring migration, especially for the migration of White stork, 

Levant sparrowhawk, Steppe eagle and White pelican, but also for migration of Common crane, 

Steppe buzzard, Honey buzzard and other birds of prey. Again, it has to be considered that the 

recorded migrants obviously were only a fraction of the whole migration, so that the proportion of the 

flyway population might be underestimated. Taking into account that the precise size of populations of 

some species is not known very well, the estimate of the total flyway population might be 

underestimated. 

The region is not a bottleneck for Lesser kestrel, Pallid harrier and other Harriers, which migrate on a 

broad front between breeding and wintering sites. ORNIS CONSULT (1999) pointed out that Falcons are 

active fliers and do not depend on thermals, enabling them to cross the Gulf of Suez everywhere. 

Consequently, Falcons are not concentrated at any particular location. Harriers are soaring birds that do 

rely on thermals to a limited extent and are able to cross large bodies of water. Harriers do not even 

avoid crossing the Mediterranean Sea.  

 

Table 4.3: Number of recorded birds, proportion (%) of the flyway population and conservational 
status of the most numerous species recorded in spring 2010 within the study area 

Species 
Number of 

birds 
% of flyway 
population 

IUCN-Red List SPEC 

White stork 67,405 15.5 Least Concern 2 

Levant sparrowhawk 5,626 7.5 Least Concern 2 

Steppe eagle 2,753 7.3 Least Concern 3 

White pelican 4,427 6.3 Least Concern 3 

Booted eagle 189 6.0 Least Concern 3 

Steppe buzzard 66,797 5.3 Least Concern Non-SPEC 

Short-toed eagle 396 4.5 Least Concern 3 

Black stork 625 3.2 Least Concern 2 

Egyptian vulture 142 3.1 Endangered 3 

Honey buzzard 21,564 2.2 Least Concern Non SPECE 

Common crane 593 1.7 Least Concern 2 

Black kite 2,208 1.7 Least Concern 3 

Lesser spotted eagle 568 1.1 Least Concern 2 

Long-legged buzzard 129 0.6 Least Concern 3 

other species 4,094     

The data on flyway populations are taken from CarlBro (2009) after comparing this data with 
other available sources. 
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Autumn Migration 

During standardized field observations in autumn 2010, about 17,500 storks and raptors were 

recorded within the study area (Annex III). Hence, the study area as a whole does not meet the first 

mentioned criterion developed by Birdlife International (see Chapter 4.2.1: “…at least 20,000 storks, 

raptors…”). However, considering that a fraction of the whole migration was not recorded (see above) 

the study area probably is of international importance for autumn migration, too. 

The observed numbers of White storks and White pelicans refer to about 3 and 12 % of the total 

flyway population of each species, respectively (Table 4.3). Holding on to the 1 %-criterion, the study 

area at first sight is of international importance for autumn migration for these two species, too. For 

all other species less than 1 % of the flyway population was recorded. As the number of birds was 

very low for these species, we do not expect that the 1 %-criterion was met even under the 

assumption that a fraction of the whole migration was not recorded. 

With regards to an assessment it has to be considered that only three flocks of White storks and three 

flocks of White pelicans cover more than 70 % of all recorded birds. Moreover, the three flocks of 

White stork make up 86 % of all recorded individuals and constitute 2,7 % of the total flyway 

population of this species. Similarly, the three flocks of White pelican make up 74 % of all recorded 

individuals and constitute 8,7 % of the total flyway population of this species. 

Moreover, the total flyway population of the two relevant species might be significantly 

underestimated because, in addition to adult birds a huge amount of young birds migrate for the first 

time in their wintering areas in autumn. 

To conclude, the high numbers of recorded storks and pelicans refer to only very few incidents and do 

depict a regular pattern. Consequently, it unlikely that 20,000 storks, raptors or cranes regularly pass 

the area or that the area regularly holds at least 1% of a flyway population of a threatened migratory 

species as given in the criteria developed by Birdlife International. Accordingly, the area is not 

believed to be of international importance for bird migration in autumn. 

 

 

4.2.3 Spatially Differentiated Assessment of the Importance (Spring Migration below 200 m) 

As mentioned before, we assume that wind turbines will not affect birds migrating at altitudes above 

200 m. Thus, the following assessment focuses on migration below 200 m. 

 

Spring Migration 

Compared to the previous study within the Orange Zone near Wadi Dara (BERGEN 2009), the number of 

birds migrating at altitudes below 200 m was much higher in spring 2010 at most observation sites 

(Figure 4.6). This was mainly due to White stork which occurred at lower altitudes in very high 

numbers especially at sites C, D, G and H. Moreover, a comparably high number of Steppe buzzards 

migrated through the area at most sites. For example, almost 10,000 Steppe buzzards were observed 
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at lower altitudes at site A (Figure 4.6). However, 4,500 of these birds were recorded during a single 

3h-observation unit. Consequently, we do not expect this result to be due to regular migration 

patterns. Furthermore, Steppe buzzard is not a species of special conservational interest (see above). 

In summary, the importance of the study area can be classified as follows: 

- The north-western parts of the study area around the sites A and B have to be classified as 

significant for bird migration in spring (Figure 4.7). Particularly Steppe buzzards and fewer numbers 

of other soaring species were recorded at altitudes below 200 m. Apart from Steppe buzzard, the 

numbers of birds was rather low at sites A and B (about 2,000 individuals, Figure 4.6). A 

comparable migratory activity was observed at sites M10 and S10 in spring 2009 within the 

Orange Zone near Wadi Dara. Especially, White stork migration was not pronounced at sites A 

and B, possibly due to the rather large distance to the coastline. 

- The numbers of birds and recordings observed in the northeast (site E), in the middle (sites C 

and F) and in the southwest (site D) of the study area were clearly higher than at sites A and B 

and at sites M10, S09 and S10 in spring 2009 in the Orange Zone near Wadi Dara (Figure 4.6). Only 

the number of birds collected at M09 in spring 2009 was comparable. At sites C, D and F more 

than 4,000 White storks migrated in spring 2010 at altitudes below 200 m. Moreover, Honey 

buzzards and fewer numbers of other species were regularly seen at sites C, D, E and F. 

Consequently, the northeast, the middle and the southwest of the study area have to be classified 

as very significant for bird migration in spring (Figure 4.7). 

- At each of the two sites G and H, covering the eastern and south-eastern parts of the study area, 

more than 12,000 birds (except Steppe buzzard) were seen migrating at altitudes below 200 m 

(Figure 4.6). Thus, compared to all other sites of the study area and compared to all sites in the 

Orange Zone near Wadi Dara, migratory activity at lower altitudes was highest at sites G and H. 

This is mainly due to the high amount of White stork which apparently avoided crossing the sea, 

but headed further northwest to Suez. Consequently, the eastern and south-eastern parts of the 

study area have to be classified as extremely significant for bird migration in spring (Figure 4.7). 

 

Autumn Migration 

Compared to the previous investigation in the Orange Zone near Wadi Dara rea (BERGEN 2009), the 

number of birds migrating at altitudes below 200 m was much lower at most sites in autumn 2010 

(Figure 4.8). Only at site H, where about 8,000 White storks were recorded, migratory activity was 

comparable to that recorded at site S09 in autumn 2008. However, it has to be taken into account 

that the high number of White storks at site H mainly refers to a single flock of about 7,500 

individuals. 

Thus, migratory activity at altitudes below 200 m in autumn 2010 was low or predominately very low 

in the whole study area. Consequently, large parts of the study area are not important for autumn 

migration. 
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Figure 4.7: Assessment of the importance for spring migration 
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5 Bird-Wind Turbine Interactions 
In recent years the construction of wind turbines has given rise to much controversy relating to bird 

conservational issues, mainly in Europe and the United States.  

Considering utilization of wind energy within the study area, the major potential hazards to birds are 

mortality due to collision as well as barrier effects. Other possible impacts of wind turbines like 

displacement due to disturbance or direct habitat change and loss can be neglected, because the 

area, which is characterized by practically no vegetation and very dry climatic conditions with large 

differences in temperature between night and day, does not serve as an important breeding, 

wintering or resting site for one of the relevant species. Although resting birds might occur within the 

study area occasionally, they do not constantly use particular parts of it and only rest for a short period 

of time. 

 

 

5.1 Collision Risk and Mortality 

Wind turbines seem to add an obstacle for bird movements and research has shown that birds fly into 

rotor blades. Although some studies have recorded bird collisions, other studies give evidence that 

birds could detect the presence of wind turbines and generally avoid them. 

 

 

5.1.1 Results of Collision Risks at Different Wind Farms 

ERICKSON et al. (2001) collected data from many studies conducted at different wind farms in the U.S. 

The results indicate an average of 2.19 avian fatalities per turbine per year in the U.S. for all species 

combined and 0.033 raptor fatalities per turbine per year. At different wind farms in Europe the 

annual number of dead birds per turbine varies between 0.04 (PERCIVAL 2000) and 35.00 (EVERAERT et 

al. 2002) depending on site characteristics and bird densities. MADDERS & WHITFIELD (2006) pointed out 

that simply presenting mortality rates per turbine or per installed MW, in the absence of further 

information on the abundance of birds (or birds at risk of death), does little to inform about the 

collision risk by a wind farm. And LANGSTON & PULLAN (2004) suggested that a low collision rate per 

turbine does not necessarily mean that collision mortality is insignificant, especially in wind farms 

comprising several hundreds or thousands of turbines. 

Comparably high mortality rates due to collision have been recorded at large wind farms in areas with 

high concentrations of birds: Altamont Pass in California (ORLOFF & FLANNERY 1992, HUNT 1995, 

SMALLWOOD & THELANDER 2004, THELANDER & SMALLWOOD 2007, SMALLWOOD & THELANDER 2008) and in the 

Campo de Gibraltar region (Cádiz) in Spain (BARRIOS & RODRIGUEZ 2004). In particular, large numbers of 

raptors have collided with wind turbines at these sites, including substantial numbers of Golden eagles 

(Aquila chrysaetos) and Griffon vultures (Gyps fulvus). These wind farm areas are characterized by 
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large numbers of turbines (c. 7,000 at Altamont and 256 at Cádiz, which are often closely packed 

together) and by predominantly small turbines comprised of lattice towers and high-speed rotors 

relatively close to the ground (PERCIVAL 2005). Both areas are located in mountainous surroundings, 

sustain important food resources and, consequently, high densities of birds, which thus are susceptible 

to collisions with turbines. 

As with Altamont or Cádiz, most of all investigated wind farms affect stationary (breeding or 

wintering) birds and / or small passerines migrating at night. Thus, there is a great lack of information 

about collision risk for migrating birds, in particular about migrating raptors or other large birds. 

 

During a 14-month study, which included two autumn migration periods, only two bird carcasses 

were found at a wind farm (66 turbines) near the Strait of Gibraltar: a Griffon vulture, which is a 

stationary (wintering) bird species in the region, and a Short-toed eagle (Circaetus gallicus). JANSS 

(2000) estimated that about 45,000 Griffon vultures and 2,500 Short-toed eagles fly over the wind 

farm per year. 

 

In contrast to these findings BARRIOS & RODRIGUEZ (2004), during a one-year period at a wind farm 

(called “PESUR”, 190 turbines) located less than 10 km away from the above mentioned study area, 

found 28 Griffon vultures, twelve Common kestrels (Falco tinnunculus), three Lesser kestrels, two 

Short-toed eagles, one Black kite and two White storks. The authors estimated a mortality rate of 0.36 

raptors per year per turbine. Considering the number of turbines, such increases in mortality rates may 

be significant for some birds, especially large, long-lived species with a generally low annual 

productivity and long maturation. BARRIOS & RODRIGUEZ (2004) concluded that mortality at wind power 

plants reflects a combination of site-specific (wind-relief interaction), species-specific and seasonal 

factors. 

 

During a three-year study (2000-2002) 13 wind power plants containing 741 turbines were studied in 

Navarra (Spain; LEKUONA & URSÚA 2007). Thirty seven study plots containing 277 turbines were selected 

for fatality searches and behavioural bird observations. Overall 345 bird fatalities were recorded. Most 

dead birds were raptors (72.8 %) with the Griffon vulture representing 63.1 % of raptor fatalities. 

Most raptors were killed during spring (March to June). By contrast, all three Lesser kestrels were 

found during postbreeding migration, because there was a postbreeding roost near a wind plant. 

 

At the wind farm “Al Koudia” (84 turbines) in northern Morocco, corpse searches were done over a 

three-month period in 2001 (EL GHAZI et al. 2001). Only two carcasses were found in autumn 2001 

(one Pallid Swift (Apus pallidus) and one Woodlark (Lullula arborea), but no raptor or large bird). In 

autumn 2000, four other birds (mainly local, stationary species) were found by chance. It must be 
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mentioned that the results might lead to an underestimation of collision risk, because no correction 

factors (e.g. for search efficiency or scavenger activity) were used. 

 

At a wind farm (220 turbines) at the western bank of the Gulf of Suez (Egypt) corpse searches were 

carried out over a four-week period in spring 2007 (BERGEN 2007). Body parts, feathers and bones of 

three birds were found, which had died weeks or months ago — possibly by collision with a turbine. 

No fresh bird corpse was found. Due to the characteristics of the study area and the high intensity of 

investigation, search efficiency and / or scavengers were not regarded to play an important role. 

Thus, the results strongly indicate that the number of collisions was very low if not zero throughout 

the period of investigation. It must be pointed out, however, that the study is limited due to the short 

period of investigation. 

 

Occasional fatality searches at wind turbines in Hurghada wind farm did not reveal any evidence of 

bird mortality (BAHA EL DIN 1996). 

 

 

5.1.2 Factors Influencing Vulnerability to Collision 

The risk of collision depends on a broad range of external and internal factors (JOHNSON et al. 2000). 

 

Weather, Visibility and Season 

Collision risk seems to be greatest in poor flying conditions, such as strong winds that affect the birds’ 

ability to control flight manoeuvres, or in rain, fog, and on dark nights when visibility is reduced 

(WINKELMAN 1992, LANGSTON & PULLAN 2004). But collisions occurred in conditions of good visibility, too: 

all of the 68 collisions at turbines of the above mentioned wind farm “PESUR” occurred on clear days 

(BARRIOS & RODRIGUEZ 2004); and collision of Vultures occurred rarely in strong winds, which could have 

indicated little manoeuvrability by the Vultures (see below). 

At the wind farm “PESUR” all Vultures died between October and April, with 66.7 % of all accidents 

taking place between December and February (although the Griffon vulture is a resident species in the 

region). BARRIOS & RODRIGUEZ (2004) assumed that the seasonal pattern of Vulture deaths might be 

explained by flight behaviour. As is known, Griffon Vultures need vertical air currents to gain height. In 

winter low temperatures make thermals scarcer. Birds are thus constrained to gain height with slope 

updrafts, whose force on most winter days may be insufficient to lift Vultures well above the ridge, 

thereby exposing them to wind turbines. 
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Site-specific Factors 

It is quite obvious that a higher collision rate is to be expected at locations with high bird densities 

(LANGSTON & PULLAN 2004), especially by species vulnerable to collision. When comparing wind energy 

facilities, it appears that birds tend to be killed at rates that are proportional to their relative 

abundance amongst wind farms (SMALLWOOD & THELANDER 2004). However, there are several wind 

farms where the correlation between usage by birds and fatality is low (ERICKSON et al. 2001). An 

investigation at several wind power plants in Spain also confirmed that the relative abundance of 

species does not predict the relative frequency of fatalities (LEKUONA & URSÚA 2007). 

CALIFORNIA ENERGY COMMISSION (2002) and ORLOFF & FLANNERY (1992) suggested that the abundance of 

ground squirrels within the Altamont Pass Wind Resource Area might significantly increase raptor 

foraging, and thus collision risk. Within some wind farms in Navarra (Spain), Vultures and Kites were 

apparently killed because of the nearby livestock carcass and dump sites (LEKUONA & URSÚA 2007). 

HOWELL & DI DONATO (1991) identified significant topographical features associated with collision 

mortality. Notably mountain passes and hill shoulders, which tend to be the preferred crossing places 

for soaring species, were associated with multiple collisions. 

Field studies in the Altamont Pass resource Area have clearly shown that not all turbines have an 

equal probability of causing raptor fatalities (MORRISION et al. 2007). While some turbines were 

involved in multiple fatalities, others killed none. Fifteen turbine strings, which are located in highly 

complex topographic areas, were responsible for 60 % of all raptor fatalities: 80 % of Red-tailed hawk 

(Buteo jamaicensis) and 100 % of Golden eagle. 

The 190 wind turbines at the wind farm “PESUR” — which prompted a relatively high number of 

collisions (BARRIOS & RODRIGUEZ 2004) — are arranged in rows along the ridges of mountains or hills, 

too. However, the wind farm which is less than 10 km away from “PESUR” and which is arranged in a 

similar way, yielded evidence of only very few collision victims (DE LUCAS et al. 2004). 

 

Turbine-specific Factors 

ORLOFF & FLANNERY (1992) suggested that the high collision rate at Altamont Pass might be correlated 

to the lattice towers of the wind turbines which provide many perches, thus attracting birds, 

particularly raptors, into the collision-risk zone. However, recent investigation showed that perching on 

wind turbines is a less important factor contributing to mortality than previously suspected (SMALLWOOD 

& THELANDER 2004). 

PERCIVAL (2005) assumed that collision risk at small turbines with high-speed rotors and with the 

turbines often packed closely together is higher.  

Differences in collision rates also appear between turbines within a single wind farm although the 

same turbine type is used: in the wind farm “PESUR” a single group of 28 turbines (from 190) was 

responsible for 57 % of Griffon vulture mortality. These turbines were arranged in two rows with little 
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space between consecutive turbines (BARRIOS & RODRIGUEZ 2004). However, little or no risk was 

recorded for five turbine rows having exactly the same windwall spatial arrangement. 

SMALLWOOD & THELANDER (2004) found that wind turbines were most dangerous at the ends of turbine 

strings, at the edges of gaps in strings, and at the edges of clusters of wind turbines. Furthermore, 

most isolated wind turbines killed disproportionately more birds. 

BARCLAY et al. (2007) found that neither rotor diameter nor tower height have an effect on bird 

fatalities. 

 

Species-specific Factors 

Manoeuvrability and flight behaviour might be crucial factors to explain differences in collision risks 

between species (DREWITT & LANGSTON 2006). 

Especially soaring birds, like Griffon vulture or Golden eagle, are believed to be particularly vulnerable 

to collision with wind turbines (LANGSTON & PULLAN 2004), because of their lower manoeuvrability and 

their dependence on thermals. In contrast, at “PESUR” other soaring birds, such as Common buzzards 

(Buteo buteo) or Short-toed eagles, often circled together with Vultures in slope updrafts but did not 

closely approach the turbine blades and rarely collided with them. BARRIOS & RODRIGUEZ (2004) suggest 

that these species have lower wing loads than Vultures, and make a more efficient use of the 

ascending currents, gaining altitude faster and farther away from the turbines. 

In the Altamont Pass Wind Resource Area SMALLWOOD et al. (2009) found that fatality rates were high 

for Red-tailed hawk (Buteo jamaicensis) and American kestrel (Falco sparverius), but low for Common 

raven (Corvus corax) and Turkey vulture (Cathartes aura), indicating specific behaviours or visual acuity 

differentiated these species by susceptibility to collision. 

ORNIS CONSULT (1999) subdivided soaring birds into four different categories depending on 

manoeuvrability and flight behaviour. On the basis of this classification we can deduce the 

vulnerability of different species to collision (see Table 5.1).  

Table 5.1: Assessment of species-specific vulnerability to collision depending on manoeuvrability 
and flight behaviour (according to ORNIS CONSULT 1999) 

category description species
vulnerability 
to collision

very passive 
fliers

very dependent on thermals,
generally not able to cross large bodies 
of water

Egyptian vulture, Short-toed 
eagle and
all Eagles of the genus Aquila

very high

less passive 
fliers

less dependent on thermals,
able to cross limited bodies of water

Buzzards, Kites, Honey 
buzzard,
Storks, Cranes and Pelicanes

medium to 
high

less active 
fliers

rely on thermals to a limited extent
able to cross large bodies of water

Harriers and Sparrowhawks
low to 
medium

very active 
fliers

not dependent on thermals,
able to cross the Gulf of Suez at any point

Falcons very low
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Nevertheless, collision risk seems to depend not only on manoeuvrability and flight behaviour but also 

to a large (or maybe larger) extent on species-specific avoidance behaviour. 

The high number of collided Common kestrel (a very active flier that does not depend on lifting air 

currents) and maybe Griffon vultures too, might be explained with the absence of avoidance 

behaviour. At “PESUR” Kestrels sometimes perched on lattice towers, and Vultures frequently flew at 

close distance to the blades, or between two adjacent turning turbines (BARRIOS & RODRIGUEZ 2004). 

Soaring flights at low wind speeds and crossing flights that commenced below blade height increased 

the risk of collision, as Vultures showed little reaction to the turbine with only 2 % altering their 

approaching flight pattern. 

In the wind farm at the western bank of the Gulf of Suez the majority of birds migrating at altitudes 

below 100 m showed clear avoidance behaviour in the presence of the wind turbines (BERGEN 2007). 

While Steppe buzzards predominately changed flight direction and avoided to enter the wind farm 

area altogether, most Black kites increased altitudes and subsequently entered the wind farm at 

heights above rotor blades but also at heights of the area swept by the rotor. Thus, they passed over 

or through the wind farm. Furthermore, the results of the study indicate that birds migrating 

individually are less sensitive to the presence of wind turbines than flocks. Large flocks seem to avoid 

wind turbines at greater distances. 

 

The preferred altitude of migration is likely to be another factor effecting collision risk in a species-

specific way. Most birds of such species that tend to migrate at altitudes above 199 m (e.g. Eagles) 

are unlikely to come close to the area swept by rotors of wind turbines. Other species that prefer to 

migrate at altitudes around turbine height, might often come into the range of rotors and hence face 

a risk to collide. 

 

There are indications that migrating passerines might be vulnerable to collision, especially when 

migrating at night (because of poor visibility; LANGSTON & PULLAN 2004). Collisions of passerines were 

recorded at several wind farms (e.g. ERICKSON et al. 2001). But mass collisions, which occurred at 

lighthouses during some nights, were not documented at wind turbines. Until now, collision risk of 

nocturnal migrants at onshore wind farms does not seem to be a major concern, possibly for several 

reasons:  

- Usually nocturnal migration by passerines is at altitudes well above turbine height (e.g. ALERSTAM 

1990), so there is a very low potential for these birds to come into the collision risk zone. We can 

suggest that nocturnal migrants should be most vulnerable during take-off soon after sunset and 

during descent. Furthermore, birds facing strong headwinds, forcing them to fly at lower altitudes, 

might face an increased risk of collision. 
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- Due to the large populations of most passerine species, they are not of major conservational 

interest. Results from studies in the United States indicate that the levels of fatalities are not 

considered significant enough to threaten local or regional population levels (STERNER et al. 2007). 

- Most passerines have an r-selected reproductive strategy: individuals are short-lived, mature 

rapidly, have many offspring and a high adult and juvenile mortality. Consequently, additional 

mortality caused by wind turbines is unlikely to have a significant effect on populations of most 

passerine species. 

- Mortality of passerines seems to be much higher at other man-made structures compared to 

mortality at wind turbines (ERICKSON et al. 2001). 

 

Individual Factors 

Finally, collision risk might be influenced by individual attributes of a bird (e.g. age, experience or 

fitness). It is quite obvious that the risk of collision varies depending on the stage of a bird’s annual 

cycle (breeding, roosting or migrating). 

Some studies indicate that immature birds are more vulnerable than adults, a phenomenon which 

may be attributed to the inexperience of younger birds. However, within the Altamont Pass Wind 

Resource Area most Golden eagle mortalities were not juveniles but subadults and non-breeding 

adults (CALIFORNIA ENERGY COMMISSION 2002). 

At “PESUR” (as well as at “Al Koudia”) victims were usually species with resident populations rather 

than species appearing during migration (EL GHAZI et al. 2001, BARRIOS & RODRIGUEZ 2004).  

 

 

5.1.3 Conclusion 

Many studies have shown that birds are generally able to avoid collisions with wind turbines and do 

not simply fly into them blindly (e.g. DIRKSEN et al. 1998, DE LUCAS et al. 2004, DESHOLM 2006). 

Nevertheless, at a few locations relevant numbers of collision victims were found, leading to 

significant increases in mortality rates and possibly to population decreases.  

As shown, the scale of collision depends on a wide range of factors which — in some cases — 

correlate with each other. It is quite plausible that a combination of factors (e.g. flight behaviour, wind 

speed and relief of location) influences collision risk. As a consequence, it is very difficult to transfer 

the results obtained at a particular wind farm to another. At present, there is insufficient information 

available to form a reliable judgement on the scale of collision at a proposed wind farm. 
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5.2 Barrier Effect 

There are several reliable studies indicating that wind turbines have a disturbing effect on birds and 

hence may act as barriers to bird movement. 

 

During a 14-month study at a wind farm (66 turbines in a single row on top of a mountain ridge) near 

the Strait of Gibraltar, 72,000 migrating birds were recorded during about 1,000 hours of observation 

from fixed observation points (JANSS 2000). The most abundant species were Black kites, White storks, 

House martins (Delichon urbica) and Swallows (Hirundo rustica). Most of the migrating birds observed 

were passing over the wind farm, but at a higher average altitude than over two control areas. 

Average flight altitude at the wind farm was more than 100 m above ground. Almost 72 % of all 

soaring birds (n = 16,225) displayed changes in flight direction in the wind farm area (DE LUCAS et al. 

2004, DE LUCAS et al. 2007). Raptors appeared to be accustomed to the presence of turbines and many 

birds flew close to turbines (DE LUCAS et al. 2004). 

 

During a behavioural study at thirty seven study plots containing 277 turbines most birds (58.6 %) 

flew very low (< 5 m). 24.1 % of all birds showed panic behaviour in the risk zone, 20,3 % a sudden 

change of flight, and 15,6 % a slight change of flight (LEKUONA & URSÚA 2007).  

 

At the wind farm “Al Koudia” (84 turbines) in northern Morocco, autumn migration was observed over 

a three-month period in 2001 (EL GHAZI et al. 2001). Most birds (depending on species up to 100 %) 

showed clear avoidance behaviour in the presence of the turbines.  

 

At a wind farm (220 turbines) at the western bank of the Gulf of Suez, the behaviour of migrating 

birds was observed over a four-week period in spring 2007 (BERGEN 2007). In the vicinity of the wind 

farm most birds (almost 88 %) used altitudes above 100 m, showed no clear reaction in presence of 

wind turbines and migrated over the wind farm. Most birds (over 83 %) migrating at altitudes below 

100 m showed a clear reaction to the presence of wind turbines. 

Black kites most often increased altitude and subsequently entered the wind farm at heights above 

rotor blades but also at heights swept by the rotor. Thus, they passed over or through the wind farm. 

Some birds reacted to the presence of wind turbines with a combined vertical and horizontal 

behaviour. But change in flight direction alone was recorded relatively rarely. Accordingly, less than 

11 % of all Black kites did not pass the wind farm. In contrast, Steppe buzzards did not change 

altitude in relevant numbers. The majority of birds changed their flight direction, so that they 

subsequently did not enter the wind farm area. Thus, Steppe buzzards seem to regard the whole wind 

farm as a barrier. Consequently, Steppe buzzards appear to be more sensitive to the presence of wind 

turbines, whereas Black kites might be more vulnerable to collision. 
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The proportion of recordings of Black kites changing altitude was markedly lower than the proportion 

of birds, indicating that birds migrating individually or in small flocks are less sensitive to the presence 

of wind turbines than flocks. The analysis of behaviour of Steppe buzzards presents similar patterns. 

Harriers usually migrated alone only a few meters above the ground. In the presence of wind turbines 

most Harriers showed no conspicuous reaction and simply flew through the wind turbines at heights 

below the rotor blades. A relevant number of birds (about 42 %) changed flight direction. As a 

consequence, one-third of migrating Harriers did not enter the wind farm area. Nevertheless, since 

the number of migrating Harriers was very low the findings must be treated with caution. 

The results demonstrate that migrating birds were able to detect the presence of wind turbines and 

thus to react in an appropriate way depending on external (e.g. weather conditions) and internal (e.g. 

altitude, physical capabilities) factors. Birds at altitudes above 100 m simply migrated over the wind 

farm without any noticeable reaction. Birds at altitudes below 100 m became aware of the presence 

of wind turbines and apparently avoided them by changing their flight direction or increasing altitude. 

Sometimes birds seemed to avoid turbines in operation and purposefully approached a turbine not in 

operation and subsequently passed by.  

A flight reaction of a bird in the vicinity of a turbine was recorded only twice. Irrespective of a bird's 

motivation (migrating, flying, hunting, resting) or of weather conditions, an appreciably irritated bird 

or a bird in a critical situation that might have led to a collision or to loss of flight control never 

occurred. Since the investigation refers to a rather short period, which did not cover the main 

migrating period of all species, results have to be verified. 

 

Further studies have shown that birds alter their routes to avoid flying through on- and offshore wind 

farms (e.g. DIRKSEN et al. 1998, OSBORN et al. 2000, DESHOLM & KAHLERT 2005). However, there are also 

locations where large numbers of birds regularly fly through wind farms without diverting around it 

(e.g. EVERAERT et al. 2002, EVERAERT & STIENEN 2007). 

 

PERCIVAL (2005) assumed that the ecological consequences of such a barrier effect are unlikely to be a 

problem at small wind farms. DREWITT & LANGSTON (2006) suggest that none of the barrier effects 

identified so far have significant impacts on populations. However, under certain circumstances barrier 

effects might lead to population level impacts indirectly, e.g. where a wind farm effectively blocks a 

regularly used air route between nesting and foraging areas, or where several wind farms interact 

cumulatively. Then large wind farms or a number of wind farms might lead to increased energy 

expenditure for birds and thus might reduce annual survival rates and / or breeding output (FOX et al. 

2006, LANGSTON et al. 2006). In summary, until now it is quite difficult to judge whether avoidance 

behaviour causes a significant effect on individuals and, ultimately, on populations. 
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6 Impact Assessment 
The following assessment focuses on large migrating birds, because most parts of the study area are 

of minor importance for local and roosting birds. A detailed impact assessment with regards to local 

and roosting birds is given in the final ESIA-document. 

 

 

6.1 General Remarks on Limitations of Risk Assessment 

As detailed in Chapter 5, collision rate depends on several factors and until now the cause-and-effect 

chain of collision is poorly understood. Very little is known about collision risk for migrating birds.  

There have been a few attempts to predict collision rate at a given wind farm with mathematical 

models (TUCKER 1996, BAND 2000, BAND et al. 2007). Modelling collision risk under the BAND model is a 

two-stage process. Stage 1 estimates the number of birds that fly through the rotor-swept area. Stage 

2 predicts the proportion of these birds that will be hit by a rotor blade. The reliability of the collision 

model is limited by difficulties in gathering appropriate field data and by the large numbers of 

assumptions necessary during the modelling process, notably the level of collision avoidance. As a 

consequence, care must be taken not to overstate the model outputs. Nevertheless, MADDERS & 

WHITFIELD (2006) pointed out that alternative methods for estimating collision risk are less transparent 

or more subjective and at least vulnerable to the same potential biases. In contrast, CHAMBERLAIN et al. 

(2006) suggest that the value of the BAND collision risk model in estimating actual mortality rates is 

questionable until species-specific and state-specific avoidance probabilities can be better established. 

Therefore, the authors do not recommend the use of the model without further research into 

avoidance rates. LANGSTON & PULLAN (2004) sum up that collision risk models provide a potentially 

useful means of predicting the scale of collision attributable to wind turbines in a given location, but 

only if they incorporate actual avoidance rates in response to fixed structures and post-construction 

assessment of collision risk at wind farms that do proceed, to verify the models. 

In summary, it is very difficult for several reasons to assess collision risk as well as avoidance 

behaviour, which might lead to increased energy expenditure caused by a proposed wind power plant 

within the study area. Thus, the following impact assessment should be regarded as a rough 

qualitative prediction of possible impacts, which needs to be specified by further field investigations in 

bird-wind turbine interactions (post-construction monitoring) at the Red Sea coast. 
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6.2 Assessment of Possible Impacts on Large Migrating Birds 

6.2.1 Predicting and Assessing the Weight of Collision Risk 

Spring migration 

In spring 2010, migratory activity at altitudes below 200 m was (very) high in large parts of the study 

area. Though there is not always a strict correlation between abundance of birds and collision rate 

(see Chapter 5.1.1), it is reasonable to assume that collision risk is higher in areas with high bird 

densities. Consequently, collision rates leading to additional mortality potentially causing significant 

population effects for some species cannot be excluded when building wind farms within these parts 

of the study area (mainly the eastern and south-eastern parts: sites G and H). 

Collision rates, which might have significant population effects, cannot be excluded for White stork, 

and White pelican (and possibly for Honey buzzard, too) despite their comparably high levels of total 

population. As relevant numbers of these species were recorded at lower levels, these birds might 

come into the range of the rotors and hence face the risk of collision. On the other hand, as large 

flocks seem to avoid wind turbines at greater distances, collisions of White storks and White pelicans, 

usually migrating in large flocks, should occur very rarely. Yet if a flock does enter a wind farm, then a 

great number of victims can be expected. 

According to the relatively high number of Griffon vulture fatalities in Spanish wind farms, indicative of 

the absence of avoidance behaviour, a relevant collision risk must be expected for Egyptian vulture, 

too. Moreover, Egyptian vultures mostly fly passively, strongly depending on thermals. 

An effect on Eagle populations, especially on Steppe Eagle, seems not to be unlikely, because Eagles 

are very passive fliers. On the other hand, at the western coast of the Gulf of Suez, the majority of 

Eagles tend to migrate at altitudes well above 100 m (Figure 3.4; see also ORNIS CONSULT 2002, BERGEN 

2007). Thus, it can be assumed that most birds do not come close to the area swept by the rotors of 

wind turbines (assuming a maximum turbine height of about 120 m), so that collisions occur rarely 

despite the comparably low manoeuvrability by Eagles. (Note that this might be completely different 

at breeding sites of Eagles, as known from wind farms in Europe; see FOLLESTAD et al. 2007, BEVANGER et 

al. 2008 & 2010, DÜRR unpubl.) 

Wind farms within the study area are not believed to affect populations of Harriers, and thus of Pallid 

harrier. Collision risk seems to be very low for Harriers because they often migrate below the area 

swept by the rotors of wind turbines. In fact, in different wind farms in the United States, no (or only 

very few) fatalities were recorded for Northern harrier, which frequently hunts below the 9 m 

minimal blade height (STERNER et al. 2007). In Germany too only twelve Harriers were found after 

collision with a turbine until now (DÜRR unpubl., 28.06.2011). Bearing in mind that migration of 

Harriers is not concentrated to the study area, additional mortality caused by wind turbines is not 

believed to have population effects. 
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It is unlikely that wind farms within the study area will affect populations of Lesser kestrel or other 

Falcons, because these species are very active fliers (Table 5.1) and migrate on a large front and thus 

are not concentrated within the study area. Nevertheless, a possible absence of avoidance behaviour, 

like investigations indicate for Common kestrel, might increase the risk of collision. 

Conditions of poor visibility are not supposed to be a major factor increasing collision rate within the 

concessionary area (see also BAHA EL DIN 1996). 

To conclude, bearing in mind the uncertainty of predictions and the critical conservational status of 

some species, establishing wind farms in large parts of the study area might include a notable risk 

potential for some populations.  

 

Autumn migration 

As migratory activity in autumn was very low, collision risk is not assumed to pose a major threat for 

migrating birds. Single collisions at wind farms within the study area might occur even during autumn, 

but the expected collision rate will not cause significant effects on the populations. Thus, collisions at 

wind turbines within the study area during autumn are not regarded to have a significant impact on 

migrating birds. 

 

 

6.2.2 Predicting and Assessing the Weight of Barrier Effects 

While avoidance behaviour reduces collision risk, it could result in wind farms acting as barriers to bird 

movement (e.g. DREWITT & LANGSTON 2006). 

Birds might change horizontal flight direction in order to avoid a wind farm, which obviously leads to 

additional energy expenditure. Assuming a 5 km long string of wind turbines located perpendicular to 

a bird’s flight path, we assume that the additional flight distance caused by avoiding the wind power 

plant will not be much more than 5 km. It cannot be excluded that this decreases the fitness of 

individuals (especially when already weakened), but considering the efforts of migration it seems 

unlikely that a relevant number of birds is affected, for instance:  

- White storks need between 8 to 15 weeks to cover a total distance of 10,000 km or more 

between breeding and wintering area. The average length of daily migration varies between 150 

and 300 km. 

- In Israel, Egypt and Sudan, average distance of daily migration of two tracked Lesser spotted 

eagles was 207 km (MEYBURG et al. 2001). For the entire northward migration (more than 8,000 

km) it took a bird about 8 weeks. The average daily flight distances of Lesser spotted eagles varies 

between 144 km and 214 km per day (MEYBURG et al. 2004a). In 2006 MEYBURG & MEYBURG (2009) 

tracked a Lesser spotted eagle, which migrated 379 km in 6.5 hours with an average speed of 

58 km/h and an maximum speed of 114 km/h. 
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Furthermore, MEYBURG et al. (2002) recorded an adult female of Lesser spotted eagle that initially 

migrated to the southern point of the Sinai Peninsula in 1997. One day after arrival it changed 

direction and flew 280 km northwest along the eastern coast of the Red Sea straight to Suez. In 

1998 it repeated the detour to the southern tip of the Sinai Peninsula and back north to Suez. The 

reasons why the bird did not cross the Gulf from the southern tip of Sinai (which is about 66 km 

wide at this point) but took a detour of 500 km, remain unclear. Unfortunately, no information 

about the bird’s breeding output is given in MEYBURG et al. (2002). 

- Extremely long stretches were recorded of an Egyptian vulture that flew through southwest Egypt, 

northwest Sudan and northeast Chad a total of 1,017 km in two days (MEYBURG et al. 2004b). The 

average migration path within another period of seven days was 185 km per day. 

Thus, an additional flight path of 5 km seems unlikely to have a relevant impact on a bird’s fitness. 

Moreover, there is no need to assume that an additional flight path would be covered unexceptionally 

by active flight, consuming much more energy than gliding.  

 

Another option to avoid a wind power plant is to change altitude (mostly by increasing) and 

subsequently to migrate above the critical zone of the wind turbines. Thermals are not believed to be 

a limiting factor within the study area. There should be a number of vertical air currents allowing birds 

to gain altitude. Hence, there is no reason to assume that increasing altitude will only be 

accomplished by active flight. 

Since weather conditions (especially wind speed and direction) should be nearly the same within the 

whole study area, we do not expect that birds will face additional headwinds or other unfavourable 

conditions as a consequence of avoiding a wind farm. 

 

In summary, although the degree of additional energy expenditure cannot be estimated precisely, it 

seems unlikely that avoidance behaviour might produce a significant effect on populations (see also 

MASDEN et al. 2009). However, as some uncertainty remains, mitigation measures should be 

implemented in order to minimize possible impact. Furthermore, cumulative effects, which might 

result from the installation of several wind farms at the Gulf of Suez should be accounted for (MASDEN 

et al. 2010). It is of great importance to avoid those cumulative effects by installing appropriate 

mitigation measures, and to ensure that the weight of possible barrier effect remains at a safe level 

(see Chapter 6.4). 
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6.3 Synopsis — Final Assessment 

LANGSTON & PULLAN (2004) pointed out that, as a precautionary measure, it should be avoided to locate 

a wind power plant at international or national sites for nature conservation or other areas with large 

concentrations of birds, such as points of migration crossings. According to PERCIVAL (2005) it is 

important to avoid developing wind farms at sites i) with high-density raptor populations where 

collisions could be significant, and ii) with high densities of other species vulnerable to a low level of 

additional mortality where their susceptibility to wind turbine collision may be high. 

 

The results of the resent investigation clearly show that parts of the study area are of international 

importance for bird migration in spring. Some species migrating through the study are of international 

conservational concern; a number of other species are of European or national conservational concern. 

Hence, collision rates leading to additional mortality potentially causing significant population effects 

for some species cannot be excluded when building wind farms in the entire study area. However, 

the results of the investigation indicate a gradual increase of migratory activity at relevant altitudes 

from West to East within the study area. Thus, an impact assessment of different parts of the study 

area due to the spatial differences in bird migration observed in spring 2010 seems to be feasible. In 

accord with the importance of the area for migration and hence according to the strength of expected 

environmental impact, the study area can be subdivided into the three following zones: 

 

- Zone I 

Zone I covers an area of about 53 km2 (see Figure 6.1) and encompasses the north-western part of 

the study area (sites A and B) where migratory activity at altitudes below 200 m was lowest in 

spring 2010 (Figure 4.6). Although this part is of general importance for migration (Figure 4.7), a 

relevant collision risk for migrating birds in spring is not expected if technical avoidance and 

mitigation measures to the best standard practice are maintained (Chapter 6.4.2). 

However, it is strictly recommended to implement a post-construction monitoring programme for 

wind farms in Zone I to assess whether impacts of wind farms remain at an acceptable level, or 

whether additional measures are necessary to minimize or eliminate unacceptable impacts.  

 

- Zone II 

Zone II consists of parts of the study area in the northeast (site E), in the middle (sites C and F) and 

in the southwest (site D) and has a size of about 67 km2 (see Figure 6.1). According to results of 

the investigation, Zone II is highly significant for bird migration. Considering the huge number of 

birds migrating at altitudes below 200 m, it cannot be excluded that collision risk at wind farms in 

Zone II will pose a significant threat for migrating birds.  
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Consequently, the expected impact of wind farms in Zone II is unacceptable. However, collision risk 

is restricted to:  

a. turbines under operation, 

b. a rather small period of the year (main migration period in spring lasts from the begin 

of March to the mid May) and 

c. a certain time of day (migration of soaring birds starts when appropriate thermal uplifts 

are available) 

These considerations hint at appropriate countermeasures for reducing collision risk to an 

acceptable level. If turbines do not operate during the period of highest migration, collision risk for 

migrating birds is minimized. Thus, construction of wind turbines within Zone II is recommendable 

if an effective shutdown programme is developed and established (see Chapter 6.4.2). Moreover, 

implementation of a post-construction monitoring programme for wind farms in Zone II is crucial to 

ensure that the shutdown programme meets its goals and to decide whether additional measures 

are necessary to minimize or eliminate unacceptable impacts.  

 

Figure 6.1: Results of the impact assessment of different parts of the study area due to the spatial 
differences in bird migration observed at altitudes below 200 m in spring 2010 
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- Zone III 

Zone III consists of the eastern and south-eastern parts of the study area (sites G and H) and has a 

size of about 88 km2 (Figure 6.1). The results of the investigation clearly show that Zone III is of 

extreme significance for bird migration in spring. Consequently, collision rates leading to additional 

mortality potentially causing significant population effects for some species cannot be excluded 

when building wind farms in Zone III. The expected impact of wind farms therefore is 

unacceptable and hence the construction of wind farms has to be strictly banned within Zone III. 

Even shutdown programmes have to be regarded as being incapable of reducing impacts of wind 

farms in Zone III to an acceptable level, because significant cumulative impacts with other wind 

farms are likely. 

 

 

6.4 Mitigation Measures 

6.4.1 Current Knowledge 

As a general recommendation, mitigation measures developed to avoid impacts should be given 

priority over those that reduce impacts or compensate for impacts. Apparently a key factor in avoiding 

impacts is a careful turbine placement (macro-siting), that is to say, ensuring that key areas of 

conservational importance and sensitivity are avoided.  

JOHNSON et al. (2007) distinguish between three primary types of mitigation measures to reduce 

collision risk at wind turbines: modifying the siting of entire wind farms as well as placement of 

individual turbines, modification of turbines and other wind power plant structures and modification of 

habitats. Following JOHNSON et al. (2007) one can differentiate between: 

 

Modification of the siting of entire wind farms as well as placement of individual turbines 

First, a reasonable siting of wind farms is crucial to prevent unacceptable impacts. This includes 

avoiding critical areas, i.e. areas with very high migratory activity at altitudes below 200 m of species 

that are of conservational concern. 

 

DREWITT & LANGSTON (2006) recommend avoiding alignment of turbines perpendicular to main flight 

paths of birds and providing corridors between clusters, aligned with main flight trajectories, within 

large wind farms. Also HÖTKER (2005) and EXO et al. (2005) suppose that maintaining gaps within large 

wind power plants could decrease impacts. Gaps might enable migrating birds to avoid turbines and 

to pass a large wind power plant safely. Consequently, shorter turbine strings may mitigate a barrier 

effect (DE LUCAS et al. 2007). Hence, implementing escape corridors might allow birds to leave the 

wind farm area in a safe way and without larger efforts. At the Red Sea, this might be particularly 
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important in spring when birds face strong headwinds and have to struggle continuously to migrate 

further northwest (see Chapter 6.4.2). 

However, effects of such corridors need to be examined and tested (LANGSTON et al. 2006). 

 

ORLOFF & FLANNERY (1992) reported that end-row turbines had higher fatality rates than turbines within 

strings. Also, SMALLWOOD & THELANDER (2004) found that wind turbines were most dangerous at the 

ends of turbine strings, at the edge of gaps in strings, and at the edges of clusters of wind turbines. 

Other studies found no significant difference in the rate of mortality at end-row versus other turbine 

locations (e.g. HOWELL & NOONE 1992, THELANDER & RUGGE 2001). Higher collision rates found at end-row 

turbines might be related to topographical features (ridges, slopes or hill shoulders), where turbine 

strings end, or to other factors (prey availability). 

The CALIFORNIA ENERGY COMMISSION (2002) indicated that turbines spaced closely together might enhance 

collision risk by making it more difficult for large birds to clear the space between blades. BARRIOS & 

RODRIGUEZ (2004) found most fatalities and risk situations at two strings with little space between 

consecutive turbines, indicating that more space might reduce collision risk. 

Overall, the relationship between spatial configuration of turbines and higher fatalities (including 

impacts of end-row versus mid-row turbines, differently sized gaps between turbines in a string, and 

clustering versus open configurations) remains uncertain (STERNER et al. 2007). 

 

Modification of turbines  

Perching by raptors on wind turbines has been implicated in higher rates of mortality (ORLOFF & 

FLANNERY 1992). Although not all investigations support this assumption (e.g. THELANDER & RUGGE 2000, 

SMALLWOOD & THELANDER 2004), installation of turbines with tubular towers and avoiding other structures 

suitable for perching are simple measures to reduce raptor activity within an area and hence collision 

risk. 

 

Due to the large area swept by a rotor, collision risk is believed to be higher at taller turbines. 

Nevertheless, ORLOFF & FLANNERY (1992) found no relationship between height of turbines and risk of 

collision. Furthermore, in other studies shorter turbines appear to have even higher collision rates 

(CALIFORNIA ENERGY COMMISSION 2002). Obviously, other factors (slope, topography, proximity to prey, 

species concerned, status of species (breeding, resting, migrating)) all play a more important role for 

collision mortality (see also HÖTKER 2006). Thus, regarding turbine height, mitigation measures should 

be site-specific and dependent on the group of species most likely at risk (JOHNSON at al. 2007). 

Lighting of turbines is believed to increase the risk of collision on man-made structures by attracting 

and disorientating birds (e.g. DREWITT & LANGSTON 2006). This is mostly a problem for nocturnal migrants 

(primarily passerines) during conditions of poor visibility. According to UGORETZ (2001), birds are more 

sensitive to and even appear attracted by red light. Quickly flashing white strobe lights appear to be 
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less attractive. The consensus among researchers is to avoid lighting turbines when and where 

possible (JOHNSON et al. 2007). If lighting is crucial, the current recommendation is to use the minimum 

number of intermittent flashing white lights of lowest effective intensity (DREWITT & LANGSTON 2006). 

 

Research with captive American kestrels (Falco sparverius) and Red-tailed hawks indicates that 

painting turbine blades can increase blade visibility in a variety of conditions. Based on experiments 

with several patterns painted on blades, MCISAAC (2001) recommended a pattern with square-wave 

black-and-white bands that run across the blade. HODOS (2003) have proposed that motion smear may 

reduce the ability of raptors and other birds to see turbine blades. Thus, motion smear might be a 

reason for collisions during daytime, in which the visual faculty of birds is actually good. Motion smear 

primarily occurs at the tips of the blades, and may make blades virtually transparent at high velocities. 

Anti-motion smear patterns may increase the visibility of turbine blades at distances at which raptors 

could still safely manoeuvre away from them. Studies with captive raptors indicate that a single, solid 

black blade paired with two white blades (or a single-blade, thin-stripe pattern) is the most visible 

stimulus (HODOS 2003). 

Since most diurnal birds, including raptors, seem to be able of detecting Ultra Violet (UV) light, there 

have been efforts to reduce collision risk by painting turbine blades with UV reflective paint (KREITHEN & 

SPRINGSTEEN 1996, MCISAAC & KREITHEN 1996, see also JOHNSON et al. 2007). However, YOUNG et al. (2003), 

who tested this hypothesis in the wind plant of Foot Creek Rim (Wyoming) found no evidence that 

there is a difference in bird use, collision risk or mortality (which was generally low) between turbine 

blades with a UV-light reflective paint and those covered conventionally. 

 

Scare or warning devices that emit sounds have been used at airports or agricultural fields to deter 

birds. Most studies of these devices have found that birds become habituated to the devices, reducing 

the long-term effectiveness of these techniques (JOHNSON et al. 2007). However, migrating birds are 

unlikely to habituate to sounds. Whether deterrent devices (see for instance www.dtbird.com) are an 

effective measure to reduce impacts for wind farms has yet to be examined. 

 

Finally, for certain problematic turbines associated with unacceptable mortality due to their location or 

other factors, the only suitable form of mitigation may be removal of the these turbines. 
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Modification of operation of turbines 

If there are a few critical turbines within a large wind farm or if collision risk is limited to certain 

(short) periods of time, a temporal shutdown of critical wind turbines might be another option to 

reduce or eliminate bird collisions (e.g. LANGSTON et al. 2006). 

A relatively new attempt to prevent collisions is to use radar systems originally developed for NASA 

and the US Air Force (MCDERMOTT 2009). The intent is to detect approaching birds from as far as 6.0 km 

away, to analyze weather conditions, and to determine the risk of collision in real time. If a relevant 

collision risk exists, the turbines are programmed to shutdown, restarting once the birds have passed. 

This new radar technology is currently tested at the 202 MW large Peñascal wind farm in Texas. A 

successfully operating SOD programme was established in a wind farm in Mexico (La Venta II). 

Moreover, an effective shutdown programme controlled by observers is currently used at the wind 

farm “Parque eólico de Barão de S. João” in Potugal (TOMÉ unpubl.). 

 

Modification of habitats 

Several authors (e.g. JOHNSON et al. 2007, STERNER et al. 2007) recommend the following habitat 

modifications in order to minimize impacts: 

- avoid natural or artificial perching sites; 

- avoid establishing wind farms in areas with high natural food sources; 

- avoid structures within a wind power plant that might attract birds (e.g. waste dump);  

- reduce local food sources (as a management option in some wind farms). 

Since the study area is neither a breeding nor a feeding area for relevant species, modification of 

habitat does not seem to be an appropriate measure to minimize impacts, and hence needs no 

detailed consideration. However, even at the Red Sea, areas that would attract migrating birds should 

not be established in the surrounding of coming wind farms. 

 

Other mitigation measures 

Apart from modification of turbines, DREWITT & LANGSTON (2006) recommend installing transmission 

cables underground (especially in areas of high bird concentrations) and to mark overhead cables 

using deflectors or so-called bird flappers. 
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6.4.2 Final Recommendations with regards to Mitigation Measures 

Construction and operation of wind farms within the entire study area will lead to significant impacts 

on migrating birds in spring. To reduce significant impacts the following mitigation measures are 

required: 

- Avoid wind farm development in the eastern and south-eastern parts of the study area which are 

extremely important for bird migration in spring. The expected impact of wind farms on migrating 

birds is therefore unacceptable and hence the construction of wind farms has to be strictly banned 

within Zone III (Figure 6.1). 

- In order to reduce the expected risk of collision and barrier effects for migrating birds at wind 

farms within Zone II (Figure 6.1) an effective shutdown programme has to be developed and 

established for the spring migration period. With regard to the development of such a shutdown 

programme, a two-step approach is conceivable: 

o A fixed shutdown (FS) programme stopping all turbines from March, 1st to May, 18th during 

daytime (1 hour after sunrise to 1 hour before sunset). Based on long term wind data, the 

expected energy loss caused by such a FS-programme is estimated to be about 10 % (JV 

LAHMEYER INTERNATIONAL & ECODA 2011). 

o Improve the FS-programme and develop a shutdown-on-demand (SOD) programme. Applying 

the SOD-programme should stop all turbines during times of high migratory activity and when 

large flocks approach the wind farm. Within the SOD-programme a monitoring of bird migration 

in spring (e.g. March, 1st to May, 18th) carried out by experienced ornithologists is required 

(probably using radar technology). The ornithologists should stay in close contact with the 

engineering office in charge of monitoring the operation of the wind farms, so that the wind 

farm can be shutdown rapidly if required. 

On the basis of long term wind data and bird migration data obtained in spring 2010, the 

expected energy loss caused by such a SOD programme is estimated to be about 2 % (JV 

LAHMEYER INTERNATIONAL & ECODA 2011). As the criteria for shutting down times were defined 

rather conservatively, the total energy loss to be expected is less than 2 %. The criteria were 

selected on the basis of the recent investigation. For coming wind farms new criteria have to 

be defined and should then be improved continuously.  

Assuming that effective FS- or SOD-programmes are established, wind farms within Zone II are not 

expected to lead to a relevant collision risk or barrier effect for migrating birds in spring. 

Nonetheless, technical avoidance and further mitigation measures according to best standard 

practices are required (see below). 

- The expected risk of collision and barrier effects for migrating birds at wind farms within Zone I 

during spring have to be reduced by effective measures, i.e. either 

o by implementing an escape corridor: The escape corridor should have a width of about 1 km 

and should be orientated in parallel to the main wind direction, i.e. northwest to southeast. A 
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corridor will allow birds to leave the wind farm area in a safe way and without larger efforts. 

This is particularly important in spring when birds face strong headwinds and have to struggle 

continuously to migrate further northwest. As gliding birds lose altitude, especially in a 

headwind situation, they are forced to gain height by circling and soaring in thermal uplifts. 

During soaring, which usually lasts several minutes but can take half an hour or more, birds 

drift with the wind to the southeast. This might be critical if birds drift to a row of operating 

turbines. Sometimes birds even give up struggling against the strong headwinds and go with 

the wind in south-eastern direction. In these situations an escape corridor is an effective 

measure to give birds an opportunity to escape the wind farm area. Zone I has an average 

width of 4.8 km and an average length of about 11.0 km. One escape corridor reaching from 

northwest to southeast should be implemented in the middle of Zone I. 

or, alternatively, 

o by establishing a shutdown programme (see above), if implementation of an escape corridor is 

not a favorable option for economic or other reasons. Applying a shutdown-on-demand 

programme is recommendable, if it was proved to be effective and operating sustainably, and 

if it was in accordance with the requirements of the Load Dispatch Center. 

- If implementation of an escape corridor through Zone I is intended, a concentration of migrating 

birds can be expected within the corridor area during spring (when birds face strong headwinds 

and are drifted with the wind to the southeast or when birds give up struggling against strong 

headwinds and go with the wind in south-eastern direction) and possibly during autumn, too. 

Hence, to reduce collision risk and barrier effect for migrating birds the corridor through Zone I has 

to be expanded in south-eastern direction through Zone II. If, alternatively, a shutdown 

programme will be applied for wind farms within Zone I (but no escape corridor), an escape 

corridor through Zone II is dispensable. It is known that barrier effect is higher at operating turbines 

than at non-operating turbines (e.g. WINKELMAN 1992).  

- Avoid wind turbines with a total tip height of more than about 120 m. 

- Avoid lighting of turbines. If lighting of turbines is absolutely required (to meet aviation 

requirements of the civil and military aviation authority), use the minimum number of intermittent 

flashing white lights of lowest effective intensity (DREWITT & LANGSTON 2006). 

- Paint turbine blades to increase blade visibility by using blades with black and white aviation 

markings (see also HODOS et al. 2003). 

- Avoid turbines with lattice towers in order to reduce suitable perching sites.  

- Avoid establishing areas that would attract migrating birds (waste dump, open water bodies, 

gardens or houses with vegetation). 

- Build the internal wind park grid by underground MT cables. If the use of overhead lines cannot be 

avoided (e.g. 220 kV OHL), such overhead lines should be designed according to the guidelines 
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“Protecting birds from power-lines, Nature and environment No. 140, Council of Europe 

Publishing”. Analogous measures should be applied at any substation to be built in that area. 

- The Red Sea coast is a unique site for bird migration and hence results from other studies cannot 

necessarily be transferred. Furthermore, bird-wind turbine interactions, especially collision risk and 

barrier effect, are poorly understood. Due to the lack of knowledge about behaviour of large 

soaring birds in the vicinity of wind turbines, the predicted impacts and their magnitude are 

subject to a certain degree of uncertainty. Consequently, apart from mitigation measures, a 

thorough post-construction monitoring programme should be implemented for at least the first 

two years during main migration periods (2.5 months in spring and 2.0 months in autumn) to 

assess whether impacts of wind farms in Zone I and Zone II remain at an acceptable level, or 

whether additional measures are necessary to minimize or eliminate unacceptable impacts. In 

doing so, cooperation with national and international environmental organizations is 

recommended. 

The main purposes of the post-constructing monitoring programme are: 

o Verification of the assumptions made within the impact assessment and determination of 

significant deviations from predicted impacts. 

o Testing the effectiveness of mitigation measures (e.g. painting blades, shutdown programme 

or usage of corridors by migrating birds). 

o Identification of possible critical wind turbines and definition of further operational mitigation 

measures.  

o Determination of the weight and significance of proposed impacts (especially collision rates). 

o Examination of the behaviour of migrating birds in the vicinity of the proposed wind farm and 

determination of species-specific avoidance responses.  

o Examination of conditions in which collisions occur and the cause-and-effect chain of collisions. 

Important references for an adequate monitoring programme can be found in NATIONAL WIND 

COORDINATING COMMITTEE (1999), DREWITT & LANGSTON (2006), BAND et al. (2007), BERGEN 2007, 

FOLLESTAD et al. 2007, MORRISON et al. (2007) or STRICKLAND et al. (2007). 
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7 Summary 
The New and Renewable Energy Authority (NREA) under the Ministry of Electricity and Energy has 

developed plans for several wind farms along the western bank of the Gulf of Suez. The Gulf of Suez, 

especially the area near Gabel el Zayt, is well known as a bottleneck for migrating birds. Large 

numbers of birds pass the area twice a year during spring and autumn migration. Hence, installing 

large wind farms at the Gulf of Suez may lead to significant impacts on migrating birds caused by 

collisions with turbines or — to a lower degree — by barrier effects. Since there is no comprehensive 

understanding on the amount and the spatial distribution of migratory activity at the Red Sea Coast 

between Zafarana and Ras Shukeir, an ornithological investigation was realized during spring and 

autumn 2010 by the Joint Venture Lahmeyer International GmbH & ecoda Environmental Expert 

Opinion. The ornithological investigation is part of the “Environmental Social and Impact Assessment 

(ESIA) for 1,000 MW Wind Farms at Gulf of Suez”. 

 

The area suggested for 1,000 MW wind farms (study area) is located about 12 km west of Ras Shukeir 

and has a size of about 200 km2. It has a length of about 22 km from northwest to southeast and an 

average width of about 9 km. To the west it is framed by the foothills of the Red Sea Mountains. 

 

The main purposes of the ornithological investigation are i) to collect baseline data on migrating birds 

(mainly soaring and gliding species migrating during the day), ii) to describe migration patterns of 

relevant species in a quantitative way, iii) to identify and assess possible impacts regarding 

development of wind power within the study area and finally iv) to recommend mitigation measures 

in order to minimize possible conflicts. 

 

In spring high numbers of large migrants passed trough the study area: During standardized field 

observations 177,516 birds from 28 relevant species were observed within 792 hours. The observed 

numbers of White stork constitute about 15 % of the total flyway population of this species. For five 

other species more than 5 %, and for seven other species more than 1 % of the total flyway 

population occurred within the study area (among these the globally endangered Egyptian vulture). 

The results clearly show that (at least parts of) the study area is of international importance for bird 

migration in spring. Despite the high number of migrants, during some periods there seemed to be no 

or only a low migratory activity of relevant species, indicating that migration within the concessionary 

area was i) distributed irregularly over time, and ii) dominated by large flocks. As a consequence, 

migratory activity showed a high variation at every as well as between different observation sites. 

In contrast, in autumn migratory activity was much lower. A total of 25,942 migrants were recorded 

during 803 hours of observation. Note that only six flocks (of White storks and White pelicans) 

constitute more than 70 % of all recorded birds. Hence, over long periods of the investigation in 
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autumn, practically no bird migration was observed. To conclude, due to the very low migratory 

activity the study area is not believed to be of international importance for bird migration in autumn. 

 

In spring, relevant numbers of the recorded birds migrated at altitudes below 200 m and hence might 

come into the critical zone of the area swept by rotors when wind farms will be established. Because 

of the high migratory activity (at least in particular parts of the study area) and the critical 

conservational status of some species, we cannot generally exclude collision rates leading to 

additional mortality, which in turn might cause significant population effects for some species (e.g. 

Egyptian vulture, White stork or White pelican). Currently it is not possible to give reliable quantitative 

estimates on the weight of species-specific collisions at a wind farm within the study area. Hence, 

bearing in mind the uncertainty of predictions, establishing wind farms in the entire study area will 

entail a noticeable risk potential for bird migration in spring.  

In contrast, it seems unlikely that barrier effects caused by avoidance behaviour might produce 

significant effects on populations, although it is currently impossible to estimate the degree of 

additional energy expenditure. Furthermore, cumulative effects which might result from the 

installation of several wind farms at the Gulf of Suez should be taken into consideration. 

 

In accord with the importance of the area for spring migration (focusing on migration at lower 

altitudes) and hence according to the strength of expected environmental impact, the study area can 

be subdivided into the three following zones: 

Zone I covers an area of about 53 km2 and encompasses the north-western part of the study area 

where migratory activity at altitudes below 200 m was lowest in spring 2010. A relevant collision risk 

for migrating birds in spring is not expected at wind farms in Zone I if technical avoidance and 

mitigation measures to the best standard practice are maintained. 

Zone II consists of parts of the study area in the northeast, in the middle and in the southwest and has 

a size of about 67 km2. Considering the huge numbers of birds migrating at altitudes below 200 m, it 

cannot be excluded that collision risk at wind farms in Zone II will pose a significant threat for 

migrating birds. However, collision risk is restricted to turbines under operation during a rather short 

period of the year (March to mid May) and to a certain time of day. If turbines do not operate during 

periods of highest migration, collision risk for migrating birds is minimized. Thus, construction of wind 

farms within Zone II is recommendable if an effective shutdown programme is developed and 

established. 

Zone III consists of the eastern and south-eastern parts of the study area and has a size of about 

88 km2. The results of the investigation clearly show that Zone III is of extreme significance for bird 

migration in spring. Consequently, collision rates leading to additional mortality potentially causing 

significant population effects for some species cannot be excluded when building wind farms in 
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Zone III. The expected impact of wind farms is therefore unacceptable and hence the construction of 

wind farms has to be strictly banned within Zone III. 

 

Finally, implementation of post-construction monitoring programmes for wind farms in Zone I and 

Zone II is crucial to assess whether impacts of wind farms remain at an acceptable level or additional 

measures are necessary to minimize or eliminate unacceptable impacts. Moreover, another purpose 

of post-construction monitoring programmes is to test the effectiveness of established shutdown 

programme and to ensure that this programme meets its goals. 
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I Relevant species, which are known to migrate along the Red Sea coast 

 

IIa Explanation of the different Categories of “The IUCN Red List of Threatened Species” 

 

IIb Explanation of different categories of conservation status of all wild birds in Europe 

 

III Total number of birds / recordings (rec.) observed (overall migration), observed within the study 
area and observed within distances of 2.5 km to an observation site (obs. site) in spring 2010 

 
IV Total number of birds / recordings (rec.) migrating within distances of 2.5 km to an observation 

site in spring 2010 (without “area-correction” factor for site E) 

 
V Total number of birds / recordings (rec.) migrating within distances of 2.5 km to an observation 

site And at altitudes below 200 m in spring 2010 (without “area-correction” factor for site E) 

 
VI Total number of birds / recordings (rec.) observed (overall migration), observed within the study 

area and observed within distances of 2.5 km to an observation site (obs. site) in autumn 2010 

 
VII Total number of birds / recordings (rec.) migrating within distances of 2.5 km to an observation 

site in autumn 2010 (without “area-correction” factor for site E) 

 
VIII Total number of birds / recordings (rec.) migrating within distances of 2.5 km to an observation 

site And at altitudes below 200 m in autumn 2010 (without “area-correction” factor for site E) 

 
 

IXa Figures 3.1 – 3.10 (spring 2010) 

 

IXb Figures 3.11 – 3.14 (autumn 2010) 

 

IXc Figures 4.7 & 4.9 (assessment of the importance of the study area) 

 



 

 

I Relevant species, which are known to migrate along the Red Sea coast 

no. trivial name scientific name IUCN-Red List SPEC

1 Levant sparrowhawk Accipiter brevipes Least Concern 2

2 Sparrowhawk Accipiter nisus Least Concern Non-SPEC

3 Spotted eagle Aquila clanga Vulnerable 1

4 Eastern imperial eagle Aquila heliaca Vulnerable 1

5 Steppe eagle Aquila nipalensis Least Concern 3

6 Lesser spotted eagle Aquila pomarina Least Concern 2

7 Grey heron Ardea cinerea Least Concern Non-SPEC

8 Purple heron Ardea purpurea Least Concern 3

9 Squacco heron Ardeola ralloides Least Concern 3

10 Cattle egret Bubulcus ibis Least Concern Non-SPEC

11 Steppe eagle Buteo buteo vulpinus Least Concern Non-SPEC

12 Long-legged buzzard Buteo rufinus Least Concern 3

13 White stork Ciconia ciconia Least Concern 2

14 Black stork Ciconia nigra Least Concern 2

15 Short-toed eagle Circaetus gallicus Least Concern 3

16 Marsh harrier Circus aeruginosus Least Concern Non-SPEC

17 Pallid harrier Circus macrourus Near Threatened 1

18 Montagu's harrier Circus pygargus Least Concern non SPECE

19 Western reef heron Egretta gularis Least Concern not evaluated

20 Lanner falcon Falco biarmicus Least Concern 3

21 Lesser kestrel Falco naumanni Vulnerable 1

22 Peregrine Falco peregrinus Least Concern Non-SPEC

23 Barbary falcon Falco pelegrinoides Least Concern Non-SPEC

24 Hobby Falco subbuteo Least Concern Non-SPEC

25 Kestrel Falco tinnunculus Least Concern 3

26 Red-footed falcon Falco vespertinus Near Threatened 3

27 Common crane Grus grus Least Concern 2

28 Griffon vulture Gyps fulvus Least Concern Non-SPEC

29 Booted eagle Hieraaetus pennatus Least Concern 3

30 Bee-eater Merops apiaster Least Concern 3

31 Blue-cheeked bee-eater Merops persicus Least Concern Non-SPEC

32 Black kite Milvus migrans Least Concern 3

33 Egyptian vulture Neophron percnopterus Endangered 3

34 Night heron Nycticorax nycticorax Least Concern 3

35 Osprey Pandion haliaetus Least Concern 3

36 White pelican Pelecanus onocrotalus Least Concern 3

37 Honey buzzard Pernis apivorus Least Concern non SPECE

38 Flamingo Phoenicopterus ruber Least Concern not evaluated

39 Spoonbill Platalea leucorodia Least Concern 2

40 Glossy ibis Plegadis falcinellus Least Concern 3  



 

 

IIa Explanation of different categories of “The IUCN Red List of Threatened Species” 

 (International Union for the Conservation of Nature and Natural Resources) 

 http://www.iucnredlist.org/) 

 

ENDANGERED (EN) 
A species is Endangered when the best available evidence indicates that it meets any of the criteria A 
to E for Endangered, and it is therefore considered to be facing a very high risk of extinction in the 
wild. 
 
VULNERABLE (VU) 
A species is Vulnerable when the best available evidence indicates that it meets any of the criteria A 
to E for Vulnerable, and it is therefore considered to be facing a high risk of extinction in the wild. 
 
NEAR THREATENED (NT) 
A species is Near Threatened when it has been evaluated against the criteria but does not qualify for 
Critically Endangered, Endangered or Vulnerable now, but is close to qualifying for or is likely to qualify 
for a threatened category in the near future. 
 
LEAST CONCERN (LC) 
A species is Least Concern when it has been evaluated against the criteria and does not qualify for 
Critically Endangered, Endangered, Vulnerable or Near Threatened. Widespread and abundant species 
are included in this category. 
 
 
IIb Explanation of different categories of conservation status of all wild birds in Europe 

 (BirdLife International) 

 http://www.birdlife.org/action/science/species/birds_in_europe/index.html 

 

SPEC 1 

European species of global conservation concern 

 

SPEC 2 

Unfavourable conservation status in Europe, concentrated in Europe 

 

SPEC 3 

Unfavourable conservation status in Europe, not concentrated in Europe 

 

NON-SPECE 

Favourable conservation status in Europe, concentrated in Europe 

 

NON-SPEC 

Favourable conservation status in Europe, not concentrated in Europe 

 

 



 

 

III Total number of birds / recordings (rec.) observed (overall migration), observed within the study 
area and observed within distances of 2.5 km to an observation site (obs. site) in spring 2010 

birds rec. birds rec. birds rec.

1 Accipiter brevipes 8846 35 5626 28 5626 28

2 Accipiter nisus 126 97 118 91 129 101

Accipiter spec. 13 11 13 11 12 10

3 Aquila clanga 18 17 17 16 19 18

4 Aquila heliaca 73 31 73 31 40 34

5 Aquila nipalensis 2864 792 2753 739 2991 860

6 Aquila pennata 195 167 189 166 211 183

7 Aquila pomarina 579 215 568 208 682 250

Aquila spec. 801 306 663 251 628 234

8 Buteo rufinus 133 86 129 82 129 82

9 Buteo b. vulpinus 69954 2279 66797 2163 70326 2560

Buteo spec. 7 6 6 5 5 4

10 Ciconia ciconia 98938 183 67405 141 57491 138

11 Ciconia nigra 664 105 625 98 597 96

Ciconia / Pelecanus 300 1 0 0

12 Circaetus gallicus 412 315 396 303 436 339

13 Circus aeruginosus 39 35 35 33 34 32

14 Circus macrourus 3 3 3 3 3 3

15 Circus pygargus 8 8 8 8 8 8

Circus spec. 3 3 3 3 2 2

16 Falco columbarius 1 1 1 1 1 1

17 Falco naumanni 8 8 8 8 8 7

18 Falco peregrinus 20 15 20 15 10 8

19 Falco subbuteo 2 1 0 0

20 Falco tinnunculus 18 18 18 18 18 18

Falco tinnunculus/naumanni 5 5 5 5 5 5

Falco spec. 8 8 7 7 7 7

21 Grus grus 1628 23 593 16 543 15

22 Gyps fulvus 3 3 3 3 3 3

23 Merops apiaster 1046 72 986 70 1058 74

24 Milvus migrans 2278 738 2208 710 2277 772

25 Neophron percnopterus 154 110 142 104 153 113

26 Pandion haliaetus 19 18 17 16 17 16

27 Pelecanus onocrotalus 7080 34 4427 25 2275 17

28 Pernis apivorus 22265 440 21564 421 22105 474

undetermined raptor 3591 174 2090 133 1069 95

total number 222102 6363 177516 5932 168918 6607

obs. site
no. species

overall migration within study area

 
 



 

 

IV Total number of birds / recordings (rec.) migrating within distances of 2.5 km to an observation site in spring 2010 (without “area-correction” factor for site E) 

no. species
birds rec. birds rec. birds rec. birds rec. birds rec. birds rec. birds rec. birds rec.

1 Accipiter brevipes 0 0 165 5 250 1 1154 4 542 12 1 1 10 1 3504 4
2 Accipiter nisus 24 21 3 3 15 13 16 14 22 17 24 16 13 8 12 9

Accipiter spec. 0 0 0 0 4 3 0 0 3 3 0 0 5 4 0 0
3 Aquila clanga 2 2 2 2 3 3 1 1 3 3 4 4 3 2 1 1
4 Aquila heliaca 3 3 2 2 4 4 1 1 3 3 8 8 12 7 7 6
5 Aquila nipalensis 410 128 202 101 293 101 594 110 330 108 503 131 257 94 402 87
6 Aquila pennata 49 42 16 15 32 23 11 11 28 27 40 32 16 16 19 17
7 Aquila pomarina 75 34 136 37 28 15 27 17 130 47 216 61 46 21 24 18

Aquila spec. 47 32 66 31 70 17 50 19 62 31 96 50 90 34 147 20
8 Buteo rufinus 25 25 11 8 10 10 6 6 52 10 9 7 10 10 6 6
9 Buteo b. vulpinus 15315 422 5374 336 9792 298 11760 239 7266 370 8899 342 3861 299 8059 254

Buteo spec. 0 0 0 0 0 0 4 3 0 0 0 0 1 1 0 0
10 Ciconia ciconia 798 10 994 11 5126 17 14010 11 4748 19 6240 21 13991 25 11584 24
11 Ciconia nigra 29 4 31 6 104 22 28 13 63 9 94 17 81 12 167 13
12 Circaetus gallicus 47 40 64 52 52 41 61 46 51 45 86 57 43 29 32 29
13 Circus aeruginosus 3 3 1 1 5 4 4 3 9 9 8 8 1 1 3 3
14 Circus macrourus 1 1 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 1
15 Circus pygargus 1 1 1 1 2 2 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 2 2

Circus spec. 0 0 0 0 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 1
16 Falco columbarius 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 1
17 Falco naumanni 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 0 0 0 0 6 5
18 Falco peregrinus 0 0 0 0 7 5 0 0 0 0 2 2 1 1 0 0
19 Falco tinnunculus 1 1 2 2 1 1 2 2 3 3 4 4 1 1 4 4

Falco tinnunculus/naumanni 0 0 0 0 1 1 0 0 1 1 2 2 1 1 0 0
Falco spec. 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 3 3 0 0 0 0

20 Grus grus 8 1 200 1 110 1 0 0 0 0 110 4 0 0 115 8
21 Gyps fulvus 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 0 0 2 2 0 0 0 0
22 Merops apiaster 138 7 125 10 63 4 77 13 83 9 329 18 61 4 182 9
23 Milvus migrans 399 117 117 71 239 101 389 81 347 116 434 133 128 63 224 90
24 Neophron percnopterus 14 13 13 10 31 18 24 17 22 14 20 16 11 8 18 17
25 Pandion haliaetus 1 1 2 2 3 3 4 3 4 4 1 1 0 0 2 2
26 Pelecanus onocrotalus 0 0 367 2 305 2 0 0 150 1 410 4 763 4 280 4
27 Pernis apivorus 713 55 592 24 4063 76 2088 37 7486 124 2227 38 1381 55 3555 65

undetermined raptor 12 8 141 11 562 21 5 5 10 4 88 17 232 18 19 11
total number 18117 973 8629 746 21177 809 30317 657 21420 991 19861 1000 21020 720 28377 711
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V Total number of birds / recordings (rec.) migrating within distances of 2.5 km to an observation site and at altitudes below 200 m in spring 2010 
 (without “area-correction” factor for site E) 

no. species
birds rec. birds rec. birds rec. birds rec. birds rec. birds rec. birds rec. birds rec.

1 Accipiter brevipes 0 0 164 4 0 0 154 3 445 7 1 1 0 0 2004 3
2 Accipiter nisus 11 10 2 2 7 6 14 12 14 10 21 13 8 7 12 9

Accipiter spec. 0 0 0 0 1 1 0 0 3 3 0 0 2 2 0 0
3 Aquila clanga 2 2 2 2 2 2 1 1 0 0 3 3 3 2 1 1
4 Aquila heliaca 2 2 1 1 2 2 0 0 0 0 3 3 5 5 5 4
5 Aquila nipalensis 105 71 112 67 153 73 90 56 107 59 194 64 204 75 115 42
6 Aquila pennata 32 26 7 7 23 18 10 10 13 13 27 22 10 10 14 12
7 Aquila pomarina 18 11 55 19 5 4 21 14 40 22 53 27 34 15 19 14

Aquila spec. 32 22 24 15 55 12 19 11 17 11 25 17 14 10 6 3
8 Buteo rufinus 20 20 9 6 8 8 3 3 9 8 7 5 9 9 6 6
9 Buteo b. vulpinus 9388 297 2450 273 2974 245 1284 176 2953 282 3464 242 2500 235 1664 184

Buteo spec. 0 0 0 0 0 0 2 1 0 0 0 0 1 1 0 0
10 Ciconia ciconia 641 5 641 8 4944 11 7694 7 1963 17 4196 9 11654 18 9125 18
11 Ciconia nigra 3 3 28 4 93 15 14 4 11 3 52 9 49 8 160 11
12 Circaetus gallicus 35 28 51 40 44 33 33 29 29 26 63 39 35 24 22 21
13 Circus aeruginosus 3 3 0 0 4 3 4 3 8 8 8 8 1 1 3 3
14 Circus macrourus 1 1 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 1
15 Circus pygargus 1 1 1 1 2 2 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 2 2

Circus spec. 0 0 0 0 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 1
16 Falco naumanni 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 0 0 0 0 6 5
17 Falco peregrinus 0 0 0 0 7 5 0 0 0 0 2 2 1 1
18 Falco tinnunculus 1 0 1 1 1 1 2 2 2 2 3 3 1 1 4 4

Falco tinnunculus/naumanni 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 2 2 1 1
Falco spec. 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 0 0 0 0

19 Grus grus 0 0 200 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 108 3 0 0 65 7
20 Merops apiaster 138 7 125 10 62 3 77 13 98 10 284 17 61 4 182 9
21 Milvus migrans 284 75 91 56 188 85 110 56 138 72 158 68 86 48 149 64
22 Neophron percnopterus 7 6 6 5 25 15 10 10 16 9 6 6 11 8 13 12
23 Pandion haliaetus 0 0 0 0 2 2 4 3 2 2 1 1 0 0 1 1
24 Pelecanus onocrotalus 0 0 367 2 0 0 0 0 70 1 398 3 400 1 270 3
25 Pernis apivorus 413 36 522 15 742 36 1240 30 5447 88 2009 31 485 35 2507 49

undetermined raptor 7 5 130 6 273 12 3 3 9 3 10 8 109 8 16 9
total number 11145 632 4991 547 9619 596 10789 447 11397 659 11099 607 15685 530 16373 498
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VI Total number of birds / recordings (rec.) observed (overall migration), observed within the study 
area and observed within distances of 2.5 km to an observation site (obs. site) in autumn 2010 

birds rec. birds rec. birds rec.

1 Accipiter brevipes 19 4 19 4 19 4

2 Accipiter nisus 2 2 2 2 2 2

Accipiter spec. 2 1 2 1 2 1

3 Aquila clanga 1 1 0 0 0 0

4 Aquila pomarina 2 2 2 2 2 2

Aquila spec. 3 3 1 1 0 0

5 Buteo rufinus 4 4 4 4 4 4

6 Buteo b. vulpinus 11 9 11 9 11 9

Buteo spec. 4 3 3 2 1 1

7 Ciconia ciconia 24239 25 14034 17 13020 13

8 Ciconia nigra 52 6 52 6 52 6

9 Circaetus gallicus 4 3 3 2 3 2

10 Circus aeruginosus 134 100 105 82 98 76

11 Circus macrourus 47 43 46 42 44 41

12 Circus pygargus 44 38 40 34 38 33

Circus pygargus/macrourus 43 39 33 31 29 29

Circus spec. 13 13 8 8 7 7

13 Falco naumanni 32 15 32 15 31 14

14 Falco subbuteo 4 4 4 4 4 4

15 Falco tinnunculus 13 11 8 7 8 7

Falco tinnunculus/naumanni 20 18 15 14 12 11

16 Falco vespertinus 13 7 12 6 12 6

Falco spec. 13 10 13 10 13 10

17 Gyps fulvus 1 1 0 0 0 0

18 Hieraaetus pennatus 3 3 3 3 3 3

19 Merops apiaster 110 2 110 2 110 2

20 Milvus migrans 71 25 53 20 53 20

21 Neophron percnopterus 8 3 8 3 7 2

22 Pandion haliaetus 2 2 1 1 1 1

23 Pelecanus onocrotalus 9282 19 8252 17 1661 11

24 Pernis apivorus 3641 280 3028 232 2317 184

undetermined raptor 54 27 38 16 29 13

total number 37891 723 25942 597 17593 518

obs. site
no. species

overall migration within study area

 



 

 

VII Total number of birds / recordings (rec.) migrating within distances of 2.5 km to an observation site in autumn 2010 (without “area-correction” factor for site E) 

no. species
birds rec. birds rec. birds rec. birds rec. birds rec. birds rec. birds rec. birds rec.

1 Accipiter brevipes 2 1 13 2 4 1
2 Accipiter nisus 1 1 1 1

Accipiter spec. 2 1
3 Aquila pennata 1 1 1 1 1 1
4 Aquila pomarina 1 1 1 1
5 Buteo rufinus 1 1 1 1 2 2
6 Buteo b. vulpinus 1 1 7 5 1 1 1 1 1 1

Buteo spec. 1 1
7 Ciconia ciconia 250 1 2538 2 7 2 11 2 10214 7
8 Ciconia nigra 19 3 18 1 15 2
9 Circaetus gallicus 2 1 1 1

10 Circus aeruginosus 5 5 20 14 6 6 9 9 7 6 19 10 11 9 21 17
11 Circus macrourus 3 3 8 7 6 6 4 4 11 9 2 2 2 2 8 8
12 Circus pygargus 3 3 2 2 7 6 4 3 8 6 2 2 6 5 6 6

Circus pygargus/macrourus 2 2 4 4 3 3 4 4 1 1 4 4 8 8
Circus spec. 3 3 3 3 1 1 1 1 2 2

13 Falco naumanni 1 1 3 2 22 8 6 4
14 Falco subbuteo 2 2 2 2
15 Falco tinnunculus 1 1 1 1 4 3 2 2

Falco tinnunculus/naumanni 1 1 1 1 2 2 4 4 3 2 1 1
16 Falco vespertinus 1 1 9 3 1 1 1 1

Falco spec. 3 3 6 4 3 2 1 1
17 Merops apiaster 60 1 50 1
18 Milvus migrans 2 2 4 4 34 4 2 2 5 4 4 3 2 1
19 Neophron percnopterus 6 1 1 1
20 Pandion haliaetus 1 1
21 Pelecanus onocrotalus 276 1 120 1 251 2 223 2 510 2 60 1 221 2
22 Pernis apivorus 269 25 74 23 746 45 141 31 126 7 156 14 599 18 206 21

undetermined raptor 2 2 4 2 1 1 15 1 2 2 2 1 2 2
total number 567 48 305 68 1287 81 2865 88 423 47 725 52 725 54 10696 80
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VIII Total number of birds / recordings (rec.) migrating within distances of 2.5 km to an observation site and at altitudes below 200 m in autumn 2010 
 (without “area-correction” factor for site E) 

no. species
birds rec. birds rec. birds rec. birds rec. birds rec. birds rec. birds rec. birds rec.

1 Accipiter brevipes 2 1 8 1
2 Accipiter nisus 1 1 1 1
3 Aquila pomarina 1 1 1 1
4 Buteo rufinus 1 1 1 1
5 Buteo b. vulpinus 1 1 2 2 1 1 1 1
6 Ciconia ciconia 38 1 7 2 7760 4
7 Ciconia nigra 13 2 12 1
8 Circaetus gallicus 1 1
9 Circus aeruginosus 5 5 19 13 5 5 9 9 7 6 18 9 11 9 17 13

10 Circus macrourus 3 3 8 7 5 5 4 4 10 8 1 1 2 2 8 8
11 Circus pygargus 3 3 2 2 7 6 4 3 8 6 2 2 6 5 6 6

Circus pygargus/macrourus 2 2 1 1 4 4 3 3 3 3 1 1 4 4 6 6
Circus spec. 3 3 1 1 1 1 1 1

12 Falco naumanni 1 1 3 2 22 8 6 4
13 Falco subbuteo 2 2 2 2
14 Falco tinnunculus 1 1 1 1 4 3
15 Falco vespertinus 1 1 9 3 1 1 1 1

Falco tinn./nau. 1 1 1 1 2 2 2 2 2 1 1 1
Falco spec. 3 3 6 4 3 2 4 4 1 1

16 Merops apiaster 60 1 50 1
17 Milvus migrans 2 2 4 4 2 2 2 2 5 4 3 2 2 1
18 Pelecanus onocrotalus 276 1 251 2 223 2 500 1 21 1
19 Pernis apivorus 185 17 28 16 278 34 90 26 17 4 81 9 112 11 23 6

undetermined raptor 2 2 3 2 1 1 2 2 2 1 2 2
total number 482 39 135 56 563 65 266 75 279 40 630 41 156 39 7848 50

E F G HA B C D

 



 Annex IXa: Figures (spring 2010)  I  ecoda 
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Figure 3.1: Relative frequency of all birds (above) / recordings (below) migrating at distances below 

2.5 km to an observation site in consideration of flock size (without “area-correction” – 
factor for site E) 
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Figure 3.2: Relative frequency of birds / recordings migrating at distances up to 2.5 km from an 

observation site in different weeks of observation (1st week: 2nd to 7th of March 2010; 24 
observation units within each week, except for 1st week with 20 observation units) 
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Figure 3.3: Migration rate at distances of up to 2.5 km from an observation site within different periods 

of the day (birds (168918): left / recordings (6607): right) 
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Figure 3.4: Relative frequency of all species, White stork, Steppe buzzard, Honey buzzard, Levant 

sparrowhawk and Eagles migrating at different flight altitudes at distances of up to 2.5 km 
from an observation site 
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Figure 3.5: Relative frequency of birds (grey) / recordings (white) migrating with different flight 

directions at distances of up to 2.5 km from an observation site 
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Figure 3.6: Number of observation units with high, medium and low migratory activity in relation to 

wind speed and wind direction 
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Figure 3.7: Total number of birds (above) / recordings (below) recorded at distances of up to 2.5 km to 

each observation site (in 99 hours of observations; without “area-correction” – factor for site 
E) 
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Figure 3.8: Relative frequency of different species (birds: above; recordings: below) migrating at 
distances of up to 2.5 km to an observation site and at altitudes below 200 m 
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Figure 3.9: Total number of birds (above) / recordings (below) migrating at distances of up to 2.5 km 

to each observation site and at altitudes below 200 m (in 99 hours of observations; without 
“area-correction” – factor for site E) 
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Figure 3.10: Total number of birds (above) / recordings (below) – without Steppe buzzard - migrating at 

distances of up to 2.5 km to each observation site and at altitudes below 200 m (in 99 
hours of observations; without “area-correction” – factor for site E) 
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Figure 3.11: Relative frequency of birds / recordings migrating at distances of up to 2.5 km from an 

observation site in different weeks of observation (1st week: 10th to 15th of August 2010; 
numbers of observation units are given in brackets) 
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Figure 3.12: Relative frequency of all species, White stork, White pelicans, Honey buzzard and Harriers 

migrating at different flight altitudes at distances of up to 2.5 km from an observation site 
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Figure 3.13: Total number of birds (above) / recordings (below) migrating at distances of up to 2.5 km 

to each observation site (in 99 hours of observations; without “area-correction” – factor for 
site E) 
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Figure 3.14: Total number of birds (above) / recordings (below) migrating at distances of up to 2.5 km 

to each observation site and below 200 m (in 99 hours of observations; without “area-
correction” – factor for site E) 
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Figure 4.1: Comparison of the relative frequency of the most abundant species in the recent study 

conducted at the Gulf of Suez (spring 2010) and in previous studies conducted at the Gulf of 
el Zayt (BERGEN 2007: spring 2002; BERGEN 2009: spring 2009) 
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Figure 4.6: Total numbers of recorded birds migrating at distances of up to 2.5 km to each observation 
site at altitudes below 200 m in spring 2010 (study area) and in spring 2009 (Wadi Dara 
area: sites M09 to S10) 
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Figure 4.8: Total numbers of recorded birds migrating at distances of up to 2.5 km to each observation 
site at altitudes below 200 m in autumn 2010 (study area) and in autumn 2008 (Wadi Dara 
area: sites M09 to S10) 
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1 Executive Summary 

The Government of Egypt (GoE) has allocated 200 km² of land at the Gulf of Suez near 
to Ras Gharib that shall be used for wind power development for up to 1000 MW. The 
project development is coordinated by NREA. The northern part of the area shall be 
used for the 250 MW BOO project. Further projects with a total installed capacity of 535 
MW are in the pipeline. Currently an Environmental and Social Impact Assessment is 
carried out with the objective to satisfy the requirements for all individual projects. Ma-
jor elements of the assessment are field surveys such as ornithological field monitoring 
over a spring and an autumn migration period, a representative survey on flora and 
fauna (others than avifauna) and a site reconnaissance survey.  

The project design document considers the results of the reconnaissance survey only. 
The other surveys shall be concluded with the ornithological survey in autumn by end 
of 2010. Accordingly, the project design document does not yet consider ornithological 
restrictions. It needs to be emphasized that the ornithological spring surveys showed 
significant bird movement which will necessarily lead to restriction in wind power utilisa-
tion not yet shown in the design document. 

As the individual projects are likely to be financed by International Financing Institutes 
the fulfilment of the Equator Principles shall be warranted. This document shows a 
typical wind farm configuration that shall be used for public disclosure of project plan-
ning, i.e. early stakeholder participation. The configuration considers restrictions identi-
fied during the reconnaissance survey such as 

 Major Wadis that should not be used for siting of wind turbines, 

 Geomorphologic constraints such as mountainous or escarpment areas, 

 Bedouin family settlement with small palm tree garden, 

 Existing infrastructure such as roads, electrical cable and water pipeline corri-
dors and well pumps. 

The wind farm layout shows typical wind farm configurations including buffer areas bet-
ween wind parks for energy recovery. The access to the wind parks would be from the 
coastal Hurghada – Suez road via existing roads of the oil companies GPC (in the 
northern part) and Jiapco (in the south of the area). A 220 kV substation shall be 
erected centrally. From there a 220 kV transmission line shall evacuate the electricity to 
a 220/500 kV substation to be located near to Ras Gharib.  

Operation and Maintenance of the wind parks shall be done  

 Through central wind park server rooms for non continues use, 

 Through local storage facilities in the area, e.g. next to the Hurghada - Suez 
Road in the reach of water and electricity (Outskirts of Ras Gharib), 

 Office facilities and accommodation of personnel in Ras Gharib. 

 

2 Purpose 

The purpose of this “Project Design Document” is to show the typical wind park ar-
rangements in the 200 km² development areas together with the related infrastructure 



 

 

and external access routes. The objective is to satisfy the ESIA requirements for all 
individual projects within the area so that ideally no additional ESIA will be required by 
the individual investors. Accordingly the wind power development in that area shall be 
done as realistic as it is possible at this stage of project development. This project de-
sign document shall be disclosed to the Public to allow early stakeholder participation 
and comments. It considers the findings as to date. Likely further restrictions will result 
from the ornithological surveys. Moreover, the comments and concerns of stakeholders 
will have to be considered in the final planning.  

 

3 Introduction 

The Government of Egypt (GoE) has allocated 200 km² of land at the Gulf of Suez near 
to Ras Gharib that shall be used for wind power development for up to 1000 MW. The 
project development is coordinated by NREA. The northern part of the area shall be 
used for the 250 MW BOO project. Further projects with a total installed capacity of 535 
MW are in the pipeline. Currently an Environmental and Social Impact Assessment is 
carried out with the objective to satisfy the requirements for all individual projects. This 
document shall serve for early information and early participation of the public and 
other stakeholders to allow integration of concerns and comments in an early planning 
stage. 

 

4 Description of the Project and typical Layout 

4.1 Wind Power Development in the 200 km² area 

For the development of up to 1000 MW  of wind power by different investors the GoE 
has allocated an area of 200 km². The area is located at the Gulf of Suez about 20 km 
in the South-West of Ras Gharib. The approximate location is shown in Figure 1.  

The access to the area is via the Hurghada – Suez road and from there by use of exist-
ing petroleum company roads such as GPC from the East and a JIAPCO controlled 
road in the South. The 200 km² area and the intended access roads and 220 kV trans-
mission line are shown on Figure 2. 

The clustering of the 200 km² area corresponds to the present ideas of NREA in land 
utilisation. The Northern Area is assigned to the 250 MW BOO project and the South-
ern area to MASDAR. 

 



 

 

 
Figure 1: Location of the ESIA Area 

The boundary coordinates are as follows: 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

Border Co-
ordinates 

GEOGRAPHICAL COORDINATES (DATUM: 
WGS 1984) 

23  28°11'8.34"N  32°56'45.77"E 

A6-3  28°12'55.38"N  33° 6'32.66"E 

21  28° 5'27.50"N  33° 9'14.00"E 

20  28° 7'28.50"N  33° 8'13.50"E 

17  28°12'36.40"N  33° 6'29.86"E 

22  28° 3'25.43"N  33° 5'4.02"E 

19  28° 9'59.00"N  33° 6'8.50"E 

4 BOO  28°10'37.56"N  33° 2'2.88"E 

18  28°10'40.96"N  33° 8'6.67"E 

X2  28°15'10.88"N  32°59'28.54"E 

X3  28°11'53.33"N  32°55'45.54"E 

200 km² ESIA Area 



 

 

 
Figure 2: General Overview  



 

 

4.2 Project Layout  
The design lifetime of wind power plants is 20 years. Wind Power would typically be 
developed in rows perpendicular to the main wind direction in south-west to north-east 
direction at distances of about 10 to 12 times the rotor diameter, i.e. in case of larger 
wind turbines about 1000m. The distance within the rows is about 3.5 to 4 rotor diame-
ters, i.e. 200 to 300 m. Further typical features of such a project within the project area 
are 
 the wind turbine foundations of about 2 to 3 m depth and a surface of up to 15 x 15 

m² in case of a large turbine (2 to 2.5 MW).  
 tubular towers with diameters of up to 4.5 m at the footing and maximum blade tip 

heights of a maximum of 120 m above ground as per approval by military.  
 depending on the type of selected wind turbine transformer stations may be con-

tained inside the wind turbine towers or a small transformer compact station might 
be placed next to each turbine. The housing of such compact station would be not 
more than 2 m x 6 m. 

 power cable trenches attached along the rows near to turbines, having a depth of 
about 1 to 1.5 m and a width of not more than 2.5 m. Inside the trenches plastic 
pipes with diameter of 5 cm for the control cables will be placed on top of the power 
cables.  

 For each wind park a switchgear station container for electrical protection near to 
the 220 kV substation with dimensions in the order of 10 x 3 m.  

 a central substation of 22/220 kV with an area requirement of about 150 to 350 m, 
assuming that it shall serve all wind parks within the 200 km² area.  

 For each wind park a central wind park server room being a prefabricated container 
of about 3 x 5 m. 

 wind park internal earth roads of 5 m width and erection platforms in the order of 25 
x 40 m at each wind turbine, depending on the size of the wind turbine. Due to both, 
the nature of the project and the hyper-arid climate, there is no need for surface 
drainage.  

Outside the project area the following measures have to be taken: 
 Construction of a 220 kV transmission line towards Ras Gharib, where a 220/500 

kV Substation is planned, 
 Reinforcement of existing access roads of the petroleum companies as indicated in 

Figure 2. 
 Erection of service facilities in the outskirts of Ras Gharib such as spare part store, 

office for O&M personnel and accommodation. These facilities shall have access to 
the Ras Gharib water and waste water schemes. They are subject to building per-
mission of Ras Gharib Municipality. 

 
The wind park design will exclude Wadis and steep mountainous areas. A typical wind 
park layout is shown in Figure 3. A visualisation of the wind park with 2 MW wind tur-
bines from the temporary GPC offices is shown as Figure 4. 
 



 

 

 

Figure 3: Typical Wind Park Layouts 

 



 

 

 

Figure 4: Visualisation from temporary GPC Offices 

 

 

4.3 Measures during the Construction Phase 
Typical works to be carried out for wind power projects are limited to: 

 Earth works: Excavation, backfilling and compaction works for road and plat-
form construction as well as for foundation pits and trenches. Typical equipment 
used on the construction site are excavators, front-loaders, graders and com-
pactors. No material will be taken from or to the area. 

 Concrete works for foundations. As no water will be available at the site it is ex-
pected that ready mix concrete will be used. Otherwise aggregates and water 
will have to be brought to the site for concrete making in Contractor’s batching 
plant. 

 Wind turbine installation works using large mobile lifting capacities.  
 
The erection works of the wind turbines are usually carried out by the wind turbine sup-
plier with a team of own technicians, but supported by workers hired in the region. Civil 
works will probably be carried out by local companies.   
 
For each Wind Park construction a temporary construction yard (for storage of materi-
als and servicing of machinery) and a temporary office will be erected at a central place 
within the site. Such temporary facilities comprise of 4 to 6 rooms with simple sanitary 
facilities. Water supply would be via tankers. Electricity would be generated by a small 
mobile generator. Such office building would be for about 20 persons, who, however, 
spend much time at the construction sites. Proper non-hazardous solid waste man-



 

 

agement during the construction phase will be the responsibility of the contractor, who 
shall minimise origin of waste and collect the waste from the site and dispose it of in a 
regular way.  Minor quantities of hazardous waste such as used oil and grease shall be 
collected and recycled, as it is usually done because of it’s value. 
Construction measures would be supervised by engineers. Moreover, usually interna-
tional Consultants would be employed for assistance. This supervision includes the 
assurance of Contractor’s proper waste management and the proper land reclamation 
at the end of construction measures. The works and the site personnel shall be super-
vised by a health and safety engineer, who shall be assigned by the Contractor. 

Associated works outside the “European Area” would be  
o Contractors service installations: structural civil (house building) 

works in the outskirts of Ras Gharib 
o 22 kV/220 kV substation to be carried out under control of the 

EEHC/EETC: The works comprise steel structural, civil works for 
housing, foundations and trenches and electrical works at medium 
and high voltage level. 

o 220 kV transmission line interconnection to be carried out under con-
trol of the EEHC/EETC: Structural steel constructions with small 
foundations including working activities at heights 

 
 

4.4 Measures during the O&M Phase 

Measures during the O&M phase are very limited to  

 Regular servicing of the wind park equipment, usually once per six months for each 
wind turbine and once per year for the electrical works. 

 Repair of wind park equipment in case of defects. In case of defects on larger parts 
the provision of a large crane will be required from time to time. 
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1- ملخص المشروع

خلیج  منطقة من الارض في مربعكیلومتر 200 بتخصیصالحكومة المصریة   قامت
الجدیدة  الطاقةھیئة بواسطة  وذلك لاستخدامھا غارب  راس مدینة السویس قرب



وقد تم . تاواجمی 1000 قدرة تصل إلىمزارع ریاح   وانشاءلتنمیة  والمتجددة
 250 لمشروع انشاء مزرعة ریاح بقدرة الارض الجزء الشمالي منتخصیص 

المزید من المشاریع التي یبلغ مجموع وھناك . تدار بواسطة القطاع الخاص تاواجمی
وھي في طور الاعداد  ت بنفس المنطقةاواجمی 535 حوالي الاجمالیة لھاالطاقة 

الأثر البیئي  بھدف تقییم كما یجري الان دراسة المنطقة من ناحیة البیئیة وذلك .حالیا
على تلبیة احتیاجات كافة المشاریع  والذي یعمل للمشروع والاجتماعي

اسة ھجرة دروالعناصر الرئیسیة بالدراسة ھي المسح الحقلي مثل .الاخريالفردیة
كذلك دراسات  الربیع والخریف الطیور بالمنطقة في فترات الھجرة في موسمي

.وطبیعة الارض النبات والحیوان بالمنطفة اضافة الي دراسات الموقع الاستكشافیة
ومع ملاحظة ان وثائق تصمیم المشروع المبدئیة اخذت في الاعتبار نتائج المسح 

باقي استطلاعات البحث الحقلي ستأخذ في الاعتبار الحقلي المبدئي من الطبیعة أما 
وبالتبعیة فان  2010والمتوقع الانتھاء منھا في نھایة خریف  دراسة ھجرة الطیور

وثائق تصمیم المشروع لم تأخذ في الاعتبار ایة قیود من نتائج دراسة ھجرة الطیور 
.في فترة الربیع

والدراسات الخاصة بھجرة  ومن الضروري التأكید علي ان نتائج الاستطلاعات
الطیور في فصل الربیع قد أظھرت بعض التغییر في حركة وانواع الطیور التي 
ستؤدي بالضرورة الي التاثیر علي استخدامات مزارع الریاح بالمنطقة ولكن لم 

.تظھر حتي الان في وثائق تصمیم المشروع المبدئیة
وھي  سطة جھات تمویل دولیةویشار الي ان المشاریع الفردیة والتي ستمول بوا

.جھات تلتزم بالمعاییر والنظم ستكون ضمن نطاق ھذه الدراسة
 سوف نمطیة او المثالیةوھذه الوثائق التي توضح مواصفات مزرعة الریاح ال

كمخطط للكشف العام عن خطة المشروع وبما یضمن المشاركة الشعبیة من  تستخدم
.را في دراسة المشروع وابداء الرأيالجھات المختصة والمتعلقة بالمشروع مبك

-:وھناك بعض القیود التي تم رصدھا من المسح الحقلي وھي مرتبة كالاتي

ودیة الرئیسیة والتي لایمكن وضع اوتوقیع التوربینات في مساراتھالآا* 
الطبیعة الجیولوجیة للموقع مثل وجود بعض المناطق الجبلیة العالیة*

والاشجار بالمنطقة حول الزراعات البدویةوجود بعض العائلات * 
وجود بعض المرافق والبنیة التحتیة بمنطقة الدراسة مثل الطرق وكابلات الكھرباء * 

. ومواسیر المیاه ومضخات ابار 

مخطط مزرعة الریاح یوضح شكل مزرعة الریاح المثالیة شاملة المناطق العازلة -
).ترجاع طاقة الریاحاس(ستعادة الطاقة لابین مزارع الریاح 

المسارات و الطرق المؤدیة الى مزارع الریاح ستكون من الطریق الساحلى  -
الغردقة عبر الطرق الخاصة القائمة حالیا و ھى خاصة بشركات البترول  –السویس 



و شركة جابكو فى الجزء الجنوبى من ) الشركة العامة للبترول فى الجزء الشمالى (
.المنطقة 

كیلو فولت فى المنتصف و من ھناك سوف  220سوف تنشئ محطة فرعیة بقوة و -
محطة الفرعیة بالقرب الكیلو فولت عبر خطوط نقل الى  220یتم نقل الكھرباءبقوة 

.فولت یلوك 500\220من مدینة راس غارب بقدرة 

-:التشغیل و الصیانة لمزرعة الریاح سوف یتم عن طریق 

.ستخدامات الوقتیة المتقطعة للاجودة فى وسط المزرعة غرف تحكم مركزیة مو )1

–مرافق و تسھیلات خدمیة و مخازن فى المنطقة بالقرب من طریق السویس  )2
. الغردقة بالقرب من مصادر المیاة و الكھرباء المتاحة من مدبنة راس غارب

.مكاتب و اماكن سكن للافراد فى منطقة راس غارب )3

الغرض من المشروع : 

الغرض من وثیقة تصمیم المشروع ھو توضیح الشكل المثالى لتنمیة مزارع الریاح 
و الھدف ھو تحقیق او . كیلو متر مربع مع المرافق البنیة التحتیة  200فى مسطح 

تطبیق الاشتراطات البیئیة لكل المشروعات الفرعیة الصغیرة بالمنطقة و بالتالى لن 
.راطات بیئیة اخرى لمشروعات المستثمریین المنفردةیكون ھناك ایة تطبیقات او اشت

ه المنطقة سیتم بصورة اقرب الى ذو علیة فان تطویر و تنمیة مزارع الریاح بھ
.ه المرحلة من الدراسة ذالحقیقة فى ھ

اراء جمیع الجھات الشعبیة  علي ثیقة تصمیم المشروع سوف تحتوى مبكراوو
ة الوقت لھم لتقدیم مقترحاتكم و ملاحظاتكم و ات الصلة بالمشروع لاتاحذیة ذالتنفیو

ح ته المشاركات و الاراء و بالاضافة الى القیود التى قد تنذسیتم الاستجابة السریعة لھ
.من دراسة ھجرة الطیور

جمیع الاراء و المقترحات من جمیع الجھات فى  ذو بالاضافة الى انھ سیتم اخ
.المخطط النھائى 

3- مقدمة :

كم مربع من الاراضى الواقعة على خلیج  200الحكومة المصریة بتخصیص قامت 
ه الاراضى فى تنمیة و ذالسویس بالقرب من مدینة راس غارب و سوف تستخدم ھ

.میجاوات 1000انشاء مزارع الریاح بقدرة حتى 
.ا المشروع سوف یتم تنمیتھ بالاشتراك مع ھیئة الطاقة الجدیدة و المتجددةذو ھ



 250ه الارض سوف یخصص لانشاء مزرعة ریاح بقدرة ذشمالى من ھال ءالجز
اما باقى المشروعات المتوقعة فى حدود طاقة ).القطاع الخاص (  میجاوات بنظام

و جارى الان اعداد دراسة بیئیة و   ذمیجاوات فھى فى طى التنفی 525قدرة 
ه ذھو .دةاجتماعیة لتحقیق مطالب و تغطیة احتیاجات جمیع المشروعات المنفر

فى الاعتبار مبكرا جمیع المعلومات و جمیع الملاخظات من  ذالوثیقة سوف تاخ
المشروع لوضعھا فى الحسبان فى التخطیط بجمیع الھیئات و الجھات وثیقة الصلة 

.المبدئى و دراسة المشروع فى المرحلة الاولى 

4- وصف المشروع والمخطط العام للمشروع :

4-1 تنمیة طاقة الریاح في منطقة 200 كم مربع :-

میجاوات عن طریق 1000لتنمیة مشروع انتاج الكھرباء من طاقة الریاح بقدرة 
كم  200المستثمریین قامت الحكومة المصریة بتخصیص منطقة مساحاتھا و قدرھا 

من الجنوب  كیلو متر مربع 20حوالى  السویس ه المنطقة تقع على خلیجذھو  مربع
.)1المنطقة المقترحة واضحة فى شكل رقم (الغربى لمدینة راس غارب 

الغردقة عن طریق استعمال الطرق  –ه المنطقة من طریق السویس ذالوصول لھو
الموجودة بالفعل و ھى خاصة بشركات البترول العاملة فى المنطقة مثل الشركة 

و .جابكو من الجھة الجنوبیة العامة للبترول من الجھة الشرقیة و طریق شركة 
 220لك خطوط نقل الكھرباء یقدرة ذو ك طرق الوصول البھاالمنطقة المختارةو 

). 2موضحة بشكل رقم (كیلوفولت 

كم مربع فى الوقت الحاضر فرصة  200ه المساحة و قدرھا ذو یمثل تجمیع ھ
یئة الطاقة ه الاراضى بواسطة ھذه الاقكار فى كیفیة استخدام ھذللاستفادة من ھ

لمشروع مزرعة  ھه المنطقة تم تخصیصذالجدیدة و المتجددة والجزء الشمالى من ھ
 ھو الجزء الجنوبى تم تخصیص).القطاع الخاص (میجاوات بنظام  250الریاح بقدرة 

.لشركة المصدر الاماراتیة



موقع المشروع -: 1شكل رقم 

احداثیات حدود موقع المشروع

اسم النقطة احداثیات حدود موقع المشروع
WGSبنظام  84

23 28°11'8.34"N 32°56'45.77"E

A6-3 28°12'55.38"N 33° 6'32.66"E

21 28° 5'27.50"N 33° 9'14.00"E

20 28° 7'28.50"N 33° 8'13.50"E

17 28°12'36.40"N 33° 6'29.86"E

22 28° 3'25.43"N 33° 5'4.02"E

19 28° 9'59.00"N 33° 6'8.50"E

4 BOO 28°10'37.56"N 33° 2'2.88"E

18 28°10'40.96"N 33° 8'6.67"E

X2 28°15'10.88"N 32°59'28.54"E

X3 28°11'53.33"N 32°55'45.54"E



مخطط المشروع 2-4



الریاح یكون  توربینات توزیع اما .عاما 20الریاح ھو  لمزرعةعمر الافتراضى ال
-الجنوب اتجاه اتجاه الریاح فيعلى  عامودیة  عادة ما یتم وضعھا في صفوف

قطر  امثال 12إلى  10الشرق على مسافات تبلغ حوالي  -الشمال اليالغرب 
تكون ومتر1000حوالى تكون المسافة  فى حالة التوربینات الكبیرة اي انھ .الریشة

 300الى  200(اضعاف قطر الریشة  4لى ا 3.5 من الصفوف  حوالى بینالمسافة 
  ھذا المشروعفى موجودة  یةذجالنمو المزرعة ملامحالمزید من  ھناك كذلك).متر

 وھي المنطقة نقسوفي اطار 

متر من سطح الارض و  3الى 2اساسات التوربینة الھوائیة ستكون بعمق *
 2.5الى  2(متر مربع فى حالة التوربینات الكبیرة  15× 15بمساحات قدرھا 

).میجاوات

متر عند القاعدة  4.5ات قطریصل الى ذالتوربینات الھوائیة ستكون انبوبیة  *
متر كاقصى ارتفاع من فوق سطح الارض  120الخرسانیة و بارتفاع یصل الى 
.لك حسب اعتماد الجھات العسكریة ذحتى اعلى منسوب بالریشة و 

الممكن ان یكون المحول الكھربائى  اعتمادا على نوع التوربینة المختارة من*
الخاص بالتوربینة داخل التوربینة نفسھا او یكون المحول بجانب كل توربینة وفى 

. متر 6×متر 2ه الحالة سیكون المكان المخصص للمحول فى مساحة لا تتجاوز ذھ

یة ستكون ملاصقة للتوربینات فى صفوف طولیة و ستكون ذمجارى كابلات التغ*
ه ذمتر و سیكون بداخل ھ 2.5متر و بعرض لا یزید عن  1.5متر الى  1بعمق من 

سم لكابلات الكونترول و التى ستوضع فى اعلى  5المجارى مواسیر بلاستیك بقطر 
. یةذمنسوب كابلات التغ

لك للحمایة الكھربائیة ذلكل مزرعة ریاح سیتم وضع محطة تحویل فرعیة و *
. متر 3× 10ت حوالى فولت بمقاسا.ك 220بالقرب من محطة 

حة قدرھا من اكیلوفولت امبیر تحتاج الى مس 220\22المحطة المركزیة بقدرة *
 في مساحة ستخدام كل مزارع الریاحالك على افتراض ذمتر مربع و 350الى  150
كم  200

لكل مزرعة ریاح سیتم وضع غرفة تحكم و تحویل سابقة التجھیز بمساحة قدرھا *
.متر 5×متر 3

متر و منطقة تخزین مسطحة  5الطرق الداخلیة لمزرعة الریاح ستكون بعرض *
لك حسب نوع و ذمتر عند كل توربینة و  40 × 25لتركیب التوربینة بمساحة قدرھا 



حجم كل توربینة ویسبب طبیعة المشروع و المناخ الجافة فلیس ھناك مجال لاى 
.صرف سطحى 

ھا  ذعض الاعتبارات و التدابیر یجب اتخااما خارج نطاق مساحة المشروع فھناك ب
:

فولت باتجاه مدینة راس غارب حیث توجد .ك 220انشاء خط نقل للكھرباء بقدرة  -
 .كیلو فولت  500\220مخطط لمحطة رئیسیة بقدرة 

). 2( الطرق المساندة للمشروع الخاصة بشركات البترول موضحة فى الشكل -

قریبة من مدینة راس غارب مثل مخازن قطع الغبار و تشیید مرافق خدمیة  -
ه المرافق ستكون موصلة ذھ.مكاتب للتشغیل و الصیانة و اماكن لاقامة الافراد 

.بخدمات المیاة و الصرف الصحى التابعة لبلدیة اس غارب

.ن یشمل الاودیة و الاماكن الجبلیة المنحدرة لتصمیم مزرعة الریاح  *
.3المخطط المثالى لمزرعة الریاح موضح فى الشكل   

  میجاوات من المكاتب  2ات توربینات قدرة ذالمنظور الخاص بمزرعة الریاح       
).       4(المؤقتة للشركة العامة للبترول موضح فى شكل 



مزرعة ریاح
منطقة فراغ
مزارع مستقبل

اشجار
اكواخ
مكاتب

مناطق جبلیة
مناطق وعرة
أودیة رئیسیھ
طرق رئیسیة

خطوط میاه
كابلات جھد م
محطة كھرباء

 22خط جھد 



مزرعة الریاح من جھة مكاتب الشركة العامة للبثرول حیوضح المنظور لمقتر -:4شكل 

4-3:التدابیر الواجب اتخاذھا اثناء فترة التنفیذ:

-:مشروعات طاقة الریاح تكون محدودة فى  یة فىدایعمال الاعتللابالنسبة 

وھى عبارة عن الحفر و الردم و الدك للطرق و اماكن التخزین و -:اعمال ترابیة-
ه ذلك اعمال حفر القواعد و مجارى الكابلات و المعدات المعروفة تستعمل فى ھذك

نقل ایة الاعمال مثل الحفارو اللودر و الجریدارات و الدكاكات و لاتورد مواد او ت
.مواد من المنطقة 

:اعمال الخرسانھ بالنسبھ للقواعد
ستخدام خرسانھ حیث انھ لا یوجد مصادر للماء بالقرب من المنطقھ فمن التوقع ا

او قیام المقاول بتورید المواد الخام من رمل و زلط و اسمنت  جاھزه لصب القواعد
.ب الخرسانھ المسلحھ الى الموقع و استخدام الخلاطھ المیكانیكیھ بالموقع لص



.تورید التوربینات یتطلب استخدام اوناش كبیره ذات اوزان كبیره و مختلفھ 

فى معظم الاحیان تتم عن طریق المقاول فاما اعمال التركیبات الخاصھ بالتوربینات 
مورد التوربینات و بواسطة معداتھ و طاقمھ الفنى مدعما ببعض العمالھ المحلیھ 
الفنیھ من المنطقھ بینما تتم  تنفیذ الاعمال المدنیھ فى الغالب عن طریق شركات 

.  محلیھ 

واد و لتخزین الم( و لكل مشروع مزرعة ریاح تخصص منطقھ مؤقتھ و مفتوحھ 
.)المعدات المستخدمھ فى المشروع 

للمشروع یتوسط منطقة انشاء المشروع حیث یتكون  مؤقت كذلك یتم انشاء مكتب
یتم امداد المكاتب والمكتب المؤقت من اربع او ست غرف مع صرف صحى مؤقت 

.بالمیاه عن طریق خزانات میاة مؤقتھ تملئ بالسیارات 
طریق مولد كھربائى صغیر و یتسع ھذا المكتب  تم توصیل الكھرباء للمكاتب عنیو 

من المحتمل عدم وجود ایة و ن المقیمین معظم الوقت بالمشروع فرد م 20لحوالى 
اضرار من المخلفات الصلبھ البشریھ الناتجھ من الصرف اثناء التنفیذ حیث انھا 

ستكون  التخلص منھا بطریقة امنھمشئولیة  بالصحھ كما ان ضارةمخلفات غیر 
اما الكمیات الصغیره من المخلفات السائلھ مثل الزیوت و الشحوم  .سئولیة المقاولم

.تدویرھا و ذلك بسبب قیمتھا العالیھ عادةو ا     فسوم یتم تجمیعھا

 یتم تكلیف سطة المھندسین و دائما فى الغالباة الاعمال بوباثناء التنفیذ  سیتم مراق
ھذا الاشراف و .تنفیذ الاعمال بالمشروع  متابعةاستشارى عالمى بالاشراف و 

یضمن حسن ادارة المقاول للمشروع بصوره سلیمھ حتى نھایة مراحل الانشاء و 
.تسلیم الاعمال بصورة مرضیھ 

جمیع الاعمال و كذلك العاملین بالمشروع یخضعون لاجراءات الامن و السلامھ و 
.مقاول المشروع الاجراءات  الصحیھ السلیمھ الھندسیھ و ھى مسئولیھ

-:الاعمال المرتبطھ باجراءات خارج المنطقھ الاوروبیھ كالاتى 
-:خدمات مقاول التوریدات  *

منشات و مبانى سكنیھ بضواحى مدینة راس غارب

كیلوفولت تنشئ تحت اشراف شركة النقل و شركة  220محطة كھرباء فرعیة بقدره 
-:توزیع الكھرباء 



منشات سكنیھ و قواعد و وو ھذه الاعمال تشمل اعمال منشات معدنیھ و اعمال مدنیھ 
لجھد المتوسط و الجھد العادىلبلات و اعمال الكھرباء امجارى ك

-:النقل و التوزیع تيتحت اشراف شرك وتتم اعمال خطوط النقل و التوزیع و الربط

ھ تتم طصغیرة و اعمال و انشو تشمل ھذه الاعمال اعمال ابراج معدنیھ و قواعد 
لابراجباعلى ارتفاعات عالیھ 

4-4 الاجراءات الواجب اتخاذھا اثناء فترة التشغیل و الصیانھ 

-:اما  الاجراءات الواجب اتخاذھا اثناء فترة التشغیل و الصیانھ فھى محدده كالاتى 
مره واحده كل  الصیانھ و الخدمھ المنتظمھ لمعدات مزرعھ الریاح و فى الغالب تتم*
.شھور لكل توربینھ و مره واحده سنویا لاعمال الكھرباء 6

تصلیح معدات مزرعة الریاح فى حالة وجود عیوب بھا و فى حالة وجود عیوب *
فى اجزاء كبیره من التوربینھ سوف تكون ھناك حاجة ضروریھ لاستعمال ونش 

.كبیر الحجم من وقت لاخر
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 (9.��1-1 :<�� "��.� =1�� 1000$������   

 

(����� 1.1 :$�����,> ���,�� =1��� "��.� <�� 1000 $������. 

���,�� $�����,> ����?��� $�����,@�  

)����@� : ����*�� =1����� ���,� ��3�1984 WGS( 

23  28°11'8.34"N  32°56'45.77"E 

A6-3  28°12'55.38"N  33° 6'32.66"E 

21  28° 5'27.50"N  33° 9'14.00"E 

20  28° 7'28.50"N  33° 8'13.50"E 

17  28°12'36.40"N  33° 6'29.86"E 

22  28° 3'25.43"N  33° 5'4.02"E 

 ��� ا���ر ا���� �����
 ����� ² آ�200وا �
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 ��#�� H+��1 �2 ���� ��  Q"��#
�� *��
 ,- ��	�3��� ,
 �.���
 20 ,
 �.��� =�G�� �  *!�� ;=��> ?@� ,- �.���!� (� 
"���
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 <�: L� �+: ;/����
�-��
  ������ ���
 ,
 =�!� ��!� ,�����: ���# ,
 M�4100���#�� =���� �  /����
  .  

19  28° 9'59.00"N  33° 6'8.50"E 

4 BOO  28°10'37.56"N  33° 2'2.88"E 

18  28°10'40.96"N  33° 8'6.67"E 

X2  28°15'10.88"N  32°59'28.54"E 

X3  28°11'53.33"N  32°55'45.54"E 
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 �� ������ ���� /��&
 (�
	�� �+��� 8� �
��� ,:20�.
�-  .�F� �L!�� /��&
�� �
��� ������ ���� �����  Q����%� =��G�� B�
Z� ��!� � �'
 <%- ���#�� ��
#�� <�: ���#�� =���� ,
 ���

�� /��������� ��3	 ,�� �
���600 <�: ��
 1 ;�.���!� (� 

Z� �&���� �	�� /������� ,�� � �'
�� ��!�� 200 <�: 300��
  . ��#�� H+��1�3(�
	��� �C�� L8�2
 . 

 

 
 

 (9.��1-3$F�G����� )F�+� (�.� !��� ���#�� ������ H����  

 

 ������ ��!� ���� /������� <%- �.���> ����48� *!� �
 ,��0,8� 2,5 ������ ��-��C ��� $%�� I�&� ;��&���� ��&�%� /����
 
52 <�: �.��
 90 ,�� 5�	!�� ����-�3��� ������� ;�.��
 80� �.��
 120�.��
  .@ /�
' ��� Q*���#
�� ,
 "���� �C� ��
� 5�4

 H�'�� �&�'
 �	�� ;���
@ �2F2� ,���
 ,�� ������ I�&� ������ /�������� �-�+�
�� /�'�'6� �
�� �%��� /�
'�� N%�
 (&�� ����� /��������� U�%- ?'W� EC��)2 <�: 2,5/����
  ( <�:15×15��
 ²���6� [���6� /�C /��������� <�: L� �+: ; ���

 <�: ��� �#���� ,'� "�3��� <	�@ $%��� ;��-�!�� ��- ��
�� �	�� ���
@ ����@ <�: ����� �	� ����120 �.��
 ) H
'� �


 <�: ������ ������� ��&� ��� ��	��2,5�.���!� /����
  .( ��%4���� ���������� ���#�� ,������-��
�  ����4@ ,
 ������

��� ���G	 N�#�@� /F���%� �4�� ���46� A
�� (� �C: (�&�� ���&� /��&
� ;��'��� ��!%& ��&
 ,
 ��T�� ������� �� =
����C ��������� . ��%4���� �������� ����� �� �.+�@ *���#
�� BC� �2
 ��
� ���� /�
'�� ,
��-��
�  ��+�- �	� ���� ������

 <�:5 ���&�'
 $%�� ���� =	��� /�	�
� ;���
@ 1000 <�: 2000��
 ²������� �� ��-   . 
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 (9.��1-4 :!��� ������� (9 H����  ������� $F�G����� )F�+�� )�.9I� J����. 

 

 ��'��
 ���������� ���#�� ���
� ���� ������ ���� $��3� =����� U����� ��D4 ��� �!� �4 ���� ,- . ;5�4@ ��&�� ,
�
� /�
�%�
�� S��  �'����� BC� (]�!� ��!� ���� ��-�  ��&
 ,- ����6500/220 ?@� �!��
 �  ��W�#�: S��3� /��  �%�� 

=��> . ��!� �����
 ��-�  ��&
� ���4��� (�� ;N�C <%- .�����220 ���� "��#
�� �!��
 �4�� E���
 *��
 �  /��  �%�� 
 ���&�'
 $%��200(� ²������ ���� $��3��  .- �%	3
�� /�
�%�
�� =��> � � ����� $%�� ���� ��-�3�� ��&
%� ����� *��
�� ,

500/220Z�� �!��� �4 ��	�� <�: �!  �.����
 ��#@ �!  ;/��  �%�� 220/��  �%��  . ����
 ��#�: S��3� ;N�C =�� <�:�
 �
�4��)/���6�� ���G�� *�� ,�4
 N�C �  �
� ����	��� (�&�%� ( ��-�  ��&
 ,
 =�!��� ;���&�� �!��
 �  ��!�220 �%�� 

 ���#� �%	�
 ������ "��#
%� ���-7� ,
 �%&�
�� BC� �  ;��2
�� ���' <%- =��> ?@� �  �@ /�� ���� S34�
��  . 

 

 
 

 (9.��1-5 :��/�� � !��� ���#�� ��G�"��.���. 
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 ������ �&�'
 ��!� I�& Q������ ��
-T� ������ �-��
 *��
 �+��@ ,
 �!  ���&
 �� �2T��Z� /����
 ��� ���%�
��3,900 
��
² ,- �!� ������ ��
-T� �2T�� ���� �+��6� ��'� ,@ ���� �

 ;3 %����
7� �&�'
�� ,
. 

(�&� ��>� �
�4 � ��
 <�: [��&�' ;N�C <�: L� �+: . �F4 ,
 ��� ,- (�� ,@ ,�

�� ,
  ;(�&��� /����P� �%��� �
� �
����� �-��
� E���
 (��4 ���� . ���� ������� =��� �-��
�� *��
 �4�� ���G	 ����& �  (��4�� ����� �C� *+� ,�
��

Z�� ��-�3�� /��&
�� �4�� �@220/��  �%��  . �%�4
� �	�4�� �
��7� � ��
� ,��4���� �
�4�� � ��
 ��#�: H�
�� ,
�
;��2
�� ���' <%- =��> ?@� �&��+� ;"��#
�� �!��
 [��4 ,��
2�'
����� �&��
 ��������� B��
�� /����
: ,��� I�&�  . 

 

 E���
 � �
� ;�!# ����� ,
 BC� �
�4�� /`#�
 ��T�� �
 �.���>�)��G	 <�!
� ;�'
� ;/��
�W
 �-��( �%G
 ,��
� ;
 ,��4�%�)30×20��2
�� ���' <%- �.��
 ((�&��� ��>� =���
%� ���G	 ������ ;,��4�%� ���3
 ,��
� ; .� �
� � /����
P� �%��

B��
�� /����
: (�K�� � �
�� ,�� /F�	��� �@ ��&�# ���� ,- �	� ���P  ;B��
�� . M�4#6� ��- ����' ;5�4@ ��&�� ,
�
 ,- ������	� ������ �-��
 ��G#�� =������� ���  ,�%
����� �!��
��� ,�
�!
��30 ��!� �-��
 �  �.	4# 200 Q�.���!� /����
 

: ,@ ���� �

Z� ��!� ������	� ������ "���
 ��G#�� ,�%
���� ��- ���
100M4#  .  

 

 ��!� ������ ���'��
 ,���2� �@ ��&�� ��-�  ��&
 (�!� �!  ;������ �-��
� �����
�� 5�46� /`#�
��� �%��� �
� �220 �%�� 
 ��!� ����� �4 �	�'� ;��-�
�8�� ������� ��29� (��!� �!��
 �  /�� 220  ��!� ��-�  ��&
 <�: /��  �%��500 �%�� 

=��> ?@� ,
 =�!��� /��  . "��#
 ,
 �.�� ����� U�P  ;������ ���� ��	��� �.	�	4 T#��' �C� ������� �4�� ,@ �
��
������ ����.  

  

1-2      '2���� =K���  

1-2 -1   ������,��� ��������  ��,�� '� �L��*� ����
�  #����� $����� 

 (� M& 
�!��"��#
��  �!  Q������&��� �������� ���&�� ��- �
�  ������� =����� � �� <%- ��� *��
�� <%- E�@ "F��'� ���2@ 
,������ ,�C�� �	�4 �%	3�
 ������
 /�	�&  ��- /��@ . � �!��
"��#
�� ���2�'�� /������� ,
 ����4 �����&	 �!��
 �� 

�� ��K� ���� ���G	�� *!��� S�� �%�%� /����� � ,
 =�!��� I�& Q��'����� ����6�@��'��� ����@ ��- ����!� �!��
�� , . ��
��
 ,
 =�!� �
 <�: =��> ?@� �� <�: ����a� ����
�� S��&6�1,750�&��� H�' ��  �.��
  . E���%� ��+���� *��!
�� ,:

�
�� ��`��� /����� ����a� ������� ����6�� ;��+��� ����# <�: /�� ,
 ����6� �  b��3�� I��& <%- ��� �
�: "�!�� �  ���
�4c . 

 
 

5�	!�� ����&�� �'��
 20˚ ����
 )����� ( <�:33˚ ����
 )?�'>@( 

����&�� �'��
 15˚ ����
 )����� ( <�:29˚ ����
 )?�'>@( 

 ��- ������ �-�' �'��
50�.��
  10���
@ /�.���!� ����2 

��%� <	�6� �&���	� 35�.��
 /�.���!� ����2�� 

���
6� ��!' ��3�� ����# �!��
 ;�.� *�!�
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������� ��!��� �  �!��
%� 5�46� M��	4�� M�4%� ,�
��: 

o �K��+� ���	��� : ,
 U� �%��� �
� ����
�� ���d� (�K� <%- "��#
�� �!��
 �4�� �+��6� (��4�'� �	�!�
�� ;/�4+
�� �2
 ���&� ���� �!��
 �	��
 �  ���

�� ������ ;���� ��'��
 �������� /����
:� ;=����6

 U� �����
�� �%�%!�� e���6� S�� <�: L� �+: ;�.���!� "��#
��) ,
 ,���� ��&�� ����� �%����20�.��   (
 $%�� �&�'
 <%- ��4� �!��&� ;��4��� ��' ,
 �-��	
��50×70�.���!� �.��
  .��
 ���& [��4� �!

 ��� <%- �3�%� �����: ��
-@ *!� ;*��
%� ����#�� ��&���� ���� "��#
��1000���&�� ,
 �.���!� ��
 . 

 

  

 (9.��1-6 :�7��> ���E��� 5�/��� M������� �7��� �/���� )F�+�� MN����� H����O /	� MN����� PK (���O. 

 

   

 (9.��1-7" : �,�� "�� Q��� '���@� =�G '�$�	K��� N��. 

 

o  ��@ ,
 �!��
�� �%4�'/��� ������&��� �������� ���&%� ��
�@ /�C ),�'�7� *�	 ,
 �@ /��� ������ ( ���2�'��
*��
�� ���
 �  ����
�� ��4��� �!��&. 

o  ���K
�� S�� 8: ��� 8� Q����6� ��- �����&	�� =�#-6� S�� ��- �
�  ��+4�� <�: �!��
�� �!�3�
����� ������&�� ���&%� �.� ��)������ ��- �
�  (S��!�8�� ����
 �@ ����� "���@ E@ �K&F
 ,�� . *!��

S��!�8�� ����
� ��
&
 ���� ����� ,
 ���� ���� �'��� ��'
 ,
 =�!��� �!��
�� .�� � ��- ���# 
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 (�- *��� ('�
 �F4 �!��
�� ���� ����
�� ������ ,
 ����2010. 

o � ���������,�� : ���c <�: ���W
�� ���	&��� ���%3'6� ����� ��- �
�  ���&��� ������ ,
 "��#
�� �!��
 �%4�
�����%� �
���� ������ ��%�G#�� (�!� ���� B��
�� /�4+
� ;=����6� ���4� ;�������� /����
:� B��
�� . ,
�

"��#
�� �!��
 <�: E�W� ���� ���� <�: ��& ��� ;5�4@ ��&��?��'�� ���� ,
 � ����G��) ����
/���& *��T� ( S��� ���
@ ����@ ��+�- $%�� ���� �����%� �
���� ����%� ���%

�� ���%3'6� ������ �.���


 ?@� ���� ,
 ��
�� ;���� ����� ���� ����: E�W� ����� ;���!� <�: [��&� ���� � �	�
�� ��> �����
=��> � ��
#�� �  ����� E���) �K�� ��#��1�2  .( 

o  B��
�� �!� =����@ �4 ��
� I�& Q�!��
�� �  /�
�4 E@ ��� 8)����� B��
 (?��'�� ����� �.����
�  ����G��
 ���� U�@ E@ ;U�
 ���G�� =���� <%-7�'����� �!��
 ���& ,
 �& =��@ ,- �.���!� (�  . 

o �� � �'
 <%- =��> ?@� �&��+ �  =��6� ����'�� �!��
�� *!� ,- ��13 ����
#�� ���&�� ,
 (� 
"��#
�� �!��
� ����#��. 

o  E@ ,
 �!��
�� �%4���	���� '9��O �@ ;����� ����, 5/��� E@ ���& �4�� *!� 8� ;���,� ��/�� =�!��� �@ 
���
. 

o T� "��#
�� �!��
 �  �� �!2��� ��4������ ��
�6� /�C *���
�� ,
 ����> �@ ;��4���� ��2c E@ ��� 8��%
�. 

o  E@ ��� 8��,/� N���I�&� �
 �.���� ���� ��'����� ����6� /�>��3�� ,- ������ B��
�� 5�' . 

o ������ N����� :- ���� �
- <%-, 100S�6� H�' /&� ��
  . 

o  ���K������ ���������� $F�9.������
���� : ���' ,
 �!��
�� ,
 (K-6� ���� ,����) ��
#�� � 
�.	�	4 (@� ��
�
 �+��)=����� �'��� � ( "�3���� *��
�� �'� ��&�� ��� �%'%' ��� U�@ 8: ;
100 �!��
 "�3��� 5��'
 ������ I�& ���� �-��
 ��#�7 H%	� 8 ��  Q�C�� ;H�'�� ��  �.���!� ��
 

 "��#
�� �
 ,��50� ��#�� �  �&��� H�' ��  �.��
 250���G�� ��
#�� �  �.��
  . ��G�� <	&��
E���&	�� "����� <
'� �
 ��#�� *��
�� �+��@ (K�
 ���G	�� /��	&��� ���&�� ������� �C ��G+
�� .

 ���@ ,- LF+  ;/�'�'6� *+�� ��� ���K� ;���+��@ H�' /&� ���!�'�� �!��
�� ���
� ;N�C =�� <�:
�� ��+�6� /����� ���4
� �+��
 ��>� ��+�@ /�-�	� ��T� ��2T�
 ��>�	�4     . 

o  ,
 ���&	�� ��- ����
#�� ������ ���%
& ;��%G���� ������� ���
� N��'F��� ?���@ �2
 ;/���3� ��� ���
����� ����
. 

o �2T�� R��7��  ���  ������ ��+
&�� /�2����8� ,
 �%4� U�@ 8: Q���!�� ������ U%
&� EC�� E���&	�� ���G���
�@ �%��#
�� /���G�� ����&� ,- EC�� *��
�� ,
 =��!�� �3��� �!& �  ����&
�� ��> �%��#
�� /���G�� ,- 

 ����
#�� ���� �  ����
�� �3��� ��!& ,
 L���- =�� 8 ������ ,6 ;N�C� Q�����%� �
���� ������ B����
*��
�� ,
 ����#�� . 

o ��	� ��*��/�� R�K�K�� '� S(�� Q���� ���
��� ���!�� ������ /��� �F4 ,
 �%4� �!��
�� ,@ 8: ;��
B��
�� Y+ /�	 ���2�'�� �#��� ����'� ���� ��+�+��. 
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o �*��/�� �3���� : ��
�
 fS��@� ;���

 ���' ,
 ,���� ��C�
� �����&	 ����
 ��#
�� ��K�",��2�" ;
����	 <�: [��&� ���&
 �	��- ��� ��� 8� ;��%� ����
�. 

 

1-2 -2  �,��� ��������  ��,��  �����)���/�� ���( 

 ,��%&
�� ����4�� ,
 ��- 5�@)��'����: ���# ,
 ( ,
 /��
� /���  �  �!��
�� �  /�����&��� /������� ,- �%	3�
 �'���
3 <�: 4 (�- ���4� *��� �%	  �  (��@ 2010.  


�4�'
�� *���
��� ����
�� /���'
��� ���&
�� ����
�� <%- /������� �'��� /�	��� ��� ������ �'���� �) ��#��1�9 (
����: ���W
�� ������ . ;(2 ,
� Q����
�� ��K��
�� (��4�'�� ��+4�� ����
 ���&�� �!��
�� "F��'� (� ;<��6� ���4�� � �

���&
�� ����
�� <%- ��� �2�@ /�	�&  /��@ . *��
%� /����� ���� ������ �����
 ���  ����4 ,
 ��- (�� ;N�C ,- LF+ �
 (�- *��� �  ������
 ('�� ����
�� /������� ��'��2010 . 

 ����
�� /���'
�� ��� <%- ���# ���� /��
 ��- ����!��� �%&
�� ���4�� (�� ;/�����&�� ,- /��@ ���� �'������ �%��� �
� �
/�����& ��� ,- �L2&� .L2&� ���'���� ���&
 ����
 M&3� ����4�� (�� ;���&
 ,��
@ � � =�� N��'
 �@ ��& ,- �

/�����& ��� <%- �8��'F� . ����
�� ������ �	� �F4 /�����&�� ,- �� �+: /����� /�
X ;N�C =�� <�:�) �'���
������ ,- ������
( (��4�'�� ��%�� ���2@ �&����� ���&
�� ����
�� <%- ��	��� ,�	&  ���: <�: L� �+: ;/� �#�  �!&�%� �	�4

�� ,
O� �34 �.   

 �� ����'����� �!��
 �  ����
�� /�����&��� /�������� �!%��
�� /�-�+�
��� �&��
�� /������� �-��� ����
� ����4�� (. 

 

$������� 

����6�� /�+34�
�� ����
 �  �.���&�� ;�'����� �!��
 �  �������� ���	3�� ,
 ��%� ��- �X� .��
K�
 �  /������� N%� �
���� 
 g+�!�� /��� ,
 ��4� ���	  <�:) �	��� ����
 ,
 =�!���C� D� G��2
�� ���' <%- (���� S�� /�� �
� ;� /��

I
���� ������� ���	  <�: �
��� ���� ���3�
�� . �-���
 ��> ��#@ E@ <%- �2�� (� ;N�C ��- �
� �)�.����� /
� ( 5�'
 ���'�� ��#@ S��) ��!��
� �&���� ,
 =�!��� �	���E� F .( �2
 �'����� �!��
 �4�� 5�4@ ���	  ��K� �
 �.�����

�K�&��� ���'��� ��'�� ���	 .  

���� =�� <�:�� �-���
 S�@ ��� ;������� �������� /��)�&���� S�@ ( ��#� ��� ;�'����� �!��
 ,
 ����#�� ���� � 
 ,
 ��@ ���+4 �&�'
2,500( ² .�&���'� ��!� �&���� �2
�� �@ �.�-��	 hT%
 /%�# ��� ;���&	�� /F&�� ��
�6� �  ���> 

 ���	3�� ,
 �.��'� ���� ���� �L���
)������ ���  �
� (�K� ;��
� ;(��� ,- I&�� ���� . ��-��� /������ S�6� BC� /-�� ���
��-����� ��	�&
�� ,
 �
���>� ;,������ ��#@� ;��4��� �2
 �
K�
 ��> ��C�
�  . 

+: *!��� ,
 ��- �	� ��� ;���&
�� �!��
�� �  �����%� �
���� ������ ���%
� ���� B��
�� =����@ ���4 ��� K&F� ;N�C <�: � �
=����6� BC� �  �3�3��� /����'��� ,��
@ ��& ���+4�� . 

�@� ;���G%� ����&
 �!��
�� �  /������� �'��� ��
�@ ,@ A������ /�2� ;��' �
 <%- ����� ������ /��
�
 �@ /����� E@ (+� 8 ��
S��!�F� �+��
 .��#��8� ��'��� ����# �!��
�� �  /�� ���� /������� � �� ,P  .  

$�����,�� 
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 =�'� �����2 (�-� "���6� ���-@ �%� <�: ��#� �

 ;�����
�� �
��� ���2@ �'����� �!��
 �  /����2�� ,
 ��%� ��- ��� �]X'
 ���K ��'����&	�� �  ���&�� .*��
%� ��%�%�� /������� ���2@ O� �34 ��� K&F� (� ;N�C <�: � �+:. 

 �� ���13�'����� �!��
 �4�� �&����� ,
 �.-��  : ,
 ,�-��� ;����&�� ,
 "���@ �2F2� ;b���6� ,
 �3%�4
 "���@ ��'
 /��&�� ,
 ,�-��� ;���K���)O�&��� <� 6� �-�� .(@ /�� �
� ,
 (+� E�	
�� =+�� ���K- ,
 �-�

 �.+�10 <�: 15 

 *��
�� ,
 ��
� ��'
 ,
 =�!��� ���K-Z�  �.+�@ U���� U��
# <�:) ��#��1�8 .( [��4 ,�
2� (�� (��
 ��- ���# ���
(K��
 ���
� *��
�� �4�� ����
�� ���+4�� *!��� ,
 ,�%�T� (�� �.+�@� ;(���& .�2� ���# ;���4�� � � ���K��� ,
 ,�

(���G	 ,
 ,��2� ���-� <%- ,�
��!�� .    

 

  

 (9.��1-8 :  *��
�� ,
 =�!��� (�K���� E�	
�� =+�� ��� ��K� ����
"Z�." 

 

 �@ ������ �����
 ��� /� ���� ��G	
�� /�	�&3�� S�� 5�' *��
�� �4�� /��#&�� ���& ,- �+�3�'
 �'��� E@ 5�D� (�
,- �#�� (�� �����/��#&%� ���K  .*��
�� �4�� ���W
 /���  �  =��C�� ��#��� K&F� ;N�C *
� . ��� �.+�@ K&�� �
�

������ ;/�#��3��� ;�
��&�� ����C�� ���	  �2
 �����
�� �
��� ���2@ ����
�� /��#&�� "���@ S�� . 

�
�@ /�C /'�� *��
�� �4�� /�����&�� ,���
 �'��� ,@ A������ /��K@ �������� � . E�	
�� =+�� ,@ <�: ���#7� ����
 ��
����� ���
&�� �
��!�� �  S��!�8�� ����
�� "���6� ,
+ ��	)������ <%- �K �&
%� ������ ��&�8� ���+� ���� ?���� ;

 (�- �
���>�2006(�
@ ; 5�46� /�����&�� ���' ��
�6� ����&
 ���T  .  

 

1-2-3   ���/�� 

��6�� ��3%4����  

                   ,Z
 ��Z��� ���Z-6 �.�Z��
 ;M�	Z4�� UZ� <Z%- UZ�  /Z���� �Z� �Z!��
� ;(�Z- ��#Z� ?��'Z�� A�Z%4 ��X�
  �%	ZZ  �FZZ4 (�ZZ��� �ZZ  ,���ZZ
 ��ZZ���� UZZ� �ZZ
� ��ZZ�%� �.��'ZZ
 �ZZ!��
�� ��#ZZ� IZZ�&  ;���ZZ�
�� ��ZZ����

 �ZZ��4��� *ZZ����� .     �� ��ZZ����� S�ZZ�6� �FZZ!%�� ��ZZ�� ,ZZ
 �ZZL 8c ,@ /�ZZ'����� /�ZZ�K@ �ZZ�� �ZZ	��!
                           ��#Z��
�� ��Z��� �%'Z%' �Z�- (�ZK���� ��Z�� �Z�����
 /�Z-�3��� <Z%- �Z!%&
�� ��Z���� ,Z
 ��Z��� /�-�

�

 �
&6� �&��� �&�' ���@ � ) ,����2007 ,���� ;2009 ��� ���� ;2010 .(  
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                   /����Z: CZ�3��� ��Z���� �Z����
 <Z%- M�Z&�� ���� �Z�
���� ���Z�6� ��Z�@ ����  �Z	���     �Z��� �Z���    <Z%- 
�%� �
�  �2
�� ������ ���� �3%�4
�� ��
�6� �����
 :  

•             ���Z�
�� ��Z���� ��Z& ��Z'�'6� /�Z������ *
)              �Z  �8�Z�8�� �Z�%&��� ���%Z'@ (�4�'Z� �Z��� ��Z����
����� �%&� �  �.���� �!��
�� ���� ����� ,������ .( 

• � ,
 ������ ,
 ���&
 "���@ ������ ���� ����� ��
�@ �	����-6� ���&�� (��� ��&� . 

•                            �Z!��
 �Z  ��Z���� �Z��� (��4�Z'�� �Z����� �Z���� /�Z�&
 ��Z��� ���Z��� �Z%
�&
�� ��Z29� (�Z�!�� ���&�
�'�����. 

•  C�4�� ��& /��	���� *+����%
�&
�� (���	8� I���& ��34�� �
�F�� ������.  

 

����
�� ���'���  

           FZ4 ��Z&�
 �Z�����
 �Z����
 /����Z: C�3�� (�            �Z��4� *Z��� �Z  ��Z���� /�-�Z' �2010       �Z��
 ��Z��� ,�Z� ;
    /�-�ZZ' "�ZZ

 $ZZ%� IZZ�& ;���ZZ�
�� ��ZZ���� �ZZ����� �ZZ��� N�%'ZZ�� ��ZZ
�@ �ZZ����
� /�ZZK&F
�� ��'ZZ�

 *ZZ����� �	ZZ  �ZZ  �ZZ����
��792 <ZZ�: "�ZZ

�� �ZZ	� �ZZ
��� ;�-�ZZ' 803 ,ZZ
 �ZZ��4�� �	ZZ  ���ZZ� �-�ZZ' 
(�ZZ��� ?ZZ3� .ZZ����
�� /����ZZ: /ZZ�> N�CZZ���ZZ!��
�� ����#ZZ� �ZZ��� ��ZZ��� /��ZZ�  *ZZ�
 �ZZ����
��� � . �ZZ��

                 � �'Z
 �Z���� �Z
�  �	Z3� *Z���
 �Z���
2 �Z����
�� ���  <�>5          ���Z@ �Z����
�� �Z��  <Z�> �Z!  N�CZ�� ;(Z� 
 �ZZ!��
�� ,ZZ
 ��ZZ���) ��#ZZ�� �ZZK��1�9 .(  (���ZZ	F� �ZZ+��
�� ��ZZ���� <ZZ%- �ZZ����
�� /����ZZ: /�ZZ����
      Z2c �Z�6 �@ ���@ ��'��            ��Z���� /�Z������ ,Z- (�Z� 5�Z4@ ���%Z' �� .            ��Z���� ��Z���� ,Z
 �Z�3�� NZ%� �
#Z��

 (ZZ&�� ��ZZ���)*ZZ���� �FZZ!%�� ��ZZ��� �ZZ'����� �ZZ����@� ( �8�ZZ�8�� �ZZ�%&��� ���%ZZ'@ (��4�ZZ'�� ��ZZ�� �ZZ���
������ /�-�' �F4 .  

      �Z��  (�Z� ��� �Z
���              ��'Z�� ��Z&�
�� �Z�����
�� �Z����
�� CZ�3��� �Z��
��       ,Z- �Z2&����� �Z�%&
�� ��Z���� *Z�

�ZZ'����� �ZZ!��
 ��ZZ�@ ,�ZZ� UZZ�F!�� ��ZZ�2@� �ZZ����
�� /�ZZ���� �FZZ4 (2ZZ
 . �ZZ!��
 H'ZZ
� �ZZ��3�� (�ZZ� �ZZ��

      �ZZ����2�� ��K�ZZ�
��  (��4�ZZ'�� (2ZZ
 ,ZZ- �ZZ2&����� �ZZ
�!
�� ��ZZ���� ,ZZ- �ZZL2&� �ZZ
K��
 /�ZZ��T� �4�'ZZ��
           ���Z� �Z���
 *Z���
 <Z%- �Z������ *
 /����'%����                 =�Z��� B�Z� �&�'Z%� �Z���G�� ���Z&�� *Z��� ECZ�� �Z����� 

���#�� .  

                 %- ��	Z&�� (Z� �Z��� A��Z���� ,�Z� �Z���!
 ���Z: (Z� ����             (�Z- �Z  ��Z�
�� �Z'����� �Z  �Z�2010   A��Z��� 
 �ZZ��4 �ZZ  /ZZ��@ 5�ZZ4@ �ZZ'���2008 *ZZ���� 2009 ���� E��� ,ZZ
 �ZZ���� �ZZ!��
 �ZZ  ) �ZZ
�  �ZZ���: ��#ZZ�

 (ZZ'�� �ZZ��"�� �ZZ!��
���� E�" ( ����� �ZZ!��
 ,ZZ
 =�ZZ��� <ZZ�: /���
�ZZ%�� ��+ZZ� �ZZ�� <ZZ%- *ZZ!� �ZZ���ZZ' �
) ,�ZZ��2009 .( ���ZZ&
�� �ZZ!��
�� ,
ZZ+ ��ZZ���� ��ZZ� �ZZ
� (�ZZ�!� �ZZ���!
�� ���ZZ: ,ZZ
 ��ZZ��� ,�ZZ� �ZZ!��

�'����� ���7 .  

  ,
+����    ���Z���� ���!�     ��Z���� �Z	��)   �Z&%
��1            �Z
�8�� �Z����� �Z26� (�Z�!� �Z'��� ,Z
 �- (    �Z2�@ ��Z	�3�
�'����� ����: /	D%4 ���� A������� *��
�� �
��� A��
 ��& .  
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 (9.<<��1-9  : �ZZ���
2�� �ZZ�����
�� �ZZ����
�� *ZZ���
) @: � ( �ZZ'����� �ZZ!��
 ,
ZZ+ �ZZ������) <ZZ�: �����ZZ�� ��#ZZ�
 B���!
 ��� �	�2.5�����
 *��
 �� ���
 ,- (� (  

 

������	  <  *����� � ���!�� A����(�5�
 �!��
�� ��
�@   

 ��ZZ�: �ZZ  (ZZ�  *ZZ��� �ZZ  �ZZ'����� �ZZ!��
 /ZZ�> �ZZ��� ��ZZ&�
�� �ZZ�����
�� �ZZ����
�� /����ZZ:2010 ��'ZZ�  
 ����ZZ&77,516 <ZZ�: �3�	ZZ
 �.�ZZ�� 27 �ZZ
 E���&	ZZ�� �'ZZ���� S�ZZ�6� �FZZ!%�� �ZZ��
 ��ZZ# ;�ZZ%�4
 "�ZZ� 
 U��'ZZ�38 %   �ZZ
�����-�� �
�3��	ZZ� (ZZ� �ZZ!  N�CZZ�� ;��ZZ���� "�ZZ

 ,ZZ
  *ZZ
 �ZZ���!
��� ,�ZZ�
��
 ,�-�ZZ�

5�46� "���6�  .  

 *ZZ��� �ZZ  /ZZ��@ �ZZ��� �ZZ'����� �ZZ �2010 U��'ZZ� �ZZ
 �ZZ%& ;30 % ,
ZZ+ �%'ZZ
�� ��ZZ���� "�ZZ

 ,ZZ

 � �'ZZ
2.5 ,ZZ- �ZZ!� /�ZZ-�3��� <ZZ%- �ZZ����
�� *ZZ��
 ,ZZ- (ZZ� 100 ��ZZ� �ZZ
��� ;( 27 % ��ZZ���� NZZ%� ,ZZ


 ,�� �
 ������ /�-�3��� <%-100�199� ��� ;(  ���44 % "�3��� ���
199(  .  

           *Z��� �Z  ��Z�
�� �Z'����� /��K@ ���2010                   ,Z- �Z!� /�Z-�3��� <Z%- ���Z�
�� ��Z���� ���Z-@ �Z  �ZL����� 
200  �ZZ����
%� ���ZZ&
�� �ZZ���
2�� *ZZ���
�� �ZZ  ( )��ZZ& �ZZ  �.	�	ZZ4��ZZ
   �'ZZ��� ��ZZ��-8�� CZZ46� (�ZZ� (ZZ� 

      �Z����2 ��
�@ �C ��X� EC�� E���&	�� .(     (Z� �Z��               ���Z�
�� ��Z���� ,Z
 �.�Z �Z��� ��Z- ��'Z�)      ,Z- �Z��� �Z

12�ZZ�� �ZZ�@  ( ,����
��ZZ� �ZZ��&
�� �ZZ!��
�� �ZZ )� (�)�) ( ��#ZZ��1�10(  �ZZ��� ��ZZ���� ��ZZ- $ZZ%� �ZZ
��� ;

  *���
��ZZ� �ZZ��&
�� ���ZZ�
�� �ZZ   /%ZZX'� /���ZZ#)[ (�)� (�)ZZZ� (�)� ( ,�ZZ� �ZZ
6 <ZZ�: 12�ZZ�� �ZZ�@  .
 ,�ZZ���
�� ��#ZZ� (ZZ��)@ (�)= (:  ,ZZ- �ZZ!� /�ZZ-�3��� <ZZ%- ���ZZ�
�� ��ZZ���� "�ZZ

 $ZZ%� �ZZ!  ;LF2�ZZ

 L8�ZZ��

200 ,- �!� �
 ( 3��� �8c  .  

                              *Z��� �Z  �Z'����� �Z!��
 ��Z�� �Z  ��%�'Z�� �Z������
� �Z
��� �Z��  (�Z� �Z��� ��Z���� ��- $%� ���2010 
    ,- ���� �
1 %                    �Z�� ,Z
 �Z
��
�� ��Z��� ��'Z
 *Z��� �Z��� ��Z���� ���Z�� ,
13    ��Z	 )      ��Z��
�� �CZ� �Z�X�

                      �Z
 �Z!��
 �Z�
�@ 5�Z
 (�Z�!�� �Z�
����� ��Z���� ��Z�& �Z
K�
 U��Z+� (��4�'8� *��# �.����
 :      /Z!!& ��Z& �Z 
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        $��Z��� <Z��6� �&�� �!��
�� N%�1%                     �Z������ �Z�
�6� /�C *Z���
�� �Z
��� ,�Z� ,Z
 [���Z' �Z!��
�� NZ%� ,PZ  ; .(
 ,ZZ- �ZZ��� �ZZ
 ��'ZZ� (ZZ� �ZZ��5 %�� ��ZZ�� ,ZZ
 S�ZZ�6� *ZZ���� E���&	ZZ�� �'ZZ���� �
�#ZZ�� �ZZ#�� �'ZZ��

 ���'ZZ
��–=��ZZ
�� �'ZZ��� �ZZ!��
�� �ZZ  ��ZZ��� ��'ZZ
 *ZZ��� �ZZ��� E���&	ZZ�� ��ZZ����  . �ZZ��� ��ZZ���� ,ZZ
�
              ��'Z�� �Z��3�� (�Z� �Z���� ���Z� ��'Z
�� *���3 %                B��Z��-�� U3��	Z� (Z� ECZ�� ���	Z
�� �Z
�4�� ���Z� �Z��


        Z
�� <Z%- S��!�8�Z� ��Z�
 ���                   S��!�8�Z� ���Z�
�� "��Z�a� ���Z
&�� �Z
��!�� �Z  [��Z
 �Z�� ;�
��Z��� 5��'
)IUCN  ,��4c� ?��� ; .(                         ;�.�Z �Z%�%� <Z�: �.��'Z� �Z%�%� ���Z-T� ��Z��� ��'Z
 �Z  /�Z�K �Z��� ��Z���� ,
�

 �ZZ��
&%� ��ZZ+�4�� "��ZZ�6� �ZZ
��� ,
ZZ+ �3�	ZZ
 /ZZ���� /�CZZ� �ZZ��) ���ZZ
&�� �ZZ
��!�� ,
ZZ+ ��3��	ZZ� =�'ZZ�
�.+ZZ�@( :  ��G	ZZ�� �ZZ'����� �ZZ������ ���ZZ
��� ���#ZZ�� E��ZZ����
7� �'ZZ���� ���ZZ
�� �'ZZ��� . BCZZ� �ZZ�K��

*����� �	  /���� �'����� �!��
 ��
�@ 5�
 A������ .  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

 (9.<<��1-10 : ��� "�ZZ

ZZ� �%'ZZ
�� ��)E���&	ZZ�� ��ZZ��� ���2�ZZ'�� ( $ZZ%�� �&�'ZZ
 ,
ZZ+ ��ZZ�� �ZZ���2.5 
ZZ���
 ,ZZ
 *ZZ��
 �ZZ�� �ZZ  (ZZ� ,ZZ- �ZZ!� "�ZZ3��� <ZZ%-� ;�ZZ����
�� *200 *ZZ��� �ZZ  ( 2010 

) �ZZ'����� �ZZ!��
 :  ,ZZ
 *ZZ���
��)@ ( <ZZ�:)ZZZ� ( *ZZ����2009) ���� E��� �ZZ!��
 : *ZZ���
��
M09 ���G� S10(  

          ���� E��� �  /��h@ �!��' �'��� *
 ����!
 � �)   ,��� �K�@2009(          �Z!� /�-�3��� <%- ���� ���� ������ ���-@ /��� ;
  ,-200         �����
�� *���
 (K�
 �  ��2�� <%-@ ( )  ��#��1�10 (        *Z��� �  �����
 A
����� /�+4 ����2010 .    �CZ� 5�Z�X�

                     �Z��@ ,�Z�� ;�.� ����� ���-T�� ��@ /�-�3��� <%- ������ N%� /��� I�& ;�'��� ��#� S��6� �F!%�� ���� <�: "�3��8�
 *���
�� �  ������ �C�� ���K)[ (�)� (�)� (�)� .( E���&	�� ����� ���� ,
 �.��'� ����� ���-@ �.+�@ /��� ���) �  ��K� 8  

  ��#��1�10 (     *���
�� �����> ����> ���� �!��
�� ��- . ,
 �2�@ ���# ���10  /�Z-�3��� <%- �%&� E���&	 ��� ���� �8c 
    *��
�� �  �+34�
)@(         U-�

 �
 ��'� (� �� U�@ 8: ;4,500 ��� ���� ,
   �Z����
�� ,
 �!  /�-�' IF2 �F4 ����C
�� ��

          ���%� E����-� �
� ,- A��� *
��� �C� ,��� ,@ *���� 8 ,&�  �C��� ;�&�� (�� �  �%	���
�� .    ��Z��� ,PZ  ;NZ�C <�: � �+:
    ��	
 ��> E���&	�� ,
+ ,
   ���
&%� ��+�4�� "���6�  .        - �Z!��
�� ��
�@ 5�
 ���	� ,��
7�� ;������� � �   ��#Z�� <Z%

������ : 

•       ,����
��ZZ� �ZZ��&
���  �ZZ'����� �ZZ!��
 ,ZZ
 �ZZ���G�� ����
#ZZ�� ���ZZ6� ���	ZZ� �ZZG���)@ (�)= (
*����� �  ������ ���� �
�
 ����
  ������-��. 
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Steppe eagle

White pelican

Levant sparrowhawk

Honey buzzard

White stork

obs. site 2010 obs. site 2009
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•                     ��Z# ��
Z# ���Z�
 �Z  ��%�'Z� (Z� �Z��� /�Z������� ��Z���� ���-@)   *Z��
��" ZZ� ("   �Z'��)  ,����Z
��
"[ "�"� (" =�ZZ> =�ZZ��)�� *ZZ��
"� ("   �ZZ  �%'ZZ
�� NZZ%� ,ZZ
 �ZZ�2�� <ZZ%-@ /ZZ��� �ZZ'����� �ZZ!��


 ,����ZZZ
��"@ "�"= " *ZZZ���
���M10 � S09 � S10 *ZZZ��� �ZZZ  2009 ���� E��� �ZZZ!��
 �ZZZ  
) ��#ZZ��1�10(  �ZZ'����� �ZZ!��
 =�ZZ> =�ZZ�� �ZZ'�� ��ZZ# ��
ZZ# �ZZ!��
 ���	ZZ� (�%�'ZZ� �ZZ

 ;

*����� �  ������ ���� �� �
�
 ������-��. 

• ZZ� �ZZ!�  ,����ZZ
�� �ZZ  �ZZ �2� �ZZ2�6� �ZZ� �+ZZ34�
 /�ZZ-�3��� <ZZ%- ��ZZ��� ��#ZZ� ,�)� (�)� ( ,�CZZ%��
  �ZZ'����� �ZZ!��
 ��ZZ# =�ZZ�� ��ZZ# ,�ZZ��G�) ��#ZZ��1�10(  <ZZ�: �'ZZ��� ��#ZZ� NZZ�C 5�ZZ�X�� ;

                            UZ���� ;�Z
&6� �Z&��� ��Z�- =Z�� �Z� UZ�T�� �Z�K� ECZ�� S�Z�6� �FZ!%�� ���Z� ,Z
 ������� ���-6�
�@ ��#ZZ� , (�ZZ!�?��'ZZ�� =�ZZ> �
ZZ# B�ZZ��� �ZZ� . =�ZZ���� ����#ZZ�� ���ZZ6� ���	ZZ� ,�ZZ��� �CZZ���

*����� �	  �  ������ ���� ����- ��
�@ /�C ������-�� �'����� �!��
 ,
 ����# . 

���4�� �	  �  ������ ��(��!�� A����5�
 �!��
�� ��
�@   

  �ZZ!��
 /ZZ�> �ZZ��� ��ZZ&�
�� �ZZ�����
�� �ZZ����
�� /����ZZ: /+ZZ4
� �ZZ��4 �ZZ  �ZZ'����� 2010 ,ZZ- 
 UZZ-�

 �ZZ
 ��'ZZ�25,942 <ZZ�: �3�	ZZ
 �.�ZZ�� 22 ���ZZ��� �ZZ� S�ZZ�6� �FZZ!%�� ,�ZZ� ;�ZZ%�4
 "�ZZ� 

 /ZZG%� ��'ZZ��� �.+ZZ�@ ,
�ZZ�
��54 %��ZZ���� "�ZZ

 ,ZZ
  . �FZZ!%�� ��ZZ�� *ZZ�
 ,@ <ZZ�: ���ZZ#7� ��ZZ�
            <Z�: ��Z�� ��%�'Z� (Z� �Z��� S��6�17            ��
 ,@ <Z�: ��#Z� �Z

 ;�Z!  =�Z'          ,
Z+ *Z!� 8 �Z'����� �Z!

       �Z��4�� �	Z  �Z  ���Z��� �C� ��� ��'
 .          �Z!��
�� �Z  ��Z��
 �Z&� <Z%- /���Z# �Z��� "��Z�6� ,Z
�
�ZZ%�%� ���ZZ-T� ,ZZ��� ;(��ZZ&�� �'ZZ��� �!ZZ	� S�ZZ�6� *ZZ��� . ,ZZ
 �ZZ2�@ ��ZZ���70 % ��ZZ���� *ZZ�
 ,ZZ


                      .�Z+���
 ,�Z� ��Z��� ��#Z� ,@ <Z�: ��#Z� �Z

 ;�Z!  =��Z'@ ��Z' <�: ����
��        (ZK�
 �FZ4 �.��'Z� � �
�'����� /���  .  

                     U��'Z� �Z
 <Z�: ��%�'Z� (Z� �Z��� S�Z�6� *Z���� S�Z�6� �FZ!%�� ��Z�� ���Z-@ �����3 %�12 %  <Z%-
N�C ��ZZ��� ��'ZZ
 �ZZ���� ,�CZZ%�� ��ZZ���� �-�ZZ� "�ZZ

 ,ZZ
 ����ZZ��� . �ZZ��� 5�ZZ46� "��ZZ�6� �ZZ!&� (ZZ��

          ,Z
 �Z2�@ �Z'����� �Z!��
 �Z  ����� ���#1 % <Z%-        ��'Z
�� /Z���� �Z��� ��Z���� "�Z

 ,Z
 �Z2�6� 
)              �Z!��
�� �Z�
�@ 5�Z
 (�Z�!� �Z  (�4�'ZX� �.��Z��
 �%'Z
�� ��'��� ��#�� .(      �Z2F2 �Z!��
�� �Z  /�Z�K �Z��

                              "��Z�6� �Z
��� ,
Z+ �3�	Z
 /Z���� /�CZ� �Z�� ;�.�Z �Z%�%� <Z�: �.��'Z� �Z%�%� ���Z-T� ��Z���� ,
 "���@
 �ZZ��
&%� ��ZZ+�4��) ��3��	ZZ� =�'ZZ�  �ZZ�� ,ZZ
 ��ZZ�
�� ���ZZ
&�� �ZZ
��!�� ,
ZZ+IUCN :( �ZZ������ ���ZZ
��

���	
�� �
�4��� ���
&�� ��6� �C �!	��� ��G	�� �'�����.  

 �ZZ��4 �ZZ  ��%�'ZZ� (ZZ� �ZZ��� ��ZZ���� (ZZK�
 /ZZ��� �ZZ��2010 �ZZ����
�� *ZZ���
� �ZZ��&
�� ���ZZ�
�� �ZZ  
 � �'ZZ
�2.5 �ZZ%& �ZZ!  Q�+ZZ34�
 /�ZZ-�3��� <ZZ%- �ZZ%&� (ZZ� 25 %ZZ

 ,ZZ
 "�ZZ3��� <ZZ%- ��ZZ���� "�

    ,Z- ����199( .                          <Z�: ��Z	��� ,Z
 /Z��
� �Z��� ��Z���� <Z�: 5�Z�D� �Z����� BCZ� ,PZ  HZ�6� <Z%-�
  �����&	ZZ�� /�&�'ZZ
��)*ZZ���� �FZZ!%�� (    �ZZ&��� /ZZ��� ,@ �ZZ�� �+ZZ34�
 /�ZZ-�3��� <ZZ%- �ZZ!%&


����� ����� �-�'� ���� �����&�� /������� <�: �!��
�� �!�3� I�& ;�
&6�"�3��� <%- <��-  .  

                 �Z��4 �Z  ��CZ�3�� (Z� �Z��� �!��'Z�� �Z'����� A��Z�� *Z
 ����!
����2008    ���Z�� E��� �Z!��
 �Z  )  �ZK�@
 ,��ZZ��2009( ,ZZ- �ZZ!� /�ZZ-�3��� <ZZ%- ���ZZ�
�� ��ZZ���� ���ZZ-@ /ZZ��� �ZZ!  ;200 �ZZ  �ZZ�2�� �ZZ�@ ( 
 �ZZ��42010     ZZ
 ��ZZ�3�� /�C �ZZ  U%�'ZZ� (ZZ� �ZZ
- �ZZ'����� *ZZ���
 (ZZK�
 �ZZ �  (�ZZ- ,2008   
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) ��#ZZ��1�11 .( *ZZ��
�� ,@ 8:)� ( =��ZZ!� �ZZ
 �ZZ'8  ��ZZ��� ��#ZZ� ,�ZZ� IZZ�& ;S�ZZ�@ �ZZL�F!� �8c 
 *ZZ��
�� �ZZ  U%�'ZZ� (ZZ� �ZZ
� �.���#ZZ
 UZZ� )S09 ( �ZZ��4 �ZZ 2008 . ,@ ��ZZ��-8�� CZZ46� ,�ZZ��� UZZ�@ 8:

 *ZZ��
�� �ZZ  /�ZZ��� �ZZ��� S�ZZ�6� �FZZ!%�� ���ZZ�� ��ZZ����� ���ZZ-6�)� (ZZ� ��ZZ�� =�ZZ' <ZZ�: �'ZZ��� ��#
 ,
 ,��� �&��7,500���  .  
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Z+ ���Z�
�� ��Z���� ���Z-6 �'
�� "�

�� 2.5         *Z��
 �Z� ,Z- (Z� 
  ,ZZ- �ZZ!� /�ZZ-�3��� <ZZ%-� �ZZ����
200   �ZZ��4 �ZZ  �ZZ������ �ZZ����
�� ��ZZ�  �ZZ  ( 2010 

) �ZZ'����� �ZZ!��
 :  ,ZZ
 *ZZ���
��)@ ( �ZZ��G�)�((  �ZZ��4 �ZZ � ;2008)  ���ZZ�� E��� �ZZ!��
 :
 ,
 *���
��M09  ���?� S10 .(  

 

             �Z��4 �Z  ��Z��� ��#Z� �Z	� ,Z�
� ;��Z' �
 <%- .�����2010       ,�Z�&6� =Z%>@ �Z  UZ�@ �@ S34�Z
 UZ�T� 
                                �Z�D� 8 �Z'����� �Z!��
 ,Z
 ��Z��� ���Z@ ,@ <Z�: ��#Z� �Z

 ;�Z.
�
- �Z'����� �Z!��
 �Z  �.�Z �.+34�
 ,��

 ��
�@ /�C    �Z��4�� /��Z��  .                   �!��Z' /�Z'��� <Z%- �Z���
�� /�Z������ *Z
 �.�Z�2� [����Z'8� �CZ� ('Z�� :  ��Z�� 
                            �	Z� �Z!%&
�� ��Z���� ,Z
 �Z������ (��Z&�� �'Z��� �!Z	� S�Z�6� *Z���� S�Z�6� �FZ!%�� ��Z�� �����> ,@

                           - �Z�� ��!Z# ?@� ,Z
 =�Z��� <Z�: *Z����� /Z���� �Z� ,Z
 =�!��Z� �Z
&6� �Z&��� �&�' <�:    �Z
&6� ��Z�
�&��� .       �Z!  ���Z3�
 =��'@ ,�
���)                 ��Z���� ,Z
 ��Z��� ���Z-@ ,Z
 ,�Z�&6� SZ�� �Z  ,�Z��� (    ��Z	��� ,Z


                            ,Z
 ���#Z�� ��Z�� �Z�- ��Z��� NZ�C �Z�� �Z����
P� H�	Z� IZ�& ;��!Z# ?@�� =��Z> ?@� ,�Z� �&�'�� <�:
 �ZZ'����� �ZZ!��
) *ZZ��
��"� .("ZZ� 8 �ZZ!%&
�� ��ZZ���� ,@ <ZZ�: A��ZZ���� ��#ZZ�� ��
ZZ# *ZZ����� �&�'ZZ�� <ZZ�: �	

   ��ZZ  ?��'ZZ�� ,ZZ
 ���#ZZ�� =�ZZ��� B�ZZ��� ��ZZ�� ��ZZ���� ,ZZ
 ��ZZ LF�ZZ%� �.��ZZ- ,@ ��ZZ��� ;=��ZZ> ?@�
 ��%&�'�� ���'�� .                             ��Z� <Z%- �Z���� �Z.��� UZ��  ?��'Z�� �Z�- ��Z�� �Z��� ��Z���� (ZK�
 ,TZ� �Z!��� �Z
�

 <%- =�G�� B���� �
��� �@ ;�
&6� �&��� ��� �%'%'����� E��� ���.  
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��%&
�� ��������!��
�� ��
�@ 5�
 (��!�� A������   

 ����#ZZ�� ��ZZ����� ���ZZ���� ��ZZ�G�� ,ZZ
 �ZZ������ �����&	ZZ�� �ZZ+��6�� �ZZ&�!��� ��ZZ�� e�ZZ�
�� �ZZ
��- �4��ZZ��
                �Z�%&
�� ��Z��%� �Z�C� �Z�> �Z���
 �Z'����� �Z!��
 ,Z
 ����/ �#Z#�
�� .          �FZ4 ���Z# �Z!  =��Z'6� BCZ���

���                      �Z� �Z�����-�� �Z���
 �3�	Z
 �Z�%&
�� ��Z���� ,Z
 ��Z ��%� ��- �'����� "   �Z%!%� ���Z2: �Z�6� "   �Z
��� �Z 
IUCNS��!�8�ZZ� ���ZZ�
�� "��ZZ�a� ���ZZ
&��  . ��CZZ�� �
ZZ#�
 ���&	ZZ�� ��ZZ�� ��ZZ���� NZZ%� <ZZ%- �ZZ%2
6� ,ZZ
�

[��
�� ��!��� �&���� =��G��� ������ ���!��� ���&	�� ���� � .  

D� �CZZ��� �ZZ�%&
�� ��ZZ��%� ��'ZZ���� ��ZZ+���
 �ZZ�
�@ /�C �ZZ'����� �ZZ!��
 ���ZZ@ (ZZK�
 �ZZ� ; �ZZ&���� E�ZZ�&��
                        ���&	Z�� =Z%� �Z  �Z���
�� SZ�� � �Z� ���Z���� ��Z�G�� ���'Z�� *Z'�@ *Z�� <%- ���6� ,������� .    ,PZ  �CZ���

��%&
�� ����%� ��
�@ /�C ����� ����
�� N%�  .  

  

�
2��� ������� (��!�� A������ �!��
�� ��
�@ 5�
  

 �ZZ  �ZZ
2� �ZZ	��!�� ��ZZ����� *ZZ���� �FZZ!%�� ��ZZ�� ,�ZZ�&6� SZZ�� �ZZ  /���ZZ#  ;�ZZ����
�� /��ZZ�  �FZZ4�
                               �Z�� ,Z
 �4TZ�
 /Z�� �Z  �@ ���Z��� ���	Z�� �Z  �.	�	Z4� ;�Z��
 �Z���!�� ���Z�
�� �Z  �@ �Z'����� �!��


                  	Z�� �Z!��
�� �Z  �Z�%�� ��+Z� ,�Z& <Z�: ;�Z��%� ���� ���3��� ��K�������& .          /+Z
@ �Z� ��Z���� NZ%� ,@ �Z�K�
             ��Z��� �Z%&� ����
��Z'� �Z�� ���&	Z�� �Z  ��&�� �%�� .                �Z!��
 ���Z@ *Z�
 �Z  ��Z���� NZ%� /���Z# �Z��

                             �Z!��
�� ���Z& �Z4�� �Z��
&%� �.�Z+�4 UZ�
 �Z�� �Z�
�@ �C B��Z��-� ,Z�
�  ��Z&
 (2Z
 �Z�� 8� ;�'����� .
           ,
Z+ �Z������ ��Z����� �Z���6� ,��� ���           /�C ���Z��� ��Z�G�� ,Z
 *Z�� <Z%- �Z���&
��� �Z'����� �Z!��
 ���Z&

���G	�� (2��%�  ��
�@ . 

                        �Z.
2
 ��
��4�Z'8 �Z����
�� �4�'Z�� ���ZK *Z���� ���Z!%�� �G�'Z� (Z� ,�Z�&6� ,Z
 �Z�2� � � .    �	Z  �Z �
�ZZ	@ ,ZZ
 /���ZZ�� IFZZ2 �FZZ4 �4�'ZZ�� �ZZ  S�ZZ�6� �FZZ!%�� ��ZZ�� ��'ZZ� ,ZZ
 �ZZ��3�� ,ZZ�
� *ZZ����� 15 

         �Z���& ��Z��� ���Z-T� /�Z��� ��Z���� NZ%� ,@ 8: ;�Z����
 ���Z��)   <Z�: �	Z�4,800 �Z�� (   <ZZ�: ��#Z� �Z

 ;
 ��ZZ��� �ZZ%&� �FZZ4 �ZZ��� �ZZ�&
 �ZZ�����-�� ���
�ZZ'�� (�4�'ZZ� 8 �4�'ZZ�� ,@ . ,TZZ� �ZZ�� S��ZZ� 8� �ZZ���
�

*ZZ����� ��ZZ� ��
��ZZ'� �ZZ�� �4�'ZZ�� �ZZ  �ZZ%
�� �ZZ%�� �+ZZ
� 8 �ZZ
�� ��ZZ���� (ZZK�
 ���	ZZ� ,ZZ�
� ,ZZ���  ;
 � ,�#ZZ%���� *ZZ���� �FZZ!%�� ��ZZ��� �ZZ.
�
 �ZZ.
2
 �ZZ�����-�� �����&	ZZ�� ���'ZZ�� �ZZ'� �ZZ���!�� �4�'ZZ�� �ZZ
��

5�46� "���6� S�� .  

                      (�Z�@ ��Z- �Z��  (�Z!�� �Z��� �Z�&
 �Z�����-�� ���
�Z'�� �Z&���� ���G	Z�� (2��Z�� (�4�'�� .      ��'Z� (Z� �Z��
                             ;,�#Z%���� (�Z
���� �����Z�� ��Z�� �Z��
� ;�Z4c� ,�Z& ,�Z� /���Z# �Z��� 5�Z46� "��Z�6� ,Z
 ��Z- ���K

 ZZ��-8�� CZZ46� �ZZ�- �.	�	ZZ4� ;���&	ZZ�� ,�+ZZ&@ �ZZ  �.�ZZ��  �LCFZZ
 �ZZ&���� ��#ZZ� IZZ�& ���ZZ���� ��ZZ�G�� ��
����� �%&� �F4 "���6� N%�� �
�
 �F��� ��!�� ���� L��&
 ��D� ��  �C��� ;���  ��2��� .  
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1-3    ���0��*1�����   

1-3-1    �������,��� ��������  ��,�� �2�3 

������ ��#�� <%- �����
�� ��29� M�4%� ,��
7�� :  

�<<K��+� ���	�<<��  :&�'ZZ
 ,@ <ZZ�: �K���ZZ� �.��'ZZ� ���GZZ	 "��#ZZ
�� S��ZZ>6 �%G�'ZZ
��  �ZZ+��6� �) =��ZZ!�
3(%   �ZZ+��6� ,@ ��ZZ��-� <ZZ%-� ;��ZZ29�� �ZZ��C�� �ZZ������� �K�ZZ�
��� �ZZ.���� �'�'ZZ&�� �ZZ���
�� =�ZZ�> �ZZ � ;

               �Z
�� �.��Z2c �Z+��6� NZ%� CZ4@ ,Z- A�Z�� ,Z� ;,�'%� �@ �.�-��� �G�'� 8 .      �Z
���� ��Z29� S�Z34� ,Z�
� �Z
�
 ,- ����'�                 ���Z���� ��Z�G�� ,Z
 �Z��!� ,
+Z�� �Z��� *Z���
�� =Z�� ����  .            �Z
�� �Z
��- ��Z' �Z
 ��#Z� �Z


��G#���� ������ ��%&�
�.  

 ��G<<��� ����<<��� Q�<<�� �<<�*��/�� �3�<<���� :  �ZZ������� �K�ZZ�
�� �ZZ2�
� <ZZ�:� /F�!�'ZZ
�� =�ZZ�> <ZZ�: �K���ZZ�
      ZZ%- ��2TZ��� ,PZ  ;,�ZZ�
%� ��Z�

 /�
ZZ' ��Z� (�ZZ- *Z
� ;�����&	Z��   �ZZ�
�@ /�C �Z�D� 8 �ZZ������� �K�Z�
�� <

 �F4 ���'��G#��� �%&�
 �@ ������ �%&�
.  

  N����� ������ N����� :                        ��Z���� ��Z� <Z%- ����'Z
�� �Z����� �Z���� *���#Z
� LF	Z�
� �Z.
�� LF
�Z- B�Z�
�� ��#Z� 8 .
                   �� ��Z
-@ �.	�	Z4� ;���#Z��� �Z%&�
 /�
��4�Z'�� B�Z�
�� (��4�Z'� <Z�: �Z�&�� �	&��      ��Z��� �Z	�4�� ���Z'�4

�ZZ�-�3�� �ZZ�&
��� /�ZZ'�'6� . ��ZZ
-@ /�ZZ�h@ �ZZ
 �C:��ZZ%4��  ZZ��� ,ZZ- B�ZZ�
�� ,�
TZZ� (��ZZ' ;*ZZ��
�� �ZZ � 
�ZZ���� B�ZZ�
 ��ZZ�4 �ZZ
�K�
 ,ZZ
 B�ZZ�
��� ���ZZ���� (�ZZ� /F��ZZ� . �	ZZ	4
�� B�ZZ�
�� ,ZZ
 /�ZZ���&8� ,���ZZ'�

 ;��ZZ+���
 ��&	ZZ�� /�
�ZZ4�� S��ZZ>6�ZZ����� ZZ���� �ZZ%&�
 <ZZ%- NZZ�C�.+ZZ�@ �� . ,ZZ
 ���G	ZZ�� /�ZZ�
��� ,:
                             LF
�Z- ��#Z� 8 S�6� /Z&� ��3��	Z� (�Z� A����Z	 (��4�Z'�� �Z�����
 ���Z���� (�Z� �Z���� B�Z�
�� ,Z
 ���3��

�ZZ��&
�� �ZZ����� �ZZ  �ZZ26� $��ZZ� .  �ZZ
���� �ZZ����� ��
�4�'ZZ� �ZZ��� �ZZ� ��� B�ZZ�
�� ���	ZZ
 (��4�ZZ'� (�ZZ� ,ZZ��
 ��-��#
 ���
 �  �����%� ���	
�� �&�'
 <%- ��

��200(� 2 .  

                �Z%&�
 �FZ4 ��%��'Z
�� B�Z�
�� /�Z�
� ���Z!� (Z� ��� ��G#Z���      ���Z�� �Z
� 3 ( 3/          NZ%� ��#Z� ,Z�� ;�Z!  (�Z�
��C� ��
�@ /��
��� .  

  $�<<�
	��� �<</	�� $�<<�
	��� � �<<��
��� : ,@ *ZZ���
�� ,ZZ
=ZZ���� � "��#ZZ
�� <ZZ%- /�ZZ3%4
�� ,ZZ
 ��ZZ��� /�ZZ�

�� ���ZZ
 ,ZZ
 ��TZZ�� ��%	ZZ�� �ZZ�%G���� �ZZ����)=#ZZ4��� N��ZZ'F���� ���ZZ��( �ZZ!� �ZZ  �
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 ���ZZ
 �ZZ�� ;

/���
�� .               *Z���
 �Z  =Z%>6� <Z%- /�Z3%4
�� NZ%� ��K�Z' �Z!�          ��Z���� �&�Z' �Z � �Z���3�� /�Z�������� .  �Z �
  ���&	ZZ�� �ZZ  ����'ZZ� /�ZZ3%4
�� NZZ%� �#ZZ��� �ZZ!  ;�ZZ��� ��ZZ�� <ZZ%- E�ZZ��� �ZZ��� �ZZ���� ���ZZK�� �ZZK

    'Z
 �Z�- �!���'�  ��Z'�# /�&� .       ,TZ� ��Z!�� ,Z�
�               �Z�%
- ��Z�2@  ��Z�4�� /�Z3%4
%� �Z
�&
�� �Z�&��� ��	Z
��
                       ��Z���� /��Z�
 ,Z
 �Z
��!�� (�&#Z��� /�Z���� =��'Z�� ,Z- �Z
���� NZ%� �� ������)      /���Z3&��� /��&�#Z�� �Z2


  �Z���>� /�� �����(                  �Z��!�
�� ���Z
�� =Z����� *Z
 �Z
����� /����Z: ,Z
 �.+Z�@� ;)   �Z&
�� �Z��
�   /�Z����� /8
  �������ZZ���� /ZZ����� ?��ZZ��� �����ZZ	 �ZZ  �
�4�'ZZ
�� .(   ���ZZ
�� =��'ZZ��� /�ZZ��3��� �ZZ
� =ZZ�� ,ZZ�
�

����  ������ /����: ������ �
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 �
- ������ (��4�'�� ����'� ���4�� .  
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Public Hearing Report 
 
The methodology adapted for the preparation and disclosure of the ESIA was 
participatory and involving for the various groups of stakeholders. The views and 
consultations of stakeholders not only added value to the findings but also increased 
the sense of stakeholders' ownership to the project and involved awareness raising 
and capacity building for local stakeholders on technical issues of relevance to the 
project.  
 
As part of reviewing the results of the drafted ESIA, the Consultant arranged for a 
Public Hearing after the production of the first draft of the study. The Public Hearing 
event has been organized on 21st September 2011 in AMC Azur 
Hurghada, Red Sea, Egypt. The event had the primary interest of engaging wider 
range of relevant stakeholders and disclosing the ESIA preliminary results including 
the identified impacts and the proposed mitigation measures under the ESMP and 
allowing the stakeholders the opportunity to comment on the draft ESIA. The 
participants' feedbacks were meant to inform the final version of the ESIA through full 
consideration and incorporation for the relevant comments.  
 
The Public Hearing invitation was publicly announced in Al Ahram national 
newspaper (scanned copy of the announcement is attached in Annex A). This 
announcement contained a reference to the website of the ESIA Consultant, for 
downloading an Arabic and an English version of the non-technical executive 
summary of the draft ESIA. In addition to that, personal invitations have been 
distributed to stakeholders of relevance to the project along with non-technical 
executive summary of the draft ESIA. Parts of the invitations have been circulated by 
NREA, while other parts have been circulated by the ESIA Consultant. As per the 
requirements of the EEAA, the list of proposed participants in the Public Hearing 
included various categories of relevance to the project. Arabic and English 
registration forms were prepared and used during the workshop for documenting the 
lists of participants. Annex B includes translation for the lists of participants and the 
scanned registration form of the workshop is attached in Annex C. A total of around 
80 participants of various affiliations participated in the Public Hearing. The 
stakeholders who participated in the event involved but were not limited to, 
governmental organizations, non-governmental organizations, media, neighboring 
communities to the project site, private sector organizations as well as consultants.  
 
The Public Hearing workshop was divided into two main sessions as indicated in the 
attached Agenda on Annex D. The first session involved various welcome speeches 
by representative of Egyptian Environmental Affairs Agency (EEAA), representative 
of New Renewable Energy Authority (NREA) and representative from the 
Governorate of Red Sea. This was followed by presentations for the project over 
view, the ESIA methodology and the key findings of the study by the representative 
of the Consultancy firms involved in the ESIA. Copies of the delivered presentations 
are attached on Annex E. 
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This session was followed by a 30 minutes break that has been followed by an open 
discussion session where all participants were invited to present their comments and 
feedbacks on the presented information. During this session, the concerned 
stakeholders from Governmental authorities as well as the team of consultants 
provided replies on the raised issues. In order to ensure efficient documentation for 
the participants' feedbacks, several tools have been employed. This included video 
and cassette recording and feedback sheets that have been distributed on 
participants to keep written records of their feedbacks. Sample of the written 
feedback sheets is attached in Annex F.  
 

 

 

 
Figure A4.1: Part of the Public Hearing 
Participants 

 Figure A4.2: Presenting the ESIA 
findings  

   

 

 

 
Figure A4.3: Participants Comments 
and Questions during the Open 
Discussion  

 Figure A4.3: Answers to the Raised 
Comments and Questions  

 
Several raised issues are already included in the draft ESIA report. Participants were 
invited to download and go through the draft ESIA report which was made available 
on the consultant's website. The other relevant comments and feedbacks that have 
been raised were considered to the extent possible in developing the final version of 
the ESIA.  
 
The following sections present the key issues raised during the Public Hearing event.  
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1) Introductory statements:  
 
 
Eng. Mohammad Abdullah – The General Department of Energy Projects, EEAA 
 
 Welcome all participants and thanked them for their interest in the event. 
 Public consultations are one of the key requirements for the EEAA as part of the 
ESIA process. It is a crucial step for checking and validating the ESIA results.  

 The project is a clean environmental friendly model of power generation. However, 
any potential negative impacts should be identified and mitigated through the 
environmental management plan.   

 
 
Dr. Mahmoud Hanafy – Environmental Affairs and Protected Areas Consultant 
to the Red Sea Governor and Representative of the Governorate of Red Sea 
 
 Welcome all participants and apology on behalf of the Red Sea Governor who was 
not able to participate.  

 The project goes in line with the Governorate strategy and the national strategy to 
enhance power production through green methods. 

 The Red Sea Governorate is one of the key spots for development in Egypt. The 
Governorate consists of vast desert and limited resources. However, the 
Governorate is of high economic, scientific and environmental value.  

 
 
Dr. Abdel Rahmaan Salah – NREA Chairman  
 Welcome all participants. 
 The Gulf of Suez area holds one of the strongest wind potential across the world.  
 At the same time, the Gulf of Suez is well known as a bottleneck for migrating 
birds. NREA is very much aware of the bird migration issue and pays big attention 
to it. NREA has thus contracted international experts to conduct comprehensive 
impacts studies for this aspect and set strategic management plan for the potential 
impacts.  
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2) Key Comments/Questions during the Open Discussion  
 
Question: Hamdy Fahmy Ossman – Journalist 

 
What is the return of the project on the Governorate and what is the risk margin?  
 
Answer: Dr. Abdel Rahmaan Salah – NREA Chairman  
 
This type of project which results in power generation is usually a key attraction for 
new communities, industries and new opportunities. From technical and 
environmental point of view, the project will provide a clean and green source of 
energy. It will create job opportunities which will benefit the Governorate's citizens 
especially those who have the needed qualifications. It will help in reducing CO2 
emissions. 
 
Answer: Dr. Tarek Genena – EcoConServ President 
 
It is difficult to mention a specific risk margin related to the project. The ESIA 
assessed the potential impacts and set mitigation measures to address the negative 
impacts.  
 
 
Comment: Dr. Mahmoud Hanafy – Environmental Affairs and Protected Areas 
Consultant to the Red Sea Governor 
 
Land use and ownership issues are crucial for the wind farm projects. We are talking 
about 200 km2. I urge the responsible agencies to pay the due attention to the land 
use and the potential future development issues. Some other valuable natural 
resources might be discovered in the future. In particular due to the involvement of 
the private sector in these projects, it is very important for the government to maintain 
sovereignty over the land.  
 
The ESIA should also pay the due attention to the diverse interests of different 
parties.  
 
 
Question:  Dr. Mahmoud Hanafy – Environmental Affairs and Protected Areas 
Consultant to the Red Sea Governor 
 
The total area of land that will be used under the project does not exceed 3% of the 
total project area. Is there any way to make utilization of the remaining 97% of the 
project site. Is there relevant international experience on utilizing the land use? 
 
Answer: Dr. Abdel Rahmaan Salah – NREA Chairman 
 
For land use issues, NREA's roles include allocating land after getting approvals from 
the various authorities. This is done in coordination with the National Land Use 
Authority which also considers the future plans of development and provides the 
license for the land use.  
 
There are coordination protocols between the different actors involved in the area for 
both current and future plans.  
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Answer: Dr. Ernst Niemann – Project Director, Lahmeyer International GmbH 
 
Other countries are utilizing the land under the wind farms as long as the buffer 
zones and low building heights are respected. This is the case in Germany, where 
the land of the wind farm is cultivated. 
 
 
Question: Eng. Tarek Tarek Awad Ibrahim – Head of the Prevention and Tests 
Department, EETC  
 
How was the project area determined? 
If we are speaking about 300 m of impact zone for birds around each turbine, does 
this not mean that big parts of the site could be classified as risky? 
I want to know more about the recommendation of not lighting turbines.  
 
Answer: Dr. Abdel Rahmaan Salah – NREA Chairman 
 
The area of the project has been determined based on the wind and solar power in 
cooperation with international agencies and this helped in indicating the project areas 
and borders.  
 
Answer: Dr. Frank Bergen – CEO, ecoda Environmental Consultancy GbR 
 
As given in the draft ESIA disturbance effects on local birds are restricted to a rather 
small distance and cover at most the area up to 300 m to each turbine. Species 
variety of local birds and bird density within the study area is very low. Consequently, 
the impact on local birds was assessed as not to be significant (acceptable). 
 
Species that migrate at night are attracted by lighting and, hence, might get into the 
collision risk zone of wind turbines. Therefore, it is a general recommendation to 
reduce lighting of turbines (and other tall structures) as much as possible. 
 
 
Question: Faysal Yahiaa – El Swedy for Wind Energy 
 
The question is about the restrictions on the height of the turbine to 100/120 m. We 
wonder who takes the decision on the allowed height. Is this decision already 
announced or shall we wait on the final ESIA report to determine the allowed height. 
Another question is about the Bedouin residing in the project site. We wonder why 
not to consider a relocation alternative.  
 
Answer: Dr. Abdel Rahmaan Salah – NREA Chairman 
 
The allowed height is recognized and announced in each area. For instance, in 
Gabal El Zeit it is 120 m. Several parties are involved in such decision such as the 
Civil Aviation Authority, the Defense Authority and environmental (birds) 
considerations. Another instance is the area located at the West Nile Valley where 
the allowed height is 150 m and this was determined after coordination with different 
parties.  
 
Regarding the relocation it could be considered only in the cases where the local 
communities are disadvantaged and are in favour of relocation. This is not the case 
in our project.  
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Answer: Eng. Ashraf Abdel Meguid – NREA Consultant 
 
Given the nature of economic activities of the residents of the Bedouin community 
within the project site and the fact that they have been working for long years with the 
Petroleum companies in the area, it is not feasible to propose relocation options.  
 
 
Comment: Eng. Mohamed Mohamed Eid – Consultant at IEHEE 
 
The study has not investigated in alternative sites to deal with the birds issues. 
 
Answer: Dr. Tarek Genena – EcoConServ President 
 
We mentioned zoning for the site to mitigate for impacts on birds and mentioned 
different mitigation measures based on the nature and severity of the impacts in each 
of the zones.  
 
 
Question: Eng. Mohammad Moustafa El Khayat – NREA  
 
The question is related to the escape corridor as a mitigation measure. I wonder if we 
are here assuming that birds are intelligent enough to realize the corridor, but not 
intelligent enough to overfly the wind turbines.  
Regarding the 88 km2 (40%) of the land space which will be restricted. I wonder if 
birds fly over it or settle in this area. 
Regarding noise, has there been measure for the current level of noise? 
 
Answer: Dr. Frank Bergen – CEO, ecoda Environmental Consultancy GbR 
 
Due to the lack of knowledge there are still some uncertainties in the impact 
assessments. Of course, experiences obtained from wind farms in other parts of the 
world are available. However, due to the unique characteristics of the Gulf of Suez 
area, its importance for bird migration and the characteristics of the proposed wind 
farms -with hundreds of turbines- the results and conclusions obtained in other 
countries are not directly applicable for wind developments at the Gulf of Suez. Up to 
now, we have no experience on how birds will interact with a huge wind farm in this 
area. On the one hand it seems reasonable to assume that birds are able to avoid 
turbines, but on the other hand relevant numbers of collision victims have been found 
under wind turbines in Europe and the U.S.  
Moreover, the situation at the Gulf of Suez is complicated: In spring, birds face strong 
headwinds and have to struggle continuously to migrate further northwest. As gliding 
birds lose altitude, especially in headwind situations, they are forced to gain height by 
circling and soaring in thermal uplifts. During soaring birds drift with the wind. This 
might be critical if birds drift to a row of operating turbines. Sometimes birds even 
give up struggling against the strong headwinds and go with the wind in south-
eastern direction. In these situations a corridor might be an effective measure to give 
birds an opportunity to escape the wind farm area. 
In zone 3 very large numbers of migratory birds were recorded. Consequently, it was 
concluded that wind turbines should be strictly banned in this area. Even a shutdown 
programme is not believed to be capable of reducing impacts in zone 3 to an 
acceptable level, because significant cumulative impacts with other wind farms 
cannot be excluded. If it turns out by a post-construction-monitoring at neighboring 
wind farms that the impact on migrating birds is rather low, zone 3 might be opened 
in the future.  
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Comment: Shazly Abou Hassan Mohamed – Technician at NREA, Zafarana 
Wind Farm 
 
From our experience for around 15 years now, we observed that birds avoid wind 
turbine and no birds has been affected. 
 
Comment: Eng. Yasser Gaffar – NREA Zafaranna  
 
We have worked for 11 years in Zafaranna area and no impact on birds has been 
observed. Also, there is no noise impact and the area is full of touristic resorts and no 
noise impact is generated from the turbines. 
 
Comment: Dr. Frank Bergen – CEO, ecoda Environmental Consultancy GbR 
 
I very much appreciate these comments. But, as we know from studies carried out in 
2007, bird migration is rather low in Zafarana wind farm area, because the majority of 
birds migrated further West near the Red Sea Mountains. As a consequence, the 
situation is not comparable to the study area. 
 
 
Question: Eng. Anwar Galal Tharwat – Environmental Consultant 
 
Has there been coordination between this ESIA and the other ESIA conducted 
previously by other international consultants in the area?  
We also suggest field monitoring for mortality rates? 
 
Answer: Dr. Frank Bergen – CEO, ecoda Environmental Consultancy GbR  
 
Yes, we benefited from two main studies. The first one was conducted by Carl Bro 
and the second one by us. Both studies have been very important references for the 
recent ESIA. 
 
In 2007, we conducted a post construction monitoring at Zafarana wind farms. During 
this investigation no collision victim was recorded, confirming that bird migration is 
concentrated further West near the Red Sea Mountains. 
We learnt from recent observations that bird migration is much higher in our study 
area and, hence, that the area is much more sensitive. Investigating mortality rates is 
considered in coming post-construction monitoring, which is one of the important 
procedures that has been recommended in the ESIA.  
 
 
Question: Eng. Mouard Magdy Nassar – EETC 
 
Concerning the shut down on demand, we suggest this to be done in coordination 
with EETC for the times of operation and shutting down. 
Why did you not consider placing turbines in the restricted zone and consider a shut 
down on demand program instead of losing the opportunity.  
 
Answer: Dr. Abdel Rahmaan Salah – NREA Chairman 
 
We assure you that coordination is ongoing and will be functioning in the future. 
Regarding your second question, this suggestion needs a feasibility study 
assessment and this could be decided after the post construction monitoring.  
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Question: Eng. Khaled Alaam – EEAA 
 
Zone 3 is a very sensitive migratory birds' spot which is recognized internationally so 
it is very important to restrict the construction of wind turbines in this area.  
Regarding the shut down program, I wonder who is taking the decision of the shut 
down?  
 
Answer: Dr. Abdel Rahmaan Salah – NREA Chairman 
 
Of course we are committed to the international conventions ratified by Egypt and the 
national legislations for environmental and biodiversity protection.  
Regarding the second part of the question, the main three actors engaged in the shut 
down decision are the EEAA, NREA and EETC. The shut down should be made in 
full cooperation between these actors  
 
 
Question: Akihiro Yoshida – Project Coordinator Toyota Tsush, Japan  
 
My question is concerning the maximum tip height. Is it confirmed that for Gabal El 
Zeit it is 120 m or does it depend on decisions made by different authorities? 
 
Answer: Dr. Ernst Niemann – Project Director, Lahmeyer International GmbH 
 
The 120 m tip height is the requirement of the Ministry of Civil Aviation and the 
Ministry of Defense and the same recommendation was confirmed by the 
environmental study. 
 
 
Comment: Emad Ghally – RES Country Manager  
 
Regarding coordination in case of any new developments in the future (e.g. the 
emergence of new resources that need to be utilized in the area), we confirm from 
our previous experience that this could be coordinated and managed.  
 
 
 
Comment: Wahed Salama Hamyed – General Manager of the Red Sea General 
Directorate Department 
 
The efforts of NREA, not only in this current ESIA, but in all previous ESIAs in this 
important bird area are highly appreciated. The alternative and the mitigation 
measures developed by these studies are crucial for protecting birds.  
 
We started to have local/national qualified human resources in the field of birds and 
bird migration and they are valuable assets for such studies.  
I suggest establishing a risk center for the birds in the area to avail immediate 
veterinary treatments in the unfavorable cases of accidents.  
 
 
Comment: Mahmoud Attia – NREA Deputy for Projects Department 
 
I want to add a comment about the coordination among the various concerned 
authority and emphasize that the various ministries of relevance to the project usually 
discuss their future plans and consult together during the preparation of the project.  
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Annex A: Scanned Copy of the Public Hearing Announced in Al Ahram on 31st 
August 2011 
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Annex B: NREA Official Invitation Letters to major Stakeholders 

In addition to the Advertisement in the Al Ahram newspaper of August 31st, 2011, the 
following stakeholders had been invited by NREA through official letters of 
September 5th and 7th, 2011 to participate in the Public Hearing on September 21st, 
2011:   

 
NAME DESIGNATION  ORGANISATION 

Dr. Fatma Abu el Shouk Head of Environmental 
Sector 

EEAA, Cairo 

Eng. Mohammed Shawky Chairman of Central 
Sector EIA 

EEAA, Cairo 

General Mahmoud Asim 
Gaad 

Governor 
 

Red Sea Governorate, 
Hurghada 

General Said Mohammed 
Moussa 

Secretary  
 

Red Sea Governorate, 
Hurghada 

General Mohammed 
Abdul Gawed 

Manager Environmental 
Department  

Red Sea Governorate, 
Hurghada 

Dr. Wahed Salama Manager of Natural 
Reserves 

Red Sea Governorate, 
Hurghada 

General Saad al Din Amin Chairman of Ras Gharib 
Council 

Ras Gharib 
 

Eng. Mohammed  Ala 
Alam 

Chairman 
 

GPC, Cairo 
 

Eng. Mohammed Abdul 
Fatak 

Manager of Operation Ras 
Gharib  

GPC, Ras Gharib 
 

Eng. Abdul Khader 
Abdullah 

Chairman 
 

GAPCO, Maadi, Cairo 
 

Eng. Ibrahim al Khlefy Manager of General 
Relations 

GAPCO, Maadi, Cairo 

 
 
 

Further invitations were circulated by telephone, such as to environmental 
organisations and Bedouins settled in the surrounding of the project area.  
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Annex C: Translation for the lists of participants  
 

No. Name Job Title E-mail Phone no. 
1 Samir Lamei Consultant at Kamy Group Samirsolmaiman@yahoo.com 0105898206 
2 Mohamed Mohamed Eid  Consultant at IEHEE Iehee2@yahoo.com 

 
01519407205/0127553265 

3 Ashour Abd El Salam Abd El 
Manaam 

General Manager, NREA ashour_2am@yahoo.com 
 

0177473802 

4 Sherif  Sharobeem Director at Orascom 
Construction  

sherif.shourbeem@orang.com 
 

0125912343 

5 Amr Amin Omar  Safety Engineer- GUPCO amrmohi260@hotmail.com 
 

0105855363 

6 Faysal Yahiaa El Swedy for Wind Energy  f.eissa@elswedy.com 
 

0110333400 

7 Waled Abd El Rahim  KfW walid.abdel-rehim@kfw.de 0122224848 
8 Saad Mohamed Mahmoud     
9 Ahmed Mohamed Mahmoud 

Mohamed  
Freelance Lawyer  alsehlaby@yahoo.com 

 
0127234378 

10 Swelam Awad Salem  One of the site residents 
(Bedouin)  

  

11 Fatma Swelam  One of the site residents 
(Bedouin)  

  

12 Amany Salah El Saied EEAA amanysalah@msn.com 0101948860 
13 Mahmoud Hassan Hanfy  Red Sea Governor 

Environmental Consultant and 
Professor at Suez Canal 
University  

hanfy@hepca.com 
 

0129776006 

14 Hany Ibrahim  GIPCO ibrahim@gipco.net 0127344616 
15 Sayed Attalah   sayed.attalah@eg.abb.com 0122181963 
16 Emad Ghalli  RES Country Manager  emad.ghali@res-med.ea 0100890021 
17 Mohamed Hassan Ahmed  El Swedy for Wind Energy  moh.hassan@elsewedy.com 

 
0110333422 

mailto:Samirsolmaiman@yahoo.com
mailto:Iehee2@yahoo.com
mailto:ashour_2am@yahoo.com
mailto:sherif.shourbeem@orang.com
mailto:amrmohi260@hotmail.com
mailto:f.eissa@elswedy.com
mailto:walid.abdel-rehim@kfw.de
mailto:alsehlaby@yahoo.com
mailto:amanysalah@msn.com
mailto:hanfy@hepca.com
mailto:ibrahim@gipco.net
mailto:sayed.attalah@eg.abb.com
mailto:emad.ghali@res-med.ea
mailto:moh.hassan@elsewedy.com
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No. Name Job Title E-mail Phone no. 
18 Mohamed Saad Zaghlol  Egypt Wind Power   0123987492 
19 Mohamed Abdullah Awad  The General Department of 

Energy, EEAA 
Moahd72@yahoo.com 0196009809 

20 Tag El Din Hussein Ahmed  Head of Wadi Dara LGU   ?????????? 
21 Hamdy Fahmy Ossman  Journalist   2702178 
22 Abd El Kader Moubark 

Souliman  
Officer in the LGU   0104183405 

23 Ihab Ahmed Darwish  Officer in the LGU   0102761282 
24 Sharkawi Salem Ibrahim  Officer in the LGU   0103074451 
25 Ossama Fared    0122332831 
26 Wahed Salama Hamyed General Manager of the Red 

Sea General Directorate 
Department 

hamednature@hotmail.com  
 

0108309350 

27 Khaled Allam Mohamed 
Ahmed   

Head of the birds protection 
project  

Khaledallam4@hotmail.com  0101288508 

28 Wed Abd El Latif Ibrahim  Head of the Economic 
Management Of Biological 
Diversity Department  

Wed-abdoa@yahoo.com 
 

0105701340 

29 Ossama Noaaman Nada  General Manager of the 
Maintenance Department, 
NREA 

ossamaneada@hotmail.com 01802200291 

30 Mourad Magdy Mohamed 
Nasar  

Accountant for the private 
sector stations connections 

morad-doda@hotmail.com 
 

0125015888 

31 Mohamed Magdy Aly 
Mohamed  

NREA, Red SEA   

32 Mohamed Hussein Mohamed    0117240255 
33 Mohamed Moustafa El 

Khayat  
NREA mohamed.elkhayat@yahoo.com 

 
0128090810 

34 Ashraf Abd El Meged  NREA Consultant  ashrafkaka@hotmail.com 
 

0163322537 

35 Afaf Mekhail Tawfik  General Manager for the afaftawfic@hotmail.com 222712267 

mailto:Moahd72@yahoo.com
mailto:hamednature@hotmail.com
mailto:Khaledallam4@hotmail.com
mailto:Wed-abdoa@yahoo.com
mailto:ossamaneada@hotmail.com
mailto:morad-doda@hotmail.com
mailto:mohamed.elkhayat@yahoo.com
mailto:ashrafkaka@hotmail.com
mailto:afaftawfic@hotmail.com
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No. Name Job Title E-mail Phone no. 
Engineering Studies 
Department, NREA 

 

36 Anwar Galal Tharwat  Environmental Consultant  0105085797 
37 Ayman Afify  Environmental Consultant ayman.afifi@nvironics.org 0127785911 
38 El Sayed Mahmoud Mansour  Project Site Manager  sayedmansour-1960@yahoo.com 

 
0109402423 

39 Ahmed Borai Ahmed  Project Site Accountant  actopus_newman@yahoo.com 
 

0100911008 

40 Mansour Mohamed Abdel 
Baset  

Driver   0127373162 

41 Abd el Fatah Mohamed 
Kamel  

Adminstartive Manager  0122084487 

42 Mohamed Sayed Mahmoud 
Mohamed  

NREA Technician   0122864601 

43 Abd El Rahman Salah El Din  NREA Executive Director    
44 Khaled Mohamed Fakry  Head of Sector at NREA  khfakry@nrea.com  0123760002 
45 Ashraf Ahmed Mohamed 

Saad  
  0107170113 

46 Rafik Youseif Soubaty  NREA Consultant  rafikyousef19@gmail.com  0123810014 
47 Ahmed sayed Ahmed 

Mohamed  
NGO  0112333660 

48 Mohamed Akmaal Mahmoud  Engineer at the Wind 
Department  

akmal_mahmoud@hotamil.com 
 

0102753506 

49 Tarek Awad Ibrahim  Head of the Prevention and 
Tests Department, EETC  

noalata77@hotmail.com  0101815668 

50 Essam El Din Mohamed 
Omar  

Technican at NREA  0163594501 

51 Abd El Bast abuas Mostafa  Technican at NREA  0128931380 
52 Shazly Abou Hassan 

Mohamed  
Technican at NREA  01522948510 

53 Ismail Mohamed Ismail  Operation and Maintenance obrisho5g@yahoo.com 0118614453 

mailto:ayman.afifi@nvironics.org
mailto:sayedmansour-1960@yahoo.com
mailto:actopus_newman@yahoo.com
mailto:khfakry@nrea.com
mailto:rafikyousef19@gmail.com
mailto:akmal_mahmoud@hotamil.com
mailto:noalata77@hotmail.com
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No. Name Job Title E-mail Phone no. 
Technician  

54 Hoda Hassan El Maghraby  Head of the Regional Unit for 
the Training and Education 
project  

desrs-redsea@yahoo.com 0109439964 

55 Mostafa Razk Mostafa  Supervisor at the Regional 
Unit for the Training and 
Education project 

 0109691498 

56 Hamada Rabia Mohamed Aly  Supervisor at the Regional 
Unit for the Training and 
Education project 

hamada2006sh@yahoo.com 0160708811 

57 Abady Razaz Aly  Services worker   
58 Mohamed abd Allah Fareid  Operation worker    
59 Tarek Mohamed Selim  Driver  0143503234 
60 Ragab Mohamed Kalhy  Guard  0115287304 
61 Mohamed Abd El Wahab 

Mohamed  
Physician   0171823785 

62 Mohamed Abd El Ghany Abd 
El Naaem  

  0127271990 

63 Mohamed Fahem Shaltot  Electricity Technician at NREA  0100186727 
64 Yaser Abd El Manaam Abd 

El Salam  
Driver, NREA  0112157058 

65 Sharkawe Mostafa Beshara  Health and Safety Technician, 
NREA 

 0119490154 

66 Mounir Hussein Ahmed  Health and Safety Technician, 
NREA 

  

67 Fawzy Abaas Sayed  Guard, NREA  35526030 
68 Ashraf Abd El Monaim Head of the Operation Unit, 

Electricity Distribution 
Company , Suez Canal  

  

69 Frank Bergen  CEO, Ecoda Environmental 
Consultancy GbR 

bergen@ecoda.de +491782094158 

mailto:bergen@ecoda.de
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No. Name Job Title E-mail Phone no. 
70 Frank Kretz  Technical Director, WKN   
71 Ernst Niemann Senior Project Manager 

Renewable Energies, 
Lahmeyer International GmbH 

ernst.niemann@lahmeyer.de 
 

+49 6101 55 1801 

72 Mun Sang Yi Proejct Director, Egypt 
Powertech  

  

74 Emad Ghally  Siemens Emad.ghaly@siemens.com  
75 Gabriele Maraschin Business Development   
76 Akihiro Yoshida Project Coordinator  akihiro_yoshida@toyota-

tsusho.com 
 

77 Han Ba da  Kepco oceanhan@kepco.co.kr  
78 Mina Farouk rizk  Ibordrola Iatcom  atcon@ie-eg.com  
79 Soren Krohn Hansen World Bank  sk@skpower.net  
80 Ihab Shaalan World Bank  imshaalan@yahoo.com   

 
 
 
 

mailto:ernst.niemann@lahmeyer.de
mailto:Emad.ghaly@siemens.com
mailto:akihiro_yoshida@toyota-tsusho.com
mailto:akihiro_yoshida@toyota-tsusho.com
mailto:oceanhan@kepco.co.kr
mailto:atcon@ie-eg.com
mailto:sk@skpower.net
mailto:imshaalan@yahoo.com
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Annex D Scanned Registration Form of the Public Hearing Workshop 
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Annex E: Public Hearing Agenda  
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Time Activity Speaker 
09.00 – 
10.00 Registration  

10.00 – 
10.20 

Welcome  
 

 Dr. Tarek Genena, EcoConServ President  
 Eng. Mohammad Abdallah - EEAA 

Representative  
 Representative from Red Sea Governorate  
 Eng. Abdel Rahman Salah- NREA Executive 

Director 
10.20 – 
10.30 

Project 
Overview  

 Dr. Ernst Niemann - Project Director, Lahmeyer 
International GmbH 

10.30 – 
11.30 

Presenting the 
findings of the  
Environmental 
and Social 
Impact 
Assessment 
(ESIA) Study   

 Dr. Tarek Genena, EcoConServ President  
 

11.30 – 
12.00 Coffee Break  

12.00 – 
13.00 Open Discussion  

13.00 – 
13.15 Conclusion  

13.15 – 
14.00 Lunch  
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2 – Presentation on the ESIA Findings  
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